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Series Preface

Experimental life sciences have two basic foundations: concepts and tools. The
Neuromethods series focuses on the tools and techniques unique to the investigation of
the nervous system and excitable cells. It will not, however, shortchange the concept side of
things as care has been taken to integrate these tools within the context of the concepts and
questions under investigation. In this way, the series is unique in that it not only collects
protocols but also includes theoretical background information and critiques which led to
the methods and their development. Thus it gives the reader a better understanding of the
origin of the techniques and their potential future development. The Neuromethods
publishing program strikes a balance between recent and exciting developments like
those concerning new animal models of disease, imaging, in vivo methods, and more
established techniques, including, for example, immunocytochemistry and electrophysio-
logical technologies. New trainees in neurosciences still need a sound footing in these older
methods in order to apply a critical approach to their results.

Under the guidance of its founders, Alan Boulton and Glen Baker, the Neuromethods
series has been a success since its first volume published through Humana Press in 1985.
The series continues to flourish through many changes over the years. It is now published
under the umbrella of Springer Protocols. While methods involving brain research have
changed a lot since the series started, the publishing environment and technology have
changed even more radically. Neuromethods has the distinct layout and style of the
Springer Protocols program, designed specifically for readability and ease of reference in
a laboratory setting.

The careful application of methods is potentially the most important step in the process
of scientific inquiry. In the past, new methodologies led the way in developing new
disciplines in the biological and medical sciences. For example, Physiology emerged out
of Anatomy in the nineteenth century by harnessing new methods based on the newly
discovered phenomenon of electricity. Nowadays, the relationships between disciplines and
methods are more complex. Methods are now widely shared between disciplines and
research areas. New developments in electronic publishing make it possible for scientists
that encounter new methods to quickly find sources of information electronically. The
design of individual volumes and chapters in this series takes this new access technology
into account. Springer Protocols makes it possible to download single protocols separately.
In addition, Springer makes its print-on-demand technology available globally. A print
copy can therefore be acquired quickly and for a competitive price anywhere in the world.

Saskatoon, Canada Wolfgang Walz
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Preface

What is patch-clamp for you? For me, patch-clamp is my primary research instrument. I
was introduced to patch clamping over 20 years ago as a graduate student at Ben-Gurion
University of the Negev. Bert Sakmann and Erwin Neher received the Nobel prize a few
years earlier and the second edition of their book Single Channel Recording was about to
come out. Using the new Axopatch-200B I recorded my first ionic currents from lung
ciliary epithelium. I remember my excitement when I got my first gigaseal, holding my
breath as the oscilloscope trace slowly moved and suddenly jumped to zero. Even today it is
fun to watch the membrane suddenly seal to the glass pipette. With some surprise I realize
that I am still using the Axopatch-200B; it is a great amplifier. You can argue that using the
same type of amplifier for more than 20 years means that I am old fashioned or that the
patch-clamp technique has been frozen for two decades. I refuse to address the first
possibility on the grounds that it may incriminate me. As for the patch-clamp technique,
it is not frozen and it is adapting.

Scientific techniques evolve and mature. At the beginning there is excitement; many
rush to use the new tool. It becomes the primary research tool for many laboratories.
Slowly, the tide ebbs. Commercial companies start producing parts and turnkey systems. It
is no longer required to handcraft components; they are ready for purchase. In parallel, the
limitations of the technique are discovered and the technique’s shine is tarnished. It
becomes just another tool in the scientist’s arsenal. Once the low hanging fruit is con-
sumed, the herd moves to greener pastures. Some stay, modifying the technique combin-
ing it with other techniques to go where no one has gone before.

Patch-clamp is a mature, even middle aged, technique. The 1980s were the years of
the single-channel recording gold rush. During the 1990s it has been discovered that the
whole-cell configuration of the technique can be extremely useful for recording from
single neurons. Using this configuration allowed the first peek at unitary synaptic trans-
mission and dendritic integration in the mammalian central nervous system. During the
first decade of the twenty-first century, many studies combined the patch-clamp technique
with other techniques especially fluorescence microscopy and two-photon imaging. A
novel application has been the use of patch electrodes for various experiments in vivo.
The new, literally shiny, kid on the block, optogenetics, has been immediately combined
with patch-clamp. Here I gathered representatives of current adaptations of the patch-
clamp technique to neuroscience. Thus, chapters are devoted to in vivo recordings,
voltage-gated channel recording and analysis, dendritic and axonal recordings, synaptic
current recording and analysis, advanced fluorescent techniques, optogenetics and
voltage-sensitive dye imaging, and finally channel and neuronal modeling. The chapters
also display the highly varying points of view of the patch-clamp technique. Some authors
wrote a completely technical chapter; others view patch-clamp as a standard tool and
detailed how it was used in a specific scientific settings. Naturally, the chapters dealing
with analysis and theory only addressed the products of the technique. The chapters thus
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provide a snapshot of patch-clamp application and analysis. They also provide a window at
the developmental stage of a mature scientific tool that is, and will continue to be, a major
tool in neuroscience.

Ramat-Gan, Israel Alon Korngreen
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Chapter 1

In Vivo Whole-Cell Recordings

Bojana Kokinovic, Stylianos Papaioannou, and Paolo Medini

Abstract

The introduction of whole-cell, patch clamp recordings in vivo has allowed measuring the synaptic
(excitatory and inhibitory) inputs and the spike output frommolecularly or anatomically identified neurons.
Combining this technique with two-photon microscopy also allows to optically target such recordings to
the different subtypes of inhibitory cells (e.g., soma- and dendrite targeting), as well as to measure dendritic
integration of synaptic inputs in vivo. Here we summarize the potentialities and describe the critical steps to
successfully apply such an informative technique to the study of the physiology and plasticity of brain
microcircuits in the living, intact brain.

Key words In vivo whole cell, Patch clamp, Brain microcircuits, Two-photon microscopy, Synaptic
physiology

1 Introduction

Patch clamp pipettes have initially been used to measure the tiny
currents that flow through single channels in voltage clamp [1].
Thereafter, patch clamp recordings have been used to record intra-
cellular currents and voltages with the patch pipette in physical
continuity with the cell cytoplasm (whole-cell configuration) [2].
Whole-cell recording remains the technique of choice to study
synaptic connectivity and dynamics among visually identified cells
in slices, by causing the occurrence of a spike in the presynaptic
neurons while recording the postsynaptic response (paired whole-
cell recordings) [3]. The use of patch electrodes to perform in vivo
recordings has been carefully described by a seminal work done at
Bert Sakmann’s Lab [4]. Compared to sharp microelectrode
recordings, whole-cell recordings have mainly the advantage that
the access resistance is significantly lower, mostly due to the larger
diameter of the pipette tip and the significantly shorter taper: this in
turn allows smaller temporal distortions of fast electrical events,
smaller voltage drops during current injections, and easier
dialysis of the cytoplasm. The latter is a characteristic that turned

Alon Korngreen (ed.), Advanced Patch-Clamp Analysis for Neuroscientists, Neuromethods, vol. 113,
DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-3411-9_1, © Springer Science+Business Media New York 2016
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out to be useful for proper filling of cells with dyes (with the aim of
neuroanatomical reconstructions) or with functional indicators
(allowing for example dendritic calcium imaging in vivo—[5]).
Another advantage in comparison with the sharp intracellular elec-
trodes is that whole-cell electrodes do not rupture the neuronal
membrane and hence cause less initial leakage of ions through it.

Here we will review the main potentials and the current limita-
tions of the in vivo whole-cell recording techniques. We will stress
the advantages of combining electrophysiological recordings with
two-photon microscopy and optogenetics in the exploration of the
physiology of cortical microcircuits in the living brain, with a
concluding note on possible future developments of this technique.
Finally, we present two experimental protocols related to the cur-
rent use of this technique in our Lab: one to perform whole-cell
recordings followed by neuronal anatomy in a functionally defined
cortical area and one to perform two-photon targeted loose-patch
recordings.

2 Potentialities

2.1 Simultaneous

Measurements of

Synaptic Inputs

and Spike Outputs

In vivo whole-cell recordings allow simultaneous measurements of
the synaptic inputs received by a neuron and of its spike output,
during both spontaneous and sensory-driven activity. Indeed, the
functional response properties of neurons are often different at sub-
and suprathreshold level (Fig. 1). In general, response selectivity for
stimulus features are sharper at action potential level: for example,
in the primary visual cortex this is the case for orientation selectivity
[6], binocularity [7], and segregation of ON and OFF subfields
[8]. Also, comparison of synaptic and spike visual responses indi-
cated that the reliability of the sensory responses is generally higher
at the level of synaptic inputs [9, 10].

Blind in vivo whole-cell recordings are usually somatic [4].
However, recent work [11] demonstrated that it is possible to
measure synaptic inputs with a patch pipette directly at the level
of dendrites in vivo: importantly such work indicated that local,
dendritic spikes contribute to the subthreshold orientation selec-
tivity of V1 neurons.

2.2 Anatomical

Reconstructions

By filling cells with biocytin it is possible to reveal the morphology
and hence the anatomical identity of recorded cells by means
of standard histochemical, peroxidase-based methods—e.g.,
[12]—see also Fig. 1. Slices can also be counterstained with cyto-
chrome oxidase or with Nissl or myelin staining to reveal layering
or other cytoarchitectonic features respectively. Both the dendrites
and the axonal arbors of biocytin-filled cells can be reconstructed in
3D using a computer-assisted tracing system under 40� or
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100� objectives. Such reconstructions can include also dendritic
spines and axonal boutons quantification.

2.3 Estimate

of Inhibitory

and Excitatory

Conductances

It is possible to estimate the excitatory and inhibitory components
of synaptic responses by using in vivo whole-cell recordings
[13–15]. This cannot be easily done by recording synaptic currents
at the calculated reversal potentials for excitatory and inhibitory
currents because of the space clamp problems—that prevent a
homogeneous voltage clamping of all neuronal branches, and
because depolarizing the cell at the reversal potential for excitatory
currents can lead to uncontrolled activation of voltage-gated

Fig. 1 Intrinsic optical imaging (IOI)-targeted in vivo whole-cell recordings of anatomically reconstructed layer 4
and layer 2/3 pyramids (L4Ps and L2/3Ps, respectively) in rat binocular V1. (a) Twenty-degree square spots
displaying drifting gratings were randomly presented in different visual field positions (left ). The corresponding
IOI spots, representing the visually evoked focal decrease of light reflectance, were averaged over 40 stimulus
presentations (middle), and overlaid on the vasculature image acquired before imaging with a green filter (right ).
All craniotomies were made over the IOI spot centered at 20� of elevation and neighboring the vertical meridian
in the contralateral visual field (position 3, red ), which corresponds to the center of the binocular region in the rat.
(b) The two eyes were independently stimulated to confirm that the region of interest was located within the
binocular portion of V1. Note the correspondence of the spots obtained through contralateral and ipsilateral eye
stimulations in position 3. (c) Examples of coronal projections of the 3D reconstructions of basal (red ) and apical
(black ) dendritic arbors of recorded L2/3Ps and L4Ps. Pial and layer 4 borders are outlined. Bar: 300 μm. (d) L2/
3Ps had similar PSP but smaller AP responses. Examples of averaged PSP (top traces) and AP (bottom
histograms) visual responses of a L4P (left ) and of a L2/3P (right ) to an optimally oriented moving light bar
presented to the dominant eye. The bar starts sweeping the screen at time 0. Dashed lines indicate the beginning
of the interstimulus period. From [10]

In Vivo Whole-Cell Recordings 3



Fig. 2 Estimate of visually driven excitatory and inhibitory synaptic
conductances. (a) Visual responses to an optimally oriented moving light bar
of a layer 4 regular spiking neuron (4RSN) recorded under 1 mM QX314 while
injecting different steady DC currents. The black, continuous lines are the
recorded Vm values, whereas the blue, dashed trace shows the reconstructed
Vm values obtained by inserting back the estimated gE and gI values into the
fundamental membrane equation. The instantaneous total synaptic conductance
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channels. For these reasons, excitatory and inhibitory conductances
are usually estimated using a linear model of the membrane that
assumes that the synaptic excitatory and inhibitory, as well as the
nonsynaptic resting conductances, are largely voltage independent.
This assumption must be carefully controlled, as there are clearly
extrasynaptic, voltage-dependent conductances (e.g., Ih currents
though HCN channels) as well as voltage-dependent synaptic con-
ductances (e.g., NMDA channels). In the case of current clamp, the
voltage response to sensory stimulation is recorded upon intracel-
lular injection of different, mostly hyperpolarizing, current levels, a
strategy to minimize the contributions of NMDA-receptor cur-
rents [16] as well as the activation of voltage-dependent channels
(Fig. 2). A crucial point is controlling for the linearity of the current
to voltage relation at the various injection steps, a prerequisite to
apply this method. Preliminary to this calculation, the distortion of
the voltage reading due to the series resistance must be corrected
offline (Series resistance compensation) [17, 18]. The fundamental
membrane equation is solved to extract the excitatory and inhibi-
tory synaptic conductances as described in [19]. A further control
for the linearity assumption is to reinsert back the values of excit-
atory and inhibitory conductances obtained in every point in time
to see whether this predicts the actual membrane voltage values
(membrane potential reconstruction). There are no significant dif-
ferences in doing conductance estimates in current and voltage
clamp, both in vitro and in vivo [16]. Also, blocking sodium and
potassium voltage-active channels with intracellular QX-314 and
Csþ helps in rendering neurons electrotonically more compact;
however works in current clamp do not show significant differences

�

Fig. 2 (continued) is calculated based on the instantaneous slope of the
current–voltage relation (Gtot, blue). The time-dependent excitatory (gE, green)
and inhibitory (gI, red ) conductances are plotted below. Gray traces represent
the 95 % confidence intervals obtained by bootstrapping of the data. Conduc-
tance measurements began after the response to the injected current was at
steady state (after 200 ms). Resting conductances were calculated in absence of
visual stimulation (dashed line: stimulus end). (b) Visually driven PSPs vary
linearly with the injected current. Plot showing the linearity of the relationship
between the amplitude of the visually driven PSP response and the value of the
injected current (r ¼ �0.97) for a 4RSN (this plot refers to the example shown in
Fig. 2 of the Main Text). Means � standard errors are shown. The median of the
correlation coefficients for all the recorded neurons was �0.94 (25th–75th
percentiles: �0.88 to �0.99). (c) Plot of the recorded vs. reconstructed Vm
values obtained by inserting back the estimated gE and gI into the membrane
equation. The linearity of the cell and the accuracy of the Vm reconstruction are
shown by the fact that data points align along the line of steepness 1 and
intercept 0 in the plot. From [17]
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between the conductance estimates when these blockers are added
or omitted [17, 19].

When accurately controlled, the estimates of the excitatory and
inhibitory conductances allow exploring the temporal dynamics of
the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs, and to put this in
relation to the neuronal response. For example, work in the audi-
tory cortex showed that after tone presentation excitation rises first
and inhibition rises later, and that neuronal spiking occurs between
the excitatory and inhibitory peaks, suggesting that the later inhib-
itory peak temporally confines the spiking, reducing its jitter [20].
Second, such methodology also allows the evaluation of the
changes of the relative strength of the excitatory and inhibitory
conductances, occurring for example, when a neuron is presented
with the preferred or non-preferred orientation [13, 15], or after a
change in the sensory environment, like monocular deprivation in
area V1 [17, 21]. Indeed, the absolute conductance values
obtained for inhibition and excitation can be affected by the differ-
ent spatial distribution of the two types of synapses. For example,
dendritic excitatory inputs are electrotonically more distant com-
pared to perisomatic inhibitory contacts, a fact that is relevant
because in vivo whole-cell recordings are mostly obtained from
the soma.

2.4 Two-Photon

Targeted Patch

Blind in vivo whole-cell patch recordings have a lower yield of
inhibitory, non-pyramidal cells as compared to blind juxtasomal
recordings and also in relation to the actual proportion of non-
pyramidal, inhibitory cells (about 20 % of cortical neurons)
(expected yield) [22, 23]. Two-photon targeted patch clamp has
been introduced also for this purpose. The initial work indeed
targeted GFP-labeled, parvalbumin-positive fast spiking cells in
the cortex of transgenic mice using a patch pipette filled with a
red fluorescent indicator [24]. This technique has been extensively
used by the group of Carl Petersen to study the role of specific
subpopulations of cortical interneurons in sensory processing in the
primary somatosensory cortex—e.g., [25]. For example, such an
approach showed that somatostatin-positive, dendritic targeting
cells respond to whisker deflection in the barrel cortex with hyper-
polarizations, a phenomenon that is not observed in any other cell
type [26]. Several other Labs have used two-photon-targeted
patching to perform loose-patch (juxtasomal) recordings from spe-
cific types of inhibitory neurons in both primary and association
cortices. For example, this technique confirmed that the majority of
parvalbumin-positive cells have scarcer orientation tuning in V1
compared to all remaining cortical neurons [27–29]. Also, in the
multisensory (visuo-tactile) association cortex RL (Fig. 3), this
technique showed a scarce multisensory integration in parvalbu-
min-positive cells, as compared to neighboring excitatory pyrami-
dal neurons [30].
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2.5 Combining

In Vivo Whole-Cell

Recordings with

Optogenetics:

The Optopatcher

A second, interesting approach to record from specific cell types is
the use of the so-called “optogenetic tags” realized with a condi-
tional expression technique. Channelrhodopsin can be expressed in
specific cell types by crossing mice that express the Cre recombinase
in the aforementioned cell types with mice that bear a floxed-
channelrhodopsin construct [31] (the latter construct can be also
transduced into neurons by means of viral particles). In this case,

Fig. 3 Two-photon-targeted loose-patch recordings from inhibitory and excitatory neurons in the multisen-
sory, visuo-tactile, mouse area RL. (a, b) Example raster plots (top) and peristimulus time histograms
(bottom) for a two-photon-targeted juxtasomal recording of a bimodal Pv-IN upon tactile and visual
stimulation (blue and red, respectively) from a mouse expressing the red protein tdTomato selectively in
PV-INs (the pipette is filled with the green Naþ-salt dye Alexa488). Note the high frequency bursts of APs
with pronounced after hyperpolarizations typical of PV-INs (white) Arrows are stimulus onsets. (c, d) Same
as in (a, b) but for a regular-spiking pyramid targeted under the two-photon with the “shadow patching”
technique (Alexa 488 being gently ejected in the extracellular matrix to visualize pyramidal cell bodies as
dark structures). From [30]
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illumination of the cortical surface with an optic fiber stimulates
specific cell types and this is used as a guide to evaluate whether the
neuron facing the pipette tip belongs or not to the group of cells of
interest. Such an approach has been recently used to compare the
frequency tuning of parvalbumin-positive interneurons and of the
excitatory pyramidal cells in the primary auditory cortex [32]. Also,
this methodology is very promising to record from identified cell
types in deep cortical layers or in deep subcortical structures that are
not (yet) accessible to multiphoton microscopy. A recent develop-
ment in this direction is provided by amodified version of the pipette
holder that allows to guide the light coming from an optic fiber to
the glass wall of the pipette until the very tip so to selectively illumi-
nate the cell under recording (the so-called “optopatcher”—[33]).

2.6 Dendritic

Physiology In Vivo

Patching a layer 2/3 cortical neuron with a pipette filled with the
green fluorescent calcium indicator Oregon green BAPTA-1 allows
tomonitor calcium transients along the dendritic arbor [5] and even
in single spines [34] in vivo. This technique requires a significant
amount of time (more than 30min) to allow proper dendritic filling
of the previously patched neuron with the dye and benefits from
using high-speed laser scanning system such as a resonant scanner
[5], but can also be done with standard galvanometric mirrors on
single dendritic stretches (Fig. 4). Patching the neuron is important
because it allows the monitoring of the subthreshold (synaptic)
response of the neuron (that are not captured by the calcium imag-
ing) on one side, and also allows hyperpolarizing the cell to prevent
the occurrence of somatic spikes. This is in turn important because a
backpropagating spike in the dendrites can cause local calcium
signals that can contaminate sensory-driven calcium transients.

Also, shadow patching under two-photon microscope guid-
ance can aid to target patch clamp recordings to dendritic branches
of cortical neurons: by using this approach Smith et al. showed the
existence of sensory-driven dendritic spikes (independently of the
occurrence of backpropagating action potentials) in vivo, and that
such events influence the subthreshold tuning of visual cortical
neurons as assessed by somatic recording [11].

2.7 Single-Cell,

Intracellular

Pharmacological and

Genetic Manipulation

The relatively fast and efficient cytoplasmic dialysis of recorded
neurons occurring during whole-cell recordings greatly facilitates
intracellular perfusion with specific pharmacological agents or even
with DNA plasmids for molecular manipulations. One example of
the first case (pharmacological modulation) is given by experiments
where intracellular NMDA blockers have been used to block den-
dritic spikes and to prove the role of these dendritic events in setting
the angular tuning of layer 4 neurons in the barrel cortex [35], or
by the intracellular perfusion of neurons with QX314 and Csþ to
do conductance measurements—e.g., [19]. Another interesting
application of genetic transduction of neurons with DNA plasmids
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to study their microcircuits was given by a work of Rancz et al. [36].
In that work the authors used a set of plasmids in the recording
pipette that restricted the retrograde transsynaptic labeling of affer-
ent neurons only to the neurons that were monosynaptically
connected with the recorded, transfected cell. Yet another applica-
tion of single-cell labeling by means of plasmid transfection via the
intracellular solution of the recording pipette is the ability to make
time-lapsed in vivo whole-cell recordings from the same-tagged
neuron. This technique brings the advantages of chronic recordings
(follow the temporal evolution of response properties) into the
armament of the intracellular electrophysiologist [37].

3 Current Limitations and Future Developments

The main current limitation of in vivo whole-cell recordings is
represented by the limited sampling capability of the technique as
compared to extracellular recordings or to two-photon population
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Fig. 4 Patching in vivo followed by dendritic calcium imaging in mouse barrel–somatosensory cortex to
identify dendritic “hot spots.” Top images: neurons are approached by using the shadow patching technique
with the red Alexa 594 dye. The patch pipette is also filled with the green calcium indicator OGB-1, Kþ salt,
and the calcium imaging is done on the region of interest (ROI) on dendrites. Bottom: the black trace on the left
represents the somatic voltage as recorded in current clamp. On the right plot the dendritic hot spot
fluorescence response from the ROI (green) and the somatic voltage response (red ) to whisker pad stimulation
(Iurilli G and Medini P, unpublished data)
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calcium imaging. However, two considerations are relevant in this
regard: (1) the variability of the functional response properties at
subthreshold level is significantly lower than at suprathreshold
(spike) level [9, 10]. So, synaptic responses are usually rather
homogeneous within a given neuronal population (e.g., sound-
driven hyperpolarization in layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons in V1
[18]; or tactile-driven hyperpolarizations in somatostatin-positive
inhibitory interneurons in the somatosensory barrel cortex [26]).
The fact that the synaptic responses are relatively homogeneous
among a given population of cells in a given cortical layer is also
proven by the fact that the synaptic responses of a single neuron
are reflected with high fidelity by the local population voltage-
sensitive dye response [38]. (2) In vivo whole-cell recordings can
also be combined with extracellular recordings, with voltage-sensitive
dye imaging or with two-photon imaging to measure also the popu-
lation integrated synaptic response (e.g., VSD signal) and the
population spike output (e.g., 2-photon calcium imaging). One
representative example of how powerful and informative such a com-
bined approach can be is given by experiments done by Randy Bruno
and colleagues where a combination of extracellular recordings in the
thalamus and in vivo whole-cell recordings in the cortex allowed
measuring for the first time the unitary postsynaptic efficacy of thala-
mocortical synapses [39] and the synaptic strength of thalamic inner-
vation in the different cell types composing columnar, excitatory
microcircuits [40].

A second limitation is that in vivo whole-cell recordings are
rather time-consuming and have a yield of a few neurons per animal
on average. Of relevance, an automated system to perform non-
human-assisted in vivo whole-cell recordings has been recently
described. Such a system could allow a single human operator to
simultaneously perform different sets of experiments on different
animals (and rigs) [41].

A third limitation is that in vivo whole-cell recordings are
currently done in immobile, anesthetized or awake, head-fixed
rodents, cats, and recently even primates [42]. Importantly, the
feasibility of in vivo whole-cell recordings in freely moving rodents
has been at least demonstrated [43]. Further evolution will be
needed to record neuronal activity intracellularly and chronically
in freely moving animals. A very interesting evolution with respect
to this might be represented by gold mushroom shaped microelec-
trode array that can be internalized—at least partially—by neurons
to obtain intracellular-like recordings in vitro [44]. Developing
proper technical approaches to implement a similar approach
in vivo might allow important advances in this direction in the
future.
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4 Protocol for Intrinsic Signal Imaging-Targeted In Vivo Whole-Cell Recordings
Followed by Anatomical Neuronal Identification

4.1 Animal and

Surgical Preparation

Anesthetize the mouse with 20 % urethane (0.8–1 g/kg) i.p.
(intraperitoneal). It is a long-lasting anesthetic that provides stable
anesthesia conditions allowing keeping animals in spontaneous
breathing. However, since it is carcinogenic, it is only allowed to
be used for terminal procedures and must be handled accordingly.

Important: provide additional supplements of 10 % of the initial
dose until the anesthesia depth foreseen in your Ethical Permit is
reached. Anesthesia level should be repeatedly checked at the
beginning of the experiment, and then regularly throughout the
experiment, by observing the appearance of automatic movements
(whisking, chewing) and by checking pinch and corneal reflexes.
Absolutely avoid alarming signs that the level of anesthesia is insuf-
ficient such as piloerection and extensive salivation. In the record-
ing setup, heart and breathing rate together with O2 saturation
should be carefully checked.

1. Place the mouse onto a heating plate (37 �C). It has to be kept
in mind that anesthesia also impairs thermoregulation so it is
crucial to carefully monitor and keep the body temperature
(37 �C) of the animal during the whole procedure.

2. Inject dexamethasone intramuscularly (0.01 mg/kg). This pre-
vents formation of brain and mucosal edemas.

3. Provide animal with a continuous supply of humidified oxygen
through a nasal cannula.

4. Before surgery, infiltrate the skin with local lidocaine solution
(1 %). With fine scissors, cut and remove the skin. With a fine
spatula or a delicate bone scrapper also remove periosteum.

5. Place the recording chamber onto the exposed skull and fix it
with the help of acrylic glue and dental cement. Pay attention
to fix it on the skull firmly.

6. Gently thin the skull by using a drill until the blood vessels are
clearly visible under the microscope. Stop drilling when you
perceive that the bone has a “papyraceous” (i.e., paper-like)
consistence and avoid drilling continuously in order to prevent
friction-generated heat.

Intrinsic signal imaging can be done in case the in vivo whole-
cell recordings need to be done in a precise position in the cortex.
This procedure is more advisable than opening a large craniotomy
and doing extracellular mapping because, for getting a good
mechanical stability of the preparation, it is essential to open rela-
tively small craniotomies (from 0.5 to 1 mm).
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4.2 Intrinsic Signal

Imaging Procedure

and Craniotomy

1. Transfer the animal to the recording setup on a heating plate.

2. Acquire a vasculature (“green”) image under 540 nm light.
The diaphragms of the macroscope lenses should be kept
closed in order to increase the depth of focus, minimize optical
aberrations, and get the best possible image quality. Start imag-
ing session by illuminating the cortex with monochromatic
630 nm light provided by stable DC current source. All images
are acquired with a cooled CCD camera defocused ca
500–600 μm below the pial surface. Light intensity should be
adjusted just below pixel saturation. To achieve this,
completely open the bottom macroscope lens diaphragm.

3. Monitor the signal on line: for this purpose as well as for offline
data analysis, divide the averaged images after stimulus presen-
tation (allowing ca 1 s latency for the intrinsic signal to peak) by
the average image before stimulus onset (Resting State Nor-
malization). To analyze the spot extension, the ratio of the two
images should be coded on a grayscale. In setting the clipping
values, please remember that the intrinsic signal amplitude is
usually about 1/1000 of the absolute reflected light. The
region of interest (“spot area”) can be reasonably taken as the
image area where the stimulus-evoked decrease in reflectance is
higher than 50 % of the peak decrease. This region has to be
then overlaid with the vasculature “green” image by which
location of craniotomy is determined.

4. The craniotomy should be cut with sharp blades (#11). In
doing this there should be no bleeding and also no bone left.
In general, stop any minimal bleeding coming from the nearby
bone or dura mater by gently pushing some clotting cellulose
sponge (e.g., Sugi®, Kettenbach, Germany) close to the bleed-
ing point (but not on the damaged vessel).

5. Keep the craniotomy always moist by filling the recording
chamber with warmed Ringer solution. In mice it is not neces-
sary to remove the dura matter, whereas in rats it is: for this
purpose, use a 33 gauge needle.

Advice: Pull your patch pipettes before opening the craniotomy
(e.g., during the intrinsic imaging). Check the size and shape of the
very tip of all your pipettes using a 100� air objective with a
convenient working distance: the shape of the tip should be convex
in order to maximize surface adhesion with cell membrane and the
very final opening should be around 1 μm of diameter. Keep the
pipettes protected from dust and use them no longer than the end
of the day (cracks can appear on the pipette).

4.3 Patching In Vivo 1. Fill the patch pipettes with intracellular solution (in mM:
135 K gluconate, 10 HEPES, 10 Na phosphocreatine, 4 KCl,
4 ATP-Mg, 0.3 GTP, pH 7.2, 291 mOsm). In order to be
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able to perform anatomical identification of the cell biocytin
(3 mg/ml) can be added to the intracellular solution. The ideal
resistance of the pipette for patching should be between 5 and
9MΩ: this is the best compromise between having a reasonable
probability to make a seal and having a reasonably low access
resistance (<100 MΩ).

2. Apply positive pressure (300–400 mbar) using a 10-ml syringe
in order to prevent occlusion of the pipette before touching the
brain surface.

3. Dry the recording chamber from the Ringer solution and
carefully approach the craniotomy surface until you touch the
skull with the pipette tip.

4. Fill in the chamber again with Ringer solution.

5. Penetrate the dura—in case of mice—and the pia (only a tem-
porary increase of the pipette resistance should be observed)
and navigate through the cortex slowly while maintaining a
high pressure level till the depth of interest is reached. Always
keep the pipette resistance controlled while the amplifier is
operating in voltage-clamp mode.

6. Once you have reached the depth of interest, decrease the
pipette pressure to þ30 mbar. In this way cells are not pushed
away from the tip of the pipette.

7. Search for neurons in voltage clamp, monitor the current and
pipette resistance, and while stepping the Z axis (step size ¼ 2
μm), repeatedly null the pipette current to zero.

8. As the pipette gets closer to the cell, causing dimpling of its
surface, the pipette resistance will increase (amplitude of the
current pulse in voltage clamp decreases).

Note that a slow increase in resistance probably does not
indicate that the cells are being approached but rather means
the tip is becoming clogged. When the resistance is approxi-
mately doubled and it is possible to see in the current trace
heart-beat-associated pulsations (strokes) usually it is a sign that
the pipette is leaning against a cell. Try to release the pressure
while hyperpolarizing the pipette potential: in ideal conditions
this leads to the spontaneous formation of a gigaseal. However,
it is usually necessary to apply transient negative pressure
(50–100 mbar) to promote gigaseal formation. Forming a
gigaseal is usually a relatively fast process and if the seal is not
formed within 1–2 min it is best to try with a new pipette. In
case of failure slowly come out and try a new pipette.

9. After having established a seal compensate the fast capacitive
artifacts. Avoid overcompensation that can lead to amplifier
oscillation.
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10. Membrane rupturing is done by a quick, negative pressure
ramp: suddenly the slow exponential due to membrane capaci-
tance charging will appear. At that point immediately release
pressure. Switch to current clamp in “voltage follower” or
“bridge mode.”

11. It is highly advisable to also compensate the series resistant in
order to minimize the voltage drop across the access resistance
when current is injected (e.g., to estimate synaptic conduc-
tances). Series resistance compensation can also be done off-
line. Note: it is advisable, in case of pulsed sweep acquisition, to
have a brief (e.g., 200 ms), slightly hyperpolarizing pulse (e.g.,
�100 pA) at the beginning or end of each sweep, first to allow
for series resistance estimates as well as for monitoring it repeat-
edly during the experiment. Tip: Once a whole-cell configura-
tion has been achieved, the duration of stable recordings can be
increased by gently moving the pipette backward a few μm
approx. every 30 min. In this way one can compensate for the
initial displacement of the cell by the pipette during approach
and gigaseal formation.

5 Troubleshooting

– If gigaohm seals cannot be obtained, there are a couple of
probable causes that can be checked:

First of all the health state of the animal: Are all vital signs
within a physiological range (i.e., PCO2) (35 � 3 mmHg) if
the mouse is ventilated, heart rate (545 � 78 beats/min) and
body temperature (36.5–37.5 �C)? Next step is to check the
shape and the size of the pipette tip. The resistance needs to be
kept in the right range (5–9 MΩ). The pressure line to the
pipette holder should be checked for leaks as well. Also osmo-
larity and pH of used intracellular solution should have proper
value (see above).

– If gigaohm seals can be obtained but cannot be broken, or last
for very short time, the pressure line to the pipette holder
should be checked for leaks or obstructions. Moreover tuning
the puller settings to improve pipette resistance and tip shape
can be of great importance.

– Finding and eliminating sources of vibration is crucial to get
gigaseals and for an acceptable duration of the recordings.

In general it is crucial to monitor animal health condition during
experiment, all the vital signs need to be in physiological range,
osmolarity of used solution must be appropriate, shape and size of
used pipettes should be proper, and pressure line has to be without
any leaks or obstruction.
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5.1 Expected Results If the animal is handled correctly and if the preparation was done in
such a way to keep the vital signs under physiological condition,
recordings can be obtained for more than 12 h. Moreover stable
recordings from single neurons can be obtained for up to 3 h. Per
day in general two to eight cells can be recorded.

5.2 Histological

Procedure

1. Deeply anesthetize the mouse with urethane. Check if there is
any responses to tail/toe pinches and also if there is any corneal
reflex. Proceed only after the mouse is unresponsive and all of
the above reflexes are absent.

2. Put the mouse inside a chemical fume hood in the supine
position.

3. Perform transcardial perfusion with cold phosphate buffer
saline (PBS 0.1 M, 20 ml) followed by aldehyde-based fixative
(4 % paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PBS, 60 ml).

4. Carefully extract the brain from the skull (first remove the dura
mater).

5. Put the brain in aldehyde-based fixative overnight for
postfixation.

5.3 Biocytin Staining

Procedure

1. Cut 100–150 μm tick sections of brain using a vibratome.

2. Wash the slices three times in PBS, 10 min each.

3. Incubate the slices at 37 �C for 1 h in a solution of
Cytochrome-c (300 μg/ml), Catalase (200 μg/ml), and Dia-
minobenzidine (0.5 mg/ml).

4. For stopping reaction wash the wells with bleach.

5. Wash the slices four times in PBS, 10 min each.

6. Quenching of endogenous peroxidase is done by incubating
slices in a solution of 3 % hydrogen peroxide in PBS for
10–15 min.

7. Wash the slices five times in PBS, 10 min each.

8. Put the slices for one hour in a solution of Triton X-100 2 % in
PBS for permeabilization of the slices.

9. Leave slices in solution of VECTASTAIN® ABC kit (sensitive
avidin/biotin-based peroxidase system) (20 drops of A and 20
drops of B) and Triton X-100 1 % at 4 �C overnight, or for 2 h
at room temperature.

10. Wash the slices five times in PBS, 10 min each.

11. For 15 min incubate slices in a solution of Diaminobenzidine
(0.5 mg/ml) and 3 % hydrogen peroxide.

12. Wash the slices five times in PBS, 10 min each.
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13. Mount the slices according to the order of sectioning on slides
with mounting medium based on Mowiol-488, as it does not
require dehydration.

14. Analyze the slices by using bright-field microscope. Screening
for the slides containing the cell should be done with a 5� or
10� objective. Fine neuroanatomical analysis (and eventually
neuronal reconstructions) should be done with a 40� or 100�
objective. For the purpose of neuroanatomical reconstructions,
it is highly advisable to patch only one or two (better one)
neuron per craniotomy.

5.4 Two-Photon-

Targeted Juxtasomal

Recording

Two-photon targeted patching is a method which uses two-photon
microscopy to optically target neurons that express fluorescent
markers such as GFP variants or red fluorescent protein. Neverthe-
less, this method is restricted to mice expressing reporter proteins
in identified cell types. However, it is possible to optically target
patch recordings to genetically non-labeled neurons by using the
shadow patching technique. The latter consists in ejection of a
fluorescent dye in the extracellular space to visualize and approach
the neuron cell bodies (with the possibility to distinguish pyramidal
shaped and non-pyramidal shaped cells), because the dye is not
taken up by the neuronal cells which appear like black (non-stained)
objects on light (stained) background of the extracellular space,
hence the name shadow patching.

With the same pipette that is used for delivering the fluorescent
dye and guided by the two-photon microscope to individual sha-
dowed cells, patch clamp can be performed. Since there is a con-
stant flow of dye from the pipette, detecting when the pipette
comes in contact with a neuron is possible due to a fluorescent
cleft made in the cell membrane. If the suction is applied promptly
the gigaseal or patch clamp in the cell membrane is formed. Here
we will describe how we do two-photon targeted juxtasomal
recordings in our lab [30].

5.5 Procedure 1. Perform the surgery of the animal as described. Be particularly
careful not to cause any bleeding and not to produce too much
heat during the drilling. Always administer systemic cortisone,
provide oxygen, and carefully monitor the animal physiological
parameters.

2. Fill the patch pipette with a solution of dye Alexa 594 (25 μm)
in Ringer solution. The resistance of the pipette for shadow
patching should be between 5 and 9 MΩ and should remain
constant when lowering the pipette in the brain. Do not apply
high pressure (300 mbar) on the pipette to avoid excessive
spillover of the dye, particularly on the cortical surface. Use
20–40 mbar instead.
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3. Tune the laser to a wavelength that is optimal for the dye used
(e.g., 780–800 nm for Alexa 594).

4. Lower the pipette until layer 2/3 is reached (150–300 μm).
Take into account the pipette angle in calculating the absolute
depth. During the descent, move the pipette along its axis and
move the objective focus to keep the pipette tip on the focal
plane. To this purpose, it is useful to keep ejecting some dye in
the surrounding tissue.

5. Apply small puffs of the dye (40–100 mbar). Provided that the
pipette is not clogged, every pulse should label a volume of
about 300 μm diameter. Cell somata should be instantaneously
counterstained.

6. By moving the pipette in the x � y plane with a micromanipu-
lator slowly approach the cell of interest within 50 μm of
pipette tip to avoid excessive tissue damage.

7. Approach the cell while monitoring seal resistance, the spike
shape, and the microscope frame: juxtasomal configuration is
reached when: (a) seal resistance is in the order of 30–100 MΩ;
(b) the spike shape is positive and has a height of about 2 mV.
Check if you can drive the cell to fire using a range of currents
1–5 nA [45]. During the experiment monitor the spike shape
and the absolute value of voltage: spike broadening and a DC
shift towards hyperpolarized values usually indicate cell dam-
age. In that case one can observe labeling of the soma.

Two-photon microscopy can also be used to optically target
non-labeled neurons by counterstaining the extracellular space with
a fluorescent dye such as Alexa 594. In this way, neuronal cell
bodies are visualized as black “holes” or shadows and the pipette
can be advanced to the cell membrane so to patch the neuron
(“shadow” patching—[46]). Significantly, three-dimensional
reconstruction of the optical sections taken through a volume of
tissue allows to target recordings to pyramidal shaped, excitatory
cells or to non-pyramidal shaped, putative inhibitory neurons, thus
allowing targeting different cell types even in the case of the
unstained mammalian neocortex.
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Chapter 2

Juxtasomal Loose-Patch Recordings in Awake, Head-Fixed
Rats to Study the Link Between Structure and Function of
Individual Neurons

Christiaan P.J. de Kock

Abstract

The loose-patch juxtasomal recording method can be applied to characterize action potential spiking from
single units in the extracellular configuration and includes the attractive option of labeling the neuron for
post hoc identification and reconstruction. This ensures “observing without disturbing” (Schubert,
J Physiol 581(Pt 1):5, 2007) since the juxtasomal loose-patch recording does not involve breaking into
the neuron and modifying its intracellular environment until after all physiological parameters have been
obtained. The fundamental difference with extracellular recordings is therefore that juxtasomal recordings
generate a direct link between physiological properties and cellular morphology. The necessary step for
juxtasomal labeling involves physical interaction between the recording patch pipette and somatic
membrane to create a loose-seal patch-clamp recording (hence: juxtasomal) and electroporation for label
dialysis (Joshi and Hawken, J Neurosci Methods 156(1–2):37–49, 2006; Pinault, J Neurosci Methods
65(2):113–136, 1996). Next, post hoc histology is performed to reveal cell-type identity and optionally to
digitally reconstruct the recorded neuron. In this chapter, I will describe the basic experimental procedures
to obtain juxtasomal recordings in primary somatosensory cortex of awake, head-fixed rats and illustrate the
information content of these experiments.

Key words Juxtasomal, Loose patch, In vivo, Action potential, Morphology, Histology, Single unit

1 Introduction

The revolutionary work of Santiago Ramón y Cajal and Camillo
Golgi on the structure of the nervous system continues to inspire
the neuroscience community [4, 5]. Compared to these pioneering
studies, the contemporary billion dollar initiatives such as B.R.A.I.
N. (Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnol-
ogies) [6] and H.B.P. (Human Brain Project) [7, 8] are contrasting
initiatives in economical and collaborative aspects. Additionally, the
speed of scientific progress will be several orders of magnitude away
from manual documentation of single brain areas. To understand
the human brain or even local microcircuits however, there is still an
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urgent need to carefully map the function and structure of individ-
ual neurons to be able to reliably ascend from subcellular level
studies to meta-analysis and comprehensive models [9].

For a long time, the experimental standard to study physiologi-
cal properties of neurons was to characterize single- or multi-unit
activity using extracellular electrodes. Recording depth was the
only parameter available to coarsely subclassify recorded neurons
[10–12] and morphological reconstruction of recorded neurons
was not performed. Probably driven by the question how physiol-
ogy emerges from morphology, a few pioneering studies at that
point started to identify recorded neurons and changed the frontier
of cellular physiology [13–17]. The patch-clamp technique by
Erwin Neher and Bert Sakmann [18] in combination with biocytin
or neurobiotin loading for post hoc morphological reconstruction
[19, 20] revolutionized studies linking physiological properties and
morphology of individual neurons and local microcircuits at sub-
cellular resolution [21–24].

With the patch-clamp technique and biocytin labeling avail-
able after the 1980s, a feasible experimental approach was sud-
denly at hand to study the structure and function of individual
neurons within the same datasets and determine for the first time
how function could emerge from structure. Perhaps one of the
best examples of the strength of this approach has been the unco-
vering of the function of different types of neurons that together
constitute the cortical column (for instance [25–32]). In retro-
spect, the introduction of both the patch-clamp technique and
biocytin/neurobiotin labeling techniques boosted the number of
studies showing cell-type-specific structure and function. At pres-
ent, the neuroscience community seems to have realized that the
new standard should be to determine the identity of recorded
neurons, independent of brain area, species, slice preparation or
in vivo.

One of the available techniques is the juxtasomal (or juxtacel-
lular) loose-patch recording technique to obtain “morpho-func-
tional features,” first published by Didier Pinault in the Journal of
Neuroscience Methods [3]. This technique has proven to be applica-
ble across an impressive range of experimental settings including
different species (rat, mouse, monkey, goldfish), brain areas (cere-
bral cortex, thalamus, striatum, ventral tegmental area, locus coer-
uleus, cerebellum), and perhaps most importantly, behavioral states
(anesthetized, awake head-restrained and freely moving animals)
[2, 24, 33–42]. The most obvious limitation of the technique is
almost certainly the lack of information on subthreshold membrane
dynamics and therefore only generates data on action potential
spiking of the recorded neurons (Table 1). However, if one aims
to understand the cellular basis of relatively simple behaviors, such
as sensory-guided decision making [43], spatial navigation [39, 44,
45], or sensory detection [46, 47], action potential spiking of
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individual projection neurons is much more relevant for behavioral
output compared to subthreshold voltage fluctuations.

In the protocol below, the methods of obtaining a juxtasomal
recording is exemplified for an awake, head-restrained Wistar rat
(P37, bodyweight 144 g, ♂). To obtain juxtasomal recordings
from (urethane) anesthetized Wistar rats, only modifications to
the surgical procedure are necessary and were described in detail
previously [48].

2 Protocol: Juxtasomal Recordings in Somatosensory Cortex
of Awake, Head-Fixed Wistar Rats

All experimental procedures are carried out in accordance with the
Dutch law and after evaluation by a local ethical committee at the
VU University Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

l For presurgical training, see Sect. 2.2.

2.1 Preparation of

the Animal (Mounting

Head-Post)

l Anesthetize a Wistar rat (P35-P45) with isoflurane (2–3 % in
0.4 l/min O2, 0.7 l/min N2O) and subsequently decrease
isoflurane to 1.6 % to maintain stable anesthesia throughout
the surgical procedure. Depth of anesthesia should be checked
by monitoring pinch withdrawal, eyelid reflexes, and vibrissae
movements.

Note: without intubation, the isoflurane concentration is not
calibrated and small differences between setups are likely to
occur.

Table 1
Characteristics of juxtasomal recordings

Advantages Disadvantages

General: stable recordings, also in awake,
head-fixed animals

General: applicable across brain areas, species,
behavioral state

Morphology: dense labeling for morphology No online control of labeling quality

Physiology: single-unit isolation No information on population dynamics/
synchrony

Physiology: action potential spiking without
intracellular dialysis

No information on subthreshold membrane
potential dynamics

Unbiased sampling possible, irrespective of action
potential spiking frequencies

No optical control of unit selection

Narrow bandwidth of current injections, optimal
result requires experience
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l Position the anesthetized rat in a stereotactic frame equipped
with a heating pad, blunt ear bars, and a mouth clamp (e.g.,
RA-6N, Narishige, Japan). Insert the rectal temperature probe
and maintain the rat’s body temperature at 37.5 � 0.5 �C
using the heating pad.

l Trim the hair on the operational site using scissors.

l Inject 100 μl 1 % lidocaine (in 0.9 % NaCl) subcutaneously at
the operational site for local anesthesia. After 3–5 min, make a
3 cm incision along the rostro-caudal axis and move the skin
laterally using vascular clamps (standard micro-serrefines).

l Remove the periosteum and clean the exposed skull extensively
with 0.9 % NaCl, 1 % H2O2, and finish with a few drops of 70 %
ethanol to completely dry the skull.

l Add gel etchant (Kerr Corporation, Orange, USA) to the
exposed and cleaned surface of the skull and wait 30 s.

l Clean the exposed skull extensively with 0.9 %NaCl, 1 %H2O2,
and 70 % ethanol.

l Add OptiBond FL primer and adhesive (Kerr Corporation,
Orange, USA) to establish a thin first layer of cement.

l Use a dental drill to scrape off the dental cement only at the site
where the craniotomy is to be made. The advantage of this
approach is that a maximal surface of the skull is used to
establish adhesive contact between skull and head-post.

l Thin the skull at the site of the craniotomy and make a small
(0.5 mm � 0.5 mm) craniotomy, avoiding damage to the dura
mater and blood vessels. To target primary somatosensory
cortex of adolescent Wistar rats, center the craniotomy at
2.5 mm posterior and 5.5 mm lateral with respect to Bregma.

l Position and fasten the small ring over the craniotomy with
Tetric evo flow (Ivoclar Vivadent, Amherst, USA) to protect
the craniotomy during the habituation training sessions yet
leaving the craniotomy accessible for the recording day.

l Add Charisma dental cement (Kerr Corporation, Orange,
USA) to establish a second layer of cement and carefully posi-
tion the head-post on the unpolymerized Charisma.

l When head-post is positioned correctly, polymerize Charisma
and finish with Tetric evo flow (Ivoclar Vivadent, Amherst,
USA).

l Use superglue to glue the skin onto the last layer of Tetric
evo flow and make sure that the skin tightly seals around the
head-post.

l Extensively rinse the craniotomy with 0.9 % NaCl, leave the
craniotomy moist, and seal the ring with the screw cap.
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2.2 Animal Training l Rats should be habituated to head restraining prior to the
recording session to avoid stress-related effects on electrophys-
iological parameters.

l The habituation schedule involves pre- and postsurgical com-
ponents. In the week before surgery (day�7 to�1 with respect
to surgery on day 0), rats are handled twice a day (at fixed time
points) to accustom the rat to interaction with the experi-
menter. Additionally, enriched housing (bedding, shelter, nest-
ing material, wooden sticks) provides obvious welfare
advantages, also after surgical preparation.

l Monitor bodyweight during the morning session and keep
food and water ad libitum.

l After surgery (on day 0), habituate the rat to head restraining
by head-fixing the rat twice per day (at fixed time points on day
1–3) using increasing duration of head fixation. Typically, the
schedule of 5–10, 20–25, 30–40 min results in habituated rats
allowing stable juxtasomal recordings on the experimental day
(day 4). After each training session, rats are placed back in the
enriched cage and receive a special food reward on top of their
standard food pallets. For instance, the standard food pallet can
be soaked in sugar water to produce an appealing food reward
associated with the head-fixation procedure.

l Rats of P30-45 will show linear increase in body weight during
the complete experimental paradigm (handling–surgery–habi-
tuation) except for a relatively stable body weight on the day of
surgery. During habituation trainings, rats will gain body
weight at a rate comparable to handling sessions. Rats that do
not habituate to head fixation (reflected in reduced weight gain
or even weight loss) in conjunction with signs of aberrant stress
during head fixation (increased number of feces during head
fixation, freezing, or bloodshot eyes) should be taken out of the
experiment. In practice only a very small fraction of rats do not
habituate (<1 %).

l At the end of the habituation sessions, whisking behavior dur-
ing head fixation closely resembles normal exploratory behav-
ior and allows studying sensory processing during free whisking
or active object touch [28, 40, 49–51].

2.3 Juxtasomal

Recordings and

Biocytin Labeling

l As indicated previously, to target rat primary somatosensory
(barrel) cortex, center stereotactic coordinates at 2.5 mm pos-
terior, 5.5 mm lateral with respect to Bregma. Extracellular
mapping techniques can be used to target individual barrel
columns or alternatively, intrinsic optical imaging allows anato-
mical mapping at single barrel column resolution through the
thinned skull [24].
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l Patch pipettes of borosilicate glass are optimal for single-unit
isolation and biocytin labeling using the juxtasomal recording
and labeling technique (Fig. 1). Patch pipettes are filled with
Normal Rat Ringer (in mM: 135 NaCl, 5.4 KCl, 1.8 CaCl2, 1
MgCl2, and 5 HEPES, pH adjusted to 7.2 with NaOH, and
20 mg/ml biocytin) and yield electrodes with resistances of
3–6 MΩ. The ideal pipette morphology for the juxtasomal
recording is a gradual slender taper, a low cone angle, and a
tip with ~1 μm inner diameter (optional: check tip shape with
100� air objective from Olympus, MPLFLN 100�/0.90
M Plan Fluorite WD 1.0 mm).

l Depending on the recording depth (with respect to pial sur-
face), the taper dimensions of the recording electrode are
adjusted. The taper diameter should be <75 μm at point of
entry in the brain to avoid mechanical damage or stress to the
recording area. For recordings in supragranular layers of rat
primary somatosensory cortex, a taper of 300–500 μm with an
outer diameter of maximally 75 μm suffices (Fig. 1, electrode 1)
whereas recordings from granular and infragranular layers
require electrodes with a taper of 600–2000 μm, again with
an outer diameter that does not exceed 75 μm at point of entry
(thus: at 600–2000 μm from electrode tip).

l To target the D2 column of adolescent Wistar rat primary
somatosensory cortex (P35-45), set the angle of the electrode
to 34� with respect to the sagittal plane.

l Connect the head stage to an amplifier in bridge- or current-
clamp mode.

l Position the electrode in close proximity of the craniotomy. Fill
the recording chamber with 0.9 % NaCl and determine the
electrode resistance by applying a square pulse of 1 nA positive
current injection (200 ms on/off).

Fig. 1 Electrode characteristics. (a) The ideal electrode has a long, tapered shank whose length is adjusted to
the recording depth. Electrode 1 aims at recording from supragranular layers in rat; electrode 2 has a longer
shank and allows recording from granular and infragranular layers without damaging superficial layers at point
of entry. The maximal diameter of the electrode inside the brain is ~75 μm. (b) Inner diameter of electrode tip
is ~1 μm, resulting in electrode resistance of 3–6 MΩ
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l Apply 100–150 mbar overpressure on the recording electrode
and continuously monitor the electrode resistance. Advance
with 1 μm steps until the resistance increases, which reflects
contact with the dura mater. At this point, set the coordinates
of the micromanipulator to “zero” to allow accurate depth
measurement after single-unit isolation.

l Advance in 1 μm steps until the patch pipette penetrates the
dura mater, which can be observed as a sudden drop in
electrode resistance. Remove the holding pressure from the
electrode.

l Search for single units while advancing in 1 μm steps and
monitor the electrode resistance continuously using square
pulse current injection. Proximity and physical contact of indi-
vidual neurons lead to an increase in electrode resistance.
Slowly advance the electrode until positive action potential
waveforms of ~2 mV are recorded.

Spiking frequencies obtained in rat somatosensory cortex
across behavioral states are typically in the order of
0.1–5.0 Hz, characteristic of sparse coding [1, 40, 49, 52]
although a subset of (inter)neurons have been recorded at
higher spiking rates [28, 49, 53]. Regardless of spiking frequen-
cies, the juxtasomal loose-patch recording ensures unprece-
dented single-unit isolation using conventional cluster cutting
procedures adapted from extracellular recording methods. A
signal to noise ratio of 4:1 (~2 mV spikes) allows reliable detec-
tion of spikes using MClust (David Redish, University of Min-
nesota, USA) based on either peak/valley or principle
component analysis (PCI1 vs. PCI2). Additionally, interspike
interval distributions can be plotted to confirm the presence of a
refractory period of ~3 ms [54, 55], highly indicative of single-
unit isolation. Single-unit isolation for electrophysiology, label-
ing, and reconstruction of only the recorded neuron is critical
when studying the function of individual neurons in brain areas
with intermingled cell types (e.g., cerebral cortex).

l To study action potential spiking characteristics of individual
units in rat primary somatosensory cortex in awake, head-
restrained rats, equip the setup with high-speed videography
to monitor whisker position and movement. Free whisking
involves stereotypic protraction and retraction of the whiskers
at 4–12 Hz [51, 56–58] which can be captured sufficiently at
~100 Hz imaging resolution. To study active object touch, a
higher temporal resolution (200–500 Hz) is typically used
[28, 49, 53] (Fig. 2, 200 Hz).

The combination of electrophysiology and high-speed vide-
ography captures action potential spiking synchronized to
behavior. The electrophysiological data is analyzed relatively
straightforward and spikes can be regarded as binary events as
a first step (ignoring amplitude adaptation during bursts). The
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Fig. 2 Juxtasomal recording of post hoc reconstructed L5B thick tufted pyramid in primary somatosensory
cortex of awake, head-restrained rat. (a) Example experiment combining juxtasomal recording with high-
speed videography (@ 200 Hz) to obtain single-unit spiking properties during tactile exploration. Juxtasomal
recording in black, spikes indicated as individual blue bullets, whisker position is tracked off-line (in grey) and
in red, windows during which whisker was in contact with object. Note that spiking frequency was increased
during free whisking and active object touch. (b) Spiking profile of same neuron at increased temporal
resolution before biocytin labeling. (c) Spiking profile during biocytin loading. Note the increased action
potential spiking frequency during on-phase of current injections (200 ms on/off). (d) Spiking profile after
biocytin loading. The recording of spontaneous activity after labeling allows recovery from high action
potential frequencies associated with breaking into the neuron and excessive inflow of extracellular ions.
(e) Post hoc Neurolucida reconstruction to classify recorded neuron from panels a–d (L4 barrel contour in
grey). Extensive apical tuft branching is characteristic of L5B thick tufted pyramidal neuron. Thus, the
procedure allows a link between physiological properties of recorded neuron during somatosensory proces-
sing to single-cell morphological identity
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behavioral data is much more complex and parameters on
whisker use are tracked off-line [59] and can be represented as
whisker position (degree), velocity (degrees/s), acceleration
(degrees/s2), whisker curvature, touch times, or a multidimen-
sional combination to correlate single-unit spiking to sensory
behavior.

l After obtaining all physiological parameters, the neuron can be
biocytin labeled for post hoc identification and morphological
reconstruction.

l For juxtasomal biocytin labeling, advance the electrode until
the electrode resistance is 25–35 MΩ and spikes have ampli-
tudes of 3–8 mV to obtain optimal conditions of juxtasomal
filling. Start the juxtasomal filling by applying square pulses of
positive current (1 nA, 200 ms on/off). Slowly and gradually
increase the current by steps of 0.1 nA while closely monitoring
the action potential waveform and frequency (Fig. 2).

l Monitor the membrane opening as a clear increase in action
potential frequency during the on-phase of the block pulse
(Fig. 2c). The spike waveform during filling shows an increased
width and reduced after-hyperpolarization (Fig. 2c, d). Addi-
tional parameters include increased noise or a small (1–5 mV)
negative DC shift [48].

l To maintain stable biocytin infusion after opening of the mem-
brane (reflected by robust increase in action potential fre-
quency during on-phase of the block pulse), the amplitude of
current injections can typically be reduced (1–3 nA). Stop or
even further reduce the current pulses upon sudden increase of
the action potential frequency (also during off-phase) to avoid
toxicity by excess influx of extracellular ions.

l Closely monitor the action potential spiking frequency after
stopping the current injection. The spike waveform after a
filling session is usually broadened and shows a strongly
reduced after-hyperpolarization. Wait for recovery of the neu-
ron, which is apparent when the spike waveform and action
potential frequency return to its original properties (i.e., pres-
ence of normal after-hyperpolarization, Fig. 2).

l Repeat biocytin filling sessions after complete recovery of the
neuron to increase biocytin load for improved staining quality.

l Retract the patch pipette in steps of 1 μm until the spike
amplitude decreases to reduce any mechanical stress to the
neuron. For cell-type identification and/or dendritic recon-
structions, a typical diffusion time of 15–20 min is sufficient.

l After biocytin labeling, take the rat out of the head-fixation
apparatus and anesthetize deeply with non-gaseous anesthesia
(e.g., urethane or ketamine/xylazine) for transcardial perfusion
with 0.9 % NaCl and subsequent fixation with 4 % paraformal-
dehyde (in 0.12 M phosphate buffer).
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2.4 Perfusing the

Animal and Removing

the Brain

l Prepare the perfusion setup, rinse and pre-load the tubing with
0.9 % NaCl.

l Secure the rat on a surgical tray. Ensure sufficient depth of the
anesthesia; foot pinch and eyelid reflexes should be absent.

l Make a medial to lateral incision through the abdominal wall
just beneath the rib cage and proceed in posterior-anterior
direction to expose the sternum. Pull the sternum in anterior
direction, make a small incision in the diaphragm, cut through
the lower ribs, and continue the incision along the entire length
of the abdominal cavity to expose the heart.

l Remove the pericardium.

l Insert the needle into the left ventricle and make an incision in
the right atrium. Perfuse with 0.9 % NaCl (~8 ml/min).

l Switch the infusion to 4 % paraformaldehyde (PFA) to fix the
rat until stiffness of front paw and lower jaw is apparent.

l Decapitate the rat using a pair of scissors.

l Trim the remaining neck muscles and expose the skull
completely.

l Position the scissors in the brain stem on the dorsal side and cut
the bone carefully along the sagittal suture, maintaining the
dorsal position.

l Remove the bones from both sides of the sagittal suture to
expose the brain by using a forceps. Carefully remove the dura
to avoid damage.

l Carefully insert a blunt spatula to the ventral side of the brain
and remove the brain gently.

l Post-fix the entire brain overnight in 4 % PFA at 4 �C. Switch
the brain to 0.05 M phosphate buffer (PB) and store at 4 �C.

l To slice the brain in 100 μm tangential sections, take the brain
out of the 0.05M PB and put it on a filter paper facing anterior.
Use a sharp razor blade to cut off the cerebellum along the
coronal plane and separate the hemispheres by cutting along
the midsagittal plane.

l Apply superglue on the mounting platform and mount the left
hemisphere on its sagittal plane with anterior facing right.
Secure the mounting platform at an angle of 45� on a vibra-
tome and submerge the brain in 0.05 M PB.

l Secure a razor blade on the vibratome and make sure that the
first contact with the brain surface is in the middle of
the anterior-posterior plane of the hemisphere. Cut 24
100 μm sections and collect them in a 24-well plate containing
0.05 M PB.
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2.5 Histological

Procedures

l Histological protocols for the cytochrome oxidase staining and
the avidin-biotin-peroxidase method are performed according
to previously described methods [19, 48, 60]. Optional: visua-
lize biocytin using fluorescent avidin/streptavidin-Alexa con-
jugates. This additionally allows double staining with
retrograde or anterograde tracing techniques.

l Wash sections 5 � 5 min with 0.05 M PB and prepare the 3,-
30-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB)-containing
solution (0.2 mg/ml CytC, 0.2 mg/ml Catalase, 0.5 mg/ml
DAB in 0.05 PB) for the cytochrome oxidase staining to visua-
lize barrels in layer 4 of primary somatosensory cortex. Incu-
bate sections 6–12 from the pia in the preheated solution for
30–45 min at 37 �C.

l Rinse sections with 0.05 M PB for 6 � 5 min and quench
endogenous peroxidase activity by incubating all sections in
3 % H2O2 in 0.05 M PB for 20 min at room temperature (RT).

l Rinse sections with 0.05 M PB for 5 � 10 min. Incubate
sections in ABC solution overnight at 4 �C containing
0.05 M PB, 0.5 % Triton, 1 drop of components A and B/
10 ml 0.05 PB (ABC Kit Vector Laboratories, Burlingame,
USA).

l Rinse sections with 0.05 M PB for 5 � 10 min and prepare the
DAB solution containing 0.05 M PB, 0.5 mg/ml DAB, 0.1 %
H2O2 to visualize the biocytin-filled neuron. Incubate sections
in filtered solution for 45–60 min at RT.

l Rinse sections with 0.05 M PB for 5 � 10 min Mount sections
on microscope slides and cover slip with mowiol.

l Determine labeling quality using light microscopy (Fig. 3).

3 Outlook

In conclusion, the juxtasomal recording method generates data on
action potential spiking of single, identified neurons in anesthetized
or awake, behaving animals. This allows careful dissection of neu-
ronal microcircuits consisting of a wide range of cell types, for
instance the cortical column, and aims to address questions on
cell-type-specific function during information processing and
behavioral output. At present, not only patch-clamp techniques
such as juxtasomal recordings (this chapter) or the tight-seal
whole-cell recording method (for instance Chaps. 1, 6 and 9
[61]) are routinely applied to study related research problems but
alternative methods exist such as 2-photon imaging alone or in
combination with electron microscopy reconstruction [62, 63].
In general, these methods can be highly synergistic with juxtasomal
recordings since they generate information on the level of network
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structure and function. Briefly, whole-cell patch-clamp recordings
(unlike juxtasomal recordings) are highly suitable to study sponta-
neous or stimulus-evoked subthreshold membrane voltage dynam-
ics. To record these membrane potential fluctuations however, it is
necessary to break into the cell and dialyze the intracellular which
inherently will affect electrolyte balance and action potential gener-
ation [64]. Including biocytin in the electrode solution permits
post hoc reconstruction of cellular morphology at micrometer
resolution [23, 30, 65]. The 3D volume that is occupied by distally
projecting axons can frequently be up to several cubic millimeters
and complete reconstruction of neurons from in vivo whole-cell
recordings (as well as juxtasomal recordings) thus involves relatively
large volumes [66–68]. In contrast, 2P imaging and dense EM
reconstruction at nanometer resolution of the imaged network
exclusively involves much smaller volumes (100 s of μm3) [69].
The major advantage is obviously the possibility to study popula-
tion activity and neuronal synchrony in addition to connectivity
parameters at single-synapse resolution, but 2P imaging techniques
are limited to optically accessible (hence superficial) brain areas and
the dimensions of EM reconstructed brain tissue can never

Fig. 3 Photographs of biocytin-labeled neurons. (a1) Coronal view of a rat layer 3 pyramidal neuron with 4�
objective. (a2) Same neuron as (a1) but at high magnification (100� objective). (b) Tangential view of a mouse
layer 4 spiny stellate (20� objective)
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compete with reconstruction of relatively large volumes obtained
with whole-cell or juxtasomal recordings. Ideally these different
patch-clamp and imaging techniques are combined to reach a
comprehensive understanding on the structure and function of
individual neurons and/or networks. Eventually, merging data
from different approaches will lead to comprehensive models on
brain function and a full understanding of the cellular basis of
simple behaviors [25, 43, 70–74].
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Chapter 3

Studying Sodium Channel Gating in Heterologous
Expression Systems

Jannis E. Meents and Angelika Lampert

Abstract

Voltage-gated sodium channels (Navs) are essential for the initiation and propagation of action potentials in
most excitable tissues, such as neurons or cardiac myocytes. Mutations in Navs are linked to several severe
conditions, such as pain syndromes, epilepsy, and cardiac arrhythmias and these ion channels are therefore
among the most promising drug targets. The development of Nav modulators is complicated by the
intricate gating mechanisms of these ion channels. They activate extremely quickly and subsequently
inactivate equally fast. There are several additional gating modes that are physiologically relevant and that
may be involved in the pathophysiology of numerous conditions, such as a variety of pain syndromes.
Whole-cell voltage clamp is a valuable technique to study the different gating modes of Navs and their

possible physiological roles. It can be conducted in a variety of tissue preparations; however, for the basic
investigation of Nav activity, heterologous expression systems offer numerous advantages. The fast kinetics
of Nav activity make it difficult to accurately measure these events. The following chapter therefore aims to
provide the necessary steps and protocols in order to study Nav gating.

Key words Voltage-gated sodium channel, Nav, Patch-clamp electrophysiology, Voltage clamp, HEK
cells

1 Introduction

Voltage-gated sodium channels (Navs) are a large family of ion
channels that are selective for sodium ions and regulated by varia-
tions of the voltage across the cell membrane. Navs use these
properties for the initiation and propagation of action potentials
in excitable tissues, such as neurons, cardiac, or skeletal muscle. The
channels are activated upon depolarization of the cell membrane,
which leads to influx of sodium ions into the cytoplasm and thereby
to a further depolarization, which may eventually generate an
action potential. There are nine mammalian Nav isoforms, Nav
1.1 through Nav 1.9, and each isoform is more or less restricted
to certain tissues [1]. The majority of these isoforms has been
found to be blocked by tetrodotoxin (TTX), a potent neurotoxin
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produced by somemarine animals, such as the pufferfish. The TTX-
sensitive (TTXs) isoforms are Nav 1.1–Nav 1.4 as well as Nav 1.6
and Nav 1.7. The remaining three isoforms, Nav 1.5, Nav 1.8, and
Nav 1.9, are relatively resistant to TTX (TTXr) [1]. Navs consist of a
large conducting α subunit, which can be associated with smaller β
subunits. The latter are not required for channel function but
influence expression, kinetics, and gating properties. The α subunit
consists of four domains, DI through DIV, each of which contains
six transmembrane segments, S1 through S6, and an additional
pore loop between segment S5 and S6 that includes the selectivity
filter. All 24 transmembrane segments are formed of a single pro-
tein of approximately 2000 amino acids in length and 260 kDa in
size [1]. The S4 segment of each domain carries a certain amount of
positively charged amino acids, and these positive charges function
as the channel’s voltage sensor. Navs have a range of different
modes of activity, including activation, fast and slow inactivation,
and deactivation. Some of these processes occur extremely quickly,
within milliseconds or even microseconds, which often impedes
accurate measurement of these events. The present chapter aims
to provide the necessary tools and protocols for measuring Nav
activity in heterologous expression systems using whole-cell volt-
age-clamp electrophysiology. The following sections will give brief
introductions into the different modes of activity and provide the
appropriate protocols for their investigation. However, as whole-
cell patch clamp on Navs is notoriously difficult and prone to errors,
we will first attempt to describe the appropriate conditions that
need to be met before reliable voltage clamp can be performed.

2 Requirements for Voltage Clamping of Sodium Channels

2.1 Cellular

Requirements

Since the pioneering work of Hodgkin and Huxley on giant squid
axons [2], a range of different neuronal cell lines as well as numer-
ous heterologous expression systems have been established to study
Navs. This chapter focuses on the use of heterologous expression
systems and does not refer to experiments in neuronal cultures or
tissue preparations. While Navs can be studied using different cell
lines, we focus here on human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells,
as they provide several advantages and are very widely used. These
cells endogenously express very few ion channels, mostly K+ and
Ca2+ channels [3, 4]. However, low endogenous expression of Nav
α and β subunits has been reported [5–7]. Luckily, these TTXs
currents are usually small (<400 pA) [5, 6]. It is therefore impor-
tant to achieve substantial current amplitudes in transfected cells
and to exclude those cells from the analysis that carry only small
amounts of current so as to be relatively certain that the recorded
cell had been successfully transfected. An alternative approach
involves mutagenesis of a TTXs channel, making it resistant to the
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neurotoxin [8, 9]. The mutated channel can then be investigated
during bath application of TTX and its current analyzed in
isolation.

Cell culture protocols for HEK293 cells are well established
and the cells are easily transfected with most Navs either transiently
or stably. If stably transfected cells are used, it is necessary to apply a
selection marker, which is encoded on the vector DNA and pro-
vides resistance to antibiotics against eukaryotic cells, such as G418,
zeocin, or puromycin. Adding the antibiotic to the culture medium
promotes predominant growth of Nav-expressing cells. Most iso-
forms are readily expressed in HEK293 cells. Especially expression
of Nav 1.2, Nav 1.3, Nav 1.4, Nav 1.5, and Nav 1.7 is comparatively
uncomplicated in these cells. Nav 1.8 and Nav 1.6 reveal a much
better expression when a neuronal cell line is chosen, such as ND7/
23 or N1E cells. Heterologous expression of Nav 1.9 has proven
difficult in the past for reasons that are not understood. Recently,
Vanoye et al. [10] have been able to develop a stably Nav 1.9-
expressing ND7/23 cell line by incubating the cells at 28 �C over-
night. However, the authors were not able to generate the same
result using HEK293 or Chinese hamster ovary cells [10].

To allow accurate recordings of sodium currents, it is impera-
tive to record from small isolated cells that are not connected to
other cells and that bear no or almost no cellular processes. Reasons
for this will be discussed below (Sects. 2.4.1 and 4.3). These con-
ditions are easily met when using HEK293 cells. These can be
cultured and grown on plastic and glass surfaces in low confluency
using the correct protocol, and their cell bodies are reasonably
small, providing isolated cells with limited processes.

2.2 Bath and Pipette

Solution

Composition of intracellular and extracellular solutions depends on
the type and purpose of the recordings and varies between labora-
tories. If a physiological environment is desired, both solutions
should contain ionic concentrations that mirror the composition
of the native intra- and extracellular compartments of the cells.
Here, we focus on recordings of isolated Nav currents in heterolo-
gous expression systems and on the study of the biophysical proper-
ties of these Navs, and it is therefore advisable to substitute certain
ions and to add blockers of endogenous channels, when present.
The following extracellular (ECS) and intracellular (ICS) solutions
are examples commonly used for the recording of Navs in trans-
fected HEK293cells. ECS (concentrations in mM): NaCl 140,
MgCl2 1, CaCl2 1, HEPES 10, Glucose 5, potentially sucrose/
mannitol to adjust osmolarity (see below). ICS: CsF 140, NaCl 10,
HEPES 10, EGTA 1. These solutions will produce a reversal
potential (Vrev) for sodium of +67 mV, which is well outside the
experimentally applied voltage range.

As Navs are sensitive to changes in pH, it is important to set the
pH to consistent values throughout one experimental series.
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Regardless of the cell type, the pH for the ECS should be set to the
physiological pH of 7.4. The ICS is set slightly more acidic at pH
7.3. It is important to adjust the pH using an appropriate titration
base/acid, which does not have a large impact on the ion concen-
tration, e.g., CsOH for the ICS or NaOH for the ECS. However, if
the total Na+ concentration of the ECS has been reduced by sub-
stitution with, e.g., choline-chloride (see below), one can use
CsOH for setting its pH, as Cs is a blocker of Kv channels and has
no or only little impact on Nav gating. The osmolarity of both
solutions should always be in the range of 300–310 mOsm. To
facilitate gigaohm (GΩ) seal formation and its stability, it is recom-
mended to set the ICS to a slightly higher osmolarity (approxi-
mately 5–10 mOsm higher than ECS). This leads to a slight
swelling of the cell after breaking of the membrane patch and
thus stabilizes the seal. Small increases of the osmolarity can be
achieved by adding glucose or preferentially an inert alternative,
such as sucrose or mannitol.

Long-lasting experiments that require a high-quality seal are
facilitated by adding fluoride (F�) to the ICS, commonly in the
form of CsF. It has been shown that the presence of F� in the ICS
greatly facilitates formation and stability of the GΩ seal and reduces
space clamp artifacts [11]. It is not known exactly how this benefi-
cial effect is achieved but the fact that F� is likely to bind Ca2+ [12]
suggests that at least the effect on seal stability might rely on
complex formation between the two ions and subsequent “plug-
ging” of potential leak sites. However, the experimenter should be
aware that the presence of CsF also influences voltage-activated
sodium currents. Both activation and inactivation kinetics of
TTXr Navs are modified and the voltage dependence of activation
as well as fast and slow inactivation are shifted towards more nega-
tive potentials [13, 14]. In addition, CsF leads to a considerable
increase in current amplitude and current density [11, 13]. Against
previous beliefs, it was shown that at least in Nav 1.8, these effects
are not mediated by binding of F� to trace amounts of Aluminum
and are independent of activation of G proteins, adenylate cyclase,
and protein kinase A or C [13, 15]. It is a commonly observed
phenomenon that the voltage dependence of Nav activation shifts
to more hyperpolarized potentials and current amplitude increases
over time during a single experiment. These two phenomena are
likely to be linked and are probably due to progressive dialysis of the
intracellular medium with CsF [14, 16]. This has of course impor-
tant ramifications for the design of experimental protocols, as will
be discussed in Sect. 3.1.

The CsF-induced increase in current amplitude is beneficial for
recordings of cells that express low amounts of Navs. However, in
case of a very high expression, which often occurs with Nav 1.5 or
when recording Navs in native neurons, such as DRGs, it can lead to
currents that are too large to be accurately measured (see
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Sect. 2.4.3). In such a case, it may be necessary to reduce the
extracellular Na+ concentration. Part of the extracellular NaCl is
then substituted with an equimolar concentration of, e.g., choline-
Cl or NMDG. Depending on the size of the current, reduction of
extracellular NaCl from 140 to 40 mM may be sufficient; however,
in large DRG neurons, it may be necessary to reduce NaCl to
10 mM. It should be considered that reducing the extracellular
Na+ concentration will also reduce Vrev for Na+, potentially bring-
ing it close to the voltage range that is applied during experiments.
This should be avoided if possible as it could interfere with data
analysis as will be discussed in Sect. 4.1.

Finally, it is recommended to add a Ca2+ chelator and to
exclude any Ca2+ and K+ from the ICS. Ca2+ may have regulatory
effects on Navs [12, 17], and the addition of sufficient amounts of
EGTA or BAPTA guarantees that even Ca2+ released from intracel-
lular stores is sufficiently buffered. Exclusion of K+ from the ICS
and addition of Cs+ avoids interference of outward currents
through endogenous K+ channels.

2.3 Patch Pipettes The patch pipette forms the link between the head stage’s electrode
and the interior of the cell. As it is part of the electrical circuit, it
influences the electrical signals measured by the amplifier and
numerous advances have been made over the years to reduce this
influence. Several properties of a patch pipette need to be consid-
ered before starting the experiment. The most important ones will
be discussed in short here with regard to patch clamp in heterolo-
gous expression systems. The vast details of the properties of differ-
ent pipette glass as well as construction and shape of the pipette
have been discussed in detail elsewhere [18].

It is advisable to use glass capillaries containing a filament. The
filament helps when filling the pipette with solution by increasing
capillary action and thus avoiding the formation of bubbles. Gen-
erally, increasing the thickness of the capillary glass reduces the
pipette capacitance that has to be canceled by the amplifier circuitry
before the start of the recording. Because optimal series resistance
(Rs) compensation is crucial for recording Navs and because incom-
plete pipette capacitance cancelation can lead to poor Rs compen-
sation, we suggest the use of thick-walled capillary glass. However,
there are ways to reduce pipette capacitance regardless of the type of
glass: reducing the bath solution level reduces the surface of the
pipette that is exposed to liquid and that can act as a capacitor. This
is certainly the easiest way to reduce pipette capacitance but might
not always be possible. Alternatively, coating patch pipettes with a
hydrophobic elastomer such as Sylgard® reduces the capacitance
and prevents the bath solution from forming a liquid film along the
surface of the pipette. The coating should reach to within ~100 μm
of the pipette tip but must not flow over the tip as this will make seal
formation impossible. The elastomer is applied to the pipette glass
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under constant visual control through a dissection microscope.
After coating, the elastomer is dried by moving it into close prox-
imity of a heated wire under visual control or by incubating the
pipettes in a laboratory oven (e.g., 80 �C for 1 h).

The two aspects that influence the output of patch-clamp
recordings the most and that depend mostly on the shape of the
patch pipette are formation of a GΩ seal and a low access resistance
(Ra). A stable GΩ seal guarantees that almost all current from the
membrane patch flows into the pipette and is not lost to the bath as
leak current. As the name suggests, Ra is a measure of quality for
the connection between recording electrode and the cell’s interior
and thus determines how easily current can flow from one to the
other. To guarantee accurate voltage clamp and to measure the fast
inward current of Navs, Ra needs to be minimal. Unfortunately,
while smaller pipette openings facilitate seal formation, they also
increase Ra. The experimenter therefore needs to find a good
balance between the two aspects. Fire polishing the pulled and
potentially coated patch pipettes will increase the likelihood of
seal formation while allowing for the opening to be rather large.
It should be noted that during fire polishing, the glass of the pipette
tip melts and this may lead to a shrinking of the opening. Thus, fire
polishing can be a convenient way of fine-tuning the shape and size
of the pipette opening. We and others have found that in order to
achieve consistent GΩ seal formation, it is not always necessary to
polish pipette tips, especially when using HEK293 cells. However,
to reduce Ra enough to allow recording of Navs, pipette openings
need to be fairly large, in which case fire polishing can be beneficial.
In our experience it is possible to achieve Ra of <5 MΩ prior to Rs

compensation using pipettes with an initial pipette resistance of
0.8–1.5 MΩ after fire polishing.

Polishing not only the pulled tip of the patch pipette but also
the back opening is also advisable as this protects the washers inside
the pipette holder as well as the electrode wire during insertion of
the pipette. Fire polishing can be done using a variety of commer-
cially available devices or even with a self-made apparatus, a descrip-
tion of which can be found, e.g., in [18].

2.4 Compensation

and Voltage Errors

2.4.1 Space Clamp

Good voltage clamp requires recording from small isolated and
round cells that ideally bear no cellular processes. The reason for
this is that voltage clamp becomes very prone to error the further
away the cell extends from the recording electrode. This phenome-
non has been termed space clamp and it is a notorious problem in
voltage-clamp recordings of cells that bear long processes, such as
neurons. It is important to remember that the amplifier clamps the
voltage of the tip of the recording electrode. In the case of long and
thin processes, such as axons or dendrites however, the cytoplasm
can act as a significant resistance that accumulates with length of the
branch, and which prohibits true voltage clamp in distant parts of
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the cell. In addition, the increased membrane area of such cells
leads to an increased cell capacitance that effectively delays any
change in the clamped voltage. Such a delay can lead to a consider-
able voltage error. Because Navs have a steep voltage dependence, i.
e., activation occurs over a narrow voltage range, they require
accurate and reliable measurement of membrane voltage. What is
more, Navs activate and inactivate very quickly; in case of a voltage
error, it will be impossible to know at which precise voltage activa-
tion has occurred.

Unfortunately, space clamp problems cannot easily be avoided
in single-electrode voltage clamp. One way is to increase the cell’s
impedance. This can be done by pharmacologically silencing ion
channels that are not of interest (e.g., K+ or Cl� channels), a
technique that is used in most selective recordings of sodium
currents. An easier and fairly reliable way to reduce space clamp
errors is to limit recordings to small and ideally round cells with no
or almost no cellular processes.

2.4.2 Series Resistance

Compensation

Proper Rs compensation is essential for reliable and successful
voltage clamp. Generally, poor Rs compensation leads to a slower
charging of the cell membrane and to potentially considerable
voltage errors that can have significant effects on the obtained
data (Fig. 1). Navs activate very quickly (mostly within 1 ms) and
in addition inactivate only a few milliseconds after initial activation.
Achievement of voltage clamp therefore needs to be as accurate and
as fast as possible in order to allow resolution of these fast events.
The time it takes for a voltage change to take effect is described by
the time constant τ ¼ RsCm, withRs being the series resistance and
Cm being the membrane capacitance of the cell. Thus, assuming for
example an uncompensatedRs of 10 MΩ and for simplicity a Cm of
100 pF, the charging of the membrane will be slowed by more than
1 ms, which is highly relevant in a recording where the event of
interest only lasts a few milliseconds. While 100 pF may be very
high and describes a large cell, the above example quickly illustrates
the advantage of patching small cells (<20 pF) and of using large
patch pipette openings with a smallerRa (which is in series withRs),
as well as the importance of compensating Rs. The delay in the
setting of the membrane voltage in an uncompensated cell leads to
a corresponding voltage error. In other words, the experimenter
can never be sure at which precise voltage a cellular response was
obtained. This is of course highly problematic dealing with ion
channels where 30 mV can make the difference between no
response and a maximum response. What is more, such a voltage
error in an uncompensated cell can lead to an artifactual shift of the
current–voltage (IV) relationship and the corresponding activation
curve (Fig. 1). Care should be taken not to mistake such a shift for a
physiological effect. Another issue in the case of Navs arises from
channel inactivation. The effective slowing of the voltage clamp in a
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poorly compensated cell can force an increased number of Navs into
closed-state inactivation (see Sect. 3.4), which will prevent the
channels from opening leading to a reduced or even no measurable
current around the activation threshold. In summary, trustworthy
recordings of Navs are only possible after appropriate Rs compen-
sation. Because of the unreliability of the voltage clamp at high
resistances, we advise that any cell with a compensated Rs of >5 M
Ω at any time throughout a recording should be considered with
care and ideally be excluded from the analysis.

Rs compensation is carried out after establishing the whole-cell
configuration. It is vital that the fast capacitance transient of the

Fig. 1 Direct comparison of compensated and uncompensated recordings. (a, b) Current recordings obtained
from the same HEK293 cell, stably expressing Nav 1.5, using the indicated step protocol (see inset in b). The
recording in (a) has been obtained under appropriate Rs compensation. The trace in (b) has been obtained
without Rs compensation. 70 mM Na+ had been replaced by 70 mM choline-chloride, reducing the final Na+

concentration in the extracellular solution to 70 mM. The theoretical Vrev was +49 mV. Arrows point to the
current trace obtained by a voltage step to �50 mV. Note the large uncompensated capacitance transients
(arrowhead in b) that interfere with Nav current. (c) IV relationships obtained from the recordings in (a) and (b).
Note the negative shift due to missing Rs compensation. Also note the difference in peak currents between
�60 and �30 mV between the two recordings. (d) Activation curves obtained from the recordings in (a) and
(b). The negative shift in voltage-dependent activation is only due to missing Rs compensation and does not
reflect a physiological change
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patch pipette has been canceled effectively beforehand. The patch-
clamp amplifier compensates for Rs by over-injecting into the cell
the appropriate amount of current that is needed to overcome both
Rs and Cm. The experimenter therefore needs to set the correct
values for both parameters on the amplifier or within the amplifier
software. Rs should ideally be compensated for by 80–85 %, but
care must be taken not to drive the amplifier into oscillation when
such high compensation is attempted. In our experience, using a
compensation speed of 10–20 μs allows such high compensation in
good cells.

Throughout the recording, it is important that Ra does not
increase due to clogging of the electrode tip with cell membrane.
Such a “re-sealing” of the membrane patch often occurs and can be
reduced by applying gentle suction throughout the recording. It
should be noted that applying suction during the recording is not
recommended in cells that express mechano-sensitive ion channels,
such as sensory neurons. During voltage clamp, Ra is in series with
Rs and can therefore significantly contribute to the latter and
influence Rs compensation. Throughout the experiment, it is
therefore advisable to check Rs compensation as often as possible.
If Ra has increased due to re-sealing of the membrane patch, Rs

compensation will appear maladjusted and needs to be corrected.

2.4.3 Current Size Some Nav isoforms, such as Nav 1.5, express very well in heterolo-
gous expression systems and display large inward currents of well
above 10 nA in response to a standard activation protocol (Fig. 2b, c).
Endogenous Navs in large diameter neurons, e.g., from DRGs, are
known to have a high current density. Such large currents pose a
considerable problem in voltage-clamp recordings. First, during
large inward current flux, the amplifier needs to inject a large
amount of current into the cell to clamp it at the desired voltage.
Currents of above 20 nA exceed the limit of some amplifiers so that
currents cannot be measured exactly but will be clipped at 20 nA.
Injecting large amounts of current can lead to delays in establishing
the desired voltage, depending on the cell’s capacitance and resis-
tance.More importantly, however, large currents inevitably produce
large voltage errors that prevent accurate voltage clamp (Fig. 2). For
example, a 1 nA current flow across an Rs of 10 MΩ produces a
voltage drop of 10mVand thus a 10 % error. It should be noted that
10 mV shifts have been reported for disease causing mutations in
Navs [19]; thus a mistake of this size is relevant. WithRs compensa-
tion set to 80 %, the voltage drop becomes smaller (2 mV). How-
ever, considering a 10 nA current across the sameRs now produces a
100mV drop! Even when compensated by 80 %, the voltage error is
still 20 mV, which is obviously not acceptable for measuring chan-
nels with a steep voltage dependence, such as Navs. In summary,
large current fluxwill always lead to unreliable voltage clamp and it is
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therefore imperative to reduce current amplitude to a level that
decreases the voltage drop to an acceptable level. This is easily
achieved by reducing the concentration gradient of the ion that
carries the current, in this case Na+. Replacing a part of the extracel-
lular Na+ with choline-Cl or NMDG effectively decreases current
amplitude and voltage error (see also Sect. 2.2).

Fig. 2 IV relationships used to estimate the quality of voltage clamp. (a–c) Current recordings obtained from
three different HEK293 cells, stably expressing Nav 1.5, using the same step protocol (see inset in c). The
composition of intra- and extracellular solutions is given in the main text. Arrows point to the current trace
obtained by a voltage step to�40 mV. Note the very large current amplitudes in (b) and (c). (d) IV relationships
obtained from the recordings in (a)–(c). The calculated Vrev for sodium was +67 mV. Only the recording in (a)
has been obtained under appropriate voltage clamp. The extrapolated Vrev (strong dotted line; see main text)
corresponds well with the theoretical value. In (b) and (c), currents at threshold are masked and currents
activate only at near-maximal values. Both traces accordingly display a shift in the IV relationship, over- or
underestimating Vrev. (e) Activation curves obtained from the recordings in (a)–(c). Only trace A displays an
appropriate trend, showing clear voltage dependence, and could be well fitted by a Boltzmann function (strong
solid line). Traces B and C (not fitted) display distortions leading to an artifactual negative shift in the activation
curve
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2.5 Filtering and

Sampling

Filtering describes the process of improving the signal-to-noise
ratio and performing data reduction that is carried out either by
the amplifier during the recording or digitally by the analysis soft-
ware after the recording. Before any filtering can be considered, it is
vital to minimize both external noise that comes from outside the
experimental setup and noise that is intrinsic to the recording
system. Steps for external and intrinsic noise reduction are not
covered here but are discussed in detail in the majority of basic
patch-clamp literature [18, 20]. Once noise generation has been
minimized, it is essential to filter the recorded data to optimize the
signal-to-noise ratio and to isolate the signal of interest. The exper-
imenter needs to be aware, however, that by definition, filtering
leads to loss of information. Filter settings therefore need to be
carefully considered. The fastest signals recorded under whole-cell
conditions are in the range of 200–500 μs (2–5 kHz) [21], whereas
noise has a much wider frequency range. The most commonly used
filter type in whole-cell recordings is therefore a low-pass filter,
which blocks out high-frequency noise. The majority of modern
patch-clamp amplifiers have an integrated 4-pole Bessel filter. In
some cases, it may be possible to select other filter types, such as
Butterworth or Chebyshev, but Bessel filters are the most widely
used and they have excellent characteristics for whole-cell record-
ings. The low-pass filter cut-off frequency needs to be set by the
experimenter and greatly depends on the recorded current and on
the sampling rate. Generally, the analogue signal is continuous and
consists of an infinite number of data points. The analogue-to-
digital converter samples this analogue signal at a certain time
interval (the sampling rate) to produce a digital discrete (step-
like) representation. This sampling rate has to be set by the experi-
menter and, again, leads to data reduction and can distort the signal
and create artifacts (aliasing). Thus, it is important to select an
appropriate filter and sampling rate to accurately record the signal
of interest. According to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem,
the sampling rate needs to be at least twice the signal bandwidth in
order to accurately represent an analogue waveform without losing
information. Going further than that, it has become general prac-
tice to choose a sampling rate of at least five times the filter band-
width for actual recordings. That means that at a low-pass filter cut-
off frequency of 2 kHz, a minimum sampling rate of 10 kHz is
recommended. Navs display very fast kinetics that belong to the
fastest signals recorded under whole-cell conditions. It is not
unusual for peak inward sodium currents to be reached within
400 μs. Filtering with a cut-off frequency of 2 kHz, which corre-
sponds to 500 μs, would completely cut off such a high-frequency
signal! It is therefore essential to record sodium currents using a
cut-off filter frequency of at least 10 kHz. Accordingly, we recom-
mend a sampling rate of at least 50 kHz. In the case of measuring
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deactivation of Navs (see Sect. 3.5), the activating stimulus only
lasts a few hundred microseconds. Consequently, the time window
to measure these currents before they deactivate is very narrow. It is
therefore suggested to increase filter cut-off frequency and sam-
pling rate in this protocol to 30 kHz and 100 kHz, respectively.

2.6 Leak Subtraction Currents measured during whole-cell recordings not only consist of
those flowing through ion channels but also contain capacitive
currents that charge the membrane and leak currents. These passive
components can be subtracted from the current of interest to
improve the latter and to possibly reveal small current components
that might otherwise be masked. The process of such leak subtrac-
tion can easily be achieved by a simple procedure, which is
integrated into most patch-clamp software and is applied through-
out the recording. This so-called P/N procedure consists of a
simple voltage step protocol. Each test pulse in the voltage-clamp
protocol is either preceded or followed by a series of N (usually
four) voltage steps of 1/N or �1/N amplitude of the test pulse
[22] (Fig. 3). In a typical IV protocol that gradually steps the
voltage from a holding potential of �120 to 60 mV in 10 mV
increments, this would mean that the first test pulse (to �110 mV)
is followed by four leak pulses of identical length from�120 mV to
either �122.5 or �117.5 mV, depending on the selected polarity.
The final test pulse (to 60 mV) would be followed by four leak
pulses to �165 or �75 mV. It is important that leak pulses do not
activate voltage-gated currents through ion channels, so that only
capacitive and leak currents are elicited. Because leak pulses contain
no active component, the four obtained leak current traces can be
summed together and be subtracted from the current trace of
interest. The above example illustrates that, depending on the test
pulse amplitude, leak pulses can be quite strong depolarizations (e.
g., to �75 mV) that may potentially induce Nav activation or
inactivation. In the case of heterologously expressed channels, it is
therefore often advisable to apply leak pulses in a hyperpolarizing
direction. However, in the above example, the maximum leak pulse
would reach voltages of�165 mV, which most cells do not tolerate
easily. In this case, it is advisable to reduce leak pulse amplitude to,
e.g., 10 % of the test pulse (instead of 25 % in the above example).
The generated smaller leak currents are then averaged and mathe-
matically multiplied by the amplifier software and subtracted from
the current of interest (Fig. 3).

It needs to be appreciated that it is dangerous to monitor only
leak-subtracted traces during an experiment. As leak subtraction is
performed by the recording software in the background, the exper-
imenter might not be aware that he/she is dealing with a severely
deteriorated cell. It is therefore strongly recommended to record
both the leak-subtracted trace and the leak trace itself and to
monitor leak traces together with traces of interest either during
the recording or at least prior to data analysis.
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3 Voltage-Clamp Protocols

Proper channel function and action potential generation in excit-
able tissues rely on the very quick Nav kinetics and their various
modes of gating. The following sections are meant to describe the
different modes of Nav gating and to provide the proper voltage-
clamp protocols that can be used to measure these processes.

3.1 Activation Nav activation occurs within a few milliseconds and leads to the
conduction of a sodium current that is often of large amplitude.
Activation takes place during depolarization of the cell’s membrane
potential and relies on the displacement of the channel’s charged

Fig. 3 Example of a leak subtraction protocol. Four current responses to a 10 mV pulse (10 % of test pulse) are
averaged and then multiplied by 10 to represent the leak current that is expected during the test pulse to
�20 mV. This scaled leak current is then subtracted from the original test pulse current to provide the final
output. Note the increase in noise that is inherent in this form of leak subtraction
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voltage sensor towards the extracellular side of the plasma mem-
brane [23]. This movement induces a conformational change that
leads to opening of the channel. Because these voltage-activated
currents establish very quickly, within the range of a few millise-
conds, voltage-clamp conditions need to be optimal to allow accu-
rate measurement of these events. As has been mentioned above,
under less-than-optimal clamp conditions, current activation may
be masked by capacitive transients that have not been canceled
appropriately (e.g., Fig. 1b). Assuming that clamp conditions and
Rs compensation are satisfactory, the following voltage-clamp pro-
tocol can be used to measure voltage-dependent Nav activation
(protocol a in Table 1). The following protocols will all start at a
holding potential (Vhold) of �120 mV. This hyperpolarized poten-
tial allows Nav recovery from all types of inactivation while still
providing stable recording conditions. Starting at Vhold, the mem-
brane potential is gradually stepped in a depolarizing direction in
10 mV increments with a step duration of about 40 ms (sufficient
for most TTXs channels). To measure channel activity over a suffi-
ciently large voltage range, it is advisable to apply enough repeti-
tions (sweeps) to reach voltages around 60–80 mV. To relieve the
channels from both fast and slow inactivation (see below), the
membrane potential is returned to �120 mV for at least 5 s after
each depolarizing step (protocol a in Table 1). The peak currents
measured during depolarization can be used to plot current–vol-
tage relationships and to calculate channel conductance and half-
activation voltage (V1/2) as described in the analysis section. This
protocol can also be used to obtain the time-to-peak (see Sect. 4.1)
and the time constant of current decay of voltage-activated currents
(see Sect. 4.2) as well as the amount of persistent current.

3.1.1 Notes 1. It is well known that the voltage activation curve and therefore
the V1/2 of Navs measured in an individual cell can shift during
the process of a single voltage-clamp experiment [14]. It is
believed that this is due to progressive dialysis of the intracellu-
lar medium of the cell and might rely on the effects of CsF
contained in the ICS (see Sect. 2.2). The effect can indeed be
reduced by replacing CsF with CsCl in the pipette solution
[14]. It is therefore important to always begin the above pro-
tocol at the same time point after establishment of the whole-
cell configuration.

2. Peak current amplitude in response to the same depolarizing
voltage step can often be seen to increase during the first few
minutes after establishing whole-cell configuration. This is cer-
tainly the case when measuring Nav activity in heterologous
expression systems, such as HEK293 cells [14, 16]. This phe-
nomenon is linked to the effects of CsF in the intracellular
solution (see Sects. 1 and 2.2) and could also be due to
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Table 1
Summary of voltage-clamp protocols used to study Nav activation and fast and slow inactivation

The data analysis column contains schematic plots that represent typical data fits, which can be obtained from

the respective recordings.
*The exact value depends on measurements obtained with other protocols from this table. See main text for details.



trafficking of Navs to and their insertion into the cell’s mem-
brane. However, peak currents will stabilize after a few minutes
and it is therefore important to wait until current amplitude has
reached a steady state before beginning the above voltage
activation protocol. Using a specifically designed protocol
allows observation of the increase of peak sodium currents
over time and permits estimation of the approximate time
needed for currents to reach a steady state. This simple volt-
age-clamp protocol consists of repeated depolarizing steps
from �120 to 0 mV for 100 ms, applied every 10 s. Once the
average time needed to reach a steady state is known, it is
possible to program the according amount of step repetitions
(sweeps). Always applying this protocol immediately after
establishing whole-cell configuration guarantees that approxi-
mately the same amount of time is spent between establishing
the whole-cell configuration and beginning of voltage activa-
tion protocol in each individual experiment. This will reduce
the undesired effects of cell dialysis (see Sect. 1) and will
decrease variability.

3.2 Fast Inactivation Currents through Navs quickly inactivate due to occlusion of the
channel pore by an intracellular four-amino-acid-particle (IFMT
motif). This particle resides within the linker of DIII and DIV of
the channel itself and binds to residues on the intracellular side of
these domains but only once the channel has been activated [23].

3.2.1 Time Course of

Onset of Fast Inactivation

The time course of channel inactivation determines Nav availability
during the action potential. It can be measured using the follow-
ing protocol (protocol b in Table 1): starting from a Vhold of
�120 mV, the membrane is depolarized (pre-pulse), causing cur-
rent activation. Crucially, the duration of this pre-pulse is
increased with each sweep from 0.1 to 500 ms to investigate the
time course of onset of fast inactivation. The pre-pulse is followed
by a standard test-pulse, which we here define as a 40 ms depolari-
zation to 20 mV. At this voltage near to all channels will be
activated (compare with activation protocol above) while the dura-
tion is long enough to reach a maximum current. After the test-
pulse, the cell is returned to Vhold for 10 s before the start of the
following sweep. As the onset of fast inactivation is voltage-depen-
dent, it is advisable to measure it at different potentials (dotted
lines in protocol b in Table 1). Measuring the peak current at the
test-pulse (I), normalizing it to the maximum current (Imax)
detected with this protocol (i.e., following very short pre-pulses),
and plotting I/Imax against pre-pulse duration allows a determi-
nation of the time course of onset of fast inactivation at the tested
potential.
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3.2.2 Voltage

Dependence of Steady-

State Fast Inactivation

Steady-state fast inactivation of Navs is measured as the fraction of
channels that can be activated by a depolarizing step (test-pulse)
after voltage-dependent inactivation has been induced by a range of
depolarizing pre-pulses. In order to measure the amount of inacti-
vation, a two-pulse protocol is typically applied (protocol c in
Table 1): starting from a Vhold of �120 mV, the membrane poten-
tial is gradually stepped to a range of pre-pulse voltages. Because
fast inactivation can often be observed at holding potential even
though cells are held at relatively hyperpolarized voltages, it is
advisable to start the pre-pulses at a very negative potential, such
as �130 or �150 mV, increasing the value with each sweep in
10 mV increments up to a maximum of about 20 mV. The duration
of the pre-pulse depends on the speed by which fast inactivation
occurs at a given potential, and ideally this is determined before-
hand (see Sect. 3.2.1). Often, 500 ms is chosen, as this is ample
time for fast inactivation to occur and only little slow inactivation
should have happened during this short interval. The pre-pulse is
immediately followed by a standard test-pulse, after which the
membrane voltage is returned to Vhold for 10 s before the next
pre-pulse is applied. Peak currents elicited by the test-pulse can be
used to calculate the fraction of available channels and the half-
inactivation voltage as described in the analysis section.

3.2.3 Recovery from Fast

Inactivation: Repriming

Repriming describes the recovery kinetics of Navs from steady-state
fast inactivation. In this case, a three-pulse protocol is needed
(protocol d in Table 1). Steady-state fast inactivation is induced
by a standard pre-pulse to 20 mV for usually 500 ms (see
Sect. 3.2.2). Alternatively, the pulse duration can be adjusted to
what has been shown previously to induce maximum channel inac-
tivation at 20 mV, using the protocol described above (Sect. 3.2.1).
The pre-pulse is followed by a hyperpolarizing inter-pulse of vary-
ing duration, to measure the time dependence of recovery. Dura-
tions of 0.1 ms to 5 s should be applied to measure recovery over a
sufficient time range. As the speed of recovery from inactivation
depends on the amount of hyperpolarization, it is advisable to
measure repriming over several inter-pulse voltages (dotted lines
in protocol d in Table 1). The recovery-inducing inter-pulse is
immediately followed by a standard test-pulse and a return to
Vhold for 10 s before onset of the next sweep. For analysis, peak
currents elicited by the test-pulse (Itest) are normalized to those
measured during the pre-pulse (Itest/Ipre) and plotted against inter-
pulse duration.

3.3 Slow Inactivation In contrast to fast inactivation, which reduces the amount of excit-
able Navs very quickly, slow inactivation describes a process, during
which the number of available channels decreases with a time
course of seconds to minutes. This is a complex process and our
understanding of the molecular underpinnings of this
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phenomenon is still limited. Several regions of the channel protein
have been implicated in the development of slow inactivation,
including the channel pore, the voltage-sensing domains, and the
intracellular loops. For a more comprehensive review of the differ-
ent mechanisms, the reader is referred to [24, 25]. To measure slow
inactivation of Navs, it is important to first characterize the kinetics
of fast inactivation (see above) so that the two mechanisms can be
isolated and separated from each other.

3.3.1 Time Course of

Onset of Slow Inactivation

The protocol to measure the onset of slow inactivation is similar to
what has been described for fast inactivation (see Sect. 3.2.1). Pre-
pulse voltages (dotted lines in protocol e in Table 1) can be selected
based on the voltage dependence of steady-state slow inactivation
as measured using the protocol described below (Sect. 3.3.2). The
duration of the pre-pulse is changed between sweeps from 0.1 ms
to 90 s. The pre-pulse is crucially followed by an inter-pulse to
Vhold. This allows the channel to recover from fast inactivation and
thus eliminates distortion by this separate phenomenon. Duration
of the inter-pulse depends on the time course of recovery from fast
inactivation (see Sect. 3.2.3). The inter-pulse is followed by a
standard test-pulse and a return to Vhold for 90 s. The chosen
duration for the return to Vhold before start of the following
sweep depends on the time course of recovery from slow inactiva-
tion, which is measured using the protocol described below (see
Sect. 3.3.3). This duration should be the same for all protocols
involving slow inactivation (Sects. 3.3.1–3.3.3). During data anal-
ysis, normalized peak test-pulse currents (I/Imax) are plotted
against pre-pulse duration.

3.3.2 Voltage

Dependence of Steady-

State Slow Inactivation

The protocol used to measure the voltage dependence of steady-
state slow inactivation consists of a reference pulse, a pre-pulse to
varying voltages, an inter-pulse to allow recovery from fast inacti-
vation, and a standard test-pulse (protocol f in Table 1). These
experiments are unusually long and it is very common to observe a
considerable decrease in test-pulse peak current amplitude over
time. In addition, if a compound is applied, time-dependent
effects could influence test-pulse peak current amplitude. This
means that test-pulse currents between sweeps cannot easily be
compared. It is therefore necessary to include a reference-pulse at
the beginning of each sweep. Each test-pulse current can then be
normalized to its own reference-pulse current to account for
current rundown and time-dependent changes. The reference-
pulse is a 10 ms depolarization to 20 mV, followed by a return
to Vhold for 300 ms to recover from fast inactivation. This is
followed by a range of pre-pulse voltages that should ideally span
from �150 to �10 mV, increased between sweeps in 10 mV
increments. The duration of the pre-pulse depends on the Nav
isoform [24, 26, 27] and can be determined with the protocol
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described above (see Sect. 3.3.1). To be on the safe side while
reducing experimental time, we suggest a pre-pulse duration of
30 s, which does not induce ultra-slow inactivation [27], but
sufficient amount of slow inactivation. The pre-pulse is followed
by an inter-pulse, a standard test-pulse and a return to Vhold,
analogous to what was described directly above (Sect. 3.3.1).
For current analysis, peak test-pulse currents are normalized to
their respective reference-pulse current (Itest/Iref) and plotted
against pre-pulse voltage, providing a sigmoidal inactivation
curve.

3.3.3 Recovery from

Slow Inactivation

The protocol used to measure the time it takes for Navs to recover
from steady-state slow inactivation is displayed in Table 1 (row g).
First, a pre-pulse needs to be applied that induces slow inactivation.
The duration and the voltage of this pre-pulse both depend on
what has been measured for the onset and the voltage dependence
of slow inactivation (Sects. 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). It is obvious that
values should be chosen that guarantee maximum channel inactiva-
tion. The pre-pulse is followed by an inter-pulse of varying dura-
tion, to measure the time dependence of recovery. Duration of this
inter-pulse depends on the channel isoform. In our experience it is
advisable to use at least a range of 0.1 ms to 30 s, but longer
recovery durations may be necessary. The short duration inter-
pulses will reflect recovery from fast inactivation and the longer
pulses will also release channels from slow inactivation. We suggest
to measure recovery over several inter-pulse voltages (dotted lines
in protocol g in Table 1), as recovery is a voltage-dependent pro-
cess. However, care should be taken not to apply too depolarized
voltages that might induce fast inactivation (see Sect. 3.2.2). The
following test-pulse and return to Vhold are the same as described
for the other slow inactivation protocols (Sects. 3.3.1 and 3.3.2).
Peak test-pulse currents are normalized to peak pre-pulse currents
and plotted against inter-pulse duration. It is likely that more than
one kinetic will be visible (one for fast and at least one for slow
inactivation).

3.3.4 Notes Fast inactivation has been shown to interfere with slow inactivation.
This can be seen in the fact that mutations that abolish fast inacti-
vation by disrupting binding of the intracellular blocking particle
(IFM-to-QQQ mutations) potentiate slow inactivation in some
Nav isoforms [28, 29]. To accurately measure recovery from slow
inactivation without interference from fast inactivation, it is advis-
able to use a fast-inactivation deficient mutant, such as the IFM-to-
QQQ or the CW-mutant isoform [28, 30]. However, expression
may be an issue, and therefore elimination of fast inactivation by
hyperpolarization as suggested here may be a more feasible
alternative.
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3.4 Closed-State

Fast and Slow

Inactivation

Closed-state inactivation describes a mechanism where small
depolarizations that are not sufficient to activate Navs induce
inactivation of the channels, leading to decreased excitability to a
following activating stimulus. It has been proposed that closed-
state inactivation occurs if only the S4 segments of DIII and DIV
are displaced by depolarization but not those of DI and DII. In
this case, the activation gate does not open and no current flows,
but the inactivation particle can already bind and occlude the
channel pore [31].

The appropriate voltage-clamp protocol to investigate closed-
state inactivation can be seen in Table 2 (row a). It begins with a
pre-pulse of varying duration between 0.1 ms and 2 s. A pre-pulse

Table 2
Summary of voltage-clamp protocols used to study Nav closed-state inactivation and deactivation as
well as resurgent and ramp currents

For onset of closed-state inactivation and voltage dependence of deactivation, the data analysis column

contains schematic plots that represent typical data fits, which can be obtained from the respective

recordings. For resurgent and ramp currents, example traces are shown in this column. In the case of

resurgent currents, the displayed trace represents a zoomed in section. Please note the different scale bar
for the time axis as compared to the voltage-clamp protocol column.

*The exact value depends on measurements obtained with protocols from Table 1. See main text for details.
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voltage should be chosen that has previously been shown to induce
steady-state fast and slow inactivation without causing activation of
the channels using the protocols described in Sects. 3.1 (activa-
tion), 3.2.2 (fast inactivation), and 3.3.2 (slow inactivation). Sev-
eral different pre-pulse voltages (dotted lines in protocol a in
Table 2) can be applied to compare the time courses of closed-
state inactivation at different potentials. The pre-pulse is immedi-
ately followed by a standard test-pulse causing activation of the cell.
Closed-state inactivation will be measurable as a reduction in test-
pulse current amplitude, indicative of a reduction in the fraction of
available channels. Thus plotting normalized peak test-pulse cur-
rents (I/Imax) against pre-pulse duration provides a sigmoidal inac-
tivation curve.

3.5 Deactivation Deactivation of Navs describes the process during which the activa-
tion gate closes due to the voltage-sensing domains of the channel
returning to their original pre-activation position. This process
must not be confused with channel inactivation. While the latter
leads to a termination of current flux due to a collapse or blockade
of the channel pore, deactivation leads to closure of the channel’s
activation gate and its return to an excitable state. As both inactiva-
tion and deactivation require repolarization of the cell membrane
after activation, it is imperative to use an experimental protocol that
distinguishes between the two processes. Protocol b in Table 2
allows such a discrimination: Nav activation is achieved by a very
brief and strong depolarizing pre-pulse to 20 mV. The duration of
this pre-pulse must be carefully chosen. It is important that the pre-
pulse is short enough to minimize channel inactivation, while it
lasts long enough to activate as many channels as possible. Typi-
cally, this will be after about a millisecond, depending on the
channel isoform. At the same time, pre-pulse duration should be
long enough to allow for maximum current development. Some
Navs open faster than others; it is therefore important to determine
the time-to-peak of inward current using the activation protocol in
Sect. 3.1 (Table 1a). Thus, an ideal pre-pulse duration that allows
for maximum current development while avoiding fast inactivation
can be established. The brief activating pre-pulse is then followed
by a 500 ms hyperpolarized pulse, to induce tail currents. Potentials
are gradually stepped in a depolarizing direction starting from
Vhold, in 10 mV increments up to �10 mV (test-pulse). After
each sweep the channels are allowed to recover for 5 s. The brief
activating pre-pulse induces a short inward current followed by the
tail current that establishes due to the increase in driving force while
the potential is switched to negative values. The rate of decay of this
current, measured at each test potential, describes the time course
of channel deactivation. This current decay can be fitted to obtain
the time constant as described in Sect. 4.2. At more positive poten-
tials, inactivation will become a relevant factor in slowing the
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current decline. Therefore the time constants measured at negative
potentials are most appropriate for the interpretation of the deacti-
vation time course.

3.5.1 Notes 1. Due to the very short duration of the activating pre-pulse, it is
important that voltage-clamp conditions and, especially, Rs

compensation are optimal (see Sect. 2.4.2). If these conditions
are below optimal, current development might be delayed due
to a voltage error and capacitance artifacts might occur, which
take too long to subside and are likely to distort current
recording and interfere with accurate measurement.

2. It is crucial to adjust the filter settings so that the very fast tail
currents, activated by the hyperpolarizing voltage steps
(hundreds of microseconds!), can be accurately resolved (see
Sect. 2.5). We suggest low-pass filter settings of 30 kHz and a
sampling rate of 100 kHz.

3.6 Resurgent

Currents

Under certain circumstances, especially during short and strong
depolarizations, Navs can undergo open channel block by an
endogenous blocking particle that differs from the aforementioned
inactivation particle (IFMT motif, see Sect. 3.2). During this open
channel block, the inactivation particle is prohibited from binding
and no fast inactivation occurs [32]. Upon slight repolarization,
however, the blocking particle is expelled due to its positive charge,
leading to the occurrence of resurgent currents (see current trace in
row c of Table 2). The most likely candidate for the blocking
particle that causes open channel block is the β4 subunit and,
more precisely, its cytoplasmic “KKLITFILKKTREK” sequence.
A synthetic peptide corresponding to this sequence has been
shown to induce resurgent currents [33–35]. As they typically
take place in the decaying phase of an action potential, resurgent
currents have been proposed to contribute to increased excitability
of a neuron [36].

Resurgent currents cannot normally be measured in heterolo-
gous expression systems and interestingly, co-transfection of the β4
subunit is not sufficient to restore resurgent currents. However,
addition of the above blocking peptide “KKLITFILKKTREK” at
100 μM [33, 37] to the recording pipette allows detection of
resurgent currents in cell lines. Why this peptide, which is a
sequence from the β4 subunit, induces resurgent currents but
expression of the entire β4 subunit does not, has not been fully
elucidated. It is possible that the cytoplasmic part of the β4 subunit
needs to be processed by enzymatic processes only found in some
neurons [38].

If the above blocking peptide is present in the intracellular
solution, resurgent currents can be measured in some heterolo-
gously expressed Navs using protocol c shown in Table 2. A short
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20 ms depolarization to 30 mV will drive the blocking peptide
into the channel pore, leading to open channel block. After this
pre-pulse, the membrane potential is gradually stepped in a
hyperpolarizing direction from 20 to �80 mV with increments
of 10 mV per sweep (test-pulse). This will lead to voltage-depen-
dent expulsion of the blocking peptide and occurrence of resur-
gent current. A very short and quickly deactivating tail current
can appear during test-pulse repolarization, which indicates that
some channels have not undergone open channel block. During
repolarization, the driving force for the persistent current
through these unblocked channels is increased, leading to a tail
current. Care should be taken not to confuse these tail currents
with resurgent currents. Luckily however, tail currents quickly
deactivate via closing of the activation gate (see Sect. 3.5). Resur-
gent currents on the other hand have a slow activation kinetic and
may clearly be distinguished from tail currents due to their much
slower decay. The peak of the resurgent current is then typically
plotted against test-pulse voltage, and its decay may be fitted.

3.7 Ramp Currents Applying a slow voltage ramp protocol to heterologously expressed
Navs can lead to the manifestation of ramp currents in some iso-
forms [8, 37]. Ramp currents are small inward currents that are
evoked by slow depolarizations. Because such slow depolarizations
can be thought of as the equivalent of naturally occurring sub-
threshold stimuli, any channel that responds with conduction of
inward current might play an important role in boosting such weak
stimuli and thus contribute to neuronal excitability. Ramp currents
are impeded by closed-state inactivation, which is likely to be
induced by slow depolarizing stimuli (see Sect. 3.4) before any
activation and inward current can take place. Accordingly, any
channel that does display ramp currents must have slow closed-
state inactivation kinetics [39]. As a consequence, ramp current
investigation can be used as an indirect measure of closed-state
inactivation.

Testing for ramp currents is conducted using a very simple
voltage ramp protocol, such as protocol d in Table 2. The ramp
starts at�100 mVand increases the potential slowly by 0.2 mV/ms
up to a maximum of 40 mV. Such a ramp takes 700 ms to complete,
after which the cell membrane is returned to Vhold of�120 mV. If a
ramp current establishes, it will typically do so with a threshold
around�70 to �60 mV, depending of the Nav subtype’s activation
voltage. Ramp current peak amplitude can be normalized to tran-
sient peak amplitude measured beforehand using a regular activa-
tion protocol.
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4 Data Analysis

The types of software packages used for data acquisition and analy-
sis normally depend on the type and brand of amplifier that is used.
After data acquisition, the majority of data analysis, fitting of data,
statistical analysis, and graphical output can be conducted using a
range of commercially available software packages.

It has already been mentioned that in order to exclude the
possibility of measuring currents mediated by endogenous Navs
(see Sect. 2.1), only cells that display substantial current amplitudes
(we recommend >400 pA) should enter the data analysis. The use
of CsF in the ICS helps to establish large current amplitudes (see
Sect. 2.2).

4.1 Voltage

Dependent Activation

of Sodium Channels

Data obtained by the protocol described in Sect. 3.1 can be used
to derive the time-to-peak, current amplitude, current density,
current–voltage (IV) relationship, conductance, and half-activa-
tion voltage (V1/2). The time-to-peak of voltage-activated cur-
rents is determined by measuring the time from pulse onset until
the peak of the sodium current. Current amplitude describes the
transient peak inward current at each test potential and is easily
determined by the analysis software. The maximum induced
inward current can be used to derive current density by dividing
it by the cell’s capacitance, as provided by the amplifier after Rs

compensation at the start of the experiment. Plotting current
amplitude measured in each sweep against the corresponding
test voltage provides a simple IV relationship (Figs. 1c and 2d),
which allows some conclusions about recording quality, voltage-
clamp conditions, and Rs compensation. Typical indications for
less-than-optimal experimental conditions will be discussed below
(Sect. 4.3). Current amplitude can be used to measure the frac-
tion of available channels at each test voltage and to calculate
V1/2. However, because each current was elicited by a different
voltage and because the difference in current amplitude at each
voltage is not only due to changes in ion channel activity but also
due to changes in the driving force, it is necessary to transfer
current amplitude into membrane conductance. Conductance (G)
is calculated from measured current (I) as follows, taking the
driving force (V � Vrev) into account:

G ¼ I

V � V revð Þ

where V is the voltage applied at current I and Vrev is the reversal
potential of the conducting ion, in this case Na+. While Vrev can be
calculated using the Nernst equation, a sufficiently accurate mea-
sure can be obtained by extrapolation from the plotted IV
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relationship. Once Navs are fully open, current through the channel
should behave in an ohmic way, i.e., decrease in a linear fashion as
the potential approaches Vrev. Often this is not exactly the case and
the decay of the IV relationship may display a nonlinearity, espe-
cially when close to Vrev. It is therefore advisable to use recording
conditions (composition of recording solutions, see Sect. 2.2) that
produce a Vrev, which lies in the potential range where channels are
already fully open. By fitting a linear regression to those points of
the decaying IV relationship that behave as close to linear as
possible, one can obtain a reading for the slope and the intercept
of the regression line. Dividing the intercept by the slope provides
a confident measure of Vrev (e.g., trace A in Fig. 2d). This way,
conductance can easily be calculated. Normalizing G to Gmax and
plotting G/Gmax against voltage provides a standard GV relation-
ship that will show a sigmoidal shape (Figs. 1d and 2e). Calculated
conductances around Vrev are notoriously unstable, which may
lead to GV relationships that reach a maximum at one data point
and then fall back below 1 or to GV relationships that never reach
the maximum until the final data point. If the voltage-clamp
protocol that has been described here has been used in combina-
tion with full sodium solutions (140 mM external, 10 mM inter-
nal; for protocol see Sect. 3.1, Table 1a), the final data point does
not reflect the only point of maximal channel opening as it is far
too depolarized. In this case the final data point can confidently be
regarded as a calculation artifact and be eliminated from the GV
relationship, giving the latter a sigmoidal shape that plateaus at a
maximum of 1. By fitting the following Boltzmann equation to
the GV relationship, one can obtain readings for the slope and the
midpoint of the fitted curve, the latter being the value of activation
V1/2:

G ¼ Gmax

1þ e
Vm�V 1=2ð Þ

k

where Gmax is the maximum sodium conductance, Vm is the mem-
brane potential, V1/2 is the half-maximal activation voltage, and k is
the slope factor.

A similar procedure as for the fitting of the activation GV
relationship can be conducted to analyze the voltage dependence
of Nav fast, slow, and closed-state inactivation. In these cases,
however, it is not necessary to calculate conductance as the current
of interest is always measured at the same potential (the test-pulse)
and therefore the driving force for current flow is always the same.
Here, each current is normalized to the maximum elicited current
(I/Imax) and plotted against pre-pulse voltage. Fitting the sigmoi-
dal curves with a Boltzmann equation (see above) provides a read-
out for slope and V1/2 of channel inactivation.
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4.2 Fitting of Time

Constants

Fitting of exponential functions to either a raw current trace or to a
plotted data curve can provide valuable information on current
behavior or shape of the data curve. The main value of interest
when plotting exponential functions is the time constant tau (τ),
which is defined as the point at which a given curve has reached
~63 % of its final value. Similar to V1/2 in the case of sigmoidal
curves, τ allows quantification of the shape of an exponential curve
and comparison between curves or traces obtained under different
conditions. Exponential fitting of raw current traces is used when
analyzing current decay, recorded using an activation protocol (see
Sect. 3.1), or when analyzing current deactivation as described in
Sect. 3.5. This can be done using most statistics and analysis tools,
usually including most amplifier’s recording software. The follow-
ing mono-exponential function is fitted to the decaying part of the
current trace roughly from the turning point of the trace to the
steady-state level:

y xð Þ ¼ Amp0þ Amp1 1� e
�x
τ

� �

where x is time and Amp0 and Amp1 are the amplitude at time
0 and at steady state, respectively. Each τ measured using different
test-pulses as described in Sect. 3.5 is plotted against the test-pulse
voltage to obtain a deactivation curve.

It is also possible to fit plotted curves with exponential func-
tions using the above formula. While this is not strictly necessary, it
can help in quantifying differences between data curves obtained
under different conditions (e.g., wildtype vs. mutant isoform or
control vs. drug treatment). This can be done with the above
deactivation curve as well as to curves describing onset and recovery
from fast or slow inactivation. In these latter cases it is customary to
plot normalized test-pulse peak current against pre-pulse or inter-
pulse duration and to fit the obtained curves with a mono-expo-
nential function.

4.3 Troubleshooting

and Determining the

Clamp Quality from

Analyzed Data

As has been discussed in Sect. 2.4, a good quality of the voltage
clamp is imperative for stable and representative recordings and the
technical requirements for good quality voltage clamp have been
given above. Recorded data obtained via a simple activation proto-
col (see Sect. 3.1, Table 1a) can be used to determine recording
quality, clamp quality, and accuracy of Rs compensation. Thus, the
raw current trace already provides valuable information on the
recording conditions and whether or not it is advisable to include
the trace in the analysis: a current trace that displays the appearance
of multiple peaks in each sweep, one of which is heavily delayed,
typically stems from a Nav-expressing cell that is connected to a
second responding cell. The current response of the second
unwanted cell can be seen with a clear delay and reduced peak
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amplitude. Similarly, a current trace of a single cell that displays its
current maxima at different time points may be suggestive of space
clamp artifacts (see Sect. 2.4.1). The delayed opening of channels in
distant cell compartments can cause current responses to appear less
sharp and with a clear lag. However, one needs to be careful with
this interpretation, as with stronger depolarization, channels will
open more quickly even in a good recording. The time difference
between peaks in a good recording will be on a smaller scale than
that from a recording with space clamp artifacts.

When it comes to the quality of the voltage clamp, several
aspects have to be considered, some of which have already been
mentioned. First, Ra needs to be minimal. If Ra is too large or
increases throughout the recording, e.g., by clogging of the elec-
trode with cell membrane, current flow between the cell and the
electrode is hampered. This leads to a delay in measuring the
current that flows into the cell through Navs, i.e., the time-to-
peak will be delayed. Furthermore, a voltage error is created that
consequently leads to a delay and a slowing in effective clamping of
the membrane potential.

Typical problems in clamp quality, including Rs compensation,
are usually recognizable in the activation IV relationship (Fig. 2).
The first indication is provided by the location of Vrev. As discussed,
the theoretical Vrev for Na+ can easily be calculated based on the
ionic concentrations, using the Nernst equation [40]. Calculation
tools are available online. A large (>10 mV) deviation of the
measured (or extrapolated, see above) Vrev from the theoretical
value can be an indication of a poorly clamped cell (e.g., Fig. 2d).
In addition, a cell that has not been voltage-clamped appropriately
will often display a very steep increase of the IV relationship. In such
a case, small currents around the activation threshold will escape
detection completely only to suddenly reach the peak of the IV
relationship with the next test-pulse. In other words, current acti-
vation from 0 to ~100 % takes place over only 10–20 mV, instead of
about 40 mV in a good recording (Fig. 2d). The reason for this
behavior probably lies in the fast inactivation of Navs. In a poorly
voltage-clamped cell, e.g. because of inappropriate Rs compensa-
tion, establishing the desired membrane potential takes more time,
leading to a rather slow depolarization, instead of a step-like voltage
change. Such slow depolarization can lead to the majority of Navs
undergoing closed-state inactivation. Close to the activation
threshold, this means that channels do not open and no current
will be recorded. Only at stronger depolarizations (i.e., later voltage
steps) is the activation threshold reached quickly enough for chan-
nels to still be excitable. At that point, however, the stimulus will be
large enough to elicit maximum or near-maximum inward current.
The same steep increase that is thus noticeable in the IV relation-
ship will also be visible in the activation GV relationship (Fig. 2e).
As mentioned earlier, these curves have a sigmoidal shape and can
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be used to calculate V1/2. Generally, a poorly voltage-clamped cell
will display a GV relationship that is shifted towards more negative
potentials (Fig. 2e). Accordingly, care must be taken not to mis-
judge a poorly voltage-clamped cell for a real shift of activation V1/2.
The indications that have been given above and that can be noticed
in current trace and IV relationship can be used to avoid such a
misjudgment.

Because the IV relationship is a good indication of clamp
quality, it may be advisable to begin each recording with a short-
ened activation protocol, similar to that described in Sect. 3.1
(Table 1a) but with less voltage steps (e.g., from �75 to 30 mV
with 15 mV increments). Using the recording software’s quick
analysis tools, one can derive a quick IV relationship from such a
test protocol. Close inspection of the raw currents as well as shape
and Vrev of such a test-IV can provide useful information on the
clamp quality and can save the experimenter valuable time.
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Chapter 4

Elucidating the Link Between Structure and Function of Ion
Channels and Transporters with Voltage-Clamp and Patch-
Clamp Fluorometry

Giovanni Zifarelli and Jana Kusch

Abstract

Ion channels and transporters are membrane proteins whose functions are driven by conformational
changes. This implies that to gain a deep understanding of their dynamic behavior, structural and functional
information need to be integrated. Classical biophysical techniques provide insight into either the structure
or the function of these proteins, but their correlation in time remains a challenging task. In this chapter, we
illustrate how two related techniques, voltage-clamp fluorometry (VCF) and patch-clamp fluorometry
(PCF), provide such a type of integrated information. They combine electrophysiological techniques,
two-electrode voltage-clamp (VCF) and patch-clamp (PCF), with spectroscopic approaches to simulta-
neously detect conformational changes and ionic currents mediated by ion channels and transporters in a
native membrane environment. The optical part is based on the environmental sensitivity of the fluores-
cence emission of probes attached at specific sites of ion channels and transporters. This allows the
correlation between structural conformation and defined functional states. VCF and PCF have been applied
to a variety of ion channel and transporter families to investigate several biophysical problems ranging from
structural changes linked to activation by various stimuli to the analysis of the process of inactivation and
deactivation. Additionally, these techniques allowed for reading out gating-dependent ligand binding and
protein mobility. In this chapter, illustrating some typical examples of the application of VCF and PCF,
we try to show their potential and flexibility and to highlight some of the technical caveats.

Key words Ion channels, Transporters, Voltage-clamp fluorometry, Patch-clamp fluorometry, VCF,
PCF, Gating, Conformational changes, Ligand binding, Transport

1 Introduction

The inner workings of proteins can be condensed in the following
fundamental question: What is the relation between structural
changes and functional transitions? The case of ion channels and
transporters is a paradigmatic example. Several decades of electro-
physiological and biochemical investigations unveiled a variety of
sophisticated mechanisms by which ion channels open and close the
permeation pathway in response to physiological stimuli, defined as
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gating mechanisms. Similar considerations apply to transporters
that function with an elaborate sequence of conformational
changes to transport substrates across membranes.

The intrinsically dynamic nature of these transport mechanisms
(and proteins) can be inspected with high time resolution by
electrophysiological measurements. However, this purely func-
tional readout does not provide structural insights into the rearran-
gements associated with those processes. Structural methods, like
X-ray crystallography, on the other hand, produce a wealth of
information, down to the atomic level, on specific protein confor-
mations. However, these structures provide only static pictures of
those highly dynamic processes, and in most cases the functional
state associated with a given structure is not fully defined. More-
over, an important limitation is that structures of ion channels and
transporters are not obtained in the native membrane environment,
which is not just an inert landscape that hosts those proteins but
actively shapes ion channels and transporters’ structure and
function.

To address the fundamental question that opened this chapter,
the conformations of ion channels and transporters associated with
defined functional states need to be determined in real time in a
native membrane environment. But how to obtain simultaneous
structural and functional information? Fluorescence spectroscopy
provides powerful and versatile tools that, combined with electro-
physiological techniques, assisted in this task. In general, biophysi-
cal techniques based on fluorescence can track processes on time
scales that span several orders of magnitude and down to the
sub-nanosecond level with very high sensitivity allowing also
single-molecule detection [1]. Moreover, the different fluoro-
phore’s features such as the spectral properties (absorption and
emission), the fluorescence intensity (“brightness”), the quantum
yield, the fluorescence lifetime, and anisotropy probe different
parameters of the protein to which they are attached such as chemi-
cal environment, mobility, proximity to other proteins or fluoro-
phores, and size. Because of these properties, fluorescence
techniques have been successfully applied to countless biological
problems, like conformational rearrangements of proteins, protein
mobility, or ligand binding processes (Fig. 1).

However, in the context of ion channel and transporter
research, it was the environmental sensitivity of fluorescent dyes
(Fig. 1a, left panel) that has been the key to the use of fluorescence
techniques in combination with electrophysiological measurements
to obtain simultaneous structural and functional information in real
time. This chapter will focus on two versions of this combined
approach that proved particularly successful in investigating ion
channels and transporters: voltage-clamp fluorometry (VCF) and
patch-clamp fluorometry (PCF) (Figs. 2 and 3).
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2 Procedures and Techniques

2.1 Voltage-Clamp

Fluorometry (VCF)

2.1.1 Principle

VCF is based on the concept that combined electrophysiological
recordings (providing information on the functional states of ion
channels, receptors, or transporters) and fluorescence detection
(providing a readout of structural changes in the vicinity of the
fluorophore) can lead to a better understanding of the interplay
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Fig. 1 Tagging strategies to explore different dynamic parameters. (a) Conformational rearrangements. Left
panel: Environment-sensitive dyes or fluorescent unnatural amino acids (fUAAs) (green symbol) are added to
the protein at the region of interest. Gating-dependent changes might cause changes in the emitted
fluorescence signal due to effects on different photo-physical features of the fluorophore. Right panel:
Measuring molecular distances between two fluorophores (donor D and acceptor A) or between a fluorescent
donor and a nonfluorescent acceptor using FRET. FRET causes a decrease in D fluorescence (blue symbol) and
an increase in A fluorescence (yellow symbol), and can therefore be quantified either by donor dequenching in
which an increase in D fluorescence is measured after complete photobleaching of A, or by enhanced acceptor
emission in which the recorded parameter is the increase in fluorescence intensity of A due to FRET with D.
Alternatively, FRET quantification can be performed by fluorescence lifetime measurements of D and A. (b)
Ligand binding. Ligand molecules can be tagged by covalent binding of fluorophore molecules. The tagged
fluorophores as well as connecting linkers have to be chosen with great care to preserve the physiological
function of the tagged ligand. (c) Protein mobility. Tagging proteins with quantum dots or fluorescently labeled
antibodies can be used to monitor protein mobility in native and artificial membranes
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Fig. 2 Electrophysiological and optical components for PCF and VCF setups. The electrophysiological
components (a: two-electrode voltage-clamp or cut-open oocyte technique, b: whole-cell and cell-attached
configuration, c: excised patch configuration) are generally similar to traditional electrophysiological setups.
The bottom of the recording chamber harvesting the cells should be a glass coverslip of 0.17 mm (#1.5)
thickness to achieve bright images and to minimize spherical aberration. Each of the components a–c can be
combined with one of the three microscopic components (d: wide-field microscopy; e: confocal microscopy; f:
TIRF microscopy). Normally, inverted microscopes are preferred because they provide more room above the
recording chamber for technical components like headstages, manipulators, or application systems. (d) In
wide-field microscopy the entire specimen in the optical path is illuminated by light from a mercury or xenon
lamp. Excitation light (green line) goes through the excitation filter and is reflected by the dichroic mirror. The
light is focused on the specimen through the objective lens. All of the fluorescence emitted by the specimen
(orange line) is transmitted by the dichroic mirror and reaches the detector, usually an avalanche photodiode
(APD) or a photomultiplier (PMT). Backward reflected excitation light is removed by the emission filter. There
can be a considerable background signal because of high out-of-focus fluorescence. (e) In confocal
microscopy the light source is a laser. Two technical variations compared to d reduce the out-of-focus signal:
(1) point-illumination (illuminating a single point at one time with a focused beam) (green line), (2) adding a
variable pinhole aperture in front of the detector to block light emitted away from the point being illuminated.
The smaller the diameter of this pinhole, the less light is detected from areas outside the focus. The detector is
a photomultiplier (PMT) or an avalanche photodiode (APD). Because only a fraction of the total emitted
fluorescence is collected, the excitation energy must be relatively high, increasing the risk of rapid photo-
bleaching. Photobleaching can be minimized by using stable fluorophores, high detector sensitivity, and
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between structure and function of these proteins [2, 3]. The
electrophysiological part of VCF is a traditional two-electrode volt-
age clamp (TEVC) setup or a cut-open oocyte setup (Fig. 2a). The
fluorescence application is based on site-directed labeling, the abil-
ity to place a fluorophore at a specific location in a protein, and on
the dependence of the quantum yield and spectral properties of the
dye on its proximal environment. Fluorescence emission is typically
detected through a wide-field fluorescence microscope and a pho-
todiode or photomultiplier (Fig. 2d). In a typical example that will
be illustrated in detail, voltage-dependent changes in the fluores-
cence intensity emitted by a fluorophore, which is attached to a
specific site, can be interpreted as environmental changes caused by
voltage-dependent conformational rearrangements around this
fluorophore. The functional state of the channel associated with
those conformations is simultaneously monitored by electrophysi-
ology (Fig. 3a) [2, 3].

Site-directed labeling in VCF is typically carried out by intro-
ducing a cysteine residue at a specific site in the channel via muta-
genesis. The channels are heterologously expressed in the plasma
membrane of oocytes. If the introduced cysteine is accessible from
the extracellular side, it can be labeled by covalent bonding between
its sulfhydryl group and thiol groups, which are attached to the
fluorophore, typically a maleimide moiety [2, 3]. Labeling specific-
ity can be very high if the native cysteines of the channel are
removed. When the expression level of the protein under study is
high, the background produced by labeling cysteines of endogenous
proteins is not a major concern but can be reduced by incubating the
oocytes in cysteine-reactive reagents, like N-ethyl-maleimide
(NEM), before heterologous expression. This approach of site-
directed fluorescence labeling is based on the accessibility of the
introduced cysteines for the extracellular solution, which poses strict
limitations on the ion channel region that can be investigated using
this technique. Nonetheless, it has been successfully applied to dif-
ferent types ofmembrane proteins, as voltage-gated ion channels and
various types of transporters.

To overcome these limitations, Kalstrup and Blunck very
recently performed VCF with environmental-sensitive fluorescent
unnatural amino acids (fUAAs) [4] (Fig. 1a, left panel). fUAAs are
intrinsically fluorescent and can be incorporated into the protein

�

Fig. 2 (continued) maximum objective numerical aperture. (f) In total internal reflection fluorescence
microscopy the excitation light originates from a laser as light source. When the excitation light (green line,
arrow up) strikes the glass/specimen interface, a small portion of the reflected light penetrates through the
interface and propagates parallel to the surface (evanescent field). Only fluorophores in this field (100 nm
penetration depth) are excited. The dichroic filter efficiently reflects light totally reflected at the glass/
specimen interface (green line, arrow down), but passes light emitted by the specimen (orange line). The
emitted light is finally collected by a CCD (charged coupled device) camera
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during synthesis using an orthogonal tRNA synthetase pair. By
introducing fUAAs in different regions of the Shaker Kþ channel,
the authors were able to investigate voltage-dependent conforma-
tional changes for residues that are not accessible to labeling from
the extracellular side [4].

Fig. 3 Examples of VCF and PCF recordings. (a) A representative VCF experiments on HCN channels labeled
with Alexa-488-maleimide at the cysteine residue substituting R322 in the S4 segment. Channels were held at
0 mV and then stepped to negative potentials (from 0 to �140 mV, ΔV ¼ 20 mV), followed by a step to
þ50 mV. Channel opening elicited current and fluorescence changes. Image adapted from Bruening-Wright
et al. (2007) with permission (b, c) A representative PCF experiment on CNG channels to quantify state-
dependent ligand binding. The confocal images in (b) show the tip of a patch pipette containing an excised
inside-out membrane patch. In the left image, the green fluorescence arose from 10 μM fcGMP (8-DY547-
AET-cGMP), the red fluorescence from 1 μM of the reference dye DY647. DY647 was used to subtract the
background fcGMP signal. The scaling procedure underlying the subtraction procedure is illustrated in the
graph, showing both scaled fluorescence signals along the white line. The right image is the resulting
difference image. The red mask indicates the region of interest used for fluorescence quantification. The
plot in (c) shows the dose-binding curve (filled circles) and dose–response curve (Po; open circles) as a
function of the fcGMP concentration. Image modified from Biskup et al., 2007
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Very interesting is also the recent combination of VCF experi-
ments with fluorescent agonists [5] (Fig. 1b), a powerful approach
that so far was restricted to the PCF technique (see Sect. 2.2.2).
Bhargava et al. investigated ligand binding to the ATP-gated P2X1
receptor with the fluorescent agonist Alexa-647-ATP gaining
insight into the interplay between binding and unbinding and
entry into as well as recovery from the desensitized state [5].

VFC has been applied to an appalling variety of ion channels
and transporters to address several biophysical problems which is
impossible to cover in a comprehensive manner. Instead, in the next
sections, we will try to describe in detail some of the applications
that highlight general aspects of the technique. VCF has been
illustrated in several other reviews [6–10].

2.1.2 Voltage Sensor

Movement

The VCF technique was pioneered more or less at the same time in
the laboratories of Isacoff and Bezanilla to gain insight into the
molecular rearrangements accompanying voltage gating in Kþ

channels of the Shaker family [2, 3]. These channels have a tetra-
meric architecture symmetrically arranged around a central pore
that opens in response to changes in membrane potential [11].
Each monomeric component is composed of six transmembrane
helices, S1 to S6. Helices S5, S6 and the pore loop (P-loop)
between them form the central pore domain which contains the
channel’s selective pathway and the gates [12]. Voltage-gated chan-
nels also possess a specialized functional unit, the voltage sensor,
that detects changes in the membrane potential and transmits this
information to the pore. This is at the basis of the mechanistic and
kinetic distinction between gating and permeation. From sequence
analysis it was realized early on that the S4 transmembrane segment
contained an unusual cluster of positively charged amino acids and
would be ideally suited to act as the voltage sensor [13]. This
subject has been intensively investigated for several decades.
Sophisticated electrophysiological techniques allowed even to
directly reveal and study the small currents, called “gating cur-
rents,” that precede channel opening and are due to the movements
of the charged amino acids in S4 determining channel’s activation
[14, 15]. However, it proved very difficult to unambiguously
determine the role of S4 as the voltage sensor and to understand
the conformational changes accompanying voltage gating. Using
cysteine-scanning mutagenesis it was suggested that residues in S4
change their accessibility to extracellular sulfhydryl-reactive
reagents providing a first clue of an S4 movement [16], but without
explaining how or during which gating transition (activation, open-
ing, or inactivation). VCF was devised to address these problems.
Mannuzzu et al. adopted a VCF configuration in which electro-
physiological measurements were performed with the two-elec-
trode voltage-clamp technique (Fig. 2a, d) [2]. In their first
study, they analyzed the fluorescence changes of TMRM
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(tetramethylrhodamine maleimide) attached to several positions in
the extracellular loop S3-S4 and in S4 in the Shaker mutant W434F
[2], which is nonconducting but preserves an intact activation
mechanism, allowing reliable measurements of gating currents
[17]. Most but not all of the cysteines introduced could be labeled
and in some cases the extent of labeling could be influenced by
incubating the cells in different solutions in order to depolarize or
hyperpolarize the channel during labeling. S346C with the target
residue in the S3-S4 loop furthest apart from the S4 segment was
equally labeled in both conditions whereas A359C and R365C
showed state-dependent labeling. This is consistent with the notion
that these residues becomemore exposed upon depolarization. The
mutation L366C, the furthest position towards the COOH-
terminal end of S4 that was probed, could not be labeled, suggest-
ing that this position was not accessible to TMRM [2].

Activation of the channel by positive potentials decreased the
fluorescence intensity of several labeled cysteines on the extracellu-
lar end of S4 in a voltage-dependent manner, but not the one of the
residue S346C, confirming that TMRM at this position did not
change environment upon depolarization. M356C, A359C, and
R365C showed fluorescence changes that closely correlated with
gating currents both in terms of kinetics and steady-state voltage
dependence suggesting that fluorescence reported on movement of
the S4 related to channel’s activation [2]. The decrease of the
fluorescence indicated that the dye experienced a less hydrophobic
environment upon activation [2].

To check the hypothesis that fluorophores’ accessibility
changes upon gating, quenchers can be added to the extracellular
solution to enhance the fluorescence decrease. For this reason,
Mannuzzu et al. applied the anion iodide, a membrane-
impermanent collisional quencher. Iodide enhanced the fluores-
cence decrease upon depolarization at position A359C suggesting
that indeed this residue became more accessible to the extracellular
solution upon depolarization. However, there was almost no effect
of iodide on other positions indicating that individual residues
experienced a specific change in environment and exposure to the
extracellular space [2].

Instead of using TEVC, Cha and Bezanilla applied the cut-
open oocyte technique as the electrophysiological component of
VCF (Fig. 2a, d) [3], which offers a superior time resolution
compared to TEVC [18]. They applied this approach to explore
the conformational changes of S4 and of other Shaker channel
regions. A detailed kinetic analysis showed pronounced differences
in the charge-voltage (Q–V) and fluorescence-voltage (F–V) curves
at extreme potentials that did not emerge in the study ofMannuzzu
et al. [2]. Importantly, while the close agreement of these curves
directly indicate a correlation between gating charge movement
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and fluorescence, there is no inherent reason why the two should be
identical. The gating charge is due to the sum of several contribu-
tions of individual charge movements and electrophysiologically
these movements show several kinetic components [19]. On the
other hand, the F–V curve measures the relative changes in fluores-
cence of a probe attached to one residue, dictated by the local
environment of the probe [3]. In particular, Cha and Bezanilla
could resolve two different components of the gating charge move-
ment and observed that fluorescence changes reported from
TMRM at position A359C correlated with the slower component
[3]. They also investigated residues in the S2 segment because it
was reported to contain a negative charge that contributes to gating
[20]. They found that the S2 fluorescence signals had faster kinetics
compared to the S4, resembling the fast component of the gating
charge [21]. Cha et al. also analyzed fluorescence changes from a
residue in the pore region, T449C [3]. Fluorescence changes from
this site have also two components: one correlated with the voltage
dependence of ionic current suggesting a link to the mechanism
leading to channel opening and another one with the same time
course of C-type inactivation (see below). Thus, this was the first
work showing that the properties of the fluorescence changes from
dyes at different positions correlated with different functional tran-
sitions of the channel [3].

An important aspect of this work was the comparison between
the fluorescence signals elicited by different fluorophores. Fluores-
cein maleimide (FM) and Oregon Green (OrGrM) yielded very
similar fluorescence signals at position M356C but in contrast to
TMRM the fluorescence intensity increased with depolarization. In
addition, the F–V curve in OrGrM was not monotonic as with
TMRM suggesting that over the voltage range tested the probes
experienced different microenvironments [3]. TMRM has a net
charge of 0 and contains a delocalized positive charge at its tricyclic
end whereas OrGrM has a net charge of�2 and a negative charge at
its tricyclic end. The authors suggested that because of these differ-
ences the probes might dwell in electrostatically different environ-
ments with different quenching properties [3].

To gain a deeper insight into the origin of the fluorescence
changes observed with TMRM, the same group additionally ana-
lyzed the fluorescence spectra of the dye attached to M356C and
A359C [22]. Spectral analysis and anisotropy provide complemen-
tary information about the origin of the fluorescence changes
compared to the fluorescence intensity. An important parameter
in this respect is the so-called Stokes shift, defined as the difference
between the wavelength of the excitation’s peak and the emission’s
peak, which is highly dependent on the polarity of the environment
to which the probe is exposed. The Stokes shift observed for
TMRM attached to M356C and A359C at different potentials
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was close to the one in water and did not change significantly in
spite of a substantial change in quantum yield. This suggests the
idea that these residues are exposed to an aqueous environment
which does not change significantly at the different voltages as
confirmed also by quenching experiments with iodide [2, 3] and
heavy water (deuterium oxide, D2O) [22]. In addition, the quan-
tum yield of TMRM does not depend on pH but the fluorescence
of TMRM attached at positions M356C and A359C was pH-
dependent, suggesting that S4 might interact with titratable resi-
dues in other regions of the channel [22].

In conclusion, the detailed analysis of several spectroscopic
properties of the dyes attached at different positions in S4 indicated
that the fluorescence changes upon activation are not due to the
movement of the residues from a buried position in a protein
hydrophobic surrounding to an aqueous, fully exposed environ-
ment. The data supported the notion that S4 moves in a narrow
vestibule with water exposed crevices and the fluorescence changes
are due to subtle environmental changes related to differential
collisional quenching by water or other parts of the protein
depending on the voltage and these environmental changes are
strongly site-specific [22].

To estimate the extent of S4 movement, VCF was combined
with Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) performed with
different approaches (Fig. 2a, right panel) to obtain a more quanti-
tative estimate of S4 movement upon activation [23–25]. FRET is
the transfer of the excited state energy from an initially excited
fluorescent donor molecule to an acceptor molecule that does not
necessarily need to be a fluorophore as well [1]. Employing two
types of molecules, functioning as efficient FRET partners, this
physical phenomenon has been widely used in elegant approaches
for monitoring conformational changes and measuring molecular
distances (see also Sect. 2.2). The efficiency of FRET depends on
the spectral overlap of the donor emission spectrum and the accep-
tor absorption spectrum, the distance between the two molecules,
and the relative orientation of the donor emission dipole moment
and the acceptor absorption dipole moment. FRET typically occurs
over distances comparable to the dimensions of macromolecules,
and therefore has been used intensively as a type of spectroscopic
ruler in studying conformational changes in membrane proteins.

Glauner et al. used fluorescein and TMRM as FRET pairs
attached to cysteines placed within or just outside S4 [24]. Cha
et al. and Posson et al. used a variation of FRETcalled luminescence
or lanthanide-based resonance energy transfer (LRET) in which the
donor is not a fluorescent molecule but a luminescent lanthanide
chelate whereas the acceptor is a conventional fluorescent dye
[23, 26]. LRET offers several advantages over classical FRET, like
minimal spectral overlap of donor and acceptor and zero intrinsic
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anisotropy of the donor. In detail, Posson et al. used a terbium-
chelate attached to introduced cysteines in the voltage sensor and
several fluorescent dyes attached to the Shaker pore blocker char-
ybdotoxin as acceptors. This arrangement, in principle, facilitates
measurements of transmembrane movements [23] compared to
classical FRET experiments performed with site-directed labeling
[24, 26]. However, these different studies did not converge on the
extent of S4 movement. The interpretation of these results is com-
plicated because translational movements can be accompanied by
possible tilting and rotations of the S4 helix and by focusing of the
transmembrane voltage due to water-filled crevices around the S4.
This means that the FRET changes observed can be accounted for
by different models combining those ingredients to various degree
[27]. Structural evidence from Mackinnon’s group led to the pro-
posal of a drastically new model to explain the S4 function and
movement, the paddle model [28–30]. However, the detailed
mechanism of S4 movement is still hotly debated [31].

2.1.3 Investigation of

Nonconductive States

of Ion Channels

Ion channels perform their physiological tasks switching from con-
ductive to nonconductive states due to the mechanisms of inactiva-
tion, deactivation, or desensitization that shut off the permeation
pathway either in the presence (inactivated and desensitized state)
or in the absence of activating stimuli (resting, deactivated state).
VCF is a valuable tool to investigate the conformational changes
related to transitions to and between these nonconducting states
which are electrically silent or, in any case, difficult to track with
electrophysiological techniques.

Shaker channels are characterized by two mechanisms of inac-
tivation: fast N-type inactivation which is well understood [32] and
C-type inactivation, which is in general slower and mechanistically
still not understood [33]. VCF allowed to directly link conforma-
tional changes in the extracellular mouth of the channel pore to
slow inactivation processes [3, 34, 35] confirming previous electro-
physiological evidence [33]. The combination of mutations in the
pore region involved in slow inactivation and detection of fluores-
cence changes on the extracellular end of S4 indicated also that a
biphasic interaction between these two regions takes place during
C-type inactivation [34, 35]. This interaction provided a structural
correlate for the electrophysiological observation of gating charge
immobilization. Gating charge immobilization means that upon
prolonged depolarization the channel enters into a stabilized inac-
tivated state in which the gating charges are stabilized in an “active”
state. From this state recovery is slower and require more hyperpo-
larized potentials compared to fast inactivation [36]. Additionally,
VCF allowed monitoring the rearrangements leading to the recov-
ery from C-type inactivation [34]. The ability to identify transitions
between inactivated states that are electrically silent shows once
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again the power of the VCF approach [3, 34, 35]. This is further
illustrated by the direct demonstration of closed-state inactivation
by VCF [37].

VCF has been applied to investigate many other ion channel
families like HERG [38–40], KCNQ [41, 42], BK [43], plant KAT
[44], hyperpolarization-activated cyclic-nucleotide-gated (HCN)
[45], sodium [25, 46], proton [47, 48], and ASIC [49, 50] chan-
nels. It has been also applied to several receptors to investigate
conformational changes linked to transport or agonist binding;
for example in the nicotinic acetylcholine [51, 52], GABA
[53–56], glycine [57, 58], and P2X receptors [5, 59].

2.1.4 VCF Applied

to Transporters

All the basic principles of VCF mentioned in relation to ion chan-
nels extend also to transporters. They mediate ion transport by
intrinsically different thermodynamic mechanisms compared to
ion channels but their function is also based on a concerted
sequence of conformational changes associated with ion move-
ment. A meaningful example of the power of the VCF approach
in the field of transporters is its application to the gastric H,K-
ATPase, the main transporter responsible for acid secretion in the
stomach [60]. It belongs to the family of P-type ATPases and is
closely related to the Na,K-ATPase which exchanges three Naþ ions
for two Kþ ions in each transport cycle [61]. In contrast, H,K-
ATPase transport is electroneutral with a 2:2 (or 1:1) Hþ/Kþ

exchange stoichiometry [60].
In spite of this overall electroneutrality, individual steps in the

transport cycle have been found to be voltage-sensitive, hence
electrogenic [62]. Building on previous VCF studies on the Na,
K-ATPase [7, 63, 64], Durr et al. investigated the fluorescence
changes produced by TMRM labeling of the mutant S806C of
the H,K-ATPase [65]. These changes are due to the transition
between inward and outward facing states of the transporter [64].
In this manner, it was possible to directly relate the effect of several
physiological parameters like voltage, intra- and extracellular pH,
and extracellular cations with the conformational equilibrium
between inward and outward facing states [65].

VCF has been applied to many other transporters to investigate
different properties like substrate binding, conformational changes
related to activation or transport, and effect of β subunits. Some
examples are the glutamate transporters of the EAAT family [66,
67], the organic cation transporter rOct1 [68], the Naþ/phos-
phate cotransporter [69, 70], the Naþ/glucose cotransporter
[71, 72], the gamma-aminobutyric acid transporter GAT1 [73],
and a voltage-sensitive phosphatase (VSP) structurally related to
the voltage sensor of cation channels [74].
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2.2 Patch-Clamp

Fluorometry (PCF)

The term “patch-clamp fluorometry” has been used in two differ-
ent ways: on one hand to describe the combination of fluorescence
microscopy and patch-clamp techniques in general, but on the
other hand to designate the specific case of combining fluorescence
microscopy with excised patches in the inside-out configuration. To
avoid confusion, in a previous review we introduced for the latter
case the term “classical PCF” [75], because it was the first PCF
approach published [76]. Since then, PCF has been shown to be a
very powerful tool, also when combined with other patch-clamp
configurations. In the following, we will give an overview of how
PCF has been applied to study different ion channel families. Even
if theoretically possible, to our knowledge, up to now PCF has not
been used to study electrogenic transporters.

2.2.1 PCF Using

Whole-Cell Configuration

The whole-cell configuration is the most common patch-clamp
configuration used in electrophysiological experiments and allows
for monitoring the current flow through a large channel population
at the same time. In the 2000s, many researches started to combine
optical approaches with the whole-cell configuration employing
immortalized mammalian cell lines (Fig. 2b, d–f). For some pro-
teins, such cell lines like COS1, CHO or HEK293 are advanta-
geous over non-mammalian cells like Xenopus laevis oocytes in
achieving adequate expression levels and providing a suitable envi-
ronment to maintain physiological protein function. For whole-cell
PCF different cell types, protein labeling strategies (Fig. 1), and
microscopic techniques (Fig. 2d–f) have been applied. The required
components to perform the electrophysiological part of this
approach are similar to traditional whole-cell recordings and will
not be mentioned herein in detail.

Monitoring Gating-

Dependent Conformational

Changes of Proteins Using

FRET

As mentioned earlier, a very elegant approach for monitoring con-
formational changes and measuring molecular distances is to take
advantage of the physical phenomenon of Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) between two fluorophores. Thus, in principle,
FRET works as a spectroscopic ruler. Generally, this ruler can be
used for exploring (1) intra- as well as intersubunit rearrangements
of the same protein, (2) rearrangements of two different proteins
relative to each other, and (3) rearrangements of protein parts
relative to the plasma membrane (Fig. 1a, right panel).

A very efficient and often employed FRET pair is formed by the
fluorescent proteins (FP) CFP (cyan) and YFP (yellow) [77], two
mutants of GFP (green), a 27 kDa protein from the jellyfish
Aequorea victoria. In general, they can be attached to the N- and
C-termini without major perturbations of proteins’ function.
However, due to their quite large size relative to the size of channel
proteins, the position of protein tagging different from the termini
has to be chosen with care. Even in cases where the native protein
structure is known, prediction of suitable insertion sites for
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fluorescent proteins is very difficult and generating individual
fusion proteins using conventional molecular biology techniques
is very time-consuming. Therefore Giraldez et al. proposed to use
transposable elements, DNA sequences that can change its position
within the genome, to randomly insert YFP and CFP into different
channel domains to find appropriate tagging positions within the
protein instead of just tagging the final termini. Doing so for large-
conductance voltage- and calcium-dependent potassium (BK)
channels, they succeeded in finding 19 out of 55 constructs to be
expressed at the plasma membrane showing a normal Ca2þ- and
voltage-dependent gating behavior [78].

Gating-dependent intra- and intersubunit movements (Fig. 1a,
right panel) in CFP/YFP-tagged voltage-gated ion channels have
been investigated intensively by Kobrinski and coworkers after het-
erologous expression in mammalian COS1 cells [79, 80]. To study
conformational mobility of the N- and C-terminal tails of human
Cav1.2 channel α1C pore-forming subunits, they employed double-
tagged subunits for intrasubunit movements and single-tagged sub-
units for intersubunitmovements. They reported a state dependence
of FRET associated with conformational refolding of the termini in
the resting, conducting, and inactivated states when double-tagging
but not single-tagging the subunits [79]. In contrast, in rat Kv1.2
channels relative movement between N- and C-termini occurred
both within subunits and between subunits [80]. The relative
changes of FRET found in Cav1.2 channels are ~30 times greater
than in Kv2.1 channels, suggesting that gating-induced movements
are translated into much larger rearrangements [80].

The FRET pair CFP/YFP has also been employed successfully
to detect interactions between pore-forming and accessory subu-
nits (Fig. 1a, right panel). This strategy has been used to directly
compare the interaction between Cav1.2 channel α1C subunits and
different β-subunits in different functional states of the channel,
and to determine molecular motions of the β-subunits relative to
α1C subunits [81, 82]. Fisher and coworkers tagged the C-terminus
of ATP-gated P2X2 receptor subunits with either CFP or YFP and
succeeded in providing a time-resolved measure of state-specific
gating motions. They could show that movements of the cytosolic
portion of the channel correspond to permeability changes of the
channel [83]. In contrast to the studies described so far which all
used epifluorescence microscopy under steady-state conditions of
channel activation [79–82], Fisher and coworkers combined
whole-cell patch clamp with TIRF microscopy at nonsteady state
[83] (Fig. 2f). TIRF microscopy (total internal reflection fluores-
cence microscopy) [84, 85] allows visualizing single fluorophores
in the membrane by reducing the background noise. This is realized
by illuminating the specimen and exciting the fluorophores using
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an evanescent field, i.e., an area beyond a boundary surface, which
is generated by total internal reflection of light at that surface.

When describing gating-dependent rearrangements of cytosolic
parts of ion channels, also movements relative to the plasma mem-
brane are of high interest (Fig. 1a, right panel). The position of the
membrane can be marked by using CFP/YFP-labeled pleckstrin
homology (PH) domains of phospholipase Cδ1 [86]. These mem-
brane markers localize via PIP2 to the inner leaflet of the plasma
membrane and distribute in a random and homogeneous fashion.
Kobrinsky and coworkers used this approach to study relative move-
ments of the cytoplasmatic tails of α1C subunits and β-subunits of
calcium channels. CFP-labeled N-termini of α1C subunits and acces-
sory β-subunits but not C-termini of α1C subunits showed FRET
with the YFP-labeled PH domain. Even if voltage-dependent inacti-
vation generates strong FRET between α1C and β1a N-termini sug-
gesting mutual reorientation of these tails, their distance relative to
the plasma membrane is not appreciably changed [81].

Alternatively to CFP/YFP, other FRET pairs can be employed.
Yang and coworkers used fluorescein maleimide (FM) and tetra-
methylrhodamine maleimide (TMRM), which are sulfhydryl-
reactive fluorophores extracellularly applied to label native cysteines
in TRPV1 channels [87]. A FRET analysis was performed to
explore the structural changes during temperature-dependent acti-
vation. The authors suggested that the observed movements are
specifically associated with temperature-dependent activation, indi-
cating that this activation pathway is distinct from those for ligand-
and voltage-dependent activation [87].

Monitoring Protein Mobility

by Single-Particle Tracking

Neurotransmitter receptors are known to show different types of
lateral mobility in the plasma membrane, besides Brownian move-
ments, which have been proposed to play pivotal roles in signaling
[88]. Single-particle tracking (SPT) of membrane proteins is an
elegant approach to study this mobility. SPT uses video microscopy
combined with digital computer processing to monitor the motion
of single molecules of interest, which are often labeled with sub-
micrometer fluorophores, such as quantum dots (Fig. 1c). Quan-
tum dots are tiny particles or nanocrystals of a semiconducting
material with diameters typically ranging from 2 to 10 nm,
providing unique fluorescent properties [89]. Notably, the definite
size of these particles is slightly extended in most biological applica-
tions due to surface attachment groups, which are grafted to medi-
ate different functionalities [90]. These particles are orders of
magnitude more photostable than organic dyes and fluorescent
proteins, making them attractive candidates for long-term SPT
experiments in live cells, obtaining long tracking trajectories.

Richler and coworkers used single-molecule imaging with
simultaneous whole-cell recordings to track quantum dot-labeled
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P2X2 receptors in the dendrites of cultured rat hippocampal neu-
rons to explore P2X2 receptor mobility and its regulation. They
found that lateral mobility of these receptors in the plasma mem-
brane of dendrites is heterogeneous but mostly Brownian in nature,
consisting of mobile and slowly mobile receptor pools. This mobil-
ity is subunit and cell type specific and additionally activation
dependent. The lateral mobility is doubled, when the channels
were opened and when calcium ions permeate [91].

2.2.2 PCF Using Excised

Patch Configuration

In the early 2000s, Zheng and Zagotta established a very successful
PCF approach, which combines fluorescence microscopy with the
inside-out configuration of patch clamp [76, 92] (Fig. 2c). Com-
pared to approaches employing intact cells, this so-called classical
PCF allows direct and fast access to the intracellular side of ion
channels providing the possibility to label intracellular amino acids
and to apply intracellular ligands and channel modulators. It has
been shown to be a suitable approach for studying both voltage-
and ligand-gated ion channels, using different labeling strategies
(see below) (Fig. 1a, c).

So far, oocytes of the South African claw frog Xenopus laevis
have been used as heterologous expression system in classical PCF.
With this approach the fluorescence signal arises from the same
population of channels, which cause the electrical signal. Consider-
ing that around 1000 fluorophore molecules per membrane patch
are sufficient to perform a reliable experiment [93] and that typi-
cally each channel subunit is tagged by one fluorophore molecule, a
few hundred channels per patch are an appropriate number. How-
ever, the exact number of channels required is limited by the signal-
to-background ratio: the lower the background signal, the lower
the acceptable number of channels in the patch.

While for traditional patch-clamp experiments various pipettes
shapes and sizes have been shown to be applicable, for classical PCF
relatively thick-walled and fire-polished patch pipettes with large
openings seem to be advantageous. They allow to obtain bright
fluorescence signals [93, 94].

Monitoring Conformational

Changes of Channel

Proteins

The pioneering work of Zheng and Zagotta in the field of PCF with
isolated membranes aimed to shed light on the gating-dependent
rearrangements within the intracellular channel portion of cyclic-
nucleotide-gated (CNG) channels [76]. While structurally similar
to voltage-gated cation channels, CNG channels are only weakly
voltage-dependent and are activated by the binding of cyclic
nucleotides to an intracellular C-terminal binding domain
(CNBD) present in each of the four subunits. The CNBD is linked
to the pore region by a complex α-helical structure, the so-called
C-linker [95]. In their approach, Zheng and Zagotta labeled chan-
nels in inside-out patches with the maleimide conjugated dye
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AlexaFluor 488, which is able to covalently bind to the sulfhydryl
group of cysteine residues and followed fluorescence quenching
caused by the anionic quencher iodide and the cationic quencher
thallium. Both ions lead to collisional quenching, a decrease in
fluorescence, by providing a nonradiative route for loss of the
excited state energy of the fluorophore upon direct contact [96].
After application of the ionic quencher to the excised patch, iodide
had a higher quenching efficiency in the channel’s closed state
whereas thallium had a higher quenching efficiency in the open
state. This state and charge dependence of quenching suggested
gating-related movements of charged or dipolar residues near the
fluorophore residing in the C-linker [76].

As described earlier, FRET occurs not only between two fluor-
ophores but also between a fluorescent molecule and a nonfluores-
cent acceptor (see Sect. 3.1.1). For the fluorophores GFP,
AlexaFluor 488 and AlexaFluor 568, dipicrylamine (DPA) func-
tions as a suitable acceptor. DPA is a small, negatively charged
membrane probe that moves either into the inner or outer leaflet
of the membrane in a voltage-dependent manner [97]. Taraska and
Zagotta labeled cysteine residues inserted at different sites in the
cytoplasmatic portion of rod CNG channels with the mentioned
fluorophores as donors and used FRET to measure the distances
between the fluorophores and DPA residing in the plasma mem-
brane. Comparison of FRET data in the presence and absence of
the agonist cGMP showed that, upon channel activation, none of
the C-terminal subdomains moved perpendicular to the mem-
brane. There was only a minor lateral movement, indicating that
subtle conformational changes are sufficient to drive channel acti-
vation [98].

FRET between the two fluorescent proteins CFP and YFP, as
described above for whole-cell PCF (see Sect. 3.1.1), could also be
shown to be a successful tool in inside-out patches ofXenopus laevis
oocytes. Miranda and coworkers labeled large-conductance volt-
age- and calcium-dependent potassium (BK) channels at either of
three sites at the so-called gating ring, a large intracellular channel
portion, where Ca2þ binding promotes channel opening. FRET
signals indicated larger rearrangements than predicted by existing
X-ray structures of the isolated gating ring. Surprisingly, the
described rotation-like rearrangements are not simply related to
the open-closed transitions of the channel, which is in contrast to
the currently accepted model of Ca2þ- and voltage-dependent
gating in BK channels [99].

Monitoring State-

Dependent Ligand Binding

Investigating binding of ligands or modulators to intracellular
binding sites of membrane proteins has been realized by three
approaches: (1) monitoring binding-induced changes in FRET
signals between two fluorophores tagged to the protein,
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(2) monitoring FRET signals caused by fluorophore-tagged ligands
approaching fluorophore-tagged proteins, (3) monitoring fluores-
cence increase caused by the binding of tagged ligands to untagged
proteins.

The first approach was applied by Zheng and coworkers to
study Ca/CaM binding to olfactory cyclic-nucleotide-gated
(CNG) channels. FRET signals were generated by fusing CFP and
YFP to the N- and C-terminus, respectively, in different subunits.
Upon application of Ca/CaM to the intracellular side of an excised
patch, the FRET signal decreased with the same time course as the
ionic current. This demonstrated not only that Ca/CaM binding
occurred but also that binding was followed by a separation or
reorientation of N- and C-termini, disturbing their interaction
and thereby leading to a channel inhibition [100].

Applying the second option, Trudeau and Zagotta investigated
the mechanism of Ca/CaM binding in rod CNG channels perfus-
ing the intracellular side of excised patches with CaM molecules
conjugated with AlexaFluor 488 (Ca/CaM-488) and monitoring
FRET between Ca/CaM-488 and channel-attached CFP [101].
Additionally, they just followed the binding/unbinding time
courses of Ca/CaM-488 to untagged CNG channels. Together,
the results showed a direct association between CaM and the
N-terminus of CNGB1 subunits and a rotation or separation of
the N- and C-termini in the presence of Ca/CaM [101].

Fluorescence signals caused by tagged ligands to untagged
proteins (Fig. 1b) were intensively applied to study cyclic nucleo-
tide binding to CNG channels and to their close relatives HCN
(hyperpolarization-activated and cyclic-nucleotide-modulated)
channels. A fluorescent cGMP analog (8-DY547-AET-cGMP,
fcGMP), synthesized by coupling the dye DY547 to cGMP, has
been shown to be suitable for quantifying-ligand binding in homo-
tetrameric CNGA2 channels, as it activated the channels in a similar
manner as the unmodified ligand (Fig. 3b, c) [94]. To subtract the
background signal caused by fcGMP in the bath solution, simulta-
neous application of a second dye (DY647) was required, which
labeled the bath solution but did not bind to the membrane or to
the channel protein [94]. Simultaneously measured concentration-
activation and concentration-binding curves [94] as well as acti-
vation/deactivation and binding/unbinding time courses [102]
have been analyzed to establish Markovian state models describ-
ing CNG channel gating. Furthermore, fcGMP has been used as a
tool for comparing the ligand binding behavior of modulatory
subunits and principle subunits in olfactory heterotetrameric
CNG channels [103].

To investigate the relation between ligand binding and activa-
tion in HCN channels, the same dye DY547 has been coupled to
cAMP (8-DY547-AET-cAMP, fcAMP) [104]. The tagged cAMP
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activated homomeric HCN2 channels in a similar manner as
untagged cAMP [104, 105]. Again, the background was subtracted
by application of a reference dye (DY647). The simultaneously
obtained activation and binding data proved the idea that ligand
binding to ion channels is state-dependent [104, 106]. A Markov-
ian state model based on activation/deactivation and binding/
unbinding data could be established [105]. Alternatively, a NBD
(7-Nitrobenz-2-Oxa-1,3-Diazole)-coupled cAMP has been used,
which is strongly fluorescent in a hydrophobic environment, such
as in the cyclic-nucleotide-binding pocket, but weakly fluorescent
in an aqueous environment [107–110]. This makes the application
of a reference dye unneeded, but increases the risk of unspecific
binding to the patch membrane. However, regardless of which
analog has been chosen, all these studies agreed in showing that
the interaction between cAMP and the HCN channel protein is
state-dependent.

2.2.3 PCF Using Cell-

Attached Configuration

The cell-attached configuration is the method of choice, if the
current through a few channels or even only through one single
channel is intended to be measured, while the cell is wished to stay
intact (Fig. 2b). When studying voltage-gated ion channels, applied
voltages can be changed easily. However, varying application of
substances like ligands or modulators can be realized only to the
extracellular but not to the intracellular side of the membrane.
Because the latter has to be done via the patch pipette, only one
concentration per experiment is possible. That might be one of the
main reasons why, at least to our knowledge, this configuration has
not been used in PCF approaches very often.

Nevertheless, Schmauder and coworkers showed that especially
for experiments at the single-channel level, cell-attached patches
can be advantageous. They used Cy5-coupled epibatidine [111], a
full agonist for muscle-type nicotinic acetylcholine receptors, and
confocal fluorescence microscopy to correlate optical and electrical
single-channel events. HEK293 cells, transiently expressing
nAChR, were probed by a patch pipette filled with a 150 nM
solution of the fluorescent agonist. After formation of a stable
giga-seal, the excitation laser beam was focused on the membrane
patch within the glass pipette. Fluorescence and electrical record-
ings were initiated simultaneously. The authors suggested that the
acetylcholine receptor, after binding an agonist, first explores a
broad landscape of closed but liganded channel states of similar
energy by conformational diffusion, followed by a fast gating step
towards an ion-conductive channel [112].

2.2.4 PCF Using Artificial

Bilayers

The planar lipid bilayer (PLB) technique, developed in the mid-
1970s, allows to study ion channels and transporters electrophysi-
ologically after reconstituting membrane proteins into an artificial
membrane [113]. Themain advantage over other electrophysiological
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approaches is the possibility to precisely define the lipid and electrolyte
conditions throughout the experiment.

Conventionally, planar bilayers are formed vertically in aqueous
environments. The electrolyte solutions at both sides of this mem-
brane are connected to a patch-clamp amplifier through Ag/AgCl
electrodes. To monitor current and fluorescence signals from dye-
labeled membrane proteins at the same time, Ide and coworkers
devised a setup with a membrane created in horizontal orientation
[114, 115]. They painted a lipid solution (DΦPC/ml n-decane)
over a 200 μm aperture to create the bilayer. As a model system,
which promises large single-channel conductance, BK channels
natively expressed in bovine tracheal smooth muscles were
incorporated by allowing sarcolemmal vesicles to fuse with the
lipid bilayer. Because the channel density in this tissue was very
low, each vesicle contained no or only one channel. Before vesicle
fusion, the channels were labeled by incubating the vesicles with
Cy5-conjugated anti-BK channel antibodies (Fig. 1c). The fluores-
cence recording was realized using TIRF microscopy [84, 85]
(Fig. 2c). The authors succeeded in demonstrating that there is a
strong correlation between the appearance of single current events
and fluorescence signals arising from the membrane. A similar
approach was proposed by Borisenko and coworkers to study the
correlation between gramicidin heterodimerization and channel
activity. They also used a horizontal PLB, but labeled the channel
protein by covalent binding of Cy3 and Cy5 and applied wide-field
illumination and single-pair FRET (spFRET ¼ FRET between
a single donor and a single acceptormolecule) instead of TIRF [116].

Alternatively, an artificial membrane can be established at the
tip of a patch pipette instead of being painted upon a hole [117].
Harms and coworkers used this approach to study gramicidin
channel dynamics [118]. They formed the lipid bilayer at
the pipette tip by the apposition of two monolayers using
4:1 diphytanoylphosphatidylethanolamine (dPhPE):diphytanoyl-
phosphatidylcholine (dPhPC) [117]. Gramicidin monomers dis-
solved in ethanol were incorporated after being added to the
aqueous subphases at both sides of the membrane. Protein labeling
was realized by covalent binding of TMR (tetramethylrhodamine)
or Cy5 N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) esters to a lysine residue at
the C-terminus. The pipette tip was imaged using wide-field single-
molecule fluorescence microscopy. Electrodes in the pipette and in
the bottom chamber enabled simultaneous current recordings. The
authors used spFRET, as well as fluorescence self-quenching, which
is caused by short distances of two identical fluorophores within a
gramicidin dimer. The optical together with the electrophysiologi-
cal data suggested the occurrence of multiple intermediate states
underlying the gramicidin channel dynamics.
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3 Notes

In the following we will mention some of the possible technical
difficulties in performing VCF and PCF experiments.

3.1 Protein Labeling

3.1.1 Labeling

Membrane-Trafficked

Proteins

It is generally desirable that the entire channel/transporter popula-
tion in a cell or in a membrane patch is labeled and that all the
labeled proteins contribute to the current response to guarantee
that the correlated fluorescence and current signals arise from the
same population. Nevertheless, in practice there might be unla-
beled proteins which contribute to the current, or labeled proteins
which are electrically silent. The experimental conditions should be
chosen in such a way, that these cases are very rare. In this context it
is important to assure that the entire membrane area which is
selected for quantifying the fluorescence intensity was voltage
clamped. This is particularly important for approaches using
excised membranes, in which very often fluorescent membrane
fragments stick to the pipette glass likely causing distorted current
flow, but should kept in mind also in VCF experiments in which
voltage-clamp homogeneity over the entire oocyte’s membrane
might be an issue.

In some instance, labeling of specific residues might be possi-
ble only in a specific state of the protein because of a specific
conformational arrangement. In these cases, labeling conditions
should be selected which maximize the probability of residing in
that respective state. Provided that two residues to be tagged are
available in different conformational states, this state-dependent
availability can be advantageous for tagging these respective resi-
dues with two different fluorophores, for instance for FRET
approaches.

3.1.2 Environmental-

Sensitive Fluorophores

In VCF and PCF experiments the interpretation of fluorescence
changes in terms of structural rearrangements around the probe
requires great caution. First of all, the underlying mechanism for
the fluorescence changes should be identified. The fluorescence
intensity might change because of (1) reorientation of the fluor-
ophore’s transition dipole, leading to a change in absorption
cross-section, (2) shifts in the excitation spectrum of the dye, for
example due to fluorophore–fluorophore interactions which lead
to changes in absorption at particular excitation wavelengths and a
corresponding change in emission, (3) changes in the hydropho-
bicity of the fluorophore’s environment which lead to changes in
fluorophore quenching, and (4) interaction between fluorophore
and nearby protein residues that also quenches the fluorophore
[1, 119].
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This implies that the structural insight provided by experiments
employing environmental-sensitive fluorophores is relatively lim-
ited. They report on very local changes of the probe environment
that might be due to movement (or reorientation) of the residue
where the fluorophore is attached or to movements of the sur-
rounding regions of the protein. Moreover, the environment
probed by the fluorophore depends on its size and it might differ
from the restricted surrounding of the site where it is attached to
the protein. Finally, the labeling procedure (including the removal
of the native cysteines and insertion of new cysteines for labeling
with thiol-reactive dyes) might lead to a modification of the func-
tional properties of the proteins.

Nevertheless, there are several strategies to address these lim-
itations. Spectroscopic analysis can gauge the molecular mechan-
isms altering fluorophore’s emission. Labeling of the same site with
different types of fluorophores or labeling of several residues in the
same or in different protein regions might give more global infor-
mation about the nature of the conformational changes which are
less dependent on the specific properties of a single dye.

However, the most important aspect, which is also the distinc-
tive property of VCF and PCF, is that the comparison of the
functional properties of the channel and of the fluorescence data
for each construct and condition tested provides always an internal
control to correlate functional and structural information.

3.2 Undesired

Fluorescence Signals

One major source of undesired fluorescence signals is autofluores-
cence, the natural emission of light by biological components. In
general, the risk of autofluorescence is higher in approaches using
whole cells compared to approaches using excised membrane
patches, which basically exclude autofluorescent intracellular con-
stituents. Nevertheless, there are still sources of autofluorescence in
the membrane, like tryptophan, tyrosine, or phenylalanine. These
amino acids absorb at 260–295 nm and emit at 300–350 nm.
Another source is NADH, absorbing at 340 nm maximum and
emitting at 460 nm maximum. However, because the commonly
used fluorophores need longer wavelengths for excitation, these
components can be ignored in many cases.

If the experimental procedure includes application of fluoro-
phores via the bath solution, free fluorophores can considerably
contribute to the background signal. Thus, extensive washing prior
to fluorescence recording is needed.

3.3 FRET Even if FRET is used in several PCF and VCF studies to monitor
conformational changes and relative movements, there are some
limitations, particularly when using FPs such as CFP and YFP as
FRET partners. In case of FPs one major problem is the large size of
these proteins. They have a roughly cylinder-like shape that is 24 Å
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in diameter and 42 Å in length [120], large enough to potentially
disturb channels’ native behavior. Secondly, the distances, which
usually can be reported by FRET, are in the order of the diameter of
the channel protein itself (30–70 Å) [121], which is too large to
detect subtle conformational changes. Thirdly, because FRET effi-
ciency depends on the sixth power of the distance between the
fluorophores, the distance dependence of the signal is extremely
steep, making it sensitive to movements only in a very narrow range
of distances, around R0 [121].

To overcome these limitations, Islas and Zagotta used the
phenomenon of bimane quenching by tryptophane [122]. Bimane
covalently attached to a cysteine can be quenched by tryptophane
either residing nearby in the protein or being applied via the bath
solution. This allows for measuring structure and dynamics of
short-range interactions. Bimane is a small, environmentally sensi-
tive fluorophore, whose fluorescence is quenched due to photo-
induced electron transfer from tryptophan to excited bimane. Fluo-
rescence from bimane-modified CNGA1 channels could be
reported in inside-out patches [121].

Another alternative to overcome the problems of traditional
FRET approaches is to monitor FRET between a small fluorescent
dye and a nickel ion bound to a dihistidine motif in the protein
[123], the so-called transition metal ion FRET. This approach has
the advantage of measuring the dynamics of close-range interac-
tions, of using tiny probes with short linkers, of showing a low
orientation dependence compared to traditional FRET and of
allowing to flexibly add and remove acceptors [123]. As an exam-
ple, the R0 value for Ni2þ and fluorescein (12 Å) is four times
shorter than standard FRET pairs such as CFP and YFP (50 Å) or
fluorescein and rhodamine (54 Å) [1, 124].

One major concern about FRET is that the absence of a FRET
signal does not indicate that two proteins are not interacting, but
can also mean that the distance was too large to cause FRET, that
the fluorophores were quenched, or that both fluorophores moved
in the same way.

Recently, Jarecki et al. presented a new promising tool that can
overcome FRET limitations in particular for the estimate of short
distances lower than 10 Å [125]. It is based on new compounds,
called “tethered quenchers.” Tethered quenchers have at one
extremity a functional group able to bind to a specific channel region
and, at the other extremity, separated by linkers of different length, a
quencher that is able to alter the fluorescence of a chromophore
attached to another region of the channel. The quenching efficiency
depends on the spatial proximity of the twomolecules. Thus, linkers
of different length can be used as calipers to estimate the distance
between two sites in a channel [125]. The idea of tetheredmolecules
used as distance rulers has been applied before in different manners
[30, 126]. However, tethered quenchers are unique in that the
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functional readout is the modulation of a fluorescence signal [125].
Jarecki et al. applied the technique to obtain distance constraints of
the closed state of Shaker channel using tethered molecules with a
TEA moiety binding the extracellular mouth of the pore and a
nitroxide quenching group at the other end. As readout they used
the fluorescence quenching of TMRM attached at different sites in
the channel in VCF experiments [125]. The resulting distances
(with a resolution reported to be below 4 Å) are in agreement
with amodel of the closed state obtained for the Kv1.2/2.1 chimera
by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [127].

3.4 pH Dependence Fluorescent proteins, as GFP, YFP, and CFP, are pH-sensitive.
Therefore some fluorophores should be avoided for experiments
in which acid quenching could produce artifacts [128]. However,
newer fluorophores such as variants of CFP (mCerulean) and YFP
(mVenus or mCitrine) are not only less sensitive to pH, but show
also a photo-physical behavior which make them brighter and more
resistant to bleaching [129], making them very satisfying alterna-
tives for several experiments.

3.5 Free Radicals Generally, fluorescence microscopy is an invasive approach, because
the high-intensity light required to excite the fluorophores can have
negative effects on the cell membrane or the whole cell. Toxic
effects of light primarily arise due to generation of chemically
reactive substances such as free radicals and specifically singlet and
triplet forms of oxygen. The most effective and practical way to
circumvent light-induced damages is to avoid any unnecessary
exposure by establishing optimized setups and applying optimized
experimental strategies [130].
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Chapter 5

Dendrites: Recording from Fine Neuronal Structures
Using Patch-Clamp and Imaging Techniques

Sonia Gasparini and Lucy M. Palmer

Abstract

Dendrites are the principal site of synaptic input onto neurons but despite their importance in neuronal
signaling, little is known about how they receive and transform this input. This is due largely to their
typically submicron size, which has historically rendered them inaccessible for direct recording. However,
the advent of electrophysiological patch-clamp and advanced imaging techniques over the past few decades
has opened this field of research. Fuelled by Rall’s theory of active dendritic integration, intracellular
recording techniques proved that dendrites do indeed have active conductances which modify synaptic
input and thereby alter neuronal output in response to certain patterns of information. Furthermore,
advances in fluorescence imaging have highlighted the importance of dendritic activity during sensory
processing and behavior. Here we summarize advances in experimental methods, namely electrophysiologi-
cal and fluorescence imaging techniques, which have improved the accessibility of recording from fine
dendritic structures.

Key words Dendrite, Imaging, Synapse, Dendritic channels, In vitro, Brain slice, Calcium indicators,
GFP

1 Introduction

1.1 History of

Dendritic Recording

Techniques

The unique morphology of neurons stems from the elaborate
branching of their dendritic tree. Despite their anatomical domi-
nance, the functional importance of dendrites has been debated
ever since they were first reported by Deiters in 1865 [1]. System-
atic advances in recording techniques have revealed many impor-
tant discoveries about dendritic function (Fig. 1). By interpreting
the morphology of neurons using the Golgi staining technique,
Ramon y Cajal generated a hypothesis over 100 years ago that
electrical signals propagated from dendrites to the soma and axon
[2]. Called the “neuron doctrine,” this hypothesis was the first to
place dendrites at the site of synaptic input and information transfer
between cells and hence catapulted the role of dendrites to the
forefront of understanding brain function as a whole. The foresight
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of Cajal in predicting the importance of dendrites, based purely on
the morphology of neurons, is one of the great breakthroughs in
neuroscience. The development of microelectrodes in the 1950s
enabled intracellular postsynaptic potentials to be initially recorded
in mammalian motoneurons [3], giant synapses of the squid stellate
ganglion [4], and mammalian sympathetic ganglion [5]. These
recordings along with the development of cable theory (for a
review, see [6]) illustrated that dendrites play an important role in
transferring information towards the soma in the form of excitatory
postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs). These physiological events were
correlated with structural features of dendrites using high-
magnification imaging techniques (electron microscopy) to study
the microanatomy of dendrites in the late 1950s [7, 8].

Despite realizing their importance in neuronal processing, den-
drites were historically believed to purely serve as a passive cable to
transfer information from the site of input to the site of action
potential initiation in the axon. Following this, it was therefore
generally accepted that dendritic integration was passive and action
potentials were generated as a result of the graded summation of
synaptic inputs in the soma/axon region. However, modeling work
conducted by Rall (for a review, see [9]) raised the possibility that
dendrites contain active conductances which can transform synaptic
inputs. It was not until the development of the “patch-clamp
technique” in the 1970s that neuronal properties were directly
probed at a subcellular level [10, 11]. This led to Bert Sakmann
and Erwin Neher winning the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medi-
cine in 1991 “for their discoveries concerning the function of single
ion channels in cells.” The patch-clamp technique offers a multi-
tude of different technical approaches including “whole-cell,”
“cell-attached,” “inside-out” and “nucleated,” which are discussed
in detail below with reference to dendritic recordings. By clamping
onto the membrane of neurons/dendrites using the cell-attached
patch-clamp technique, it was revealed that dendrites are endowed
with a multitude of different voltage-sensitive ion channels. Com-
bined with the use of infrared illumination for enhanced contrast
[12], the density and distribution of these channels could be
probed throughout the large apical dendritic tree. Numerous
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studies revealed that the main dendritic voltage-sensitive ion chan-
nel players are Na+, K+, Ca2+, Ih; however, their distribution and
density differ according to the cell type. For example, cortical layer
5 pyramidal neurons [13] and hippocampal CA1 neurons [14] have
a uniform Na+ channel distribution whereas Cerebellar Purkinje
cells [15] have a rapid decrease in Na+ channel density with increas-
ing distance from the soma (for a review see [16]). These voltage-
sensitive ion channels render dendrites “active”—that is, they can
“actively” alter dendritic excitability. For example, Na+ channels
support “active” back-propagation of action potentials into the
dendrites of numerous neuronal subtypes. These back-propagating
action potentials have been shown to be extremely important in
numerous cellular processing including spike-timing-dependent
plasticity and local synaptic boosting [17]. Dendritic voltage-
sensitive ion channels have also been shown to add to the complexity
of cellular signaling by altering the “rules” of dendritic integration.
That is, synaptic input does not necessarily sum linearly and if
certain input conditions aremet, input can sum sub- or supra-linearly
through the activation of different dendritic ion channels (for a
review, see [18]). Briefly, the dendrites of pyramidal neurons in
both the cortex and hippocampus have been shown to support
supralinear summation of synaptic input driven by the activation of
Na+ [19–22] and Ca2+ [23, 24] channels. Furthermore, supralinear
dendritic integration can also be driven by NMDA glutamatergic
receptors [25–27]. Active dendritic integration was first recorded in
brain slices and it was not until the recent advances in fluorescence
imaging that dendritic activity was recorded in vivo illustrating that
dendritic spikes are important for encoding sensory-based behavior
[28–30]. These findings shed new light on the computational cap-
abilities of dendrites and highlight their central role in modifying and
transforming received information into neuronal output.

1.2 Dendrite

Morphology/Channels/

Passive Properties

Neurons typically have extremely complex dendritic trees. Den-
drites can be categorized into distinct domains depending on
their cell type and morphological characteristics; pyramidal neurons
in the hippocampus and cortex have basal dendrites that project
from the base of the soma whereas apical dendrites project from the
somatic apex, and oblique and tuft dendrites extend from the
proximal and distal region of the apical dendrite, respectively
(Fig. 2). Since these dendritic domains are located in spatially
distinct regions of the brain structure in which they reside, they
often receive different streams of information input. For example,
the tuft dendrites of cortical pyramidal neurons are located in the
upper layers of the cortex that receive long-range feedback input
from other cortical areas and the thalamus including the posterior
medial nucleus (POm) of the thalamus [31], the secondary somato-
sensory cortex [32], and parahippocampal structures [33]. Basal
dendrites, however, receive the majority of synaptic inputs [34]
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which largely carry feed forward information [35]. Hippocampal
principal neurons in the CA1 area also receive segregated input
onto particular regions of their dendritic tree, with the basal and
proximal apical dendrites receiving input primarily from CA3 pyra-
midal neurons (Schaffer collateral pathway), whereas the apical tuft
receives direct input from the entorhinal cortex (perforant path-
way) and the thalamic nucleus reuniens [36]. How, and even
whether, these different pathways are integrated and ultimately
combine information has been a source of debate for decades.
This question can now be addressed with the recent advances in
molecular biology, in particular the development of optogenetics
[37, 38], which enables subsets of neurons to be targeted and
controlled by light [39]. Known patterns of axonal presynaptic
activity can be reproduced with photoactivation, and the resulting
dendritic excitability in the postsynaptic neurons can be recorded,
revealing the importance of synaptic input sequences in dendritic
integration [40]. This, however, is still an emerging field and there
is no doubt that many great discoveries are yet to be revealed.

1.3 Combining

Imaging and Patch

Clamp for Dendritic

Recordings

Despite over 100 years of intensive investigations (Fig. 1), we are
just starting to unravel the complexity of dendritic function and the
role they play in transforming synaptic input. Our understanding of
dendritic functioning has lagged behind other fields of neurosci-
ence research. This is largely due to the difficulty in recording from
the very thin dendritic structures, especially in vivo, which has only
been achieved in a handful of studies [41–44]. However, recent
advances in neuroscience techniques have now opened this field of
research. Here we examine how the role of dendrites can be probed
using electrophysiological and imaging techniques. Firstly, details
of performing dendritic electrophysiological recordings are
described; secondly, florescence imaging techniques used for
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monitoring dendritic activity are explained; and lastly the past,
present, and future of dendritic recordings are explored.

This chapter is not designed to be an exhaustive review of all
the tools that can be used to investigate dendritic function, but
highlights various electrophysiological and imaging techniques
which have proved to be fundamental in developing our under-
standing of dendritic function and its importance in neuronal inte-
gration and computation.

2 Dendritic Electrophysiological Recordings

2.1 In Vitro

Patch-Clamp

Electrophysiology

There are no significant differences in the techniques used to
perform patch-clamp recordings from either the soma [45–47] or
fine structures such as dendrites [12]. However, due to the decreas-
ing visibility of such small structures with increasing distance from
the slice surface, both the quality of the slices and the optics of the
microscope need to be optimized [12, 48]. In addition, vibrations
and drifts in the experimental setup should be completely elimi-
nated; this aspect is especially true for the micromanipulators.

2.2 Slicing During the slicing procedure, the orientation of the brain slice
should be parallel to the axis of the dendritic tree. Therefore, the
most suitable plane must be identified for the various brain regions
(see [48]). This is especially true during simultaneous somatic and
dendritic recordings, where both the soma and the dendrite need to
be visibly identified and accessible by the pipette. In this case, there
will probably be only one or two viable slices per hemisphere.
Access to neurons in plane is further complicated when dual record-
ings from different brain areas are needed to activate presynaptic
neurons and record postsynaptic responses; however, this limitation
can now be overcome with the use of optogenetic techniques (see
Introduction and Discussion).

Many fine-tuning techniques have been developed to improve
the quality of slices for patching dendrites in vitro; in general, they
aim to reduce excitotoxicity during the slicing procedure and there-
fore improve the health of neurons to be examined. Many of these
modifications consist of changes to the regular artificial cerebrospi-
nal fluid (ACSF) used during the slicing procedures, including
using ice-cold ACSF to slow down the metabolic processes (but
see [49]), modifying the Ca2+:Mg2+ ratio from 2:1 in the regular
ACSF to 1:6 (up to 0.5:7) to limit glutamate- and depolarization-
induced Ca2+ influxes [50] and adding glutamatergic antagonists,
such as kynurenic acid to the slicing solution [51]. In addition,
further improvements can be obtained by substituting NaCl with
iso-osmolar sucrose [52] in the cutting solution; this substitution
reduces the Na+ influx and neuronal swelling from passive Cl�

influx [53] and appears to better preserve GABA-mediated synaptic
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transmission in the hippocampus [54]. Further modifications that
have shown to be beneficial in maintaining healthy brain slices
include the addition of sodium ascorbate and sodium pyruvate to
the slicing and storage solution to protect neurons from oxidation
[47]. In addition, it is advisable to perfuse adult animals (especially
when older than 6 weeks of age) through the ascending aorta with
an oxygenated ice-cold slicing solution, to allow a rapid cooling of
the brain and the elimination of harmful substances in the blood
[47, 55]. Another trick to obtain healthier neurons, especially in
adult animals, is to incubate the slices for 30–60 min at physiologi-
cal temperatures (35–37 �C) just after the slicing procedure
[47, 55]. The higher temperature accelerates the decay of partially
damaged neurons, leaving only the healthier neurons to be able to
completely recover from the slicing procedure.

Strategies are also employed during the slicing procedure to
not only increase the number of healthy neurons but also maintain
the neuron morphology. This includes obtaining brain slices with
surfaces as smooth as possible to keep even the finest processes close
to the surface intact. To this end, it is recommended that the z-axis
vibration of the vibratome be checked regularly and kept to a
minimum. Before commencing the slicing procedure, it is also
helpful to remove the pia to avoid the thick membrane from drag-
ging with the blade and damaging the slice surface. In addition,
some labs use sapphire or ceramic blades which slice in smoother
fashion than the regular stainless steel blades. These techniques are
especially advantageous in older animals, which, due to the need for
dendritic arbors to be fully mature, are often used in experiments
involving dendrites.

2.3 Visualizing,

Identifying, and

Recording from

Dendrites

Visualization of fine structures such as dendrites is complicated. For
instance, dendrites from healthy neurons lack contrast and are often
very hard to distinguish from the surrounding slice tissue, whereas
dead branches are more easily visible as they appear “crunchy” and
tridimensional [48]. Various methods are used to enhance contrast
in brain slices, namely differential interference contrast (DIC) with
infrared illumination [56], and oblique illumination achieved using
an oblique condenser or Dodt Gradient Contrast [57]. Oblique
illumination can be advantageous when fluorescent microscopy is
employed together with electrophysiology, because it does not
require optics above the objective [57]; however in most micro-
scopes with DIC optics, the analyzer can be easily removed when
fluorescent illumination is employed. To further aid visualization of
dendrites, magnifiers (2–4�) are often placed between the objec-
tive and the video camera.

Once a viable dendrite has been identified, the pipette should
be lowered to the slice surface; at this point the voltage offset is
adjusted to zero and a voltage test pulse (5–10 mV) is injected into
the electrode to monitor the pipette resistance. Positive pressure is
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then applied to the electrode, which not only improves the visuali-
zation of the dendrite by clearing the surrounding debris and
neuroglia but also ensures the pipette tip is free of debris until it
comes in contact with the cell of interest. The pipette is then
lowered through the tissue; once at the same plane as the dendrite,
the best strategy, in our hands, is to position the pipette just above
the dendrite before advancing it diagonally forward. It is important
at this point to keep focus of the pipette tip. When approached with
an electrode with applied positive pressure, flat dendrites will
extend and allow the formation of a dimple, whereas dead dendrites
will “jump” from the pipette tip. Dimple formation is accompanied
by an increase in the resistance of the electrode and, once formed, it
is advantageous to keep advancing for a few microns until the
dimple grows larger before releasing the positive pressure. This
way, when the pressure is released, the dendritic membrane will
rebound towards the pipette and create a tight seal without requir-
ing (or requiring very little) negative pressure. Numerous strategies
can then be employed to promote the formation of a tight seal
(>giga-ohm resistance) between the pipette and dendritic mem-
brane. Formation of this “giga-seal” is facilitated by the slow
hyperpolarization of the membrane patch to �70 mV, probably
due to electrostatic interactions between the electrode and the
membrane. This approach is preferable to applying slow and pro-
longed negative pressure, which increases the amount of membrane
drawn into the tip of the pipette. Another trick to increase the
probability of giga-seal formation is to fill the tip of the recording
electrode with an intracellular solution that does not contain the
ATP-regenerating system and backfill with the regular solution (see
Solutions below); the lower osmolarity in the recording electrode
facilitates seal formation. Once a giga-seal is obtained, the pipette
should be retracted to allow the dendrite to relax to its original
position and recordings can be performed in cell-attached configu-
ration (see below) or, most commonly, the whole-cell configuration
is achieved by briefly applying strong suction to break into the
dendrite. After whole-cell configuration is obtained, the series
resistance generally tends to increase in the first few minutes; in
this case the electrode tip should be cleared by using either gentle
positive pressure or suction into the tubing. It is very important at
this point to keep monitoring the tip of the pipette as well as the
resistance of the electrode. When using all these tricks, good whole-
cell recordings from dendrites can be maintained for over an hour.

During patch-clamp electrophysiology, voltage or current is
typically passed through the patch pipette to alter neuronal excit-
ability in a stepwise manner. Although this has revealed a lot about
single-cell physiology (for a review, see [58]), there are other meth-
ods used to capture the dynamic nature of neurons. One such
experimental configuration is the dynamic clamp, where the
recorded membrane potential [V(t)] is used to control the amount
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of current [I(t) ¼ g(t)(V(t) � Erev)] to be injected in a neuron
given a certain conductance waveform [g(t)] and reversal potential
[Erev] [59, 60]. This technique requires accurate recording and fast
sampling of the membrane voltage and rapid computation of the
current to be injected [61]. Tominimize series resistance artifacts in
these situations (especially if access resistance is >15 MΩ), it is
helpful to use two adjacent patch electrodes (placed at � 20 μm),
one to inject the calculated current and the second one to indepen-
dently record the membrane voltage [62]. In this case, we have
found that the most successful approach for dual patching is to
place both electrodes (arranged at 180� from one another) just
above the surface of the slice before obtaining whole-cell configu-
ration with both electrodes (using a similar technique as the one
described above) in rapid succession (not more than 5 min apart).
Obviously vibrations will have to be even more controlled in this
situation, in order to avoid losing the recordings.

When investigating dendritic function, the investigator typi-
cally wishes to also record associated activity at another site, typi-
cally at the soma. To perform dual recordings, the best strategy is to
obtain whole-cell configuration in the “easiest” location first before
advancing to the second “harder” location. This usually involves
recording from the soma first, since the larger size means it is not
only easier to record from but the recording will also be able to
withstand greater movement of the slice while obtaining the den-
dritic seal. Naturally, this experimental configuration is difficult to
achieve because it is typically hard to identify a connected dendrite.
Identifying dendrites can be aided by the high K+ intracellular
solution flowing from the approaching pipette, which causes the
membrane potential of the entire neuron to depolarize. Therefore,
a depolarization recorded with the somatic electrode is a good
indication that the dendritic pipette is approaching a dendrite
originating from the same neuron. Unfortunately this trick is not
foolproof, i.e., the soma might depolarize even if you are not
targeting a dendrite emerging from it because its dendrites are
located close to the targeted dendrite. However, if the soma does
not depolarize while approaching the dendrite with a positive pres-
sure, you can be almost sure that they do not belong to the same
neuron.

Many dendrites are too small to be visualized under infrared
microscopy and therefore fluorescence-assisted patching is often
used in these situations. This involves obtaining a whole-cell
recording first from the soma with a pipette containing a fluores-
cent dye such as Alexa. Once the dye has diffused, the epifluores-
cence image of the dendrite is overlaid to the IR image, such that
the dendrite of interest can be targeted for patching [63]. This
technique has allowed recording from very thin dendrites, such as
the tuft [26] and the basal arborization [64] of neocortical layer 5
pyramidal neurons.
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2.4 Recording

Configurations

All the various configurations of the patch-clamp technique can be
employed on dendrites, depending on the question asked. In
particular, cell-attached patches have been used to examine the
density and features of voltage-dependent ion channels along
larger, mainly apical, dendrites [16]. To correctly determine the
kinetics of ion channels as a function of the voltage, the resting
dendritic membrane potential also needs to be measured by
breaking-in to achieve whole-cell configuration at the end of the
experiment [14]. Cell-attached patch-clamp configuration has also
been used to analyze changes in the activity of single ion channels
following the activation [65] or inhibition [66] of protein kinases.
The outside-out configuration has been used to map the density
and features of ligand-gated receptors (such as glutamatergic
receptors [67]). For both these configurations, particular care
should be used to keep the size of the patch pipette tip constant,
as well as approximately the same amount of suction to form the
seal. These tricks reduce the variations in membrane patch size and
should definitely be employed when measuring current densities
[14, 67]. The vast majority of dendritic studies, however, have
been performed using the whole-cell configuration (see above), in
order to study linear and supralinear dynamics of dendritic integra-
tion, and this configuration is also commonly used in concert with
fluorescence imaging (discussed below). Perforated patch, a config-
uration that is used to maintain the intracellular milieu unper-
turbed and decrease the wash-out of intracellular components
[68], is rarely used on dendrites as it further increases the series
resistance due to the pores created in the membrane by antibiotics.
Its use exacerbates the problems due to the small electrodes that
are normally used for dendritic recordings and the consequent high
series resistance that is encountered already in whole-cell record-
ings (see above).

2.5 Solutions The solutions used for dendritic recordings are similar to those
used for somatic recordings [48]. The slices are bathed in an
extracellular solution (ACSF, see above), containing high concen-
trations of NaCl, NaHCO3, and dextrose and lower concentrations
of NaH2PO4, CaCl2, and MgCl2, continuously buffered with an
O2 95 % and CO2 5 % mixture; its composition might be modified
to analyze and isolate specific ion currents.

As for the pipette solution, for cell-attached recordings its com-
position will mimic the ACSF with a high concentration of NaCl, an
HEPES buffer andKCl,MgCl2 andCaCl2 in smaller concentrations
and will be buffered with NaOH. Changes can be made to isolate
the ion channels of interest by adding blockers of the other con-
ductances [14, 69]. In some instances, enzyme activators or inhibi-
tors might be added to locally affect the activity of the channels in
the membrane patch [65, 66]. For whole-cell recordings, the intra-
cellular solution will contain a high concentration of potassium salt
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(methanesulfate, methanesulfonate, or gluconate), HEPES, and
sometimes a Ca2+ buffer (BAPTA or EGTA) and low concentrations
of NaCl. A combination of ATP, GTP, and phosphocreatine are also
added to maintain the energy balance of the cell and partially coun-
terbalance the wash-out of intracellular factors [55]. Often the intra-
cellular marker biocytin is added to the intracellular solution to allow
for post-hoc processing and identification of the neuron from which
the recording was made (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Examples of different imaging techniques used to record dendritic activity. (a) Single dendrite stained
with the Golgi staining technique. (b) Single layer 5 pyramidal neuron filled with voltage-sensitive dye
(JPW3028) via the whole-cell patch pipette in vitro. (c) Multiple dendrites from layer 5 pyramidal neurons
transfected with genetically encoded Ca2+ indicator (GCaMP) in vivo. (d) Single entorhinal cortex pyramidal
neuron filled with Ca2+ indicator (OGB1) via the whole-cell patch pipette in vitro. (e) Single cortical pyramidal
neuron stained with biocytin. (f) Electron microscopy image illustrating a presynaptic axon and postsynaptic
dendritic spine
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3 Techniques Used to Image from Dendrites

The art of imaging has opened the field of cellular neuroscience.
During the past decade, we have seen an explosion of optical
imaging techniques, which has led to many great discoveries.
None have been more important than those associated with addres-
sing the activity of small neuronal processes which cannot otherwise
be probed by the more traditional electrophysiological techniques
(Fig. 3). Optical imaging enables not only fine structures to be
assessed, but also activity to be recorded in multiple locations
simultaneously both within a single and a network of neurons.
This is hugely advantageous when trying to assess the local and
spatial spread of a signal within a neuron and/or the relationship
with the activity of neighboring neurons.

Early studies used wide-field illumination and charge-coupled
detector-based (CCD) cameras to probe the activity of thin den-
dritic processes, and more recently single- and multi-photon imag-
ing is the technique of choice to image deep into tissue. These
techniques and more, along with the use of fluorophores and
genetic indicators and how they are incorporated into brain tissue,
are discussed in detail below (see Chap. 2 for details on voltage-
sensitive dye imaging).

4 Fluorophores

Although not required for all imaging techniques, loading of fluor-
ophores into the neurons of interest is a crucial first step for most
studies delving into the role of dendrites. The ideal fluorophore
needs to have: (1) a high resting fluorescence to enable visualization
of the neuron/dendrite at rest, (2) high signal-to-noise ratio, (3)
linear relationship between fluorescence changes and imaged ion
concentration/voltage, (4) fast kinetics, and (5) little perturbation
to the cellular processing. Depending on the question at hand,
there are a variety of different fluorophores and loading techniques.
In-depth discussions on every fluorophore/loading technique are
out of the scope of this chapter; however the most common tech-
niques and examples of their dendritic application are discussed
below.

5 Calcium-Sensitive Indicators

Ca2+ is a very important signaling molecule for many cellular pro-
cesses (for a review, see [70]), and therefore determining intracel-
lular Ca2+ dynamics is crucial for understanding brain activity as a
whole. Consequently, the past few decades have seen the develop-
ment of many Ca2+ indicators, including synthetic and more
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recently genetic indicators. When choosing the right indicator,
various factors must be considered including the preparation
(in vivo/in vitro), the question (single or population imaging),
the application (cell permeant/impermeant), as well as the Kd
(disassociation constant) of the indicator (Table 1). Details of
synthetic and genetic Ca2+ indicators are described below.

5.1 Synthetic Synthetic Ca2+ indicators were first developed over half a century
ago [71, 72] and have since been continuously developed to
improve dye delivery, neuronal labeling, and signal-to-noise ratio.
Currently, the most popular synthetic Ca2+ indicators were devel-
oped in the laboratory of Roger Tsien [73] and involve the hybri-
dization of Ca2+-selective chelators (BAPTA or EGTA). The
Oregon Green BAPTA dye family is typically the Ca2+ indicator of
choice for dendritic imaging (Table 1), due to their high resting
fluorescence, large signal-to-noise ratio, and easy delivery. Depend-
ing on the cell permeability of the dye, it has to be loaded either
extra- or intracellularly (see below) to investigate important den-
dritic processes such as branch computation [19, 21, 29, 74–80],
response to input patterns [81], plasticity [82, 83], and input
modulation/association [84–88].

5.2 Genetic The development of genetically encoded Ca2+ indicators (GECIs)
by the laboratory of Roger Tsien [89] has greatly facilitated
research into dendritic functioning. In particular, GECIs enable
particular cell types and even subcellular compartments [90] to be

Table 1
Investigations into dendritic activity using various fluorophores and imaging techniques

Indicator Dendritic application Relevant references

Cell impermeant

Oregon Green BAPTA-1 Individual dendrite imaging [19, 21, 29, 44, 74–77, 79–81,
85, 87, 88, 114]

Oregon Green BAPTA-6 [81]

Calcium Green Individual dendrite imaging [24, 42, 44, 79]

Fura-2 Individual dendrite imaging [156]

Fluo-4/5 Individual dendrite imaging [157]

Cell permeant

Oregon Green BAPTA-1AM Dendritic population imaging [86, 117, 158]

Magnesium Green Individual dendrite imaging [159]

Genetically Encoded Calcium Indicators (GECI)

GCaMP Individual dendrite imaging [29, 30, 92]
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specifically targeted and repetitively imaged over long periods of
time [91]. This has led to exciting discoveries in dendritic function,
especially in the awake preparation.

Over the past few years, numerous GECIs have been developed
based on either changes in fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) efficiency (Cameleon) or changes in the florescence of a
single fluorophore (GCaMP). Due to their fast kinetics and high
Ca2+ sensitivity, GCaMP indicators have been extremely popular in
studies measuring dendritic activity [29, 30, 92]. Over the past
decade, GCaMP indicators have been systematically improved [93]
and advanced from signaling bursts of action potentials [94] to
now being able to reliably undergo a change in fluorescence in
response to a single action potential, as well as subthreshold voltage
changes [95]. These advances in the sensitivity of GCaMP indica-
tors have been important in improving our knowledge of dendritic
function, especially in the awake preparation. For example, using
GCaMP indicators, Xu and colleagues [30] illustrated that nonlin-
ear dendritic processing is involved in the integration of correlated
sensory and motor information during active sensation in the
mammalian neocortex.

Due to being long lasting and having high expression levels, the
most popular delivery modes of GECIs for dendritic imaging are
lenti- [96] and adeno-associated [97] viral vectors. The viral vector
chosen depends on the level of safety required (in general, lentiviral
vectors require higher laboratory safety regulations) and the size of
the virus genome (lentivirus—can contain larger genomes com-
pared to adeno-associated vectors; 9 kb vs. 4.7 kb). One of the
greatest advantages of GECIs is their ability to target specific cell
types within identified brain regions. Cell type specificity can be
achieved using various techniques including the use of cell-type-
specific promoters or transgenic Cre recombinase driver lines (com-
bined with compatible recombinase-dependent viral vectors). This
is extremely advantageous for dendritic imaging, as it endows the
investigator with the knowledge of the exact cell type where the
dendritic branch stems from. Despite their obvious advantages
including long expression levels (enabling chronic imaging) and
cell-type specificity, GECIs have various serious shortcomings
including nonspecific labeling, tissue damage during delivery, cyto-
toxicity, and slow kinetics. Although they are currently outper-
formed by synthetic Ca2+ indicators, GECIs are proving to hold
great promise for further research in not only dendritic function
but also cellular and network activity.

6 Sodium Indicators

Although the field of dendritic imaging is dominated by Ca2+

indicators, imaging Na+ fluxes can reveal a lot about dendritic
activity since Na+ ions are typically the major charge carriers during
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action potentials and EPSPs. Historically, the fluorescent Na+ indi-
cator sodium-binding benzofuran isophthalate (SBFI) has been the
primary Na+ imaging dye of choice [98]. In contrast to other Na+

indicators (for e.g., Sodium Green), SBFI reliably reports changes
in intracellular Na+ concentration in dendrites [99–104]. However,
since SBFI can only be excited with wavelengths below 400 nm,
specialized equipment is required for excitation and therefore Na+

imaging is not commonly performed in many laboratories.

7 Green Fluorescent Protein

Since its discovery in 1962 [72], the green fluorescent protein
(GFP) from the jellyfish Aequorea victoria has become one of the
most widely used proteins in neuroscience. Used as a marker of
gene expression and protein targeting, GFP’s value lies in its highly
visible and efficient emission (for a review, see [105]). This makes it
an ideal marker for visualizing dendrites and GFP has therefore
been used in a multitude of studies looking into dendritic morphol-
ogy, both in vivo and in vitro. In particular, morphological changes
to the dendritic processes and spines of GFP-infected neurons have
been extensively studied in vivo through cranial windows [106]
during sensory deprivation [107], memory formation [108, 109],
and connectivity [110, 111]. The development of GFP-tagging
has dramatically improved our knowledge of dendrites and neurons
as a whole, a field which is continuously expanding with the
development of specialized GFP-tagging strategies such as tagging
pre- and post-synapses (mGRASP [111, 112]) and only dendritic
branches [113].

8 Dendrite Fluorophore Loading Techniques

Depending on the particular question at hand, the dendrites of a
single neuron or a network of neurons must be filled with a fluor-
ophore. This can be achieved using “single-cell loading” or “bulk
loading” as described below.

9 Single-Cell Loading

To image the activity of a single dendritic branch from an identified
neuron, a single neuron must be loaded with the fluorophore.
There are numerous techniques which have been used to achieve
this, mostly involving a glass pipette as the mode of delivery. In vivo
single-cell loading was initially achieved with the use of sharp
electrodes which punctured the cell of interest and passively dif-
fused the fluorophore intracellularly [42, 44]. Since the advent of
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the patch-clamp technique (discussed above), a popular mode of
fluorophore delivery for individual dendritic imaging is via a whole-
cell patch pipette [19, 21, 29, 74–81, 83–85, 87, 88, 114]. Using
this method, the fluorophore is able to passively diffuse into a single
cell causing little disruption to the cellular membrane. Another
mode of loading single cells with fluorophores which causes little
to no disruption of the cellular membrane is electroporation. This
method involves fluorophore delivery by brief voltage pulses deliv-
ered through glass pipettes positioned close to target cells (for more
details, see [115]). Since only a loose-seal patch is required, elec-
troporation is typically used when loading multiple single cells, or
post cell-attached recordings to label the recorded cell.

10 Bulk Loading

Loading multiple neurons with a fluorescence molecule can be
achieved by using cell permeant fluorescent sensors. In brief,
these molecules are able to diffuse into a cell where their ester
bonds are cleaved, trapping them inside the cell. This enables easy
loading of multiple cells by injecting a small bolus of dye into the
region where the cells of interest reside. Unfortunately, however,
the acetoxymethyl (AM) ester indicator diffuses not only into the
cell with ease but also into intracellular compartments such as the
endoplasmic reticulum [116] which leads to significant background
fluorescence. A common AM dye which has been used to image
from populations of dendrites is Oregon Green BAPTA 1AM. Bulk
loading this dye into cortical layer 5 causes the dye to permeate all
the cells within this layer; however, only the principal cell dendrites
extend to the cortical surface; therefore imaging the upper layers
(<500 μm depth) captures the Ca2+ changes from the dendrites of
these neurons only [86, 117].

11 Imaging Techniques

Once loaded with a fluorophore, dendritic fluorescence can be
measured via a multitude of different devices depending on the
question at hand. The most popular techniques used when asses-
sing dendritic activity are discussed below.

Quantifying the mobility and turnover rate of proteins within
dendrites involves bleaching fluorescence-tagged proteins using a
technique called fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP) [118]. In brief, the fluorescence of tagged proteins within
a region of interest is bleached using a strong excitation laser and
the diffusion of unbleached fluorescence-tagged protein into the
region of interest is then measured. This technique has been used
extensively in the past 30 years since its development, and was used
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to address the highly controversial topic of whether dendritic spines
act as chemical compartments and isolate proteins from the parent
dendrite [119, 120]. In these studies, a fluorescent protein (fluo-
rescein dextran/green fluorescent protein) was bleached in the
spine head and the time for diffusion from the dendrite was
measured. The measured fluorescence recovery illustrated that
spine necks are diffusion barriers.

A technique which is used extensively to visualize or image
activity in dendrites is wide-field fluorescence microscopy. During
wide-field microscopy, the sample is bathed in light typically from a
mercury or xenon source and excitation with specific wavelengths is
simply achieved by placement of a filter within the light path.
The resulting fluorescence emission can be captured by numerous
devices including charge-coupled detector-based (CCD) cameras,
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor-based cameras
(CMOS), and photodiode arrays. This is an easily adopted tech-
nique which has great temporal resolution, and hence wide-field
microscopy has been used in numerous laboratories to record
fluorescence in dendrites [121–125]. However, since wide-field
microscopy captures all photons from both within the focal plane
and also from the surrounding out-of-focus areas, the resolution of
the dendrite is drastically limited. A technique which has better
spatial resolution (at the expense of temporal resolution) is laser-
scanning microscopy (LSM). As the name implies, LSM requires a
laser and a scanning system to excite the fluorophore using either
one (confocal) or multiple (two-photon) photons. These different
LSM techniques utilize different methods to optimize spatial reso-
lution by eliminating out-of-focus light. In brief, confocal micros-
copy uses a spatial pinhole placed at the confocal plane of the lens
[126], whereas two-photon microscopy employs the spatial profile
of two-photon absorption [127, 128]. Although they have both
been used extensively to image the activity of fluorophore-filled
dendrites, the application of two-photon microscopy is widely
popular since the longer excitation wavelengths (>800 nm) can
probe deeper into brain tissue. This is particularly useful for in vivo
preparations where two-photon microscopy has been used to assess
the activity of dendrites during sensory perception and behavior
[29, 30, 42, 44, 77, 80, 88, 129]. However, recovering the emitted
fluorescence represents a limitation even during two-photon
microscopy and therefore this technique is still limited to imaging
from the upper 500 μm of the brain [130]. Until the attempts
being made to develop imaging techniques that can penetrate
deeper into brain tissue become mainstream (for a review, see
[131]), probing brain function in the intact brain is currently
limited to the upper regions of the cortex. Imaging dendritic
activity in deeper brain regions is possible; however it requires
physical removal of upper brain tissue [75].
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12 Beyond the diffraction limit of light microscopy

Since the optical resolution of light microscopy is limited to
approximately half of the excitation wavelength, many cellular pro-
cesses, such as dendritic spines, are beyond the resolution of con-
ventional light microscopy. An early and powerful approach to
solving this spatial resolution limitation is electron microscopy
(EM) which uses accelerated electrons as the source of illumination
to achieve up to 1 nm resolution [132]. Historically, EM has been
used to visualize the ultrastructure of neurons [133] revealing
many important structural and connectivity functions including
the site of synaptic connections [134, 135]. However, conventional
EM reveals only a single snapshot or a small region of brain tissue
[136]. The development of block-face imaging combined with
serial sectioning [137] has enabled entire volumes of brain tissue
to be imaged at higher resolution. Although it holds great promise
in addressing ultrastructural connectivity of neuronal circuits, cur-
rently this technique is limited by the lengthy data analysis require-
ments. Another technique which is extensively used to image
beyond the resolution of light microscopy is stimulated emission
depletion (STED) microscopy [138]. This technique uses a
doughnut-shaped laser beam for de-exciting the molecules acti-
vated by a co-aligned excitation laser (for a review, see [139]).
STED microscopy has been used to study dendritic branch and
spine morphology and more recently has been performed on live
cells [140–143]. Imaging neuronal structures, including dendrites,
is crucial to understanding brain function as a whole and therefore
numerous approaches are currently being explored to improve and
extend the spatial and temporal resolution and sensitivity of current
imaging techniques.

13 Discussion/Future Directions

As discussed previously in this chapter, in the last 20 years techno-
logical advances in optics and microscopy, electrophysiology, and
imaging have opened up the field of research on dendrites, allowing
for a greater understanding of their structure and functions [144].
Due to the work of numerous labs, we have learned that the density
and features of voltage-dependent channels and receptors can vary
widely along dendritic compartments in different neuronal types
[16, 145]. This differential distribution endows neurons with a
variety of integration modes depending on the location and timing
of the input which has a dramatic effect on the neuronal output
[20, 23]. More recently, the application of these techniques to
in vivo experiments has allowed to link dendritic events to specific
behaviors [29, 30]. Other techniques led us to discover that
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biochemical signals, which are tightly coupled to electrical activity,
can be restricted to spines and/or specific compartments created by
the complicated morphology of dendrites [146, 147]. This bio-
chemical compartmentalization is at the basis of localized changes
in the integration features of dendritic compartments following
plasticity [148–150]. In addition, we have learned that, not surpris-
ingly, abnormalities in dendritic morphology and alterations in
their excitability are at the basis of many neurological disorders,
such as epilepsy, Alzheimer’s disease, schizophrenia, and drug
addiction [151, 152].

Despite these advances in our knowledge about the function of
dendrites, there are still questions that need to be addressed. One
such question is why there is a remarkable variety of dendritic
morphologies in the brain and how they relate to the function of
the various neuronal subtypes. Another similar question involves the
reason for different distributions of channels and receptors in the
various dendritic compartments and how they are created and main-
tained from a transcriptional/translational/biochemical point of
view. In addition, we would like to completely comprehend the
principles that govern the connectivity patterns that govern
the interactions between the axons of presynaptic neurons and the
dendrites of postsynaptic neurons. Answers to all these questions
would ultimately allow us to connect the functions of single neuronal
compartments to the activity of neuronal networks, by understand-
ing how morphological and physiological dendritic features relate to
higher-level functions.

Some technical developments are needed to unravel these ques-
tions. For example, optics and light source enhancements are
needed to allow imaging beyond the superficial layers of the neo-
cortex and improved indicators are required for imaging subthresh-
old membrane potential changes. For example, it would be useful
to have more reliable red-shifted Ca2+- and voltage-sensitive indi-
cators; longer wavelength dyes would allow better penetration
through brain tissue due to reduced light scattering as well as
lower phototoxicity. The development of red-shifted indicators is
also vital for experiments with three-color schemes, where it is
required to image dendritic processes in combination with unca-
ging, photoswitching, or optogenetic activation of cells identified
with a fluorescent protein [153, 154]. In addition, Ca2+-sensitive
indicators could benefit from faster kinetics (especially in the decay
phase) and voltage-sensitive dyes could be improved by better
photostability and higher sensitivity/signal-to-noise ratio; this last
aspect could be also possibly accomplished by the use of optic
elements, such as second harmonic generators. A further major
area of technological improvements that is evolving daily resides
in optogenetics, which allow light-activated proteins such as chan-
nelrhodopsins and calcium or voltage sensors to be expressed under
specific promoter in individual neurons. We have now a large
toolbox that allows us to activate specific brain areas with
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light-activatable proteins of various colors [39], as well as to record
neuronal activity using genetically encoded calcium or voltage
indicators [95, 155]. These techniques could be further developed
to deliver these proteins to specific subcellular domains, such as
identified dendritic compartments. Furthermore, techniques like
GRASP (GFP Reconstitution Across Synaptic Partners) can even-
tually help us unravel the rules of pre- and postsynaptic connectivity
patterns and how they ultimately control dendritic integration
[111, 112]. Lastly, the ultimate challenge is the development of
noninvasive imaging techniques that would allow for studying the
functions of dendrites and neurons in humans. The combination of
all these techniques will allow us to understand how dendrites,
being the site of information transfer between neuronal input and
output, contribute to brain function not only in physiological con-
ditions, but also how their disruption can cause or be the result of
various neurological diseases.
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Chapter 6

Patch-Clamp Recording from Myelinated Central Axons

Maarten H.P. Kole and Marko A. Popovic

Abstract

Axons perform the main fundamental electrical operations of neurons. Emerging near the soma, axons
integrate synaptic potentials, convert these into action potentials, and conduct the output signal to the
presynaptic terminals. With the establishment of patch-clamp recording techniques in brain slices in
combination with high-resolution microscopy, it has now become possible to visually target patch-clamp
electrodes to various domains of the axon. This chapter provides an overview of the methodology for
obtaining patch-clamp recordings from axons, with a focus on their unmyelinated regions, including the
axon initial segment and axonal cut endings. Axonal patch-clamp recordings are a prerequisite for the study
of the biophysics and diversity of axonal voltage-gated ion channels; in particular, high-temporal resolution,
low-noise voltage recordings offer detailed insights into the fast computational properties of central
nervous system axons.

Key words Axon, Myelin, Bleb, Voltage clamp, Action potential

1 Introduction

1.1 Axonal

Recordings

Many of our current biophysical insights into ionic membrane con-
ductances have been obtained by electrophysiological recordings
from axons. In the mid-twentieth century, recordings from the
large-diameter giant squid axon established the mathematical and
physiological basis of action potential generation and conduction
[1]. With the establishment of patch-clamp recording techniques in
brain slices in combination with high-resolution video microscopy,
patch-clamp recordings could be targeted to mammalian neurons
and their small subcellular compartments, including dendrites [2, 3].
More recently, it has also become possible to reliably record from the
small-diameter axons of mammals (~1 μm in diameter). Several
developments have been critical to this achievement, such as the
continual improvement of optical techniques for live fluorescence
imaging, including confocal and two-photon microscopy; improve-
ments in slice preparation methods [4]; and the observation that
swollen cut endings of axons, i.e., axon blebs, provide stable sites for
recording [5]. Fluorescence-guided, intracellular patch-clamp
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recordings of axons are particularly suitable for the study of the
temporally and spatially precise action potential (AP) initiation,
modulation, and propagation (including subthreshold signals)
through the axon, as well as the ligand- and voltage-gated ion
channels which define axonal excitability. Excellent papers sum-
marizing the methods for obtaining patch-clamp recordings from
visualized presynaptic boutons or unmyelinated hippocampal axo-
nal branches are available elsewhere [6, 7]. The aim of this chapter
is to provide practical and key theoretical insights into the tech-
niques for obtaining current- and voltage-clamp recordings from
myelinated axons in the central nervous system (CNS). The ion
channels expressed in myelinated axons are highly clustered and
localized to specific domains, including the axon initial segment
(AIS), presynaptic terminals, the juxtaparanode, and nodes of
Ranvier. The latter two sites have remained so far inaccessible to
direct patch recordings, due to their small dimensions and/or
coverage by glial cells. The practical steps for recently successful
patch-clamp recordings from axonal cut ends lacking myelin due
to the slice-cutting procedure will be illustrated, providing unique
insights into the biophysical properties of axonal voltage-gated
ion channels.

1.2 The Axon Bleb Axon blebs, also called “axonal retraction bulbs” or “axonal cut
ends,” form as an immediate consequence of the brain slicing
procedure and are characterized by oval-shaped swellings at the
cut end of axons. Neurons survive efficiently when axons are cut
beyond 20 μm from the soma, and although peripheral nervous
system axonal blebs initiate regenerative sprouting, this typically
does not occur in the CNS [8]. The molecular mechanisms of bleb
formation are not fully understood but the first phase of membrane
resealing is a calcium-dependent process [9]. During the first
30 min following transection, there is a dramatic neuronal depolar-
ization associated with the ionic leak through the damaged mem-
brane bilayer [10]. In conjunction with this depolarization, calcium
ions flow into the axon, causing disassembly of the neurofilaments
and microtubules via calcium-dependent protease cleavage activity
[9]. After the axonal membrane successfully reseals, the retraction
bulb may further increase in size. In peripheral nerves, end-bulbs
form active domains of accumulation for both Nav and Kv7 ion
channels, from where spontaneous ectopic AP firing can originate
[11]. Axon cutting in vivo and in vitro is often used to study the
mechanisms of axonal injury and regeneration. For electrophysio-
logical studies, however, axonal blebs provide a unique intracellular
access point to the axonal membrane. To date, there is no evidence
that active domain formation occurs in CNS axons, consistent with
their lack of anchoring filament structures such as Ankyrin G or β-
IV spectrin. Whole-cell, cell-attached, and outside-out recordings
from AIS end-bulbs indicate, however, that Nav channel expression
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is nevertheless site-dependent [12–14]. Furthermore, recent work
on Kv7 channels in the AIS shows that the distance-dependent ion
channel density gradient is similar between the intact and cut-end
initial segment [15]. These observations suggest that in the absence
of anchoring protein and neurofilaments, CNS axon retraction
bulbs passively accumulate, via diffusion, the voltage-gated ion
channels from near intact sites proximal to the swelling. More
research, however, is required to understand the precise molecular
identity of axon swellings.

2 Materials

2.1 Preparation

of Slices

To obtain axonal recordings from layer 5 axons, we cut slices
parasagittally. Neocortical columns are perpendicular to the pia
and the large primary layer 5 axons, projecting to the corpus
callosum and subcortical areas, often have a trajectory in the same
plane as the primary dendrite (Fig. 1). Therefore, when slicing with
an angle of 15�, oriented to the parasagittal plane of the hemi-
sphere, a range of orientations of axons and apical dendrites is
obtained relative to the slice surface, allowing for a selection of

Coronal view Sagittal view
a b

Blade

15°

S1HL

v

v

x
y

y
z

Axons

Dendrites

S1HL

Axons Dendrites

Fig. 1 (a) Top, schematic coronal view of the brain during slice preparation, illustrating the 15� angle of the
cutting block generating a range of slices with distinct angles of the dendro-soma-axonal axis in relation to the
slice surface. Hemisphere is glued on the midline. The slice collection range is about 2 mm. Bottom,
x-projections of a layer 5 neuron morphology illustrating the critical role of surface cutting of axons
(and dendrites). (b) Sagittal schematic view of the area in which layer 5 pyramidal neurons are targeted
for axonal recordings (grey ), approximating the primary somatosensory cortex of the hindlimb (S1HL). Bottom,
z-projection of the same layer 5 neuron as in (a)
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the required orientation of axons. Typically, 2–3 slices contain cells
enabling soma-axon recording distances of up to ~1 mm, while
preserving the dendritic tree up to the distal tuft (Fig. 1).

The basic requirements for successful axonal recordings are
comparable to those published for dendritic recordings [16],
where an undamaged slice surface and superb visibility of fine struc-
tural details aremajor prerequisites. The top surface of the brain slice
(5–20 μm) suffers the least from scattering of transmitted light and
most stable recordings from the AIS or axonal blebs are often made
in the superficial range. Various strategies for obtaining healthy
brain slices have been discussed in much detail elsewhere [4, 16]
or on online platforms (http://www.brainslicemethods.com/).
In general, slice-cutting solutions, optimized for specific brain
regions and species, aim to reduce activity levels and prevent neuro-
toxicity. The cutting solution is usually cooled to between 1 and
4 �C, 50–100 % of NaCl is exchanged with iso-osmolar sucrose, the
Ca:Mg ratio (e.g., 1:6) is decreased, and nonspecific glutamate
receptor blockers such as kynurenic acid (1 mM) are added. For
young adult rats (4–8 weeks of age) an ice-cold specific cutting
solution is often sufficient. The standard artificial cerebrospinal
fluid (ACSF) contains (in mM): 125 NaCl, 3.0 KCl, 0.5 CaCl2, 7
MgCl2, 25 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, and 25 D-glucose. When
using older mice or rats (>3 months), pre-perfusion with the cut-
ting solution is recommended to rapidly cool the brain. For cutting
slices we use a dedicated Vibratome with adjustable z-axis deflection
(e.g., Leica VT 1200S or Campden Instruments Vibrating Micro-
tome 5000/7000) [4]).

2.2 Visualization of

Myelinated Axons

A large magnification with high-numerical aperture objective (e.g.,
a 63� or 60�, 1.0–1.1 N.A. objective) with twofold optical mag-
nification is essential to visualize the details of axonal structures. For
obtaining contrast, the infrared differential interference contrast
(IR-DIC), or gradient-contrast techniques such as oblique or
Dodt illumination all provide excellent image detail, but when
combining with fluorescence image acquisition (e.g., in
fluorescence-assisted patching), the latter two methods are recom-
mended. IR-DIC requires an analyzer (which is a linear polarizer)
in the light path above the objective, reducing both the transmitted
and fluorescence light levels. It is easy to compensate for this light
loss in the DIC by increasing the transmitted light intensity without
any adverse effects on the preparation. However, to compensate for
the loss in the fluorescence signals, higher excitation light levels are
needed, which can lead to bleaching and, even more importantly,
phototoxicity. For this reason, when using DIC contrast, care must
be taken to separate the DIC image from the fluorescence image
onto two separate CCD cameras, so that the fluorescence doesn’t
go through the analyzer. On the other hand, in oblique and
gradient-contrast techniques the aperture plane of the condenser
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is adjusted for spatial filtering and can be used with or without IR
filters. Hence, these techniques have more light availability and also
make combined use with fluorescence while using one CCD camera
easier while no analyzer is needed.

A high spatial resolution (e.g., 1392 � 1040 pixels) and high
sensitivity CCD camera allow sufficiently large areas to be scanned
for healthy axons, and brief exposure times (<20 ms) for
performing live fluorescence imaging without generating photo-
toxicity. While many commercial microscope systems are available
to overlay the bright-field and fluorescence images, we currently
use the open-source platform μ-manager (http://www.micro-man
ager.org/) in combination with an Arduino board (http://www.
arduino.org), enabling computer-controlled integration of micro-
scope ports, camera, and shutters.

For selection and targeting of fine structures like axons, it is
very important to work at the highest possible optical resolution.
Resolution (r) in microscopy is dependent on the used wavelength
(λ) and the combined N.A. throughput of the condenser and
objective (r ¼ 1.22 λ / 2 N.A.). For transmitted DIC at 750 nm
and high-quality N.A. 1.0 objectives, the theoretical optical reso-
lution is about ~0.45 μm. However, when observing slices, the
resolution quickly drops with slice depth due to transmitted light
interaction with the thick acute slice tissue. Increasing the trans-
mitted wavelength reduces this interaction (such as the infrared
900 nm filter); however, that will subsequently worsen the reso-
lution at the surface. In order to visualize the fine structures
located below the slice surface and the small pipette tips used to
patch these structures, the use of fluorescence-labeled cells and
pipettes in combination with fluorescence-assisted techniques that
reject or do not produce out-of-focus fluorescence while main-
taining adequate speed is recommended, such as high-speed con-
focal (spinning-disk confocal) or two-photon imaging. Both
techniques provide good contrast when working with fine struc-
tures, with two-photon microscopy being superior when working
with deep structures and spinning disk for more superficial ones
(<30 μm).

2.3 Patch Pipettes For axonal recordings, the diameter of the axon shaft or cut end
(1–5 μm) limits the choice of pipette-tip size. Small pipette tips
facilitate Giga-ohm seal formation but also limit the success rate
of whole-cell access and increase the access resistance (Ra). Deter-
mining a suitable pipette-tip size is thus an important optimiza-
tion step. While axonal recordings can be obtained from many
different mammalian species, the axon diameters in rats are typi-
cally ~2-times greater than those in mice—considerably increas-
ing the success rate. For axonal blebs we routinely use pipettes
with resistances (RPip) ranging from 4 to 7 MΩ (standard boro-
silicate glass with 1.5 mm o.d. and 0.86 mm i.d.), which provide
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long-term stability and access resistances typically below 20 MΩ.
Thick-wall glass capillaries also reduce stray pipette capacitances.
For direct recordings from the AIS of large neurons (~1.2–1.7 μm
diameter at the distal end), however, smaller pipettes (RPip

>12 MΩ) are required [17]. Small-diameter, unmyelinated
axons of interneurons have been recorded with pipette resistances
of up to 30 MΩ [13].

3 Methods

3.1 Targeting Axons The advantage of recording from myelinated primary axons, in
contrast to unmyelinated ones, is they can be readily identified,
due to the densely aligned myelin sheaths interfering with most of
the transmitted light, emerging as a dark band of 1–2 μm in
diameter in the bright-field image (Fig. 2a, b).

The first step is establishing which slice contains cortical neu-
rons with healthy, large-diameter axons (>1 μm) and myelin
sheaths without swellings (Fig. 2a–c). The second is careful
bright-field microscopic examination of cellular structures to select
end-bulbs or AISs for recording. For example, only a handful of the
hundreds of axon swellings in a slice lack myelin at the distal cut end
and are also sufficiently large to allow for long-term patch-clamp
recordings. Experience shows that when axon blebs have a healthy
appearance the soma is equally healthy, but not vice versa. Typically,
about ~4 unmyelinated end-bulbs are present in a single healthy
cortical brain slice. Unmyelinated axonal blebs are characterized
by a low-contrast spherical appearance connected to a highly
contrasted longitudinal structure (the myelinated axon). Once a
bleb is identified, the trajectory of the high-contrast myelinated
axon can be used as a visual trace retrogradely to its somatic origin
(Fig. 2). Confirming the soma-bleb connection a few times in the
bright-field image by rescanning and cyclical refocusing is recom-
mended as layer 5 myelinated axons often run in bundles and
twist. To unequivocally confirm the link between a soma and its
axon, neurons are filled with intracellular fluorescent dyes such as
Alexa Fluor® 488 or 594 (50–100 μM), combined with epifluor-
escence and brightfield imaging (Sect. 2.2). Using these guide-
lines, axo-somatic recording distances of >800 μm can be
obtained (Figs. 2b and 3a).

Alternative methods have been used to strip off myelin from
axons. In the peripheral nervous system, lysophosphatidylcholine
(also known as lysolecithin), a chemical leading to the phagocytosis
of myelin, has been successfully used to make both the nodal and
internodal membrane regions accessible to patch-clamp recording
[18, 19]. Furthermore, some authors reported that the myelin
sheath can be physically removed by sealing a patch pipette onto
the myelin and then slowly withdrawing the pipette. The stripped
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unmyelinated end is subsequently approachable with a second
pipette. Axon bleb formation has also been experimentally facili-
tated by a targeted knife-cut following slice preparation [20].

3.2 Obtaining Whole-

Cell Configuration at

Axons

Typically, dual whole-cell recording is initiated by approaching the
soma in whole-cell voltage-clamp mode and maintaining the cell
near its resting membrane potential (~–65 mV, Fig. 3a). The sec-
ond pipette is subsequently brought to the axonal structure while
rectangular test pulses (–10 mV, 10 ms at 50 Hz, Fig. 3b) are
continuously applied to monitor RPip. While cell bodies can be
approached with high positive pressures (>100 mbar), axon blebs

Alexa 594

MBP BiocytinMBP

Brightfield Brightfield
a

c

b

my

my

Soma

AIS

my

Fig. 2 (a) Oblique bright-field contrast image of a layer 5 pyramidal neuron with
axon. Yellow arrows indicate the trajectory of the AIS and myelinated (my) regions.
Scale bar, 20 μm. (b) Left, high-magnification image (60� and twofold optical
magnification) of the primary layer 5 axon. Healthy myelin sheaths appear as a
dark band in the bright-field image (yellow arrows). Scale bars, 2 μm. Right,
overlay of bright-field and epifluorescence of Alexa Fluor® 594 fill of the axons. (c)
Left, a primary layer 5 axon stained for myelin basic protein (MBP). Right, overlay
of streptavidin-biocytin and MBP fluorescence signals. Scale bars, 3 μm
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are smaller, located near the slice surface, and therefore requiring
much lower pressures (typically ~30 mbar). Once a high-resistance
seal (>2 GΩ) has been established, the stability of the seal should be
judged both visually and electrically, while negative suctions are
applied for accessing whole-cell configuration. Note that axonal
whole-cell access is associated with only a very small conductivity
(arrow, Fig. 3b), due to high local input impedances (~300MΩ), as
compared to the soma (<30 MΩ).

3.3 Neutralization In current-clamp mode the voltage input signals are filtered by a
time constant, calculated as the access resistance multiplied by the
uncompensated capacitance values, resulting in undesirable low-
pass filtering. Capacitance neutralization in axons, often suffering
from high access resistances, therefore requires careful attention.
A fast recording bandwidth in the range of 10–30 kHz is desirable if

a

b
Soma 

Vm

Im

1 nA 0.5 nA

5 mV

5 ms

Alexa 594Brightfield

c

Vm

Im

Axon

Axon Soma Axon

10 mV
5 ms

5 mV

Soma

Fig. 3 (a) Left, a low magnification (40� objective) of the somatic recording electrode with Alexa Fluor 594.
Yellow arrow shows the onset of the myelinated axons. Scale bar, 20 μm. Middle, high-magnification
(60� and two-fold zoom) images showing an unmyelinated axon bleb near the surface of the slice during
patch-clamp recording. Right, lower magnification of overlaid fluorescence and bright-field images indicating
the trajectory of the myelinated axon (yellow arrows) and axon bleb. Scale bars, 4 μm. (b) Voltage-clamp
responses to 10 mV test pulses generating capacitance current transients of the axon bleb in (a). Left, somatic
response of the same cell. Right, test pulse example traces of the axon bleb. Note the much smaller capacitive
and resistive transients in the axon compared to the soma (arrow ). Capacitive transients contain both cell and
uncompensated pipette responses. (c) Test pulse responses of the same cell in current-clamp mode at the
soma and the axon. Voltage recordings were fully compensated for the pipette capacitive transients and bridge
balance. Note the small capacitive transient of the axonal recording (arrow )
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the aim is to record and quantify AP properties. Ideally, the patch-
clamp amplifier should have a true voltage-follower headstage cir-
cuit in which the voltage output corresponds to the voltage input,
allowing accurate recording of APs without current loss [21].
Amplifiers such as the BVC-700A (Dagan Corporation) or Axo-
Clamp from Molecular Devices (2A, 2B and 900A) have true
voltage-follower circuitry. Other computer-controlled amplifiers
such as EPC-10 or EPC-800 (HEKA Elektroniks) or MultiClamp
700B (Molecular Devices) use mostly modified circuitry, also
enabling fast current-clamp recording. Computer-controlled ampli-
fiers have the advantage of lower instrumental noise due to the lack
of intrinsic analogue circuitry (e.g., for resistive and capacitance
compensation) and a large range of Bessel filter settings (up to
30–100 kHz) allowing the recording of the fast rise times of axonal
action potentials (dV/dt up to 2,0 kV s–1).

The pipette and distributed system capacitances are often
large (~7 pF) compared to the bleb membrane capacitance
(~1 pF), providing a capacitive load and RC filter of the voltage
responses. Capacitance neutralization to compensate for the com-
bined capacitances of the pipette, including the stray capacitance
of the pipette wall and amplifier circuitry, is therefore of critical
importance. Depending on the amplifier, cancelation can be done
in voltage-clamp prior to switching to current-clamp mode. For
voltage-follower amplifiers, canceling the capacitance is done in
current-clamp mode by carefully increasing the capacitance com-
pensation, typically set at the point just below the threshold for
ringing, where voltage transients at the current onset become
oscillatory (Fig. 3c). Using thick-wall pipettes (1 mm), Sylgard
coating and/or low solution levels in the bath and pipette will
reduce the combined capacitances and improve recording speed.
Once the capacitance is compensated, bridge-balance neutraliza-
tion is performed, to compensate for the voltage drop across the
access resistance of the injection pipette (normal range:
20–50 MΩ).

3.4 Anatomical

Reconstruction

Biocytin, a membrane impermeable molecule, can be added to the
intracellular solution (2–4 mg ml–1) to assess the morphological
characteristics of the axonal tree. Visualization procedures often use
the avidin-biotinylated horseradish peroxidase complex for the
immunocytochemical processing of biocytin. Diaminobenzidine is
used as the chromogen, causing the black reaction product which
enables light microscopy and/or electron microscopy for the ultra-
structural level. Detailed procedures can be found in this book (e.g.
Chapter 2) and elsewhere [17, 22]. To visualize the internodal
membrane under the myelin sheath or the much thinner axon
collaterals, high concentrations of Triton X-100 (1–2 %) or
repeated cycles of freezing and thawing should be used as permea-
bilization steps. High-resolution confocal or two-photon
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microscopy of the thin axonal arborization can be obtained when
using the streptavidin-conjugated fluorophores to visualize biocy-
tin (Fig. 2c). This latter approach can in particular be useful when
combined with other primary antibodies for axonal markers (e.g.,
Ankyrin G), allowing assessment of the subcellular distribution of
ion channels in the AIS and nodes [15]. Light, confocal or two-
photonmicroscopy analysis of 3D stacks can further be assessed and
reconstructed with three-dimensional software packages (e.g.,
Neurolucida, Microbrightfield Inc.).

4 Notes on Axonal Recordings

4.1 Voltage Clamp of

Axonal Voltage-Gated

Ion Channels

Recording of voltage-gated currents in non-isopotential and highly
branched structures, such as axons and dendrites, using a single
whole-cell electrode, is typically associated with loss of voltage- and
space-clamp control [23, 24]. In addition, the presence of voltage-
gated channels in myelinated axons is highly confined to the axon
initial segment (AIS), juxtaparanode, and nodes of Ranvier—often
distally from the recording electrode when recording from axonal
blebs—limiting quantitative analysis of current kinetics and voltage
dependence. For example, recording of pharmacologically
isolated fast Nav currents in whole-cell mode from the axon bleb
shows that action currents are generated in nearby nodes
(Fig. 4a). Since the passive cable properties of central myelinated
axons are not known, theoretical correction methods developed
for the distortion of voltage control in dendrites [25, 26] are not
yet possible to apply to axons. Fast activating Nav channels are,
however, expressed at sufficiently high densities in axon blebs for
recording in excised cell-attached and outside-out modes, each
allowing for quantitative analysis [12, 13] (Fig. 4b, c). Direct cell-
attached recordings from distal axonal blebs in comparison with
neuronal bodies reveal that Nav channels inactivate at more hyper-
polarized potentials (VHalf ¼ –71 mV), as compared to the
somatic Nav channels (VHalf ¼ –56 mV) [15]. Theoretical and
experimental work show that the space- and voltage-clamp effica-
cies for ionic currents strongly depend on their time course of
activation [27]. The main nodal potassium current, the so-called
M-current mediated by Kv7.2/7.3 channels, is slowly activating
and non-inactivating. Recently, a direct comparison between
excised patch recordings of M-currents from the AIS and whole-
cell recordings from axon blebs was made to examine their voltage
dependence and kinetics [15]. While these currents are exclusively
expressed in nodal domains, distal from the recording electrode,
their slow time constant of activation (~20 ms) allows for their
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activation even in the whole-cell axon bleb recordings, where the
error in the voltage dependence of activation is minimal.

4.2 Axonal

Conduction

In dual whole-cell current-clamp configuration, action potential
propagation can be examined in either the orthodromic direction
by a current injection at the soma (Fig. 5a) or the antidromic
direction by a current injection at the axon (Fig. 5b). As compared
to the soma, axonal APs are brief in half-width (~300 μs) and
generate small after-depolarization potentials [15, 17], due to the
high Kv channel density and small membrane capacitance of mye-
linated axons. An AP evoked by axonal current injection is further-
more subjected to strong Nav inactivation, as visible by the small
amplitude of the axonal AP compared to the orthodromic one
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Fig. 4 Voltage-clamp recording of Nav currents in axonal blebs and soma. (a) Example of a voltage
dependence of activation protocol applied in whole-cell mode from a distal axon bleb. Note that Nav currents
cannot be accurately clamped in the whole-cell configuration as indicated by the spontaneous action currents
(black arrow) probably initiated in upstream nodal regions. (b) Cell-attached patch-clamp configuration
provides a good voltage control for Nav currents. Currents were recorded with a 10–25 kHz Bessel filter
and 50–100 kHz sampling frequency at 35 �C. (c) Voltage dependence of activation and inactivation curves
from cell-attached patches at the soma (grey, open circles) and distal axonal blebs (black, closed circles)
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(Fig. 5b). At the soma, the passive current spread from the axonal
AP evokes a typical ectopic action potential; the result of an AP
propagating antidromic and evoking an AIS AP (Fig. 5b). Large
differences in local AP generation and propagation APs also arise
when long steady potentials are compared. APs evoked with
somatic current injection, initiated at the AIS, are reliably followed
in axons (Fig. 5c). Furthermore, while orthodromic propagation is
fast in myelinated axons (>3 m s–1), axonally evoked APs propagate
in the antidromic direction much slower (<1 m s–1) and may fail to
charge the large axo-somatic region to voltage threshold in the AIS,
as reflected by a “spikelet” of only a few millivolts in the somatic
membrane voltage (Fig. 5c). These data are consistent with the
large differences in Nav inactivation in the soma and axon (Fig. 4c)
and, more generally, show that while axons have active and passive
properties favoring the propagation of fast voltage signals, they are
poor sites for initiation of APs.

4.3 Axonal Action

Potential Initiation

The primary site of AP initiation in neurons is the axon initial
segment (AIS) [28]. In order to understand the underlying
mechanisms of operation of this unique structure, direct electro-
physiological recording, enabling high-temporal resolution
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Fig. 5 Action potential initiation and conduction in myelinated axons. (a) Somatic current injection-evoked
(grey trace, 3 ms, 1.8 nA) action potential. Initiated within the AIS, the AP propagates orthodromically and
rapidly (~5.7 m s–1) into the axon bleb, recorded at 630 μm from the soma (black). (b) In a different
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typical ectopic AP. Note the small amplitude of the axonal AP when locally evoked in the axon due to rapid Nav
channel inactivation. (c) Long (700 ms) steady-state current injection-evoked train of APs, initiated in the axo-
somatic region. (d) Steady-state current injection-evoked AP in the axon bleb fails to be repetitively activated.
Inset shows the magnification of the same recording. Note the failed antidromic AP at the soma (spikelet)
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recording, is a highly valuable tool. The cylindrical and small-
diameter anatomical features of the AIS (ranging from 1.2 to
1.7 μm at the distal end) require the use of small-diameter pipettes.
While sealing is often not a problem, optimization of the pipette
shape (small pipette opening keeping the taper as short as possible)
is required to allow for stability during the break-in with negative
suctions stage. Figure 6 shows a dual whole-cell recording from the
cell body and AIS, at a distance of 22 μm from the soma. Next
generation photo-detectors (e.g. Hamamatsu photon counting)
and high-speed scanners enable two-photon fluorescence-assisted
patching with less light reducing the chances for the photodynamic
damage. In the demonstrated example, the cell body is filled with a
red dye X-Rhod-5F, which facilitates the second electrode position-
ing and whole-cell access to the AIS. For easier visualization, the
AIS electrode is filled with Alexa 488 green dye, which possesses a
non-overlapping emission spectrum with respect to the red dye.
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Fig. 6 Action potential initiation in the AIS. (a) Left, Two-photon microscopy fluorescence-targeted simulta-
neous voltage recording at the soma (cyan) and AIS (red ). Fluorescence images are overlaid with the
transmitted light (grey ). Somatic electrode filled with X-Rhod-5F (200 μM) and axonal electrode was filled
with Alexa 488 (200 μM). Right, simultaneous action potential recording of the AIS (red ) and soma (grey ). Note
that the AIS rising phase precedes the somatic action potential. (b) Voltage and first time derivative traces of
the action potential, recorded at the AIS (red, 42 μm distance from the soma) and the soma (grey ). (c) Phase
plot representation of the action potential shown in (b). Note the lower voltage threshold and bi-phasic rising
phase of the somatic voltage, due to invasion by the AIS action potential
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The final image is a composite of the simultaneously recorded
signals from green and red fluorescence detectors (placed above
the objective and under the condenser) and transmitted infrared
light detectors (both placed below the condenser).

4.4 Concluding

Remarks

Over the last decade, fluorescence-guided patch-clamp recordings
from subcellular locations in axons significantly advanced the
understanding of the spatiotemporal initiation of action potentials
and current flow within neurons. These recordings have proven to
be useful tools for characterizing, with high-temporal resolution,
axonal voltage-gated ion channel currents [28], revealing the exis-
tence of ligand-gated neurotransmitter receptors in axons [29] as
well as the unexpected highly efficient conduction of subthreshold
depolarizations within axonal arbors [17, 30].

Caution must be taken by interpreting axonal cut-end record-
ings. Since the length constants ofmyelinated axons is>600 μm[17],
sodium and potassium currents generated in distal axonal sites may
significantly influence the somatically recorded responses during, in
particular, long time courses of depolarization. For example, axons
cut at a distance <150 μm from somata with otherwise intact den-
dritic trees generate a distinct intrinsic excitability [10]. Electrophysi-
ological recordings from neurons in brain slices should also more
routinely be examined for completeness of the axonal tree. Vice versa,
if axonal recordings are made from cut ends of myelinated axons, it is
essential to examine where these recordings are made.

The rapidly advancing field of microscopy continues to increase
the spatial resolution for live visualization of neuronal structures,
using superresolution stimulated emission depletion (STED) or
biophysical methods such as scanning-ion conductance microscopy
[31]. When combined with conventional electrophysiological
patch-clamp techniques, these new optical methods may allow for
more powerful, nanometer-targeted recordings from axonal struc-
tures. It is therefore likely that in the next coming decade, probing
axonal functions will uncover many new features of axons, includ-
ing their intrinsic electrotonic structure, active properties, and
computational features.
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Chapter 7

Analysis of Transsynaptic Attentional Neuronal Circuits with
Octuple Patch-Clamp Recordings

Daniel R. Wyskiel, Trevor C. Larry, Xiaolong Jiang,
Guangfu Wang, and J. Julius Zhu

Abstract

Deciphering interneuronal circuitry is essential to understanding brain functions yet remains a daunting
task in neurobiology. To facilitate the dissection of complex cortical neuronal circuits, a process requiring
analysis of synaptic interconnections and identification of cell types of interconnected neurons, we have
developed a simultaneous quadruple-octuple whole-cell recordings technique that allows physiological
analysis of synaptic interconnection among up to eight neurons and anatomical identification of the
majority of recorded neurons. Using this method, we have recently revealed two transsynaptic disinhibitory
and inhibitory circuits connecting layer 1–3 interneurons with pyramidal neurons in both supragranular
and infragranular cortical layers of the rat neocortex. Here, we outline the technique that permits decoding
the complex cortical interneuronal circuits involved in controlling salience detection.

Key words Multiple whole-cell recordings, Interneurons, Circuits, Coincidence detection, Salience

1 Background

The cerebral cortex is a multilayered structure responsible for many
higher-order functions, including those involved in attention
[1–4]. Layer 1 of the cerebral cortex (L1) is strategically positioned
to regulate the pathways involved in attention as it receives projec-
tions from both higher-order thalamic nuclei and higher-order
cortical areas, two regions known to be critical for the selection of
salient information [5–13]. These inputs generate direct excitatory
postsynaptic potentials in L1 [14–16], and the excitation is selec-
tively and dramatically enhanced during attentional tasks [17–19].
Moreover, L1 receives dense innervations from neuromodulatory
systems that may robustly modulate neuronal activity in L1
[19–22].

L1 is composed of almost entirely GABAergic interneurons
that fall into two general groups [14, 16, 23–29]. One group of
L1 interneurons has heterogeneous dendritic morphology and
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axons projecting into deeper layers of the cortex, whereas the other
group of L1 interneurons is multipolar, aspiny interneurons with
highly ramified axons projecting horizontally within L1. These two
groups of interneurons generally fire adapting non-late-spiking and
non-adapting late-spiking action potentials, respectively. However,
exceptions to this cell morphology-firing pattern correlation have
been reported [25], and confirmed with a much larger L1 inter-
neuron sample [16]. On the other hand, these two groups of
interneurons can be unambiguously defined as single-bouquet
cells (SBCs) and elongated neurogliaform cells (ENGCs) based
on their visually distinguishable axonal arborization patterns [16],
following the recently proposed nomenclature [30].

Pyramidal neurons, the primary excitatory neurons in the cor-
tex, contain long apical dendrites which contribute to the synaptic
integration that forms the basis of neuronal computational power
[13, 31–33]. L2/3 and L5 pyramidal neurons, the major cortical
output neurons, send apical dendrites that terminate in L1, where
they are innervated by attention-related thalamic and cortical
inputs [34–38]. These modulatory synaptic inputs to distal apical
dendrites of L2/3 and L5 pyramidal neurons can induce dendritic
action potentials if of sufficient amplitude [39–42]. Moreover, the
induction of dendritic action potentials can be greatly facilitated by
the back-propagation of action potentials elicited by concurrent L4
sensory inputs [40, 42, 43], resulting in dendritic complex spikes
and bursts of somatic/axonal action potentials [42, 44–47].
Because the dendritic complex spikes and bursts of somatic/axonal
action potentials secure further processing of the concurrent syn-
aptic signals [32, 48], they act as a coincidence detection mecha-
nism for salient synaptic inputs. Therefore, interneurons from L1
may regulate initiation of dendritic complex spikes in L2/3 and L5
pyramidal neurons and thereby effectively control the coincidence
detection or salience selection mechanisms.

The functional significance of L1 neurons and how they are
integrated into the cortical circuit remain poorly understood. Spe-
cifically, the morphological differences between SBCs and ENGCs
suggest different regulatory functions. However, due to the exten-
sive, intricate synaptic organization between the vastly diverse inter-
neurons and pyramidal neurons, deciphering complex neuronal
circuits, such as those L1 interneuron-involved salience selection
circuits, has been a daunting task. To combat this challenge, we
have developed a method that allows for stable whole-cell record-
ings from up to eight neurons simultaneously and leads to mor-
phological recovery and subsequent cell type identification of
>85 % of recorded interneurons and �99 % of pyramidal neurons
[16, 29].

Using the simultaneous quadruple-octuplewhole-cell recordings
technique we developed (Fig. 1), we have investigated L1 interneur-
ons and their connections between L2/3 and L5 neurons [16, 29].
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Fig. 1 Cortical L1 ! L2/3 interneuronal circuits. (a1–3) Images show a typical octuple recording setting. (b)
Reconstruction of L1 SBC (pink), L2/3 BaC (cyan), L2/3 MaC (red), L2/3 BPC (green), L2/3 DBC (blue), and L2/3
BTC (yellow) recorded simultaneously from an acute cortical slice. The double colored dots indicate the
putative synaptic contacts based on anatomical reconstruction. The schematic drawing shows symbolically
the synaptic connections. (c) Single action potentials elicited in SBC evoked uIPSPs in postsynaptic BaC, MaC,
BPC, DBC, and BTC. Scale bars apply to all recording traces with 80 and 4 mV bars applied to traces with and
without action potentials, respectively
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Our analysis reveals that SBCs predominantly make unidirectional
inhibitory connections (SBC!) with L2/3 interneurons, whereas
ENGCs frequently form reciprocal inhibitory and electric connec-
tions (ENGC↔) with L2/3 interneurons. Axon arborization analysis
identifies seven general interneuron subtypes in L2/3: Martinotti
cells (MaCs), neurogliaform cells (NGCs), bitufted cells (BTCs),
bipolar cells (BPCs), basket cells (BaCs), double-bouquet cells
(DBCs), and chandelier cells (ChCs). SBCs innervate all seven L2/
3 interneuron subtypes. By contrast, ENGCs preferentially innervate
three of these subtypes, MaCs, NGCs, and BTCs. Simultaneous
recordings from L1, L2/3, and L5 neurons show that SBC ! L2/
3 interneuronal circuits primarily disinhibit L2/3 and L5 pyramidal
neurons in the same columns. Conversely, ENGC ↔ L2/3 interneu-
ronal circuits directly inhibit L2/3 and L5 pyramidal neurons in the
same and/or neighboring columns. These results support the notion
that SBCs and ENGCs form distinct interneuronal circuits with both
L2/3 interneurons and L2-5 pyramidal neurons such that SBC !
L2/3 interneuronal circuits disinhibit whereas ENGC ↔ L2/3 inter-
neuronal circuits inhibit L2/3 and L5 pyramidal neurons. Further-
more, SBC-led interneuronal circuits disinhibit primarily the
dendritic-somato-axonal axis of a small number of L2/3 and L5
pyramidal neurons in the same columns, whereas ENGC-led inter-
neuronal circuits primarily inhibit the distal apical dendrite of much
more of these cells in multiple columns.

The contrasting SBC- and ENGC-led interneuronal circuits
with L2/3 and L5 pyramidal neurons suggest different functional
roles for these circuits. Indeed, action potentials elicited in SBCs
inhibit L2/3 interneurons and relieve the suppression of complex
dendritic spiking and somatic bursting in L5 pyramidal neurons.
Conversely, action potentials initiated in ENGCs recruit and syn-
chronize the activity in L2/3 interneurons, and potentiate the
suppression of complex dendritic spiking and somatic bursting in
L5 pyramidal neurons. In intact brains, paired recordings from
SBCs and L5 pyramidal neurons show that spontaneous or
whisker-evoked synaptic events can trigger action potentials in
SBCs that enhance dendritic complex spiking in L5 pyramidal
neurons. Conversely, paired recordings from ENGCs and L5 pyra-
midal neurons show that spontaneous or whisker-evoked synaptic
events can trigger action potentials in ENGCs that suppress den-
dritic complex spiking in L5 pyramidal neurons. Altogether, these
results consistently testify to the coexistence of two distinct L1-
interneuron-led attention-related interneuronal circuits: SBC !
L2/3 interneuron ! L2-5 pyramidal neuronal circuits disinhibit
the coincidence detection mechanism, whereas ENGC ↔ L2/3
interneuron ! L2-5 pyramidal neuronal circuits inhibit the coin-
cidence detection mechanism. These two distinct interneuronal
circuits can transform L1 inputs into complementary “filters” by
differentially regulating the output of L2/3 and L5 pyramidal
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neurons. Thus, the two interneuronal circuits seem to work
synergistically with the dendritic coincidence detection mechanism
in pyramidal neurons to filter out “noise” in the incoming informa-
tion to achieve effective salience selection.

2 Materials

To ensure examination of mature and stabilized cortical inhibitory
neurons and circuits [49, 50], rodents postnatal 20 days or older
should be used. When preparing acute brain slices, anesthetics such
as sodium pentobarbital are required. Immediately upon extraction
of the brain, an artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF), saturated with
carbogen (95 % O2/5 % CO2), will be needed. ACSF is prepared
with the following ingredients: NaCl, KCl, NaH2PO4, NaHCO3,
MgCl2, dextrose, and CaCl2. This solution should be cold (0–4 �C)
for the extraction and slicing procedure. Amicroslicer with minimal
vibrations in the vertical axis is preferable to obtain healthy acute
cortical slices [51]. After slices are obtained, a beaker containing
ACSF saturated with carbogen and heated to 37.0 � 0.5 �C will be
needed to incubate the slices.

Electrophysiological recordings require two internal solutions
(one for current clamp and one for voltage clamp) containing
different combinations of the following components: cesium
methanesulfonate, HEPES, MgCl2, Na2ATP, Na3GTP, sodium
phosphocreatine, EGTA, spermine, biocytin, potassium gluconate,
KCl, and MgATP.

Eight amplifiers are needed to record from up to eight neurons
simultaneously. We used Axopatch 200B and/or Axoclamp 2A/B
amplifiers (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA), which are ideal for
current and voltage recordings, respectively. Because no single
commercially available interface board is able to supply enough
A/D and D/A channels for eight amplifiers, at least two interface
boards are needed. In our setup, two ITC-18 interface boards
(HEKA Instruments Inc, Bellmore, NY) are used to achieve simul-
taneous A/D and D/A conversions of current, voltage, command,
and triggering signal for up to eight amplifiers. In addition,
custom-written Igor-based software programs are used to synchro-
nize two ITC-18 boards, operate eight Axon amplifiers, and per-
form online and offline data analysis. Stable long-lasting recordings
are crucial to fill sufficient biocytin to recover the complex axonal
arborization of recorded interneurons. In our setup, L&N Mini
motorized manipulators (Luigs & Neumann Feinmechanik and
Elektrotechnik, Ratingen, Germany) are used because of their
excellent stability and compactness. Furthermore, their headstage
rails are specially designed to minimize the loss of other recordings
when the exchange of patch pipettes becomes necessary.
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Immunohistochemistry procedures are carried out with several
toxic reagents. The slices are first fixed in a saline solution contain-
ing acrolein, paraformaldehyde, and phosphate (used to buffer the
solution). After 24 h, the slices are processed with avidin-biotin-
peroxidase and some require additional fixation with OsO4 and
uranyl acetate. A computerized reconstruction system (Neurolu-
cida, Williston, VT) is needed to reconstruct recorded neurons and
analyze their morphological properties. For electron microscopy,
an ultramicrotome is required for preparing ultrathin tissue sec-
tions, and an electron microscope, such as a JEOL-1230 transmis-
sion electron microscope (Japan Electron Optic, Tokyo, Japan), is
required for visualization of synapses.

3 Methods

All procedures for animal surgery and maintenance are performed
following experimental protocols in accordance with US National
and Institutional Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals.

3.1 In Vitro Multiple

Whole-Cell Patch-

Clamp Recordings

3.1.1 Preparing the

Artificial Cerebrospinal

Fluid (ACSF)

Proper preparation of ACSF is essential to the success of whole-cell
patch-clamp recordings. To produce 10 l of ACSF solution, add
69.54 g NaCl (119 mM), 1.86 g KCl (2.5 mM), 21.84 g NaHCO3

(26 mM), and 1.2 g Na2PO4 (1 mM) in 9.5 l of double-distilled
water. The solution is stirred during the addition of these reagents,
and then filled to the 10 l mark with additional double distilled
water. This solution is stable and can be stored for months until it is
needed, at which time 4.5 g of dextrose, 1 ml of 1 M MgCl2, and
2 ml of 1 M CaCl2 are added to 1 l of the solution.

3.1.2 Acute Cortical

Brain Slice Preparation

As mentioned above, male and female rodents at least 20 days old
are to be used for the preparation of acute cortical slices. The
animals are anesthetized by an intraperitoneal injection of sodium
pentobarbital at a ratio of 90 mg/kg of body weight. Once deep
anesthesia has been established, the animals are decapitated, the
skin and skull cut open, and then pulled back with curved, blunt
forceps. Icy ACSF (0–4 �C) is immediately poured onto the brain
to limit cell death. The brain region of interest is extracted and
put directly into a beaker of oxygenated and iced ACSF to cool.
Apply a thin layer of glue to the specimen plate. After a brief
placement of the brain block on a piece of filter paper to remove
excess ACSF, it can be glued to the specimen plate of the micro-
slicer. Icy ACSF is immediately poured to cover the tissue. Para-
sagittal slices 350 μm thick are cut from the tissue block at an
angle (<~4�) closely parallel to apical dendrites of L5 pyramidal
neurons, which should retain the majority of distal ascending and
descending axonal trees of L1-3 interneurons that project into L1
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and L5-6. The brain slices are gently transferred to a beaker of
oxygenated ACSF, kept in a water bath at 37.0 � 0.5 �C, for
~30 min before recordings.

3.1.3 Whole-Cell

Patch-Clamp Recording

For whole-cell patch-clamp recordings, the determination of
patch-pipette solutions depends upon the desired measurement:
current or voltage. For current recordings, fill the pipette with
135 mM cesium methanesulfonate, 10 mM HEPES, 2.5 mM
MgCl2, 4 mM Na2ATP, 0.4 mM Na3GTP, 10 mM sodium phos-
phocreatine, 0.6 mMEGTA, 0.1 mM spermine, and 0.5 % biocytin.
For voltage recordings, 120 mM potassium gluconate, 10 mM
HEPES, 4 mM KCl, 4 mM MgATP, 0.3 mM Na3GTP, 10 mM
sodium phosphocreatine, and 0.5 % biocytin are used in the record-
ing pipette. The addition of biocytin to these solutions allows for
diffusion of the compound from the pipette into neurons during
the recording so that histological staining and proceeding morpho-
logical analysis can be achieved thereafter. The resistance of the
pipette is between 3–7 MΩ.

To perform electrophysiological recordings, transfer a cortical
slice to the recording chamber on the stage of an upright micro-
scope. The recording bath should be continuously perfused with
ACSF, saturated with carbogen, and held at 34.0 � 0.5 �C. The
cortical slice is held in place on the chamber using a platinum ring
covered with a grid of nylon strings, similar to one described by
Edwards et al. in 1989 [52]. Ideally, the entire apical dendrite of a
pyramidal neuron can be visually tracked with little adjustment of
the focus. It is a good practice to identify and select healthy neurons
to be recorded before placing the electrodes slightly above the
tissue. Paramount to formation of tight GΩ seals is the maintenance
of clean pipette tips. As the pipettes are lowered through the tissue,
positive pressure should be applied to the pipettes so as to push the
tissue away from the tip of the pipette, which also helps to clean off
the membrane debris around the neurons as the electrodes
approach them. Tight GΩ seal recordings can be achieved following
the previously established procedure [52]. In order to establish
multiple recordings from eight neurons simultaneously, many dif-
ferent exercises should be adhered to (for the detailed methodol-
ogy, see [53, 54]). First and foremost, it is imperative that the rig be
properly assembled and maintained to keep it fully functional (a
detailed description on the setup needed for in vitro recordings can
be found in Molecular Devices Axon Guide). Furthermore, contin-
uous practice is needed to achieve the skills necessary to complete it
in an effective and timely manner.

3.1.4 Identification of

Inhibitory Synaptic Events

Although it is often most helpful to determine all the cells you wish
to patch prior to starting, in some cases this may not be preferred. If
a particular cell type is desired, such as a fast-spiking interneuron, it
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may be beneficial to examine the intrinsic electrophysiological
properties before selecting the next cells. It should be noted that
although somatic morphology and membrane and firing character-
istics help in identifying inhibitory interneurons, there is no cer-
tainty that the cell is inhibitory unless it inhibits a postsynaptic
neuron. Another method one might also employ is different
“searching” techniques to find a connected neuron before patching
as described by Feldmeyer and colleagues [55], and see [53].
Regardless of the above strategies, once all the cells have been
selected it is best to immerse each electrode into the bath, zero
any offsets, establish the desired positive pressure, and lower each
one to just above the slice. Properly aligned and stable well-
functioning micromanipulators along with plenty of working area
underneath the objective will greatly facilitate sequentially position-
ing each electrode in a timely manner. After each successful patch,
make sure the electrodes from previously established patches have
not drifted away from their neuron.

Once the cells have been patched and their membrane and
firing properties characterized, inject a depolarizing current step
to elicit an action potential in one of the neurons and monitor the
postsynaptic cells for a response. Importantly, one must know the
reversal potential for the response desired and adjust the holding
potential accordingly. When examining GABAergic responses, if
the calculated reversal potential is around �80 mV, holding the
neuron closer to�55 mV will maximize the inhibitory response. In
some cases, multiple action potentials or a burst of spikes might be
needed in the presynaptic neuron to obtain a reliable response in
the postsynaptic neuron. In this case, inject a series or train of
depolarizing pulses into the presynaptic neuron. Ideally, to clearly
determine the synaptic response, at least 50 sweeps (each sweep
representing a stimulated presynaptic neuron) will be needed to
verify the connection.

To study specific currents, select channel antagonists may be
added to isolate the currents of interest. For example, AMPA-
sensitive glutamate receptor (-R) antagonist DNQX and NMDA-
R antagonist DL-AP5 can be used to eliminate excitatory synaptic
transmission, and thus limit cell–cell communication to primarily
inhibitory synapses.

3.2 Histology and

Electron Microscopy

After the electrophysiological results are obtained, the cortical slices
may be immersed in 3 % acrolein/4 % paraformaldehyde in a 0.1 M
phosphate-buffered saline at 4 �C to preserve tissue morphology.
After the 24 h incubation, the slices can be further processed using
the avidin-biotin-peroxidase method to elucidate the morphologies
of the recorded cells, and then reconstructed using a computerized
reconstruction system like Neurolucida. For electron microscopic
examination, the slices should be further sectioned and postfixed.
To do so, the slice products from the first staining are re-sectioned
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into 60 μm sections, immersed in 1 % OsO4, counterstained with
1 % uranyl acetate, and embedded into resin. From here, ultrathin
slices are taken from small areas of interest, specifically to examine
putative synaptic bouton sites. From this analysis, identification of
inhibitory synapses can be determined by examining details of the
synaptic cleft, including: (1) presence of membranes with parallel
alignment forming synaptic clefts that are wider in the middle and
narrower at one or both edges; (2) absence of a prominent post-
synaptic density; and (3) presence of multiple flattened synaptic
vesicles with at least one docked at the presynaptic membrane.

4 Exemplar Results and Analysis

Figure 1 illustrates representative results using the techniques out-
lined above. A preliminary step in our study of inhibitory interneu-
ronal circuit analysis is the identification of inhibitory synaptic
connections. By including DNQX and DL-AP5 in the bath solu-
tion, the unitary inhibitory postsynaptic currents (uIPSCs) or
potentials (uIPSPs) were isolated and measured. After recordings,
the axonal arborization of each recorded neuron was reconstructed.
The reconstruction provided anatomical confirmation of physio-
logically identified inhibitory synaptic connections, as well as iden-
tification of the cell type of recorded cells. Based on previously
established axonal arborization-based interneuronal classification
schemes [16, 30, 56, 57], we could unambiguously classify L1-3
interneurons into 9 general groups: SBCs and ENGCs in L1, and
MaCs, NGCs, BTCs, BPCs, BaC, DBCs, and ChCs in L2/3.
Specifically, L1 SBCs have heterogeneous dendritic morphology
and a characteristic vertically descending horsetail-like axonal bun-
dle with short side branches. In contrast, L1 ENGCs have their
dense axonal arborization elongated horizontally and restricted
largely within L1. L2/3 MaCs have their axonal arborization
specialized to project mainly towards L1. L2/3 NGCs have their
arborization formed into a highly symmetrical and spherical den-
dritic field and axonal arbor. L2/3 BTCs have given rise to two
primary dendrites from opposite poles and an axon forming wide
vertical and horizontal projections. L2/3 BPCs have an axon com-
monly emerging from one of the primary dendrites and forming a
narrow descending band that crosses multiple layers. L2/3 BaCs
have a basket-like axonal arborization. L2/3 ChCs have an axon
forming characteristic chandelier-like terminals with short vertical
rows of boutons. These interneurons can often be identified with
direct visual assessment if the majority of their axonal arborization is
recovered. The axonal length density analysis can verify the cell type
identification since these seven types of L2/3 interneurons differ
significantly in their axonal arborization patterns, reflecting pre-
sumably the participation of distinct circuit connections.
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5 Conclusion

In order to analyze complex behavior at the circuit level, the
identification and role of each participating neuron must be
known. Because of the vast diversity of interneurons, in their mor-
phology, chemical and electrophysiological characteristics, as well as
their distinct synaptic properties and organization, deciphering
neuronal circuitry and its effect on behavior has been challenging.
Therefore, to analyze the circuits involved in attention, which are
known to contain many diverse interneurons, we have employed a
simultaneous quadruple-octuple whole-cell recordings method we
developed. Furthermore, because the testable connectivity pattern,
C, increases exponentially with the increase of the number of
simultaneously recorded neurons, n, or C ¼ 4n(n � 1)/2, simulta-
neous quadruple-octuple whole-cell recordings dramatically
increase the yield and chance to detect the complex synaptic inter-
connections. Therefore, analyzing transsynaptic connections of 4–8
cell-type identified neurons promises to decode the organization of
complex cortical inhibitory circuits used in different types of
behavior.
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Chapter 8

Optogenetic Dissection of the Striatal Microcircuitry

Gilad Silberberg and Henrike Planert

Abstract

The striatum is the principal input structure of the basal ganglia, comprised almost entirely of inhibitory
neurons, which include projection neurons and a small yet diverse population of interneurons. Striatal
afferents include glutamatergic inputs from the neocortex and thalamus, and massive dopaminergic input
from the substantia nigra pars compacta. In order to better understand the operational roles of striatum, it is
essential to have a good grasp of its microcircuitry, namely a detailed description of its neuron types and
their synaptic connectivity. Traditionally, studying synaptic connectivity between identified neurons was
performed using paired and multineuron intracellular recordings in brain slices. The recent introduction of
optogenetic methods offers new experimental approaches for microcircuit analysis, one of which is the
combination of whole-cell patch-clamp recordings and optogenetic activation of presynaptic neurons. In
this chapter we present recent advances in our understanding of the striatal microcircuitry when studied
with electrophysiological and optogenetic methods. We first introduce the different neuron types compris-
ing the striatal microcircuitry and describe their basic interconnectivity as inferred from electrophysiological
measurements. We then present a few recent studies performed primarily in striatal and corticostriatal slices,
where the powerful combination of electrophysiology and optogenetics revised our understanding of
striatal functional organization.

Key words Optogenetics, Channelrhodopsin, Patch clamp, Striatum, Slice, In vivo, Striatal microcir-
cuit, Feedforward inhibition

1 Striatal Projection Neurons

The striatum forms the main input nucleus of the Basal Ganglia
(BG). It receives excitatory glutamatergic input from cortex and
dopaminergic (DAergic) modulation from Substantia Nigra pars
compacta (SNc) [1–4], as well as ACh neuromodulation from
within. Figure 1a depicts afferent input and efferent projections of
the striatum, as well as its main neuron and connection types. These
were inferred from studies using electrophysiological, anatomical,
histochemical, and relatively recently also transgenic techniques.

The medium spiny projection neurons (MSNs) comprise the
vast majority of striatal neurons, taking their name from their
morphological appearance [5]. MSNs project to external globus
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pallidus (GPe, GP in rats), Substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr),
and internal globus pallidus (GPi, entopeduncular nucleus in rats).
They discharge at low rates in vivo [6, 7]. Because MSNs appear
similar based on anatomical and electrophysiological grounds, they
were long investigated as one electrophysiological subtype [8–11].
Only with the introduction of transgenic mice expressing EGFP
under control of the promoter of D1 and D2 receptors, separate
descriptions of the MSN types projecting via different pathways
have become possible (see below).

In vivo, under anesthesia as well as during slow wave sleep, the
membrane of MSNs alternates between a hyperpolarized “down
state” and a depolarized “up state” [12–14]. The up state is driven

Fig. 1 Main striatal circuitry and neuron types. (a) Striatal afferent and efferent projections and main
connectivity. The striatum receives glutamatergic input from cortex and thalamus (black), dopaminergic
modulation (yellow) from Substantia Nigra pars compacta (SNc), and feedback from globus pallidus (GP,
light green). Its main neuron type, the medium spiny neuron (MSN, dark green), sends projections to GP and
Substantia Nigra pars reticulata (SNr). Within the striatum, Fast-spiking interneurons (FSIs, light green) feed
forward to MSNs, and MSNs display collateral inhibition onto other MSNs. In addition, cholinergic neurons
(pink) feed forward to MSNs via an axo-axonic pathway that has been unraveled with optogenetic methods. (b)
Characteristic nonlinear voltage response of an MSN to injection of equal amplitude current steps. MSNs of the
different “direct” and “indirect” pathways (dMSNs/iMSNs) have similar morphological and electrophysiologi-
cal properties. (c) Typical electrophysiological responses of the “classical” striatal interneuron types to current
steps: FSIs, cholinergic interneurons, and “low threshold spiking” (LTS) interneurons. Additional subtypes
(grey) have been characterized based on immunohistochemistry only (Calretinin expressing interneurons, CR),
or relatively recently with the help of transgenic mice through their expression of specific proteins and
consecutive electrophysiology. Parts of the figure are reproduced, with permission, from Planert et al. [56]
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by cortical input and its membrane potential is determined by
specific potassium channels [13]. When the animal is awake, how-
ever, the membrane potential distribution ofMSNs does not appear
bimodal but centered around one peak only [15].

In vitro, medium spiny neurons rest at hyperpolarized mem-
brane potential similar to the down state. They show characteristic
ramp responses and delayed firing to near-threshold current steps,
which are due to slowly inactivating potassium conductances [9].
MSNs furthermore display nonlinear membrane properties with
inward and outward rectification, making the input resistance
highly dependent on the membrane potential of the neuron, and
leading to nonlinear IV relationships (Fig. 1b). Specifically, potas-
sium inward rectifying conductances clamp the membrane poten-
tial to hyperpolarized values, whereas depolarization-activated
potassium channels lead to outward currents at near-threshold
membrane potentials [10].

1.1 The “Direct” and

“Indirect” Striatal

Pathways

A subset of MSNs projects directly to BG output structures
substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) and GPi. Others send axons
to GP, which in turn projects to the BG output structures. The idea
has been put forward that these two direct and indirect striatofugal
pathways via different effect on BG output functionally oppose
each other in motor control, such that the direct pathway facilitates
and the indirect pathway inhibits movements. This “parallel” [16]
direct and indirect pathway organization of striatofugal projections
has been highly influential in models of function and dysfunction of
the BG in motor control [17, 18]. The opposite effects of dopa-
mine (DA) depletion on the two pathways lead to the assumption
that DA affects direct and indirect pathways differentially [19].
From gene expression experiments it was furthermore inferred
that the effects are mediated by selective expression of D1 Rs
in striatonigral, and D2 Rs in striatopallidal MSNs, respectively
[20]. Also the neuropeptides substance P and Dynorphin
versus Enkephalin are expressed in direct and indirect pathways,
respectively [5].

As described above, MSNs were initially treated as one mor-
phological and electrophysiological subtype. Only relatively
recently, transgenic BAC mice have become available [21],
allowing the separate investigation of the striatofugal pathways
based on their receptor expression, for example through expression
of EGFP under the promoters of D1 or D2 receptors. A few
studies have addressed electrophysiological properties of the neu-
ron types in the transgenic mouse model or in retrogradely labeled
rat MSNs, consistently finding differences in intrinsic excitability
[22–25].
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2 Striatal Interneurons

Embeddedwithin the vastmajority of projectionneurons is a small yet
diverse population of interneurons, making roughly 5 % of all striatal
neurons (Fig. 1a, c). Most of these interneurons are inhibitory
(GABAergic) neurons of different types, classified according to their
expression of molecular markers, morphology, and electrical proper-
ties.Oneunique typeof striatal neuron is the cholinergic interneuron,
which is the only type of striatal neuron that is not GABAergic.

2.1 Cholinergic

Interneurons (ChI)

Cholinergic interneurons (ChI) comprise ~1 % of striatal neurons
and are characterized by a large soma, “sag” response to step
current injection, and spontaneous “tonic” discharge in vivo and
in slice recordings [26, 27]. ChIs express Choline acetyltransferase
(ChAT) and release acetylcholine (ACh) within the striatum, affect-
ing different types of neurons and synapses via both muscarinic and
nicotinic receptors [28]. ChIs were presumed to be the sole source
of acetylcholine to the striatum; however, an afferent cholinergic
pathway has recently been described, arising from the PPN [29].
ChIs are relatively well-studied neuron type due to their tonic
activity in vivo, which makes them easily identified in extracellular
recordings, and their large somata, enabling their identification in
slice recordings even without specific fluorescent markers. ChIs, or
TANs, as referred to in in vivo extracellular studies, were shown to
decrease their discharge rate in response to reward-related stimuli,
simultaneous with increase of midbrain DA neuron discharge [30],
suggesting that striatal DA levels are increased concomitantly with
the cholinergic pause.

2.2 Parvalbumin (PV)

Expressing

Interneurons

Parvalbumin (PV) expressing interneurons are the most studied
GABAergic striatal interneuron. PV expressing interneurons are
also referred to as Fast-Spiking (FS) interneurons due to their
electrophysiological properties, including narrow action potentials,
deep afterhyperpolarization, non-accommodating or stuttering dis-
charge response to step current injection, and the ability to dis-
charge at high frequencies of several hundred Hz [31].
Morphologically, PV interneurons have aspiny dendrites and
dense axonal arbor, which is typically larger than the dendritic
tree. Striatal PV interneurons share most of their neuronal proper-
ties with neocortical and hippocampal basket cells, which are also
PV interneurons. However, PV interneurons in these brain regions
are more diverse and include several subtypes, such as the chande-
lier (axo-axonal) interneurons that have no striatal counterpart
[32]. Striatal PV interneurons, in contrast, appear to constitute a
relatively homogeneous population although they do not all co-
express certain markers such as the serotonin 5HT3a receptor [33].
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2.3 Somatostatin

(SOM) Expressing

Interneurons

Somatostatin (SOM) expressing interneurons are GABAergic
interneurons which are also referred to as low threshold spiking
(LTS) interneurons [31]. These are interneurons with high input
resistance, narrow action potentials, accommodating discharge pat-
tern in response to step current injection, often triggering a
calcium-mediated plateau potential, hence referred to in some
studies as pLTS interneuron, and rebound action potential dis-
charge following hyperpolarizing current injections [34].

SOM interneurons have smaller and sparser axonal arbors than
PV interneurons. Apart from somatostatin they typically express
additional molecular markers such as nitric oxide synthase (NOS)
and neuropeptide-Y (NPY); however, it was recently shown that
NPY is not an exclusive marker for SOM interneurons but also for a
different class of interneurons, the neurogliaform cells [35].

2.4 Neurogliaform

(NGF) Interneurons

Neurogliaform (NGF) interneurons are the second type of inter-
neurons expressing NPY. They are characterized by their dense and
spherical arborization, which was described earlier in the neocortex
[36]. Their electrical properties are very different from the other
class of NPY expressing neurons (SOM interneurons). Upon injec-
tion of step current they display a ramp depolarization preceding
action potential discharge, hence referred to as “late spiking.” Their
discharge pattern is non-accommodating and the input resistance is
not as high as of SOM interneurons. Interestingly, cortical NGFs
are the main source of GABAb input to pyramidal cells and make a
very slow type of GABAa synapse, and the latter has also been
observed in the striatum [35, 37, 38].

2.5 Calretinin

Interneurons

One of the molecular markers used to initially classify striatal inter-
neurons was the calcium binding protein Calretinin [34, 39]. Cal-
retinin expressing interneurons are GABAergic and form a separate,
non-overlapping class of interneuron, accounting for less than 1 %
of striatal neurons in rodents [40] and higher proportion in the
primate striatum [41]. Whereas other interneuron types such as
those expressing ChAT, PV, and SOM/NO have been extensively
characterized [31], very little is known about the intrinsic and
synaptic properties of CR interneurons.

2.6 Other

Interneuron Types

In addition to the interneuron types mentioned above, there have
been new subtypes described recently based on BAC transgenic
animals expressing EGFP under the promoters of specific genes
such as those coding for tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) and the 5HT-3a
type receptor (5HT3aR-EGFP) [33, 42, 43]. In these studies
labeled neurons were all interneurons, yet they displayed diverse
electrical, morphological, and molecular properties. This suggests
that such interneuron classes contain several subtypes, some of
which overlap with previously defined interneuron classes. Interest-
ingly, in both cases of such interneuron types, the TH and 5HT3a
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interneurons, there is no evidence for dopamine signaling or the
expression of 5ht3a receptors in all labeled interneurons, respec-
tively [33, 43].

3 Intrastriatal Synaptic Connectivity

MSNs of both projection types receive strong cortical as well as
thalamic innervation [44], and also FSIs receive glutamatergic
synapses from both cortex and thalamus [45]. Within the striatal
microcircuitry, two main modes of operation have been described:
“Feedforward” inhibition, mainly as the one between FSIs and
MSNs [46–48], as well as GABAergic “feedback” inhibition
between MSN collaterals [49–51]. Figure 1a depicts these and
some of the other main intrastriatal connectivity types described
below.

In Fig. 2, different experimental configurations of studying
intrastriatal connectivity with electrophysiological methods in the
slice preparation are shown (Fig. 2a–d), as well as some example
recordings of feedforward and feedback connectivity (Fig. 2e, f).
Relatively unspecific information as regarding the presynaptic neu-
ron type is obtained employing presynaptic macro- or microstimu-
lation in combination with patch recording of the postsynaptic
neuron and pharmacological blockade of specific afferences
(Fig. 2a). Multineuron patch recordings allow the detailed electro-
physiological characterization and classification of pre- and post-
synaptic neuron, and, when combined with retrograde labeling,
also information about the projection target (Fig. 2b). However,
as interneuronal populations are small and most of them cannot
easily be told apart from the very abundant MSNs in the infrared
picture, such a “blind” approach of patching interneurons is very
time-consuming. The introduction of transgenic mice expressing
fluorescent protein under the promoters of different genes allowed
directed patching of interneuronal subpopulations (Fig. 2d–f).
However, as mentioned above, it also opened new questions
about interneuronal classifications based on electrophysiological,
anatomical, and neurochemical grounds. The studies described
below allowed the description of basic striatal microcircuitry mostly
through multineuron patch-clamp recordings, and sometimes in
combination with transgenic techniques.

3.1 Feedforward

and Feedback

Inhibition in the

Striatum

In vitro, FSIs can delay or inhibit MSN discharge [46], and also
in vivo the activity of projection neurons inversely covaries with FSI
activity [48].

In comparison to FSI-MSN synaptic inhibition, the effect of
collateral inhibition between MSNs is rather small as measured at
the soma [52, 53]. This small somatic response size argues against a
competitive winner-take all mechanism between MSNs [45, 52].
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Also the convergence of FSIs onto MSNs is large [45], and
connectivity as measured in the slice is consequently robust and
widespread [46, 54–56], whereas interconnectivity for MSNs is
sparse [49, 50, 56–58]. This pattern somewhat resembles the orga-
nization of cortical neuronal microcircuits. Here, similar fast-
spiking interneurons feed forward onto pyramidal cells seemingly
unspecifically and with high connection probabilities [59], while
projection neurons themselves are only sparsely connected [60, 61].

Fig. 2 Intrastriatal connectivity as investigated with electrophysiological methods in the slice preparation. (a)
Presynaptic macro- or microstimulation of afferences (green) and patch recording of the postsynaptic neuron
(grey). Intrastriatal microstimulation (right scheme) can give information about the amplitude of a unitary
response in the postsynaptic neuron, but the electrophysiological signature of the presynaptic neuron remains
unknown. (b) Multineuron patch recordings allow electrophysiological description of both pre- and postsyn-
aptic neuron. When combined with retrograde labeling of SNr, information about the projection target of MSNs
can be inferred (c). (d) Directed patching of neuronal subpopulations marked with fluorescent protein in slices
from transgenic mice, e.g., interneuronal populations in LHX-6-EGFP mice (left), or patching of “direct
pathway” MSNs in Drd1 EGFP mice (right). (e, f) Example recordings of feedforward and feedback connectivity
in the striatum, respectively, measured in Drd1-EGFP transgenic mice, and allowing inferences about the
connectivity and dynamics in relation to direct and indirect striatofugal pathways (see also text). Figure 2d, e, f
is partially reproduced, with permission, from Planert et al. [56]
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Apart from FSIs also LTS neurons have been described to feed
forward onto MSNs [46]. High resistance “LTS” neurons in turn
appear to receive feedforward synapses from FSIs with relatively
low probability [62].

Regarding feedback and feedforward intrastriatal connectivity
in relation to direct and indirect pathways or D1/D2 receptor
expression, an early immunohistochemical and electron micro-
scopic report of interconnectivity between the different projection
neuron types [63] was later complemented with the finding of
synaptic coupling of D1 and D2 MSNs in vitro [56, 57]. The
study by Taverna et al. concluded rather differential connectivity
depending on the presynaptic MSN type, and later results were in
agreement with these findings. Both MSN subtypes are targeted by
FSIs with high connection probabilities, and even individual FS
neurons appear to synapse onto MSNs of both types [54, 56,
Fig. 2e].

3.2 Electrical

Synapses Between

Fast-Spiking

Interneurons

A fast mode of communication by which signals can be directly
transmitted between neurons is the connection via electrical
synapses [64]. In the cortex, FSIs are electrically coupled by these
so-called gap junctions, which can synchronize them [47, 65, 66].
Also in the striatum, FSIs interconnect via electrical synapses [46,
47; see Fig. 1a], and they are also connected through chemical
synapses, just as neocortical FSIs [54, 65, 66]. They, however, do
not appear to be broadly synchronized in vivo and in a network
model [67, 68].

3.3 Synaptic

Dynamics and

Plasticity in Striatal

Microcircuits

Synaptic transmission in the nervous system is dynamic, such that
synaptic response amplitudes change when receiving multiple pre-
synaptic inputs within tens or hundreds of milliseconds. At synapses
between principal cortical neurons for example, response amplitude
decreases for consecutive APs, and other cortical synapses show
facilitating dynamics [69, 70]. This may allow for dynamic change
of the weight of specific synapses within small networks.

One common way of quantifying short-term plasticity is by
calculating the ratio of two consecutive synaptic responses (the
paired-pulse ratio, PPR). A PPR that is larger than one is an
indication for a presynaptic mechanism of vesicle depletion, leading
to diminished presynaptic release probability. Tsodyks and Mark-
ram developed a model in order to describe the dynamical proper-
ties of cortical synapses quantitatively, extracting parameters for
both recovery from depression and facilitation [69, 71]. The phe-
nomenological model estimates several parameters to fit the average
postsynaptic responses to a train of action potentials (APs). These
include the absolute synaptic efficacy of the synapse (i.e., the
response if release probability is maximal, this could depend on
the postsynaptic receptor density and the number of release sites).
The initial PSP amplitude as well as the amplitudes in response to
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consecutive APs will depend on the release probability of the
synapse. The available fraction of resources is reduced with each
AP according to the release probability. A time constant describes
the time course of recovery of these resources. In a later version of
this model, a facilitatory mechanism is added, where the release
probability is dynamic as well.

Short-term plasticity within the striatal microcircuitry has been
described at the different synaptic contacts [50–53, 56, 72, 73].
When investigating striatal feedforward and feedback connections
in identified neurons with the methods of analysis described above,
FSIs provide a strong and homogeneously depressing “feedfor-
ward” inhibition of both striatonigral/D1 and striatopallidal/D2
MSNs [56; Fig. 2e]. When using experimental data in order to
model the postsynaptic effects of the depressing feedforward inhi-
bition that result from naturally occurring FSI discharge patterns,
in vivo variability in FSI discharge translates to high variability in
postsynaptic amplitudes due to the strong depression of the FSI-
MSN synapse [74].

In contrast to depressing FSI-MSN connections, both MSN
types receive sparse and variable, depressing and facilitating synaptic
“feedback” transmission from other MSNs [56]. In the cortex, the
same presynaptic cell can lead to different dynamics of postsynaptic
response, depending on the target neuron [71]. However, in the
striatum, neither the individual postsynaptic MSN nor its type
seems to determine the dynamics of the connection, at least in
connections with presynaptic indirect pathway/D2 MSNs
(Fig. 2f). Instead, the individual presynaptic MSN (not its projec-
tion type) may dictate the dynamics of the response. This may be
important in shifting the weights between different interconnected
subnetworks depending on the input pattern the postsynaptic neu-
ron receives.

Plastic changes can also occur as long-term effects, for example
in response to sustained stimulation as long-term potentiation
(LTP) of the synaptic response [75]. Such long-term effects of
synaptic activity are often used to model learning in synaptic net-
works. Depending on the stimulation protocol, or as effects of the
timing of pre- and postsynaptic activity, long-term depression
(LTD) or spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) can occur,
respectively. In a multitude of studies, these plastic phenomena
have been described in the striatum, often at glutamatergic (corti-
costriatal) synapses [76–79].

Interestingly, intrastriatal synapses exhibit inhibitory plasticity
(iLTD) through depression at GABAergic synapses onto MSNs
[80–82]. There is some evidence that this depression can shape
striatal output in response to cortical activity [58, 80].
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3.4 Optogenetics

in Striatal Microcircuit

Research

The development of optogenetic tools in recent years has signifi-
cantly expanded the available toolbox for the research of neural
circuits, linking specific neuron types and pathways to behavior,
brain states, and diseases [83, 84]. In particular, it enables the
investigation of local as well as afferent synaptic pathways mediated
by specific presynaptic neuronal populations. The specificity is
obtained by means of Cre dependent expression of light sensitive
channels or pumps (such as Channelrhodopsin and Halorhodop-
sin) and by targeted topographic injection of the viral constructs
into specific brain regions. Investigation of the synaptic pathways
can then be performed either under in vivo conditions or in the
slice, depending on the question at hand (Fig. 3). In the following
section we will present some of the recent advances in our under-
standing of the striatal microcircuitry that utilized the combination
of optogenetics and electrophysiology in slices and in vivo.

3.4.1 In Vitro Striatal

Optogenetics

Studying the synaptic connectivity between different types of neu-
rons requires the unambiguous identification of both pre- and
postsynaptic neurons. This level of certainty is typically obtained
by paired intracellular recordings in which neurons are electrically,
morphologically, and chemically characterized during and after
recording synaptic connections between them (Fig. 2b–f, see
Sect. 5). With the aid of fluorescent microscopy, selection of iden-
tified neurons is facilitated if they are labeled with a fluorescent
marker such as EGFP or retrograde fluorescent beads [56, 60]. The
advantage of optogenetic stimulation in such experiments lies in the

Fig. 3 Neuronal interconnectivity as studied using optogenetic tools. (a, b) Schemes of activation of neurons
and activation of fibers using LED stimulation of the slice preparation. (c) Inset: example recording of MSN
(grey) and fluorescent FSI (red) in striatum of PV-Cre mouse injected with AAV and expressing mCherry and
Channelrhodopsin in FSIs. A train of APs in the presynaptic FSI (red trace) elicits a depressing synaptic
response (average, bottom grey trace). LED stimulation with the same frequency (light blue) while ensuring AP
response in the FSI leads to large amplitude depressing response in the MSN (bottom, light blue trace),
suggesting activation of multiple FSIs, as described in [62]
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possibility to reliably activate specific presynaptic populations and
not only single presynaptic neurons (Fig. 3a, see Sect. 5). This
advantage is also used in activating specific afferents while recording
only from postsynaptic neurons, which is especially helpful when the
originating neuron is far away from its target. Traditionally, stimu-
lation of such afferents was achieved by extracellular stimulation
(Fig. 2a); however, this method has important limitations due to
the nonspecific activation of different axons, both local and afferent.
Using optogenetic stimulation of terminals allows the activation of
afferents of more specific type and topographic origin (Fig. 3b).
One of the first such studies that utilized optogenetic stimulation of
a defined neuronal population in the basal ganglia was that of
Chuhma and colleagues [85]. In that study the authors created a
mouse expressing ChR2 in striatal MSNs to elucidate their intra-
and extrastriatal connectivity. By photostimulating in slices the
authors could activate local intrastriatal connections as well as the
long-range connections between MSNs and their targets at the
Substantia Nigra and Globus Pallidus. Using this method allowed
for a functional characterization of MSN synaptic connections
between MSNs and certain neuron types, and more importantly,
showed a high degree of selectivity in postsynaptic targets within the
receiving network. In the striatum, MSNs connect to neighboring
MSNs and to a lesser degree to neighboring ChIs; however, they do
not connect to FS interneurons at all (Fig. 3a). While such data
could be accumulated using extensive paired recordings, light acti-
vation of many presynaptic terminals of the same type provided a
faster and more reliable method to quantify the connectivity. In the
SN, photostimulation of MSN synaptic terminals showed that stria-
tal projections specifically targetedGABAergic neurons and avoided
DA neurons. Such findings cannot be obtained by paired record-
ings, and neither earlier anatomical [86] nor electrophysiological
[87, 88] studies could provide a conclusive connectivity scheme due
to the unspecific electrical stimulation.

By using Cre-dependent expression of channelrhodopsin, sev-
eral studies could address questions pertaining to the interconnec-
tivity between different types of striatal neurons. In most such
studies, optogenetic expression is induced by viral injections,
enabling not only the molecular specificity but also region
specificity.

Cholinergic interneurons have been of special interest in the
investigation of the intrastriatal microcircuitry due to their unique
properties, including their non-GABAergic synapses and tonic
activity. Using optogenetic stimulation, English and colleagues
[89] showed that simultaneous activation of ChIs induced strong
and complex disynaptic inhibition onto MSNs. Such inhibition was
not observed following stimulation of single ChIs, but required
simultaneous activation of several ChIs that was possible only via
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selective optogenetic activation of ChAT-expressing interneurons.
The source of ChI-MSN disynaptic inhibition was fully unraveled
a few years later, following the publication of three additional
studies, which also used the combination of optogenetics and
electrophysiological recordings in striatal slices [90–92]. In the
first of these studies, Cragg and colleagues showed that simulta-
neous activation of ChIs induced DA release in the striatum by
activation of DAergic terminals by nicotinic receptors [90]. In a
second paper, Sabatini and colleagues showed that photostimula-
tion of nigrostriatal DAergic terminals in striatum co-released
GABA, glutamate, and DA [91, 93]. Based on these studies, Kreit-
zer and colleagues then showed that optogenetic activation of ChIs
mediated GABAergic responses in MSNs by activating nigrostriatal
DA terminals via an axo-axonic disynaptic pathway [92]. Local
inhibition of MSNs is therefore mediated from neighboring
MSNs [56, 85], ChIs [89], and FS interneurons [46, 56, 62],
(see Fig. 1a for schematic overview). Feedforward inhibition by
FS interneurons onto MSNs is particularly robust, with large syn-
aptic amplitudes and high connection probability, similar to the
connectivity of cortical FS interneurons onto pyramidal cells [94].
In contrast, the connectivity between FS interneurons and ChIs
was tested using optogenetics and multineuron patch-clamp
recordings, showing a complete avoidance of ChIs even when
located amongst strongly inhibited MSNs [62].

The strongest drive for MSNs arises from glutamatergic inputs
by infragranular cortical pyramidal cells. It has been suggested
based on anatomical studies that cortical neurons belonging to
the pyramidal tract (PT) favor contacting indirect pathway MSNs
in the ipsilateral striatum, while intratelencephalic (IT) pyramidal
cells target direct pathway MSNs of both hemispheres [95]. This
bias in connectivity was recently tested using optogenetic activation
of PT and IT pyramidal cells and patch-clamp recordings from
direct and indirect pathway MSNs [96]. The authors expressed
ChR2 in the different cortical populations using retrograde viral
transport from axon terminals, and combined photostimulation
with fluorescence identification of the target MSNs. In contrast to
the above prediction, the study showed that both direct and indi-
rect pathway MSNs, as classified by their D1 and D2 expression,
received excitatory synaptic inputs from PT and IT pyramidal cells.

Long-term synaptic plasticity of intrastriatal connections has
not been extensively studied, partly due to the difficulty in accessing
specific inhibitory pathways. With the combination of optoge-
netics, slice electrophysiology, and pharmacology, Lovinger and
colleagues could dissect out intrastriatal pathway specific rules of
iLTD in MSNs [97]. Synaptic activation was done using optoge-
netic stimulation of specific presynaptic terminals before and after
induction of iLTD by electrical stimulation. Optogenetic activation
was thereby used as a more accurate replacement for the
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extracellular stimulation, enabling the assessment of the contribu-
tion of specific presynaptic neuron types, in particular GABAergic
synapses from MSNs or FS interneurons.

3.4.2 In Vivo Striatal

Optogenetics

Optogenetics is also extensively used in vivo, where light induced
activation and silencing alters behavior or activity patterns of
recorded neurons. A complete overview of these numerous studies
is beyond the scope of this chapter, and we will mention just a few
below. One of the first such experiments used Cre transgenic mice
for the direct and indirect striatal pathways, showing that optoge-
netic activation of direct pathway neurons increased locomotion
while activation of indirect pathway MSNs caused freezing and an
overall reduction in movement [98], thus supporting a long-
standing classical model of the direct and indirect BG pathways
[16, 19]. The BG are also involved in reward-related functions and
addiction, and several studies have used optogenetic manipulation
to show the impact of various pathways and neuronal populations
related to reward and addiction. In this type of studies, light is
delivered via fiber optic in the freely moving animal and the effect of
activating or inhibiting certain cell populations is measured for
different behavioral tasks [99, 100, see Sect. 5]. For example, the
role of ChIs in cocaine-induced behavior was elegantly shown by
optogenetically silencing ChI discharge during place preference
experiments in rats [100]. A method combining patch-clamp and
optogenetic stimulation was recently published, which enables
whole-cell recordings from deep structures by using the recording
patch pipette also as the light source for optical stimulation [101].

4 Summary and Outlook

In recent years there has been an “explosion” in the number of
studies combining slice electrophysiology and optogenetics to
study neural circuits. The main advantage of this combination lies
in the ability to activate (or silence) specific neuronal populations
and afferent pathways, based on their molecular identity and topo-
graphic location. There are, however, limitations in the optogenetic
approach that should be taken into account in the study design and
interpretation of the results. In several studies, including some
mentioned above, optogenetic activation evoked synchronous dis-
charge of several neurons in millisecond precision. This type of
activation rarely occurs under physiological conditions, as is the
case with optogenetic activation of ChIs [89, 90], which might
lead to abnormal activation of downstream synaptic pathways.
Another consideration is the selectivity in the optogenetic expres-
sion, which might cause ambiguity in the results. For example, an
afferent cholinergic pathway to striatum was recently discovered
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[29], therefore implying that optogenetic activation in ChAT-
ChR2 transgenic mice [89] could have stimulated not only striatal
ChIs but also cholinergic afferents. Other points to consider in the
design of experiments are the intrinsic properties of the optogenetic
constructs, such as their inactivation values and frequency limits.
The variety of opsins, viral constructs, and transgenic animals is,
however, continuously increasing, thus enabling precise choice of
tools tailored for the specific questions at hand.

The combination of optogenetics and electrophysiology is a
powerful match that is very likely here to stay. In recent years it
has dramatically increased our understanding of the functional
organization of the striatal microcircuitry. With the development
of new transgenic lines and optogenetic tools, we can expect com-
prehensive descriptions of many neural micro- and macrocircuits,
including those of the basal ganglia.

5 Methods

5.1 Slice Preparation

and Whole-Cell

Recordings, Standard

Protocols as Modified

from [62] and [56]

Following anesthesia, mouse brains are removed in ice-cold ACSF
containing (in mM): 125 NaCl, 25 glucose, 25 NaHCO3, 2.5 KCl,
2 CaCl2, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 1 MgCl2. 250 μm thick slices are cut
(Leica VT 1000S, Leica Microsystems, Nussloch GmbH, Ger-
many), then transferred to 35 �C for 30–60 min and after that
kept at room temperature (22–24 �C). Whole-cell patch recordings
are obtained at 35 � 0.5 �C. Glass electrodes are pulled with a
Flaming/Brown micropipette puller P-97 (Sutter Instruments
Co, Novato, Ca) and a resistance of 5–10 MΩ. The intracellular
solution contains (in mM) 105 K-gluconate, 30 KCl, 10 HEPES,
10 Na-Phosphocreatine, 4 Mg-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, and in some
experiments 0.3 % neurobiotin/biocytin. Neurons are visualized
with IR-DIC microscopy (Zeiss FS Axioskop, Oberkochen, Ger-
many) and fluorescent microscopy using a mercury lamp (HBO
100, Zeiss) and a fluorescent filter cube mounted on the same
microscope. Pairs, triplets, and quadruplets of neurons are recorded
within a range of 200 μm from mCherry fluorescently labeled
somata. Recordings with access resistance above 35 MΩ are dis-
carded. Recordings are amplified using multiclamp 700B (Molecu-
lar Devices, CA, USA) and digitized by an ITC-18 (HEKA
Elektronik, Lambrecht, Germany) acquisition board. Data is
acquired and analyzed using IGOR Pro (Wavemetrics, OR, USA).
Neurons are fluorescently labeled by expression of fluorescent pro-
teins (GFP, mCherry, tdTomato, RFP) or by retrograde labeling
with fluorescent latex beads. Such bead injections are described in
detail in previous publications [56]. In both cases, visualization is
done by switching to fluorescent microscopy while the patch-clamp
approach and recording is done in IR-DIC mode.
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5.2 Photostimulation Photostimulation in our experiments was generated through a
1 Watt blue LED (wavelength 465 nm) mounted on the micro-
scope oculars and delivered through the objective lens. The LED is
fixed at the end of a tube that was inserted instead of the micro-
scope eyepiece. Such tubes are now commercially available from
companies such as Mightex, Thorlabs, and others. In a few experi-
ments the same LED was mounted under the slice as described
previously [89], providing illumination to the entire field from
below. Photostimulation is controlled by a LED driver (Mightex
systems, CA, USA) connected to the ITC-18 acquisition board,
enabling control over the duration and intensity. The photostimu-
lation diameter through the objective lens is approximately 400 μm
with an illumination intensity of 9 mW/mm2. Other modes of
photostimulation include coupling of fiber optic to the microscope
and stimulation using laser, as described in [90], or a TTL con-
trolled shutter of the fluorescent light source, as described in [92].

5.3 In Vivo

Photostimulation

In vivo photostimulation has been described extensively in numer-
ous publications and is beyond the scope of this chapter. In the
study described here by the Kreitzer laboratory [98], photostimu-
lation was done via optic fibers that were bilaterally inserted into
both striatal hemispheres. Optic fibers were either coupled with
silicone probes (Neuronexus Technologies) thus forming an
“optrode,” or used independently, for optogenetic manipulation
of behavior without electrophysiological recordings.

In order to avoid the separate insertion of an optic fiber for
optogenetic stimulation in deep patch-clamp recordings, a new
method was recently published that enables the glass patch pipette
to be used also as the light guide for optogenetic stimulation [101].
The light source for the “optopatcher” (A-M systems, WA, USA)
could be a laser or LED coupled to the optic fiber inserted in the
pipette holder. The advantage of such a system would be the precise
delivery of light to the vicinity of the recorded neuron.
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Chapter 9

Paired Recordings from Synaptically Coupled
Neurones in Acute Neocortical Slices

Dirk Feldmeyer and Gabriele Radnikow

Abstract

The minimal element of a neuronal network is the microcircuit between a single pre- and postsynaptic
neurone. To date, a detailed analysis of individual synaptic connections is only possible using paired or
multiple recordings from synaptically coupled neurones. No other electrophysiological or optophysiologi-
cal technique allows a correlated functional and structural characterization of both pre- and postsynaptic
neurone, even down to the electron microscopic level. Paired recording studies have shown that a full
identification of the neuronal elements in a synaptic microcircuit is necessary to fully understand its
connectivity and synaptic dynamics. Furthermore, a description of the dendritic and axonal projection
pattern makes it possible to elucidate synaptic connectivity rules, e.g., whether it is random or highly
specific. Paired recordings can also be used in combination with pharmacological interventions, e.g., to
characterize the role of different ion channel subtypes in synaptic transmission and their modulation.
Finally, paired recordings also allow more challenging studies such as a quantal analysis of an identified
synaptic connection or the regulation of synaptic transmission by neurotransmitters acting on G protein-
coupled receptors. Taken together, paired recordings from synaptically coupled neurones are a powerful
technique that helps to describe the properties of synaptic microcircuits, which are the basic building blocks
of large-scale neuronal networks in the brain.

Key words Acute brain slices, Paired recordings, Biocytin staining, Postsynaptic potentials, Synaptic
contacts, Connectivity, Neuronal morphology

1 Introduction

Paired recordings from synaptically coupled neurones combined
with simultaneous dye fillings have been used to elucidate and
characterize the properties of small and generally local neuronal
microcircuits. The technique allows a correlated investigation of
the structural and functional properties of neuronal connections,
their development, and modulation.

Initially, paired recordings have been performed using sharp
microelectrodes in thick brain slices without optical control. Later,
the technique to cut brain slices was significantly improved, infrared
illumination of slices was introduced to enhance the visibility of
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neurones, and patch electrodes were used to obtain a better
signal-to-noise ratio of synaptic responses.

The major advantage of the technique is that patch-clamp
recordings from two (or more) neurones allow a functional,
electrophysiological characterization of synaptic signals while a
morphological identification and classification is possible by the
injection of the tracer dye biocytin during the physiological record-
ing. Subsequent histochemical procedures will permit the visuali-
zation and subsequent three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction; this
is required for a quantitative morphological analysis and a classifi-
cation of cell types. Synaptic contact sites between the pre- and
postsynaptic neurone can be identified under the light microscope
and verified on the electron microscopic level. Finally, the specific
modulation of synaptic transmission in a defined neuronal micro-
circuit can be investigated. Up to now, no other experimental
technique for studying all of these aspects in an identified synaptic
connection is available.

This chapter is aimed at describing the different steps necessary
for successful paired recordings from synaptically coupled neu-
rones. We will highlight the use of paired recordings for the corre-
lated analysis of the structural and functional properties of such
neuronal microcircuits and will describe different analytic
approaches for the classification of pre- and postsynaptic neuronal
cell types.

Finally, we will also mention potential limitations and pitfalls of
the paired recording technique and the obtained data. In particular,
we will address the different approaches in obtaining connectivity
estimates, and how these will deviate from true connectivity ratios
between two identified neurone types. Furthermore, we will discuss
the problem of neurone specificity of synaptic microcircuits, i.e.,
whether a given presynaptic neurone type targets preferentially or
exclusively a specific postsynaptic neurone type.

2 Methods

2.1 Brain Slice

Preparation

2.1.1 Optimizing Slicing

Conditions for Identified

Synaptic Connections

Most studies of neuronalmicrocircuits and synaptic connectivity have
been performed in brain slices from rat and mouse although a few
studies using cat and ferret brain slices are available. For each synaptic
connection one intends to study, it is important to determine the
optimal conditions for preparing brain slices so that the axo-dendritic
domain of the pre- and postsynaptic neurone is preserved.

In general, recordings from synaptically coupled neurones are
prone to underestimate the true neuronal connectivity. This is even
more pronounced in multiple than in dual recordings because the
orientation of the pre- and postsynaptic axons and dendrites,
respectively, will not be optimal for all connection types so that
either deep or superficial axonal projections will be truncated and
thus the number of synaptic connections will decrease.
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It should be noted that slicing conditions also need to be
adjusted for the age of the animal used for brain slicing; conditions
optimal for juvenile slices are in most cases not suitable for slices
from more mature and adult animals.

In order to determine an optimal slicing protocol, brain slices
are made using different cutting angles. Individual pre- and post-
synaptic neurones are stained via patch pipettes containing biocytin
(3–5 mg/ml) in the pipette (internal) solution. After histochemical
processing, stained neurones are inspected for the degree of den-
dritic and axonal truncations. In addition, their position in the slice
(i.e., do dendrites and axons run parallel to the slice surface or does
the apical dendrite point into or out of the slice) should be noted.
To maximize the synaptic connectivity, both the pre- and postsyn-
aptic neurones should be located deep in the slice (>60 μm and
preferably more) to limit the extent of dendritic and axonal trunca-
tions. For local synaptic connections (<100 μm soma distance),
slices in which neurones are oriented parallel to the surface should
be used (Fig. 1a1). For translaminar synaptic connections for which
the intersoma distance is well over 100 μm it may be advantageous
to use brain slices in which the presynaptic axon and/or the post-
synaptic apical dendrite projects slightly into the slice (Fig. 1a2).
This procedure is likely to increase the probability of finding synap-
tically coupled neurones. We found this to be the case, e.g., for the
translaminar synaptic connections between L4 spiny and L2/3
pyramidal neurones in the somatosensory cortex. Nevertheless,
only few slices will be optimal for finding synaptic connections:
The surface of the brain is curved and most apical dendrites are
oriented perpendicular to it. When cutting consecutive slices apical
dendrites of pyramidal neurones will initially point out of the slices
and are likely to be cut. In subsequent slices (marked light red in
Fig. 1b) the pyramidal neurones are largely preserved and their
apical dendrites run approximately parallel to the slice surface;
these are the brain slices used in paired recording experiments.
When cutting even deeper, apical dendrites will point into the
slice and will eventually be severed at its bottom surface (Fig. 1b).
Therefore, in most cases only one to three slices can be used for
studying synaptic connections.

Furthermore, slice preparations for studying long-range synap-
tic interactions between, e.g., a subcortical and a cortical area such
as the thalamocortical slices involve cutting the brain not only in
the coronal or (para)sagittal plane but also at tilted and/or oblique
angles to keep the connectivity to some degree intact (see Fig. 1c
and [1–4] for somatosensory, auditory, and visual thalamocortical
slices, respectively and [5] for corticostriatal slices). A further level
of complication arises when the neuronal connectivity between
more than two brain areas should bemaintained. One such example
is the recently developed corticotectal slices in which the pathway
between the inferior colliculi (tectum), the thalamus, and the
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neocortex is preserved ([6]). However, these preparations are rarely
used for paired recordings from synaptically coupled neurones
because the probability of finding individual long-range synaptic
connections is extremely low.

Fig. 1 Slicing procedure and possible artifacts. (a) The orientation of neurones in the slice affects the observed
synaptic connectivity estimate, in particular for translaminar projections: If a presynaptic neurone is oriented
parallel to the slice surface (a1), a part of the axon is likely to be cut so that the observed connectivity (in this
case with postsynaptic neurones located in more superficial layers) is lower than in (a2) where the neurone is
at an oblique orientation so that the axon points into the slice. Note that the somata of the presynaptic
neurones are at the same depth in the slice but that their synaptic connectivity is likely to differ markedly. The
presynaptic pyramidal neurone dendrite is in red, its axon in blue; synaptically connected neurones are in
black, unconnected neurones are in grey; WM stands for white matter. (b) Depending on the curvature of the
brain surface, the orientation of neurones in a slice changes with the depth of a slice as shown here. In the first
two sections, the apical dendrites of pyramidal neurones are oriented in a way that they will be cut. In the
following three sections (marked light red), the pyramidal neurones are oriented so that their morphology
remains largely intact while in all subsequent slices they are again cut. This effect is even more prominent if
the axonal domain is more extensive. (c) Procedure for cutting thalamocortical, somatosensory slices (see [1]
for details). Here, the brain has to be placed on a ramp and cut “semi-coronally” at an angle of 55� to obtain
approximately three slices in which the thalamocortical projection is preserved. For thalamocortical slices to
different sensory cortices such as the primary auditory and the visual cortex different slicing procedures have
to be used (modified from reference [1] with permission from Elsevier)
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2.1.2 Slicing Procedure A highly critical determinant for successful studies of synaptic
microcircuits in brain slices is the age of the animal used for the
experiment. Generally, neurones appear to be healthier in juvenile
brain tissue and dendrite and axon truncations are also less fre-
quent. For this reason, synaptic microcircuits are generally studied
in brain slices of rodents aged between 12 and 30 days. However,
neuronal connections undergo marked changes in their synaptic
properties between the first and fourth postnatal week for example
with respect to, e.g., the receptor complement at the synapse, the
neurotransmitter release probability, and the time course of the
postsynaptic potential (PSP; see [7]). Unfortunately, in more
mature or adult brain tissue (from 30-day-old rat or mice), the
visibility of cells in the slice is significantly reduced and neurones
show a lower survival time making the characterization of synaptic
microcircuits more difficult.

For slices from juvenile, up to 4-week-old animals, the follow-
ing solution (artificial cerebrospinal fluid, aCSF) has been used
successfully for cutting brain tissue with a vibrating microtome.
Its composition is: 125 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 25 mM glucose,
25 mM NaHCO3, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 1 mM CaCl2, and 5 mM
MgCl2 (aerated with 95 % O2 and 5 % CO2). Low [Ca2þ] together
with a high [Mg2þ] is used to minimize synaptic activity during the
slicing procedure. This reduces excitotoxicity and is essential for
healthy and viable slices (see [8–10]). Using these solutions we
were able to record from single and synaptically coupled neurones
for over 3 h. Prolonged viability of neurones is essential for, e.g.,
quantal analysis of identified synaptic connections ([11–13]) and
long sequences of pharmacological interventions (e.g., [11, 14,
15]). For brain slices from newborn or immature animals, the
same slicing solution is used; however, thicker (>400 μm) slices
need to be used because the tissue is softer (e.g., axons are largely
unmyelinated) and therefore more prone to disintegration.

Brain slices from animals older than 30 postnatal days (P30)
can also be cut in a modified, sucrose-containing solution (see
Sect. 2.4) which has suggested to increase the survival rate of
neurones. The composition of this solution is: 206 mM sucrose,
2.5 mM KCl, 25 mM NaHCO3, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 1 mM
CaCl2, 3 mM MgCl2, 3 mM myo-inositol, 2 mM Na-pyruvate,
and 0.4 mM ascorbic acid (aerated with 95 % O2 and 5 % CO2). For
mature animals, increasing oxygen levels (>30 %) during sedation/
anesthesia may also improve the viability of neurones. The duration
of experiments using slices from adult animals is significantly
shorter than for immature animals; therefore the incubation times
should not exceed ~30 min and the time between slicing and the
start of the experiment kept to a minimum.

Several other slicing protocols and solutions for older animals
are available under http://www.brainslicemethods.com/. How-
ever, in our hands pure sucrose-based slicing solutions were sufficient
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for obtaining healthy and viable neurones in brain slices of animals
more than �2 months old. When using this solution, transcardial
perfusion prior to sacrificing the animal appeared not to improve the
slice quality significantly but this was not studied systematically.

After an incubation period of 0.5–1 h slices are transferred to
the recording chamber. The slice is first visualized under low-power
optics (4� objective) to find the brain region of interest. Patching
of pre- and postsynaptic neurones is performed under visual control
using infrared differential interference contrast (IR-DIC) optics for
reduced diffraction and better visibility; for this a high-power
(40�) water-immersion objective is used (see also Fig. 2a for images
of the slice and the pre- and postsynaptic neurones).

2.2 Finding and

Identifying Synaptic

Connections

For all recordings from synaptically coupled neurones the most
crucial step is finding a sufficiently stable synaptic connection
between two (or more) identified neurones so that a detailed
characterization is possible. This step is dependent on the axonal
and dendritic geometry of pre- and postsynaptic neurone. In par-
ticular, the axonal domain of different presynaptic neurone types is
very variable, ranging from local to translaminar and/or transco-
lumnar as well as from sparse to dense. This will result in large
differences in the connectivity ratio. For example, interneurones
with a dense but spatially confined axonal domain such as neocor-
tical basket cells are likely to exhibit a high connection (~70 % and
higher) probability with neurones in the reach of their axon
([16–18]). On the other hand, neurones with a sparse axonal
domain (i.e., with a low axonal length density per unit volume)
generally have connectivity ratios ~5–10 % and rarely exceed this
value (e.g., [19–21]). Thus, the connection probability of different
neurone types depends on the presynaptic axonal but also on the
postsynaptic dendritic projection. To account for these different
connectivity ratios, we have developed a “searching” protocol in
order to find synaptic connections between two neurone types in
brain slices. This procedure differs with respect to the connection
type (chemical synapse or gap junction) and—more importantly—
the connectivity ratio.

2.2.1 Synaptic

Connections with a High

Connection Probability

To find synaptic connections with a high connectivity ratio (such as
most synaptic connections involving GABAergic interneurones), a
“presynaptic” neurone is patched first in the voltage-recording
mode of the whole-cell configuration. Subsequently, a second,
potentially postsynaptic neurone is patched in whole-cell mode. A
train of action potentials (3–5 at 10 Hz) is elicited by short (5 ms)
current injections in the presynaptic cell to test whether postsynap-
tic potentials can be measured in the second neurone. If no
response is found, another potentially postsynaptic neurone is
patched with a new patch electrode until a postsynaptic response
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can be recorded. For “high probability” synaptic connections, no
more than three potentially postsynaptic neurones are tested. If no
connection is found, another “presynaptic neurone” is patched.
Once a synaptic connection has been established, action potentials
are also elicited in the postsynaptic neurone to identify possible
reciprocal synaptic connection because “high probability” synaptic
connections are frequently (50%) reciprocal. Reciprocal synaptic

Fig. 2 Functional analysis of neuronal microcircuits with paired recordings. Example of a paired recording from
a synaptic connection with a presynaptic spiny stellate neurone in layer 4 (L4) and a postsynaptic pyramidal
neurone in layer 2/3 (L2/3). The figure indicates the correlated morphological and functional analysis of
synaptic connections that is possible with the paired recording technique. (a) IR-DIC light microscopic images
of electrode arrangement during paired recording from a presynaptic spiny stellate cell and a postsynaptic
pyramidal neurone at a low magnification (a1). (a2), presynaptic spiny stellate neurone in neocortical layer 4;
(a3) postsynaptic pyramidal neurone in layer 2/3. (b) Presynaptic action potential (top trace) and ten
successive unitary EPSPs (middle traces). The bottom trace shows the average EPSP at this excitatory L4-
to-L2/3 connection. The dashed line marks the peak of the AP. (c) Three presynaptic action potentials
(interspike interval, 100 ms) elicit unitary EPSPs that show a marked depression. (d) Peak unitary EPSP
amplitudes plotted vs. time of the recording. The plot shows the variability of the unitary EPSP during
successive AP stimulations in the presynaptic cell. (e) CV analysis for the L4-to-L2/3 synaptic connection
shown in panel (a). The CV analysis shows the normalized standard deviation of the unitary EPSP amplitudes
recorded. A low CV indicates a high reliability of the synaptic connection (i.e., a high neurotransmitter release
probability), a high CV a low reliability (i.e., a low release probability). (f) Quantal analysis of the L4-to-L2/3
synaptic connection shown in panel (a). Relationship between the variance of the EPSP and the average
unitary EPSP amplitude for an individual L4-to-L2/3 neurone pair. Each data point shows a different probability
condition. Error bars indicate the theoretical standard error in the estimate of the variance. Solid line shows
the fit to a multinomial model giving quantal EPSP amplitude (qEPSP) of 90 μV and number of functional
neurotransmitter release sites (NF) of 5.25 (see also [11])
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connections can be homotypic (e.g., inhibitory–inhibitory) or het-
erotypic (excitatory–inhibitory or vice versa).

2.2.2 Synaptic

Connections with a Low

Connection Probability

A different protocol is used to identify synaptic connections with a
low connectivity ratio (i.e., <25 %), most of which are between
excitatory neurones (for a review see [22]). Here, a potential post-
synaptic neurone is patched first in the whole-cell, current-clamp
mode. Subsequently, surrounding neurones are tested for synaptic
connectivity using a high-resistance (�10 MΩ), so-called “search-
ing” patch pipette in the “loose seal” cell-attached configuration.
To avoid hyperexcitation through high extracellular Kþ and possi-
ble excitotoxicity, the “searching” patch pipette is filled with a
solution containing Naþ (instead of Kþ) as the major cation.
Once the “loose seal” is established, short (~5 ms) but relatively
large current pulses (amplitude in the low nA range) are applied
that need to be sufficiently strong to elicit an action potential.
These can be seen as small excursions on the voltage response.
Because “loose seals” can be obtained even when the patch pipette
is no longer perfectly clean, many neurones (>20) can be tested for
the existence of a synaptic connection without the need to replace
the stimulation electrode. It is therefore well suited for low-
probability synaptic connections. However, when a seal resistance
of ~100 MΩ can no longer be achieved, the “searching” patch
pipette needs to be replaced because action potentials can no longer
be elicited under this condition.

A synaptic connection is found when the postsynaptic neurone
responds with short latency (0.5–4 ms) EPSPs or IPSPs to presyn-
aptic action potentials elicited in the “loose seal” mode. Then, the
“searching” patch pipette is removed and the presynaptic cell is
repatched in whole-cell mode using patch pipettes with a resistance
between 4 and 8 MΩ filled with regular, Kþ-based intracellular
solution; the same solution is used from the patched postsynaptic
neurone. The internal solution is supplemented with 2–5 mg/ml
biocytin for subsequent morphological analysis. Then, recordings
of action potential and PSPs were made from pre- and postsynaptic
neurones, respectively, in the whole-cell, voltage-recording mode
(see below; cf. [9, 10]).

2.2.3 Electrically Coupled

Neuronal Connections

Paired recordings can also be obtained from electrically coupled
neurones. To find these “electrical” connections an approach simi-
lar to that for low-probability synaptic connections is used. First, a
neurone is patched in the whole-cell mode. Subsequently, a second,
potentially gap-junction-coupled neurone is patched in the “loose
seal” cell-attached mode. To test for electrical coupling, hyperpo-
larizing current pulses of 100–200 ms in duration were applied via
the loose seal and the response in the first neurone is monitored. If
the first neurone showed a small hyperpolarizing response with a
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duration similar to that of the current pulse, a gap-junction con-
nection is identified and the second neurone is then patched in the
whole-cell mode. The subsequent recording procedures are similar
to those for neurone pairs with a low connection probability. In
electrically coupled neurones, the stimulation-induced response
can be elicited also in the opposite direction, i.e., by stimulating
the first neurone and recording in the second.

2.3 Functional

Characterization

of a Synaptic

Connection

Paired recordings from synaptically coupled neurones allow a wide
variety of functional (Fig. 2) and structural analyses (Fig. 3). The
most relevant procedures are listed below. Ca2þ imaging of synap-
tically connected neurones is also feasible using the paired record-
ing technique. It has been shown to be a powerful method when
investigating e.g., mechanisms of activity-dependent changes in
synaptic transmission (see, e.g., [23, 24]). However, the focus of
this chapter is on the combined electrophysiological-morphological
characterization of neuronal microcircuits.

2.3.1 Time Course

of the Postsynaptic

Response

The time course of the postsynaptic current and voltage response
are both important determinants of the computational power of a
neuronal connection. For example, neurones with a long-lasting
PSP show stronger summation and integration of synaptic inputs
while short postsynaptic responses are necessary to obtain a high
temporal fidelity of repetitive synaptic input. Quantitatively, the
unitary EPSP/IPSP time course is described by its rise and decay
time. However, it should be noted that the time course of the
EPSP/IPSP is affected by dendritic filtering which is a function of
the distance between the recording site (generally the neurone cell
body) and the synapse location. Thus, the observed PSP summa-
tion at the soma and the synaptic integration are dependent on
whether synaptic contacts are more proximally or distally located.

When measured in the voltage-clamp mode, the time course of
synaptic currents shows also a connection specificity: for exam-
ple, EPSCs recorded in excitatory neurones decay much more
slowly compared to those recorded in inhibitory interneurones.
This has been linked to different AMPA-type glutamate receptor
subunits in these different neurones (e.g., [25]).

Latencies between the presynaptic action potential and the
postsynaptic response (Fig. 2b) may differ even when the axonal
and dendritic pathways are of roughly the same length. In layer 4 of
the barrel cortex, for example, excitatory synaptic connections
between layer 4 (L4) spiny neurones have a latency of about 1 ms
while L4 spiny neurone-L4 interneurone and L4 interneurone-L4
spiny neurone connections have a latency of 0.5 ms [18, 26]. This
difference in latencies is an important determinant for the temporal
window during which excitatory synaptic transmission can take
place. Other factors such as the structure of the pre- and postsynap-
tic site, the neurotransmitter release probability, and/or passive or
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Fig. 3 Structural analysis of neuronal microcircuits with paired recordings. (a) Computer-assisted 3D
reconstruction of a biocytin-stained, synaptically coupled L4 spiny stellate and a L2/3 pyramidal cell pair.
Presynaptic dendrite, red; Presynaptic axon, blue; postsynaptic dendrite, black; postsynaptic axon, green. The
inset (a1) shows the postsynaptic dendrite with the putative synaptic contacts marked by light blue dots. (b)
Electron microscopic images (b1–b4) of the four light microscopically identified synaptic contacts shown in
subpanel (a1). Both pre- and postsynaptic axon and dendrites, respectively, contain the dark precipitate
produced by the biocytin-HRP reaction (see 2.4.2.). Presynaptic boutons are marked with “b,” postsynaptic
dendritic shafts with “d” and the dendritic spine (see subpanel b4) with “sp.” Axonal boutons are clearly
identifiable by their content of transmitter vesicles. The scale bar in subpanel (b4) is 0.25 μm and applies also
to subpanels (b1–b3). (c) Density plots of the presynaptic axon (blue, c1) and the postsynaptic dendrite (white,
c2) of nine different L4 to L2/3 neurone pairs. The predicted innervation domain for this synaptic connection
type (yellow, c3) is calculated as the product of the L4 axonal density and the L2/3 dendritic density. The
innervation domain indicates the likelihood of synapse formation between pre- and postsynaptic neurone. In
all panels (c1–c3) the positions of the presynaptic cell bodies are marked by red dots; those of the presynaptic
neurones are indicated by white triangles
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active electrophysiological properties of the pre- and postsynaptic
neurone may also contribute to different latencies of synaptic
responses.

2.3.2 Synaptic Reliability An important property of a synaptic connection is its reliability, i.e.,
whether failure rate and response variability are low. To determine
this parameter, the presynaptic neurone is stimulated to elicit
EPSPs or IPSPs in the postsynaptic neurone. About 50–200 sweeps
are recorded (Fig. 2a, d) in order to determine the mean amplitude
of the synaptic response and its variance (¼the square of the stan-
dard deviation, SD). Ameasure for this is the coefficient of variation
which is calculated as:

CVPSP ¼ √ σ
2

PSP
� σ

2

Noise

� �
=μPSP

where σ2PSP is the variance of the mean PSP amplitude μPSP and
σ2Noise the variance of the membrane potential fluctuation. The
variance of the PSP is corrected by subtracting the membrane
potential variance (i.e., the membrane potential “noise”). The
CVPSP is thus the standard deviation of the unitary PSP amplitude
normalized to the average amplitude. For each synaptic connection
the CVPSP is determined separately and is a measure for the release
probability of a synapse. However, this measure is only indirect and
a detailed quantal analysis is required to determine its actual value.
For this the CVPSP is measured under conditions with
varying release probability, e.g., with variable extracellular free
Ca2þ concentrations (see [11–13] and chapter by Lanore and Silver
in this book).

An additional parameter related to the neurotransmitter release
probability at an identified synaptic connection is the short-term
synaptic plasticity expressed as the paired pulse behavior. This is
calculated by eliciting action potentials in the presynaptic neurone
at a fixed interval (e.g., 100 ms, Fig. 2c) and measuring the ampli-
tude of the postsynaptic response. The paired pulse ratio (PPR) is
then calculated as the quotient of PSP2/PSP1 This is, however, even
more indirect than the measurement of the CVPSP. The PSP paired
pulse behavior can be either facilitating or depressing so that the
second (and the following) stimuli produce larger or smaller PSPs,
respectively, than the first one ([27–29]). This is referred to as paired
pulse facilitation or paired pulse depression. Different synaptic con-
nections show differential synaptic behavior (e.g., non-fast-spiking
inhibitory interneurones [30–32]; hippocampal CA3-CA1 synapses
[33]; neocortical excitatory synapses [22, 34, 35]).

The failure rate is another parameter that depends on the
release probability at an identified synaptic connection. It describes
how frequently a synapse fails to respond to a presynaptic action
potential. Only synaptic connections with a low neurotransmitter
release probability and/or few synaptic contacts show a significant
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number of failures. However, despite a relatively low release proba-
bility failures may not occur when the number of synaptic contacts
for one connection is high. Therefore, the failure rate is a less
conclusive indicator of release probability.

2.3.3 Pharmacological

Characterization of a

Synaptic Connection

To identify the neurotransmitter receptors at an identified synaptic
connection pharmacological techniques are used. Here, specific
antagonists are used to block the postsynaptic response in full or
in part, in case several receptor types coexist at a postsynaptic site.
At most excitatory synapses, ionotropic glutamate receptors of the
AMPA and NMDA receptor type (GluA and GluN receptors) coex-
ist (e.g., [36]). Because of their markedly distinct ion channel
properties, they are the basis of the fast and the slow component
of the glutamatergic EPSP. In addition, the so-called kainate-type
glutamate receptors (GluK) are also present at some excitatory
synapses, mostly during early postnatal brain development (e.g.,
[37, 38]).

In the neocortex, inhibitory synaptic transmission is mostly
mediated by GABAA receptor channels. Generally, the time course
of IPSCs/IPSPs is much slower than that of EPSCs/EPSPs. In
addition, some inhibitory connections exhibit IPSPs that have two
components, a faster that is mediated by GABAA receptor channels
and a slower that is based on the activation of G Protein-coupled
GABAB receptors (e.g., [39]).

In addition, synaptic connections are also under the influence of
neuromodulatory neurotransmitters such as acetylcholine ([14]) as
well as dopamine, noradrenaline, adenosine, and many others. The
effect of these neuromodulators can be profound and will affect
cortical microcircuits in a differential manner because the receptor
types and their density differ in pre- and postsynaptic neurones.

2.4 Morphological

Characterization

of a Synaptic

Connection

Up to now, paired recordings from synaptically coupled neurones
are the only method to provide a detailed correlation of the func-
tional and structural characteristics of an identified synaptic micro-
circuit. For a quantitative analysis of the morphological properties
of neuronal microcircuits, optimal filling with the chromogenic dye
biocytin and careful histochemical processing are of paramount
importance. An optimized protocol for these procedures currently
used in our laboratory is briefly outlined below (for more detailed
descriptions see [9, 40]).

2.4.1 Biocytin Filling An optimal staining of the neurones in a paired recording experi-
ment requires adequate filling with biocytin. Here, the size of the
patch pipette opening is a critical factor. Low resistance patch
electrodes (2–4 MΩ, large tip diameter) provide good electrical
access and allow a rapid diffusion of biocytin into the cell. However,
to obtain well-stained neurones the formation of a GΩ seal after
recording and biocytin filling is indispensable, but when the tip
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diameter is large (and hence the resistance of the patch pipette is
low), the removal of the patch pipette and the subsequent forma-
tion of a GΩ seal become increasingly more difficult. When the
resistance of the patch pipette is lower than 2 MΩ, a GΩ seal will
not form, the cell membrane is damaged, and leakage of biocytin
out of the cell will ensue. Under these circumstances a quantitative
morphological analysis will not be possible.

Pipettes with a smaller tip diameter and ~6–8 MΩ resistances
(depending on the size of the neurone cell body) will give better
staining results although the dye diffusion time has to be longer.
After recording such patch pipettes can be retracted easily and a GΩ
seal forms readily ensuring clear staining results for an in-depth
morphological analysis. In our hands, recording for about 30 min
was sufficient to completely fill even large neurones with the dye.

It is necessary to minimize leakage of biocytin-containing intra-
cellular solution from the pipette into the extracellular space. After
histochemical processing this will result in background staining of
the surrounding tissue. In addition, deposits of dye precipitates
reduce the contrast and increase light diffraction thereby
compromising neuronal reconstructions (see below). In some
instances dye uptake into the soma of neighboring neurones can
also be observed. However, this is clearly distinct from labeling of
gap-junction-coupled neurones. In this case, dye coupling between
the neurone stained directly via the patch pipette and surrounding
electrically coupled neurones is frequently observed but the extra-
cellular space does not contain dark precipitates, which show a
marked contrast between extracellular space and labeled cell bodies.

2.4.2 Immunocyto-

chemical Processing

Following the electrophysiological recording and biocytin
filling slices are fixated for either light or electron microscopy (see
[9, 40]). The fixatives differ for both methods. For light micros-
copy a relatively weak fixative (4 % paraformaldehyde) is used; this
allows additional labeling approaches, i.e., immunofluorescence
labeling for intracellular marker proteins (e.g., parvalbumin for
fast-spiking basket cell interneurones; [18]). For electron micros-
copy strong fixatives (2.5 % glutaraldehyde þ 1.0 % paraformalde-
hyde) have to be used to ensure the preservation of subcellular
structures and cutting of ultrathin slices.

Because biocytin itself is not staining the cell when it is in
solution, an immunohistochemical reaction has to be performed
after the fixation (which lasts usually 1–2 days). Biocytin is a car-
boxamide, the exact chemical name of which is Nε-(þ)-biotinyl-L-
lysine. The labeling principle lies in its high affinity for avidin (or
streptavidin) so that it can be used as a permanent label when using
avidinylated visualization reagents. These could be fluorescence
markers but they have the disadvantage of bleaching after long-term
light exposure which makes detailed morphological reconstructions
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difficult. A permanent labeling protocol was first introduced by Hor-
ikawa and Armstrong ([41]) who used avidin-horseradish-peroxidase-
(HRP) to obtain a dark precipitate. Later, a refined and improved
protocol was developed for labeling of biocytin-filled neurones: A
streptavidin-biotinylated horseradish peroxidase (HRP) reaction
catalyzed with diaminobenzidine and started by the addition of
H2O2 results in the formation of a dark precipitate in the neurone
([42–44]). In our laboratory a modified procedure is used (described
in detail in [40] and [9]). Furthermore, to intensify the contrast of the
biocytin stain, nickel sulfate ((NH4)2Ni(SO4)2) and cobalt chloride
(CoCl2) are added to the solution; in some instances uranyl acetate
((UO2(CH3COO)2·2H2O)) is also used. All reactions have to be
monitored carefully by eye and stopped once an optimal staining
quality is reached to avoid overly dark specimens.

It is also possible to combine electrophysiological recordings
with immunofluorescent staining for specific cellular marker pro-
teins (such as parvalbumin, somatostatin, calretinin for different
types of cortical interneurones) and biocytin-HRP labeling. Dur-
ing recording, the neurone is filled with biocytin and a fluorescent
dye so that it is easily discernible from other neurones after parafor-
maldehyde fixation. In a second step, immunofluorescent staining
is performed using a biotinylated primary antibody for the marker
protein in question and a secondary antibody coupled to a fluores-
cent group. The fluorescent wavelength needs to be different from
that of the dye with which the neuron is filled during electrophysi-
ological recording. Finally, a biocytin-HRP labeling is made to
allow morphological reconstructions of the neurones labeled with
the fluorescent group. However, this multiple staining protocol
compromises the quality of the biocytin-HRP stain to some extent,
making reconstructions of the neuronal morphology less reliable.

After the chromogenic reaction, slices are transferred to slides
and embedded in different mounting media such as epoxy or acrylic
resins (both of which are not soluble in water) or the water-soluble
hydrocolloid mucoadhesive Mowiol®. Mowiol does not require
laborious dehydration and has the advantage to be liquid during
mounting and forming only a weak permanent bond between slide,
tissue, and coverslip. This allows an initial light microscopic exami-
nation after which the medium can be removed and replaced by a
epoxy resin so that a subsequent electron microscopic analysis can
be performed with the same tissue sample. In addition, Mowiol
does not quench fluorescence labels like most permanent resins do.

On the other hand, Mowiol is inferior to solid embedding
media when it comes to realistic 3D morphological reconstruc-
tions. This is because in viscous media nonlinear tissue distortions
occur particularly in the z-plane of the specimen [45]. Such non-
linear tissue distortions are very difficult if not impossible to correct
for because they depend on the depth of the neurone in the slice.
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Epoxy and acrylic resins do allow shrinkage correction and will give
a more realistic neurone morphology ([40]; see also below). An
additional advantage of acrylic resins (in particular Eukitt) is that
cytoarchitectonic features such as the cortical lamination and “bar-
rels” in layer 4 of the primary somatosensory cortex are clearly
discernible without additional staining. Moreover, the biocytin-
labeled structures show a higher contrast when the embedding
medium is an acrylic resin: Even small and thin structures such as
spine necks or axonal segments between synaptic boutons are more
readily visible making high-resolution tracing of these structures
significantly easier.

2.4.3 Neuronal

Reconstructions and

Morphological Analysis

Following the histochemical processing biocytin-labeled pairs of
synaptically coupled neurones are examined under the light micro-
scope using a 100� or a 60� oil immersion objective. In order to
be able to focus throughout the entire slice thickness, oil immersion
objectives with high numerical aperture (NA ¼ 1.4) have to be
used. Subsequently, computer-assisted 3D neuronal reconstruc-
tions are made (Fig. 3a) using the NEUROLUCIDA

® system (Micro-
brightfield). This is a neuroanatomical analysis system for tracing
the projection of dendrites and axons; it is coupled to a microscope
with a computer-controled, motorized stage and focus axis.

Tracing is normally done manually because the experience of
the reconstructing person makes it easier to distinguish dense and
profusely branching dendritic and in particular axonal structures
often the pre- and postsynaptic neurones. Their dendrites and
axons should be traced at high resolution, i.e., with 0.5–2.0 μm
z-length per turn of the focus wheel. A lower resolution can lead to
significant errors in the estimation of the dendritic and axonal
length and may even introduce spatial errors such as large “steps”
in the z-axis of a reconstructed process. All structures that are
ambiguous with respect to direction, depth, or branching pattern
should be checked carefully using the eyepieces (10�) of the
microscope. This is essential for neurones with a dense axonal
domain as is the case for interneurones (see, e.g., [18]). Further-
more, frequent alignments in the x, y, and z-dimensions of the
neurone need to be made to avoid distortions in the neuronal
structure because of error propagation.

In some laboratories half-automatic procedures are used for
neuronal tracings. However, reconstructions of more complicated
neuronal morphologies and in particular of synaptically coupled
pairs of neurones will involve heavy editing and are often just as
laborious as manual tracings.

For pairs of synaptically coupled neurones, the next step is to
identify possible sites where synaptic contacts could have formed
between the pre- and postsynaptic neurone. For this, neurones are
inspected at the highest possible magnification. Putative synaptic
contacts are sites where a presynaptic axonal bouton (visible as a
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swelling of the axon) comes in close apposition to a dendritic spine
or shaft of the postsynaptic neurone. Potential synaptic contacts are
marked in the 3D reconstruction and their dendritic location can be
determined. In order to verify synaptic contacts a subsequent elec-
tron microscopic (EM) analysis is required (Fig. 3b); only then
presynaptic boutons (with synaptic vesicles) and postsynaptic sites
can be identified unambiguously. However, we found that only
~10 % of light microscopically identified putative contact could
not be verified by EM [11].

After completing the reconstruction a quantitative morpholog-
ical analysis can be performed using the NEUROEXPLORER

® (Micro-
brightfield) software. It serves to analyze parameters such as, e.g.,
axonal and dendritic length, degree of collateralization, orientation
etc. and may serve to classify neuronal cell types by, e.g., a cluster
analysis. In addition, morphological data about the axonal and
dendritic domains of the pre- and postsynaptic neurones, respec-
tively, can be further processed to calculate axonal and dendritic
“length density” maps (Fig. 3c; [46]). These “density maps” repre-
sents the length of an axonal or dendritic segment in voxels of a
defined size. In this way, the so-called average innervation domains
can be calculated as the product of presynaptic axonal and postsyn-
aptic dendritic density. Such “innervation domains” are maps of the
probability of synaptic contact formation for an identified neuronal
microcircuit (Fig. 3c3; [21, 46–48]). The higher the presynaptic
axonal and postsynaptic dendritic length in a given voxel is the
more likely is the formation of a synaptic contact between them.

3 Discussion

Paired recordings from synaptically coupled neurones are a power-
ful technique to investigate the structure-function relationship of
neuronal microcircuits at the subcellular, cellular, and network
level. Because it allows the analysis of both the pre- and postsynap-
tic neurone of a neuronal microcircuit at the same time, it is
possible to clearly distinguish the site of action for different experi-
mental interventions which is not possible using extracellular stim-
ulation (be it electrical or optical) of presynaptic neurones.
Furthermore, paired recording combined with simultaneous bio-
cytin fillings can identify the morphology of both neurones in a
synaptic connection. However, to appreciate properly the results
gained from paired recordings, one needs to be aware of some of its
shortcomings.

3.1 Issues

Concerning Synaptic

Connectivity

A major problem of paired and in particular of multiple recording
studies is the synaptic connectivity ratio. Many publications provide
the so-called connectivity estimates. These estimates are meant to
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give information about the connection probability of a specific
neuronal connection; however, they are subject to several types of
errors and misinterpretations.

First and foremost, axonal and to a lesser extent dendritic
truncations will result in a substantial underestimation of the true
synaptic connectivity (i.e., values of 1 % and lower); in the worst
case, the connectivity is reported to be zero although a synaptic
connection exists (see, e.g., [20] vs. [10]). This is particularly
prominent when the axon projects over several mm to other ipsi-
and contralateral cortical areas and even to subcortical structures
([49–51]). A comparison of in vivo and in vitro data suggests that
the axonal length of long-range projecting excitatory neurones
such as L5 and L2/3 pyramidal cells can be underestimated by a
factor of 100�; however, axonal truncations are more likely for
distal collaterals than for local ones. Therefore, only local synaptic
connections can be studied when using the paired recording tech-
nique. Connectivity estimates for such local synaptic connections
may approach the true connectivities but become less and less
reliable the more distal the presynaptic boutons are. In particular,
for GABAergic interneurones with a dense but local axonal domain,
the connectivity estimates have been reported to be as high as
70–90 % ([16, 18, 52]).

The detection of synaptic connections is also affected by its
physiological properties. A low release probability (and hence a
large degree of PSP failures) or a small quantal EPSP or IPSP
amplitude (i.e., PSP amplitude at a single synaptic contact) will
result in a poor signal-to-noise ratio which in turn decreases the
probability of finding a synaptic connection. With respect to the
PSP amplitude, increasing the driving force for the ions permeating
the ligand-gated synaptic channel may help to improve the detect-
ability of synaptic connections. This is often used for inhibitory
synaptic connections were the reversal potential of Cl� ions is
around �90 mV and the resting membrane potential between
�70 and �65 mV, resulting in a driving force of only 20–25 mV.
This is significantly smaller than that for EPSPs for which the
electrochemical gradient is about 70 mV.

For connections with a low release probability, a higher extra-
cellular Ca2þ concentration will increase the release probability and
hence result in a lower failure rate. In turn, this will improve the
likelihood of identifying synaptic connections. However, this
approach affects the physiological properties of synaptically coupled
neurones so that it is generally not used for paired recordings,
except in case of quantal analysis studies ([11–13]).

Another factor that will influence the detection of synaptic
connectivity is the location of synaptic contacts. For most synaptic
connections, synaptic contacts are relatively close to the soma
(i.e., at a dendritic distance <200 μm); therefore, the PSP ampli-
tude and time course are not strongly distorted by dendritic
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filtering. However, for some synaptically coupled neurone pairs the
axonal projection pattern of the presynaptic neurone suggests
rather distal synaptic locations, e.g., the dendritic tufts of apical
dendrites. Such distal synaptic contacts have been described for
both inhibitory and excitatory synaptic connections, e.g., the neu-
rogliaform cell-to-L5B pyramidal cell connection, the Martinotti
cell-to-L5B pyramidal cell connection, and the L4 spiny neurone-
to-L6A pyramidal cell connection ([53–55]). For these connection
types, somatic recordings are affected by substantial dendritic filter-
ing resulting in a strongly attenuated PSP amplitude and a very slow
time course (see [55]). This will lower the detection rate for synap-
tic connections markedly because in somatic recordings, small uni-
tary PSPs at distal synaptic locations will disappear in the electrical
noise. Only very strong connections will be detected under these
recording conditions. For pyramidal neurones patch-clamp record-
ings from the apical dendrites will improve the detection ratio of
synaptic inputs to the tuft dendrites. Here, the degree of dendritic
filtering is smaller and hence the PSP amplitude decrement weaker.
However, because this approach is technically challenging it has not
been used frequently (but see [53, 54]).

It has been argued that neuronal connectivity is non-random,
i.e., that certain types of neurones preferentially target neurones of
a distinct type (see, e.g., [56, 57]). This statement, however, needs
an in-depth analysis of the 3D axonal and dendritic projection
pattern of pre- and postsynaptic neurones, respectively. For this,
only neuron pairs with an optimal staining can be used; otherwise
the hypothesis of a neuronal connection specificity is not safe.

3.2 Time-Dependent

Changes in Synaptic

Structure and Function

To date, all experimental techniques used to investigate synaptic
connectivity are based on the implicit assumption that connectivity
is static, i.e., does not change over time. This is true for studies at
the micro-, meso-, and macroscopic scale. In particular pure mor-
phological techniques using fixed tissue (i.e., for light or electron
microscopy) provide only a rather static image of the neuronal
connectivity in a brain region.

However, in reality both the functional and structural synaptic
connectivity is highly dynamic and changes within a few minutes up
to weeks or even months and—during aging—years, a feature that
cannot be captured by most functional and structural experimental
techniques.

Imaging the motility, formation, and elimination of dendritic
spines as well as the expression of proteins involved in the formation
of a functional postsynaptic site suggest that short-term fluctua-
tions in synaptic connectivity may occur within the range of a few
minutes (for a review see [58]). There is also evidence that synaptic
contacts are formed or pruned during behavioral states such as sleep
([59, 60] for reviews) suggesting a circadian regulation of synaptic
connectivity. Such changes may be related also to the release of
neuromodulatory transmitters such as acetylcholine, dopamine,
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noradrenaline, serotonin, and adenosine. Furthermore, functional
and morphological synaptic plasticity during brain development or
sensory deprivation has also been demonstrated [61]; it takes place
over the course of several days or weeks and is therefore difficult to
measure during the course of individual experiments.
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Chapter 10

Extracting Quantal Properties of Transmission
at Central Synapses

Frederic Lanore and R. Angus Silver

Abstract

Chemical synapses enable neurons to communicate rapidly, process and filter signals and to store informa-
tion. However, studying their functional properties is difficult because synaptic connections typically consist
of multiple synaptic contacts that release vesicles stochastically and exhibit time-dependent behavior.
Moreover, most central synapses are small and inaccessible to direct measurements. Estimation of synaptic
properties from postsynaptic currents or potentials is complicated by the presence of nonuniform release
probability and nonuniform quantal properties. The presence of multivesicular release and postsynaptic
receptor saturation at some synapses can also complicate the interpretation of quantal parameters. Multiple-
probability fluctuation analysis (MPFA; also known as variance-mean analysis) is a method that has been
developed for estimating synaptic parameters from the variance and mean amplitude of synaptic responses
recorded at different release probabilities. This statistical approach, which incorporates nonuniform synap-
tic properties, has become widely used for studying synaptic transmission. In this chapter, we describe the
statistical models used to extract quantal parameters and discuss their interpretation when applying MPFA.

Key words Synapse, Vesicle, Active zone, Release probability, Release site, Quantal analysis, MPFA,
Variance-mean analysis

1 Introduction

Fluctuations in the amplitude of evoked end-plate potentials
recorded intracellularly from frog muscle fibers bathed in high
Mg2þ-containing solution [1, 2] together with their similarity to
spontaneous end-plate potentials (which was first thought to be
noise [3]) lead to the quantum hypothesis—the idea that neuro-
transmitter is released in discrete multimolecular packets or quanta.
The probabilistic nature of this all-or-none process was rigorously
tested using a number of different approaches [2]. This work
showed that fluctuations in the evoked end-plate potentials could
be predicted with Poisson statistics under low probability condi-
tions. Soon after, early electron microscopy studies revealed the
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presence of synaptic vesicles in motor nerve terminals [4],
providing a structural basis for the “quantum” [5].

Quantal analysis refers to a group of methods that use statistical
models to extract the basic functional properties of synapses from
postsynaptic responses, which are typically measured at the soma.
Quantal analysis can provide insights into the function of synapses
and identify the locus of changes in synaptic efficacy. Three quantal
parameters are commonly used to determine the properties of syn-
aptic transmission: the first is the maximum number of vesicles that
could be released at a synaptic connection by an action potential and
is often referred to as the number of independent functional release
sites (N), the second is the probability of vesicular release (P), and
third, the amplitude of the postsynaptic response following the
release of a single vesicle or quantum (Q). The size of the postsyn-
aptic responses and its variability from trial-to-trial are determined
by the values of these quantal parameters. Presynaptic modulation is
associated with P, while postsynaptic changes are associated withQ.
Formation of new contacts (or increasing P from zero at existing
release sites) would be associated with a change in N.

Early attempts to apply quantal analysis to central synapses met
with mixed success due to difficulties in resolving individual quantal
events [6]. Nevertheless, it was recognized that binomial rather than
Poisson statistical models were more appropriate given the relatively
high release probability and few release sites present [6]. Consider-
able efforts weremade to extract quantal parameters from amplitude
distributions in subsequent studies, but this approach was challeng-
ing and it was often difficult to determine the reliability of the end
results because the amplitude of quantal events often fell below the
noise at central synapses [7–11].Moreover, during this period, there
was growing evidence of nonuniform quantal properties [12, 13].
The complications arising from such nonuniform quantal size and
nonuniform release probability were highlighted in a simulation
study that demonstrated the difficulties of using traditional quantal
analysis approaches for studying central synaptic transmission [14].

To overcome these problems a different statistical approach was
developed to estimate quantal parameters at central synapses, which
has its roots in non-stationary fluctuation analysis of ion channels
[15] and synaptic currents [16, 17].Multiple-probability fluctuation
analysis (MPFA) [18] or alternatively variance-mean analysis
[19–21] does not require that quantal events be distinguished
from the background noise. Moreover, the statistical model under-
lying MPFA is multinomial and can therefore take into account
nonuniformities in P and Q. MPFA has been used to determine the
quantal parameters of transmitter release at low frequency [22, 23]
and has been extended to short repetitive trains of synaptic responses
[24–26]. It has also been combined with analysis of covariance
between successive stimuli within trains [27, 28].MPFA is a valuable
tool to quantify the pre- and postsynaptic contributions to
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short-term plasticity changes [18, 25, 26, 29–33]. This quantal anal-
ysis method has also been used to determine whether long-term
plasticity changes are expressed pre- or postsynaptically [19, 34, 35].

In this chapter, we describe the statistical basis of MPFA,
including the binomial and the multinomial models of synaptic
transmission. We also describe how to apply MPFA at central
synapses and discuss the interpretation of the quantal parameters
with this method.

2 Statistical Models of Synaptic Transmission

2.1 Binomial Model The binomial model assumes that each vesicle is released indepen-
dently, that the release is synchronous, that P is uniform across
vesicles, and that Q is uniform both at the level of a single release
site and across release sites. Under these assumptions the mean
peak amplitude of the synaptic current response (I) can be
expressed as a function of the number of functional release sites
(N), the quantal amplitude (Q), and the probability of vesicular
release (P) as follows:

I ¼ NPQ ð1Þ
and the associated variance can be expressed as:

σ2 ¼ NQ 2P 1� Pð Þ ð2Þ
The relationship between the variance and the mean synaptic ampli-
tude is therefore:

σ2 ¼ IQ � I 2

N
ð3Þ

These results suggest that if a synaptic connection operates in a
simple binomial manner, the relationship between the variance and
the mean amplitude of synaptic responses is parabolic. Fitting a
function of the form y ¼ Ax � Bx2 (where y is the variance and x is
the mean postsynaptic current) to the relationship between the
variance and mean current recorded at different release probabil-
ities can provide estimates of N and Q (Fig. 1). P can be then
calculated from Eq. (1).

2.2 Multinomial

Model

Several studies have shown that the assumptions of uniform release
probability and quantal size required for a simple binomial model
are not valid for many central synapses [12, 36–38]. These con-
siderations lead to the application of a multinomial model for
transmitter release [18, 39].

2.2.1 Nonuniform

Quantal Size

In the multinomial model, quantal variability can be accommo-
dated both at the single-site level (intrasite or type I variability;
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Fig. 2a) [17, 37] and across sites (intersite or type II variability;
Fig. 2b) [37, 40]. Intrasite quantal variability arises from fluctua-
tions in the size of quantal events from an individual release site
from trial-to-trial and from fluctuations in their latencies. These
sources of type I variance can be defined in terms of their coefficient
of variation (CVQS and CVQL respectively). Intersite variability
arises from sampling quanta from different release sites, each of
which has different mean quantal sizes. This type II variance can be
defined in terms of the coefficient of variation CVQII.

Equation (1) can be extended to include nonuniform quantal
behavior as follows:

I ¼ NPQ P ð4Þ
whereQ P is themean quantal size at the time of the peak of themean
synaptic current and is therefore affected by asynchronous release
(Fig. 2c, d) (for details see ref [41]). The variance is then given by:

σ2 ¼ NQ
2

PP 1� Pð Þ 1þ CV2
QII

� �
þ NQ

2

PPCV
2
QI ð5Þ

20 pA
2 ms

s2
 (

pA
2 )

I (pA)

P = 0.1 P = 0.5 P = 0.9
a

b
600

400

200

0
0 20 40 60 80 100

Fig. 1 Binomial model of synaptic transmission. (a) Postsynaptic currents for a
synapse with N ¼ 5, Q ¼ �20 pA at P ¼ 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 were simulated
stochastically (20 superimposed traces in grey and average trace of 200 events
in black). (b) The dots represent the theoretical values of variance and mean
amplitude at the three different release probabilities tested. The empty squares
are values from a set of 200 simulated postsynaptic currents. The variance-
mean relationship of the theoretical values was fitted using Eq. (3) (modified
from ref [58] with permission from Elsevier)
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where CVQI combines all the variability observed at a single-site
level:

CVQI ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CV2

QL þ CV2
QS

q
ð6Þ

The relationship between the variance and the mean I is therefore:

σ2 ¼ Q PI � I 2

N

� �
1þ CV2

QII

� �
þ Q PICV

2
QI ð7Þ

The sum of the intra- and intersite variability can be defined in
terms of the coefficient of variation as follows:

CVQT ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CV2

QI þ CV2
QII

q
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CV2

QS þ CV2
QL þ CV2

QII

q
ð8Þ

More details on how the different quantal variances can be esti-
mated are given in Sect. 3.3.

Intrasite quantal variance
(Type I)

Intersite quantal variance
(Type II)

P = 0.1 P = 0.5 P = 0.9

c

s2
  (

pA
2 )

I (pA)

Q = -20 pA, N = 5d

Intrasite

Intersite

700
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300

100
0

0 20 40 60 80 10020 pA
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Fig. 2 Multinomial model of synaptic transmission. Intrasite (or type I) (a) and intersite (or type II) (b) quantal
variabilities are illustrated. Intrasite variability arises from a single connection while intersite variability arises
from a connection with multiple terminals or from a single synapse containing multiple release sites. (c)
Postsynaptic currents simulated stochastically for the same parameters as in Fig. 1a except that intra- and
intersite variability were introduced in the simulations (CVQI ¼ 0.3 and CVQII ¼ 0.3). (d) Theoretical variance-
mean relationship representing nonuniform quantal size (in black, fitted with Eq. (7)). The open squares are the
values from a set of 200 simulated postsynaptic currents with nonuniformity in quantal size while the release
probability was kept uniform. Nonuniform release probabilities were added with an α value equal to 1 and
fitted with Eq. (13) (dotted line). The circles show results of simulation with nonuniform release probability
(α ¼ 1). The grey line represents the simple binomial function as in Fig. 1b. The variance contribution from
intrasite and intersite quantal variation is indicated by the broken lines
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2.2.2 Nonuniform

Release Probability

Studies in the spinal cord [12], hippocampal cultures [13, 36, 42],
and hippocampal slices [43] have shown that the probability of
release is nonuniform across individual synapses. The presence of
nonuniform release probability tends to reduce the variance when
compared to the uniform case. The impact on the variance of non-
uniform P is largest at high P, leading to a wedge-shaped distortion
of the variance-mean relationship (Fig. 2d) at high levels of nonuni-
formity [18, 41]. This behavior can be captured in the multinomial
model relatively neatly assuming that there is no correlation between
release probability and quantal amplitude across sites [18, 39]. In
this case the mean current and the variance are given by:

I ¼ NPQ P ð9Þ

σ2 ¼ NQ
2

PP 1� P 1þ CV2
P

� �	 

1þ CV2

QII

� �
þNQ

2

PPCV
2
QI ð10Þ

whereP is the mean release probability at the time of the peak of the
current and CVP represents the coefficient of variation of release
probability across sites. The relationship between the variance and
the mean amplitude is then:

σ2 ¼ Q PI � I 2

N
1þ CV2

P

� �� �
1þ CV2

QII

� �
þQ PICV

2
QI ð11Þ

Given that P is bounded by 0 and 1, CVP changes as a function ofP .
CVP and how it changes has been modeled using families of beta
functions β(α,β) [41]. These functions mimic the distribution of
release probability across release sites and describe how the distri-
bution might change when P varies. Furthermore, beta distribu-
tions approximate distributions that have been measured in
hippocampal synapses in culture [36]. Using this approach CVP

can be expressed as a function of the mean release probability and a
family of beta distributions defined by a single parameter α:

CVP ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� P

P þ α

s
ð12Þ

Substituting for CVP in Eq. (11) gives:

σ2 ¼ Q PI �Q PI
2 1þ αð Þ

I þNQ Pα

" #
1þ CV2

QII

� �
þQ PICV

2
QI ð13Þ

adding only one additional free parameter to the expression. Low α
values (<2) indicate nonuniform release probability, while higher
values indicate that the probability of release is uniform [41].
However, the beta function is an approximation and α is the least
well-constrained parameters in Eq. (13); thus estimates of CVP
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should be considered as a rough indicator of the level of nonuni-
formity in release probability.

2.3 MPFA During

Short-Term Plasticity

MPFA can be extended to examine how quantal parameters change
during bursts of activity by determining the quantal parameters
from the first evoked postsynaptic current (PSC) in the burst and
then analyzing the fluctuations in the subsequent events with CV
analysis (Fig. 3) [25]. P can be estimated from the CV of evoked
PSCs with the following equation:

CV ¼ σ

I
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� Pð Þ 1þ CV2

QII

� �
þ CV2

QI

NP

vuut ð14Þ

Changes inQ P can be then calculated from Eq. (4) during the train,
assuming N is constant. While simple to implement, this approach
does assume that release probability is relatively uniform.

2.4 Interpretation of

Quantal Parameters

The multinomial model provides a statistical description of release
that incorporates both nonuniform presynaptic and postsynaptic
properties. However, other synaptic properties, notably the occu-
pancy of the postsynaptic receptors, affect the interpretation of the
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Fig. 3 (a) Mean EPSCs of five stimuli at 100 Hz at mossy fiber-granule cell synapse.
Changes of P (b) andQP (c) during the 100 Hz train of nine different recordings. The
graph in (d) shows the mean amplitude of P andQP during the 100 Hz train relative
to their initial value, with associated exponential fits (adapted from ref [25])
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quantal parameters estimated with MPFA. This section describes
how to interpret the synaptic parameters obtained with MPFA,
discusses potential errors, and outlines some additional tests that
can be performed to check that the interpretation is correct.

2.4.1 Interpretation of

the Number of Release

Sites

When the postsynaptic quantal responses sum linearly, the ampli-
tude of the PSC reflects the number of vesicles released.Under these
conditionsN is themaximumnumber of readily release vesicles that
could be released by the synaptic connection following an action
potential. N therefore corresponds to the number of anatomically
distinct synaptic contacts only if amaximumof one vesicle is released
per synaptic contact (univesicular release) [22, 30, 41].

In the case of multivesicular release, when multiple vesicles are
released at each synaptic contact [31, 44, 45], N will still reflect the
total number of functional release sites or equivalently the maximum
number of release-ready vesicles that could be released by the synaptic
connection following an actionpotential, if quanta sum linearly. But if
the postsynaptic receptors become saturated [46], quantal events no
longer sum up because the postsynaptic membrane becomes insensi-
tive to subsequent transmitter release. In the extreme case, where a
single vesicle saturates the receptors at a synaptic contact, N would
correspond to the number of synaptic contacts where release can
occur rather than reflecting the maximum number of vesicles that
can be released at those sites (which could be much larger) [17].
Thus, the interpretation of N depends on whether the postsynaptic
receptors become saturated or not. Luckily, this can be tested by
examining whether the postsynaptic receptor occupancy changes as
a function of release probability using rapidly equilibrating low-
affinity competitive antagonists (see Sect. 3.4) [22].

At some synapses, spillover of neurotransmitter from neighbor-
ing release sites gives rise to a slow current component [47–49].
This spillover-mediated current can introduce a small low variance
current component that can lead to an overestimation ofN [22]. At
cerebellar mossy fiber-granule cell synapses, spillover current can be
observed in isolation when direct release fails [47]. If the spillover
current and direct release summate linearly, the mean spillover
current and its variance can simply be subtracted at the time of the
peak of the postsynaptic response at each probability of release [22].

2.4.2 Interpretation

of CVP and P

As for N, interpretation of P also depends on whether quantal
responses sum linearly or not. Under conditions when quanta sum
linearly,P represents themean probability that a vesicle is released by
the time of themean peak postsynaptic response following an action
potential, i.e., the integral of the release rate per functional release
site up to that time [50]. P can be described in terms of the product
of the mean probability of a vesicle being in the release-ready state
(PR ) and the mean probability that a release-ready vesicle will
undergo fusion following an action potential (PF) [51, 52]:
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P ¼ PRPF ð15Þ
This interpretation is valid for both univesicular and multivesicular
release, if the postsynaptic response is linear. On the other hand, if
the postsynaptic receptors are saturated by a single vesicle, P
indicates the mean probability that one or more vesicles have
been released at each synaptic contact.

At many synaptic connections, release probability has been
found to be reasonably uniform leading to a parabolic variance-
mean relationship. When CVP is large, the variance-mean relation-
ship takes on an increasingly wedge-like shape due to the loss of
variance at high P [41]. The distribution of release probability and
how it changes with P can be approximated by a family of beta
distributions with the same α value. This approximation is unlikely
to give the fine details of P distribution but gives a rough estimate
of nonuniformity in P under linear conditions. However, a combi-
nation of multivesicular release and receptor saturation could also
reduce the variance at high P . This possibility can be tested for by
examining whether receptor occupancy changes with release prob-
ability using low-affinity competitive antagonists (see Sect. 3.4)
[20, 24, 41]. Low-affinity antagonists can also help prevent the
build up of desensitization during trains [53].

2.4.3 Interpretation

of the Quantal Size

Estimationof themeanquantal amplitude from the initial slope of the
variance-mean relationship is robust to synaptic nonuniformities,
because at low P the variance is little affected by nonuniform release
probability.However,meanquantal amplitude at the timeof the peak
(Q P), estimated fromMPFA, does not correspond to the mean peak
amplitude of the quantal waveforms unless the vesicular release time
course (together with any temporal dispersion arising from axonal
delays) is much shorter than the initial decay time course of the PSC.
This is because when release is asynchronous, quantal events can
occur and partially decay before the time of the peak of the evoked
PSC. In cerebellar granule cells, Q P estimated from MPFA is about
20 % lower than rise time-aligned quantal events [22]. Estimation of

Q P is also robust in the presence of multiquantal release and receptor
saturation because these tend to occur at intermediate to high P .
However, the presence of slow spillover-mediated currents can lead
to an underestimate of Q P if it is not corrected for [22].

3 Methods

In the following sections, we describe the experimental and analysis
procedures to perform MPFA and explain how to estimate quantal
variance and to distinguish between univesicular and multivesicular
release at central synapses.
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3.1 Experimental

Protocol

To perform MPFA, different release probability conditions should
be imposed by changing the Ca2þ concentration ([Ca2þ]) and
[Mg2þ] in the extracellular medium [18, 19, 25]. The divalent cation
concentration and thus membrane charge screening can be kept
approximately constant by adjusting the ratio of these two ion species
[18]. The osmolarity should also be kept constant by adjusting the
concentration of glucose and a phosphate-free solution can be used
to avoid phosphate precipitation in high [Ca2þ]. The presence of
NMDA receptor antagonists is useful for preventing Ca2þ-induced
plasticity and high [Ca2þ] conditions should be applied at the end of
the recording to minimize the impact of plasticity induction.

Measuring synaptic responses under voltage clamp minimizes
errors arising from changes in driving force and activation of volt-
age-gated channels in electrically compact cells such as cerebellar
granule cells. However, voltage clamp recordings from the soma
are subject to errors in cells where synaptic inputs are located
on electrically remote regions of the dendritic tree [54, 55].
Voltageclamp error can be reduced by using capacitance and elec-
trode series resistance compensation functions of the amplifier (but
series resistance should be monitored throughout the experiment
to ensure it remains constant). While this can improve voltage
clamp of the soma and proximal dendrites, it does not compensate
for poor voltage control of electrically remote regions of the cell. In
cases where synapses are far from the recording site and the “space-
clamp” is poor, postsynaptic potentials should be recorded and
corrected for the deviation in driving force [56]. However, if
synapses are located at different electrotonic locations, dendritic
filtering will contribute to type II quantal variance and voltage-
dependent dendritic conductances could complicate the variance-
mean relationship by shaping postsynaptic potentials as they spread
to the soma.

3.2 Data Acquisition Data acquisition and analysis can be performed with a variety of
software applications and hardware configurations. We use Neuro-
Matic (http://www.neuromatic.thinkrandom.com/), a freely avail-
able acquisition and analysis package running under IgorPRO
(Wavemetrics).

The sampling frequency of the recorded signal should be at
least twofold higher than the highest-frequency component of the
signal; otherwise the signal will be distorted by aliasing [57]. Alias-
ing can be avoided by filtering the data with a low-pass Bessel filter
before digitizing and ensuring the cut-off frequency of filter is<1/3
of the digitization frequency. Moreover, low-pass filtering the data
will reduce the background noise and increase the signal-to-noise
ratio. In practice, reliable reconstruction of fast AMPAR-
mediated currents can be achieved by low-pass filtering at
10 kHz and digitized at 50–100 kHz [22, 25].
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During MPFA experiments, the number of stimulated synapses
should be constant. This can be achieved by using paired recordings
[56] or minimal extracellular stimulation protocol [18, 23]. In case
of extracellular stimulation, changes in excitability or stimulation
threshold could occur as a result of the different extracellular
[Ca2þ] solutions or stimulation frequencies. These should be con-
trolled for by establishing thresholds under the different condi-
tions, monitoring failures and if possible measuring the afferent
fiber volley. A minimum of 50 stimuli should be recorded for each
release probability condition although more may be required to
constrain the fit if few release probability conditions are used. In the
case of uniform release probability, a minimum of three different
release probability conditions is required and at least four in the
nonuniform case.

The higher the frequency the more rapidly the data set can be
acquired, but it should not be so high as to induce synaptic depres-
sion or facilitation. Time stability of the synaptic responses used to
calculate the mean and the variance of the PSC amplitude is essen-
tial. Time stability of the amplitude of evoked PSCs can be tested
with the Spearman rank order test [18], while amplitude stability
across release probability conditions should be checked by return-
ing to a specific condition (e.g., 2 mM [Ca2þ]) and testing whether
the mean PSC amplitude has changed.

3.3 Estimation of

Quantal Variance

Unless a simple binomial model is used, quantal variance must be
determined. Total quantal variance, CVQT, can be measured from
PSCs evoked under conditions of low release probability, when
failures of release reach 80–90 %, because the proportion of multi-
quantal events is negligible regardless of the number of functional
release sites [22, 41]. Recording under such low release probability
conditions has several advantages: (1) quantal events can be
measured from stimulus-aligned PSCs, minimizing the effect of
spontaneous currents, allowing a precise measurement of the
mean and variance; (2) it minimizes interactions between vesicles
at synapses where multivesicular release occurs, and (3) it reduces
postsynaptic interactions by reducing the build up of neurotrans-
mitter via spillover.

In another variant of this approach, CVQT can be estimated by
evoking PSCs while replacing Ca2þ by Sr2þ in the extracellular
medium in order to induce asynchronous release of quanta [18,
23, 33, 46]. CVQT can also be estimated from the distribution of
miniature postsynaptic currents (mPSCs) recorded in TTX. How-
ever, this has the serious disadvantage that quantal events arise from
all the synapses impinging onto the cell rather than being restricted
to an individual synaptic connection.

Once the total quantal variability is determined, the contribu-
tions made by intra- and intersite variability can be estimated [41].
For rare cases where there is a single functional release site per
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synaptic connection, CVQI can be measured directly from the peak
of stimulus-aligned PSCs [17]. However, for synaptic connections
with multiple functional release sites, direct estimation of CVQI is
not possible. In this case CVQI can be inferred from the PSC
variance remaining when P is maximal. If quanta release is indepen-
dent, then the variance remaining at the peak of PSCs should arise
purely from intrasite quantal amplitude variability and quantal asyn-
chrony (i.e., P ! 1; σ2 � IQ PCV

2
QI). CVQI can be determined

from the remaining variance by dividing it by IQ P and square
rooting. CVQI can also be decomposed into CVQS and CVQL

using Eq. (6), since CVQL can be determined from the differ-
ence in variability in the peak amplitude between stimulus-
aligned and rise time-aligned events [22]. Once CVQI is
known, CVQII can be calculated from CVQT using Eq. (8). If
estimation of CVQI is not possible, assuming that CVQI ¼
CVQII is likely to introduce relatively little error [41].

3.4 Distinguish

Between Univesicular

and Multivesicular

Release

In order to distinguish between univesicular and multivesicular
release, PSCs should be recorded in the presence of a rapidly
equilibrating low-affinity competitive antagonist (such as γ-DGG
or kynurenic acid for AMPA receptors), under low and high prob-
abilities of release [20, 22, 44, 45, 56]. In the case of multivesicular
release, the fractional block of the evoked PSC by the competitive
antagonist will be less at high release probabilities than low release
probabilities, because the postsynaptic AMPA receptors will be
exposed to a higher concentration of neurotransmitter, which dis-
places the antagonist more effectively. Thus, if there is significant
dependence of the agonist block on the release probability, this
implies the presence of multivesicular release. Moreover, if the
[Ca2þ]-dependence of release changes in the presence of antago-
nist, this implies that the postsynaptic receptors become saturated
at high release probabilities. Under these conditions MPFA should
be performed in the presence of a competitive antagonist [46].
However, if the fractional block of the PSC by the antagonist is
independent of release probability, this suggests that the postsyn-
aptic receptor occupancy is constant across release probabilities
and the interpretation of quantal parameters is straightforward.
In this case MPFA should give the same number of functional
release sites in the presence or the absence of a competitive
antagonist.

3.5 Data Analysis The peak amplitude of PSCs should be measured from a window
(Wp) centered around the maximum of the mean peak PSC and the
baseline subtracted using a 1–2 ms window before the stimulus
(Wb; Fig. 4). Time stability of the PSC recorded for each condition
should be assessed by using statistical tests such as linear regression
or the Spearman rank order test. The variance arising from the
background noise should be measured from each event using a
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window (Wn) that is similar to the one used to measure the ampli-
tude at the time of the peak (e.g., 0.1 ms) (Fig. 4). The two
measurement windows (Wn and Wp) should be equidistant to
ensure that both measurements pick up similar frequency compo-
nents of the background noise. The baseline variance can then be
calculated and subtracted from the variance of the synaptic
amplitude.

Q P and N and their uncertainties can be estimated by
performing a weighted fit of the variance-mean relationship to a
binomial (Eq. (3)), a multinomial model of release with nonuni-
form quantal size and uniform release probability (Eq. (7)) or a
model that also includes nonuniformity of release probability
(Eq. (13)). The initial slope is related to Q P, the degree of curva-
ture to P, and the size to N. P can be calculated for each release
probability condition from the ratio of the mean current toNPQ P

(the maximal possible response). Fits should be accepted using a
χ2 criterion with a significant level of 0.05. P should be greater than
0.6 at high [Ca2þ] for an accurate estimate of N [41, 58].

3.6 Weighted Least

Squares Method

Conventional least squares fitting (Eqs. (7) and (13)) assumes that the
errors estimating the mean PSC amplitude are negligible, but a more
sophisticated expression for the weights can be used when the errors
in the current cannot be neglected [58]. Errors in the estimation of
variance can be determined with unbiased estimators of the variance
of the variance that can be obtained using sample moments [58].

10 pA
2 ms

Wn Wb Wp

Fig. 4 200 postsynaptic currents were simulated with a multinomial model under
a low and uniform probability of release (P ¼ 0.05) which gives rise to 70 %
failures. 50 stimulus-aligned events are shown in grey. The average trace is
displayed in black. Wb shows the window for the baseline correction and Wn and
Wp the windows for the measurement of the mean and variance of the baseline
noise and the peak of the postsynaptic current, respectively (modified from ref
[64] with permission from Springer)
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A general expression of the variance of the sample variance s2 is given
by:

var s2
� � ¼ n

n � 2ð Þ n � 3ð Þ
3 3� 2nð Þ n � 1ð Þ2 � n n � 2ð Þ n � 3ð Þ2

n2 � 2n þ 3ð Þ n � 1ð Þ2 m2
2 þm4

" #

ð16Þ
where n is the number of traces acquired andm2 andm4 are sample
central moments about the mean and can be calculated as

mr ¼ 1=nð Þ
Xn
i¼1

Xi �X
� �r

, where m2 is the variance. Equation

(16) is valid even when small sample sizes are used. Maximizing
the number of samples improves the estimators’ reliability and is
therefore anyway desirable. The use of weighted least squares
improves the reliability in parameter estimation up to 30 % [58].

4 Discussion

4.1 Summary

of Technique

MPFA [18], which is also known as variance-mean analysis [19,
20], is a simple and robust method for estimating the quantal
parameters of synaptic connections. MPFA overcomes the technical
difficulties encountered with more traditional methods that
involved identifying and interpreting peaks in amplitude histo-
grams [14, 59, 60], allowing estimation of quantal parameters at
central synaptic connections, where quantal parameter are nonuni-
form, quantal variance is large, and where the signal-to-noise ratio
is often low.

4.2 Limitations

of MPFA

While MPFA is straightforward to apply, the accuracy of the results
depends on the quality of the experimental data and the particular
properties of the synapse under study. Time stable recordings of
PSCs at multiple release probabilities are essential. Uncertainty in
the values of quantal parameters can be reduced by increasing the
number of recordings per release probability condition and the
number of different release probabilities recorded, but clearly, for
a finite length experiment, there is a trade-off between these two
experimental parameters. At many central synapses the assumption
that quantal events sum linearly has been borne out. Multiquantal
release is not an issue for MPFA if postsynaptic receptor occupancy
is in the low-to-intermediate range, but if postsynaptic receptors
saturate following quantal release, the postsynaptic responses are no
longer linear reporters of vesicular release. Under these conditions
it is essential to lower receptor occupancy with rapidly equilibrating
low affinity antagonists [20, 24, 41, 53], to bring the postsynaptic
response back into a linear regime. But perhaps the biggest limita-
tion for this technique is that good quality voltage clamp is only
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feasible for synapses close to the soma. While this method can be
applied to current clamp conditions, the impact of dendritic filter-
ing and the impact of active dendritic conductances are difficult to
control for.

As for all quantal analysis methods, MPFA relies on a statistical
model of synaptic transmission. The results therefore depend on
the accuracy of the model. Previous quanta analysis methods have
been limited by their ability to account for nonuniform quantal
parameters and the presence of high quantal variance. While MPFA
can account for a wide range of nonuniformities including those
arising from release probability and quantal size, it can only esti-
mate the mean values of the quantal parameters and how they
change during plasticity. While this is sufficient for many questions,
a deeper understanding of the release process, including separation
of mean probability of a vesicle being in the release-ready state and
the mean probability that a release-ready vesicle will undergo
fusion, requires more powerful descriptions of the release process
[25–27, 52] that include short-term plasticity [61].

4.3 Comparison

of MPFA to Other

Methods

Several quantitative methods have been developed for studying
synaptic function over the last decade that extends the basic
MPFA approach. These include combining variance-mean
approaches with covariance analysis [27, 62] and combining decon-
volution and variance analysis enabling estimation of both the
quantal properties and the time course of the release rate [22,
63]. These approaches together with other more direct methods
of measuring release [50] provide valuable additional information
on the time course of release. Combining variance-mean analysis
and model of short-term plasticity is also effective for investigating
the relationship between the quantal properties and short-term
plasticity at central synapses [25, 26, 33, 64].

Statistical models based on Bayesian inference have been used
to extract information from the fluctuations of the postsynaptic
response [65, 66]. This technique assumes that the fluctuations in
synaptic signals are described by mixtures of Gaussian distributions.
Simulations show that a Bayesian Quantal Analysis (BQA) algo-
rithm can accurately estimate the quantal parameters from a small
data set with only two conditions of release probability [66] com-
pared to MPFA which needs at least three release probability con-
ditions [41]. This could be advantageous if recording stability is a
problem. The BQA algorithm does not make the distinction
between intra- and intersite variability but characterizes their dis-
tributions using the “quantal likelihood function.” Nevertheless,
BQA performed comparably well to MPFA when compared using
the same datasets [66].
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4.4 Optical

Approaches and

Future Directions

Most quantitative studies of synaptic connections have used
electrophysiological recordings to assess synaptic function. How-
ever, optical approaches are potentially very powerful because they
can also provide spatial information, thereby enabling the study of
individual synaptic contacts [36, 67–70]. Optical approaches have
shown, for example, that the probability of neurotransmitter release
is nonuniform across release sites [36]. However, using postsynap-
tic Ca2þ changes in spines as an assay of glutamate release is com-
plicated by the presence of voltage-gated channels. The small
number of NMDARs activated by a quantum [38] can also compli-
cate interpretation of failures. Nevertheless, optical quantal analysis
has been used to probe the locus of expression of short-term
plasticity [67, 68]. Presynaptic calcium imaging has also been
used to assess release probability at individual synapses [43] as
well as changes of probability of release during long-term [69]
and short-term plasticity [43, 70]. However, these techniques
provide only part of the quantal description of the synapse com-
pared to electrophysiology-based MPFA. Moreover, unlike MPFA,
which can be applied to both excitatory and inhibitory synapses,
optical quantal analysis can only be applied to synapses that have
Ca2þ-permeable receptors. However, the development of new fluo-
rescent reporters that sense transmitter directly, like glutamate-
sensing fluorescent reporter (iGluSnFR) [71], and high speed
2-photon imaging methods that can monitor synapses distributed
in 3D space [72, 73] suggest that several of the limitations of
optical quantal analysis could soon be overcome.

5 Conclusions

The quantum hypothesis was proposed to explain the stochastic
nature of chemical synaptic transmission. However, the Poisson
statistics that describe transmission at the neuromuscular junction
under low release conditions are not applicable to most central
synapses due to the low number of release sites. Another difficulty
at central synapses is that the underlying release probability and
quantal size are not uniform. MPFA is a simple approach for
determining synaptic properties at synapses with nonuniform quan-
tal parameters. It is robust to noise and large quantal variance, in
contrast to more traditional methods that relied on identifying
quantal peaks in amplitude histograms. MPFA has been widely
used to determine quantal parameters at both glutamatergic [18,
22, 23, 35] and GABAergic synapses [30] and has been applied to
trains of responses to determine which quantal parameters change
during short-term plasticity [18, 25, 29, 46]. The quantal para-
meters estimated with MPFA can also be combined with models of
short-term plasticity [25, 26, 64], thereby providing a more com-
plete picture of the quantal transmission at central synapses [74].
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Chapter 11

Acousto-optical Scanning-Based High-Speed 3D
Two-Photon Imaging In Vivo

Balázs Rózsa, Gergely Szalay, and Gergely Katona

Abstract

Recording of the concerted activity of neuronal assemblies and the dendritic and axonal signal integration
of downstream neurons pose different challenges, preferably a single recording system should perform both
operations. We present a three-dimensional (3D), high-resolution, fast, acousto-optic two-photon micro-
scope with random-access and continuous trajectory scanning modes reaching a cubic millimeter scan range
(now over 950 � 950 � 3000 μm3) which can be adapted to imaging different spatial scales. The resolu-
tion of the system allows simultaneous functional measurements in many fine neuronal processes, even in
dendritic spines within a central core (>290 � 290 � 200 μm3) of the total scanned volume. Furthermore,
the PSF size remained sufficiently low (PSFx < 1.9 μm, PSFz < 7.9 μm) to target individual neuronal
somata in the whole scanning volume for simultaneous measurement of activity from hundreds of cells. The
system contains new design concepts: it allows the acoustic frequency chirps in the deflectors to be adjusted
dynamically to compensate for astigmatism and optical errors; it physically separates the z-dimension
focusing and lateral scanning functions to optimize the lateral AO scanning range; it involves a custom
angular compensation unit to diminish off-axis angular dispersion introduced by the AO deflectors, and it
uses a high-NA, wide-field objective and high-bandwidth custom AO deflectors with large apertures. We
demonstrate the use of the microscope at different spatial scales by first showing 3D optical recordings of
action potential back propagation and dendritic Ca2þ spike forward propagation in long dendritic segments
in vitro, at near-microsecond temporal resolution. Second, using the same microscope we show volumetric
random-access Ca2þ imaging of spontaneous and visual stimulation-evoked activity from hundreds of
cortical neurons in the visual cortex in vivo. The selection of active neurons in a volume that respond to
a given stimulus was aided by the real-time data analysis and the 3D interactive visualization accelerated
selection of regions of interest.

Key words Two-photon, Acousto-optical, Dendritic imaging, Network imaging, 3D, Three-
dimensional microscopy, Angular dispersion compensation, In vivo imaging, Backpropagating action
potentials, Temporal super-resolution, Dendritic spikes, 3D scanning, 3D virtual reality environment

1 Introduction

1.1 The Need for 3D

Measurements

The systematic understanding of brain function requires methods
that allow neuronal activity to be recorded at different spatial scales
in three dimensions (3D) at a high temporal resolution. At the
single neuron level, activity is differentially distributed in space
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and time across the dendritic and axonal segments [1–6].
Therefore, in order to understand neuronal signal integration,
activity should be simultaneously recorded at many spatial locations
within the dendritic and axonal tree of a single neuron. At the
neuronal circuits level, closely spaced neurons can have vastly dif-
ferent activity patterns [7]; on the other hand, widely separated cells
may belong to the same functional circuit, influencing each other
via long axonal processes. Therefore, recording techniques are
required that collect information near-simultaneously (in one fast
measurement sequence) from many cells of a neuronal population
situated in an extensive volume of tissue. Moreover, measurements
should be possible on the timescales of dendritic integration and
regenerative spike propagation [8], i.e., with sub-millisecond tem-
poral resolution. One last aspect is that these measurements should
be performed in as intact as possible neurons on neurons or neuro-
nal networks which are as intact as possible, where neurons are
embedded in their original tissue. This poses a challenge: cellular
precision must be retained in acute brain preparations where the
tissue is at least 100-μm thick or, for in vivo experiments, through
millimeters of brain material.

1.2 From Wide-Field

Microscopy to Single-

Point, Two-Photon

Excitation

Light microscopy is important in biological research because it
enables living tissue to be observed and suited at a relatively high
spatial resolution. This resolution is limited by the wavelength of
light (according to Abbe’s theory) and does not rival that of elec-
tron microscopy, but the scope of electron microscopy is limited
when observing living specimens [9]. Other vital imaging technol-
ogies, such as MRT (magnetic resonance tomography), PET (posi-
tron emission tomography), or X-rays, can neither resolve
subcellular structures nor provide high temporal resolution nor
the exquisite molecular selectivity that would allow single mole-
cules to be detected in a background of billions of others [10, 11].

Light microscopy inside living tissues is hampered by the deg-
radation of resolution and contrast, caused by absorption and light
scattering, which is due to refractive index inhomogeneities present
to a varying degree in every tissue. Deeper within the tissue, images
become more degraded and high-resolution imaging eventually
becomes impossible. A major step toward overcoming this problem
was the invention of confocal microscopy [12, 13]. In a confocal
microscope, the illumination light is focused on a diffraction-
limited spot, and this excites the sample along two cones close to
the aimed focal point. Then, using the same objective, the emitted
signal photons are focused onto a detector pinhole that rejects all
light emitted outside of the focus spot.

The main drawback of confocal microscopy is its wasteful use of
both excitation and emission. On the one hand, absorption occurs
throughout the specimen, but information is obtained only from a
small sub-volume around the focal point. On the other hand, light
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emitted from the focal point is also rejected by the pinhole if it is
scattered by the tissue: this means that tissue scattering has a
significant impact on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the images.
This is particularly a major problem in vital fluorescence micros-
copy, where the limiting factors are usually either photochemical
destruction of the fluorophore (photobleaching) or photodynamic
damage to the specimen (photodamage). In confocal microscopy,
only ballistic photons that are not scattered on their path out of the
tissue contribute to the signal, while scattered photons, often the
majority, are rejected by the detector aperture, limiting depth
penetration of the technology to about 50–80 μm in brain tissue.
Excitation needs to be increased in order to compensate for this
signal loss which further exacerbates photobleaching and photo-
damage. All of these problems are general to many other, so-called
single photon excitation technologies, among them to the
spinning-disc confocal [14] and to the light sheet microscope
technologies [15]. Theoretically, these problems can be handled
by the use of laser scanning microscopy in combination with two-
photon excitation [16, 17].

The concept of two-photon excitation is based on the idea that
two photons of low energy can be combined in the same quantum
event, resulting in the emission of a fluorescence photon at a higher
energy than either one of the two excitatory photons. Although the
probability of such absorption is extremely low, its cross section is
proportional to the square of the photon flux, making it possible to
counterbalance this low initial cross section by using extremely high
photon fluxes. Multi-photon absorption is often called nonlinear
because the absorption rate is dependent on a higher-than-first-
power light intensity. Such high fluxes are only present in the focus
of a high numerical aperture lens illuminated by a strong, pulsed
near-infrared laser. The possibility of absorbing more than one
photon during a single quantum event had been predicted more
than 60 years ago [18], but it was confirmed experimentally after
the invention of mode-locked lasers with a pulse duration below
1 ps and repetition rates of about 100 MHz. This made two-
photon laser scanning microscopy feasible in practice [16].

Mode-locking a Ti:sapphire laser, for example, boosts the two-
photon excitation rate by 100,000-fold, compared to continuous-
wave (cw) operation at the same average power. On the other hand,
the quadratic dependence of the absorption rate on the light inten-
sity gives two-photon microscopy its optical sectioning property
because fluorescence is only generated in the vicinity of the geo-
metrical focus where the light intensity is high. While scanning the
laser focus in both lateral directions (x and y), fluorescence excita-
tion is limited to the focal plane. No detector pinhole is necessary
since—in most cases—no fluorescence is generated outside the
focal volume, and all fluorescence photons, whether leaving the
sample on scattered or ballistic trajectories, constitute useful signal.
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The combination of low phototoxicity enabled by the single-
point excitation and the efficient use of fluorescence—even scat-
tered—makes single-point two-photon microscopy a unique tool
for observing function deep within the tissue, even resolving struc-
tures smaller than 1mm in brain tissue [19–21]. Its main drawback,
however, is speed when compared to camera-based approaches
where, instead of the “single-channel” photomultipliers (PMTs),
information can potentially be collected from millions of camera
pixels simultaneously.

There are several approaches to using multi-site two-photon
stimulation in combination with a camera-based detection
algorithm to overcome the limitation of single-point illumination.
The simplest of these technologies is multi-beam two-photon
microscopy [22], where a string of focal spots are generated by
breaking the laser beam into parallel beamlets. This causes parallel
fluorescent excitation at multiple sites; these are then scanned to
illuminate the entire focal plane. Fluorescence is detected by a
high-resolution camera after imaging the focal surface onto its
sensor chip. This approach makes it possible to image with a higher
frame rate than with a scanned single-beam two-photon micro-
scope, but it has one main drawback: imaging florescence onto
the camera is sensitive to tissue scattering. As a result, this technol-
ogy has about the half of the penetration depth of single-point
two-photon microscopy and this—especially in the case of in vivo
investigations—seriously limits its biological usability.

Recent camera-based approaches can also resolve the 3D struc-
ture of a sample by using special light shaping: microlens array [23]
or phase mask [24] in front of the camera combined with extended
depth of field [25] or holographic [24] illumination. Depth infor-
mation is obtained from the camera images by computationally
reversed transformation, which causes two major limitations.
First, there is a strict limit to the number and arrangement of the
regions of interest (ROIs) as they should not overlap much on the
detector surface. Typically, ROIs situated at the same place but at
different depths are imaged to mostly overlapping profiles on the
detector surface, making it difficult to distinguish between them.
Second, the imaging of the emitted light is sensitive to tissue
scattering, causing scattered shapes on the detector surface, chal-
lenging the reverse transforming algorithms. For example, Quirin
et al. [24] showed penetration depth of about 190 μm (3 � scat-
tering length), which is just enough to reach the first cell layers in
mice in vivo, and is much less than the depths achievable by single-
point two-photon microscopes.

As we have seen, a single-point illuminated two-photon micro-
scope can reach deep structures with subcellular resolution, which
makes this technology the best available tool for functional studies.
However, as only one point might be illuminated at a time, special
scanning methods need to be developed to sample the important
biological features with enough speed to resolve their functionality.
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1.3 Why Choose

Acousto-optical

Scanning for Network

and Dendritic

Measurements in 3D?

Several novel technologies have been developed to generate 3D
readouts of fast population and dendritic activities, including liquid
lenses [26], holographic scanning [27], Roller Coaster Scanning
[2], piezo-scanning with sinusoidal resonance [28], deformable
mirrors, temporal and spatial multiplexing [29], axicon or planar
illumination-based imaging [30], fast z-scanning based on an axi-
ally moving mirror [31], simultaneous multiview light sheet
microscopy [15], and optical fiber acousto-optical deflector based
3D scanning [32]. There are three major points why 3D acousto-
optical scanning is better than alternative methods:

1. First of all, 3D acousto-optical microscope technology allows
single-spot two-photon activation; this permits whole-field
detection with high quantum efficiency PMTs. Therefore,
photons scattered from deep layers within the tissue can also
be collected with a high sensitivity; this is essential for imaging
throughout the whole cortex.

2. Moreover, the position of the point spread function (PSF) can
be finely adjusted to any spatial coordinates during acousto-
optical scanning, with 50–100 nm precision [33]. Therefore,
the number of z-planes and coordinates is unlimited, which
allows a very precise measurement of neuronal activity by elim-
inating neuropil contamination.

3. Second, acousto-optical scanning allows flexible selection of
regions of interest. Instead of scanning large volumes, we can
restrict our measurements only to preselected regions. This
subselection increases the product of the measurement speed
and the signal collection efficiency by up to several orders of
magnitude, as compared to classical raster scanning. More
quantitatively, 3D random-access scanning increases the mea-
surement speed and the signal collection efficiency by the
following factor:

measurement speedð Þ* signal collectionð Þ

ffi total image volume

volume covered by the scanning points

� �

where “signal collection” is defined as the number of fluores-
cent photons detected in a given time interval from a given
spatial location, and the “volume covered by the scanning
points” is the convolution of the PSF and the preselected
scanning points. In a typical in vivo measurement, using a
450 � 450 � 650 μm3 scanning volume with a 0.47–1.9 μm
and 2.49–7.9 μm axial resolution (see Katona et al. [33]) and
simultaneously measuring about 100 locations, random-access
scanning will provide a 2,106,000–46,534-fold, on average an
increase of a six orders of magnitude in the product of measure-
ment speed and signal collection efficiency. According to the
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current state of the technology (which now provides an approx-
imately 1 mm3 scanning volume with high NA objectives), this
increase could be even larger, over 1,000,000,000 per loca-
tions. No other currently available 3D scanning method, with
high spatial resolution and deep penetration capability, can pro-
vide a similar increase in the product of the measurement speed
and the signal collection efficiency.

2 Principles of Acousto-optical Devices

The phrase “acousto-optic” refers to the field of optics that studies
the interaction between sound and light waves. In imaging we use
acousto-optical devices to diffract laser beams through ultrasonic
gratings. The acousto-optical effect is based on a periodic change in
the refractive index in the high refractive index medium (usually
tellurium dioxide, TeO2) which is the result of the sound wave
induced pressure fluctuation in the crystal. This grating diffracts
the light beam just like a normal optical grating, but can be adjusted
rapidly.

2.1 Acousto-optical

Deflection

Acousto-optical deflectors (AODs) control the optical beam spa-
tially, using ultrasonic waves to diffract the laser beam depending
on the acoustic frequency. If we introduce a sine wave at the
piezoelectric driver, it will generate an optical deflection in the
acousto-optic medium according to the following equation:

ΔΘd ¼ λ

ν
Δ f

where λ is the wavelength of the optical beam, ν is the velocity of
the acoustic wave, and Δf is the change in the sound frequency
(Fig. 1).

In practice, AODs or acousto-optical modulators (AOMs) are
used. AOMs modulate only the amplitude of the sound waves,
while AODs are able to adjust both the amplitude and frequency.

2.2 Acousto-optical

Focusing

Besides deflection, AODs can also be used for fast focal plane
shifting [33–36]. If the optical aperture is filled with acoustic
waves, the frequency of which increases as a function of time
(chirped wave), different portions of the optical beam are deflected
in different directions (Fig. 2). Thus a focusing, or alternatively a
defocusing, effect occurs, depending on the frequency slope (sweep
rate) of the chirped acoustic wave. The focal length of an acousto-
optical lens (F) can be calculated from the sweep rate as [34]:

F ¼ ν2T scan

2λΔ f
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where λ is the optical wavelength of the beam, ν is the velocity of the
acoustic wave, Δf is the change of the sound frequency, and Tscan is
the modulation rate of the sound frequency [34].

To keep the focus stable, the frequency gradient should be
preserved in the crystal. The frequency should therefore be contin-
uously increased (or decreased) at the piezoelectric driver to pre-
serve the focal distance. This will result in a lateral drift of the focal

Piezoelectric 
driver

Acousto-
optic
medium

RF sound 
enters

the AO cell

Incident 
light

Diffracted 
light

Fig. 1 Operating principle of acousto-optical deflectors. A piezoelectric driver
elicits radiofrequency (RF) sound waves due to the externally applied sinusoidal
voltage. Sound enters and traverses through the diffracting (TeO2) medium while
interacting with light throughout the aperture. Light is diffracted on the sound
wave’s refraction index changes as on a steady optical grating providing
diffracted light beams whose angle is dependent on the sound wave’s frequency

Piezoelectric 
driver

Acousto-
optic

Medium

RF sound 
enters

the AO cell

F

x

Fig. 2 Acousto-optical focusing. AO deflector arrangement similar to Fig. 1, but
here the sound frequency is changing, resulting in a varying grating size along
the propagation axis. As a consequence, different parts of the laser beam are
diffracted with varying angles creating a focus point whose position can be
changed by the parameters of the sound applied to the deflector. Red and
orange lines indicate laser beams and F denotes focal distance
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point, which can be easily compensated by introducing a second
acousto-optical deflector with a counter-propagating acousto-
optical wave into the optical pathway [34].

3 3D AO Microscope

3.1 Goals The ultimate goal in neuroscience is to create a 3D random-access
laser scanning two-photon microscope simultaneously satisfying
two different needs in the largest possible scanning volume. The
first need is to record activity across the dendritic tree of a single
neuron in 3D at high spatial and temporal resolution in a central
core (approximately 290 � 290 � 200 μm3) of the scanning vol-
ume in a way that dendritic spines remain resolvable. The second
need is to record in a more extensive volume (now over 950 � 950
� 3000 μm3 volume in transparent samples with high NA objec-
tives) at high speed but a relatively reduced resolution, in order to
capture all activity from a large number of cell bodies in a neuronal
population.

3.2 Selection of the

Optimal Concept for

Fast 3D Scanning by

Optical Modeling

Acousto-optical deflectors and lenses provide fast, programmable
tools for addressing regions in 3D. The optical grid generated within
the acousto-optical deflector is equivalent to a cylindrical lens. In 3D
two-photon microscopy, we need to scan points. Therefore, a com-
bination of two perpendicularly oriented cylindrical lenses with the
same focal distance is required. As both acousto-optical lenses (x, y)
require drift compensation, 3Dmicroscopes need (at least) four AO
deflectors (x1, y1, x2, y2). The four AO deflectors can be optically
coupled using afocal projections (telescopes with two lenses where
the distance between the lenses is equal to the sum of each lens’ focal
length) and air in different combinations (Fig. 3). There are several
possible arrangements of passive optical elements and AODs which
can result in a 3D microscope (Fig. 3).

A detailed optical model in ZEMAX (and OSLO) is required to
find those combinations of all active and passive optical elements in
the scanning light path of the microscope which would provide the
maximal exploitation of the apertures of all lenses within the 20�
objective (numerical aperture, NA ¼ 0.95) at different x-, y-, and z-
scanning positions, and therefore result in the smallest PSF in the
largest possible scanning range (Fig. 4). According to the optical
models, the largest scanning volume can be reached by grouping
the deflectors into two functionally distinct groups (z-focusing and
lateral scanning) which are coupled together by one afocal projec-
tion (see version #5 in Fig. 3) [33], because this arrangement has
several optical advantages. For example, limiting the beam diver-
gence settings at the first group of deflectors allows better trans-
mission, and hence larger scanning volume, because the incident
angle tolerance of the AODs in the second group is limited.
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3.3 New Concept for

Angular Dispersion

Compensation

As AODs are diffractive elements, it is crucial to have a proper
compensation for angular dispersion. Angular dispersion is tradi-
tionally compensated with prisms [41]. However, 3D scanning
requires spatially variable dispersion compensation. The angular
dispersion is inherently compensated for following the last (the
fourth) AOD in the main optical axis (Fig. 5). However, if we
move away from the main optical axis we can find that dispersion
increases as a function of distance (Fig. 5). Prisms with increasing
apex angle would be required in order to compensate for this

version #1

version #2

version #3

version #4

version #5

spherical 
lenses.

x-y deflecting unit inverted x-y deflecting unit

half wave plate

x-y deflecting unit

Fig. 3 Different arrangements for 3D AO scanning. Version #1: This was the first
realization of a 3D microscope (Rozsa et al., 2003, ISBN 963 372 629 8). The
concept uses optical fibers to position the excitation beam in 3D [32]. However,
complex mechanical devices are required for each scanning point, which made
implementation difficult. Version #2 [35, 37] and version #4 [36, 38–40] have
also been described by other laboratories and have recently been used for
functional measurements [35, 36]. Versions #2–5 were analyzed by modeling
and version #5 was found to be the best [33]. For example, version #5 can
provide around two order of magnitude larger scanning volume than other
versions
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dispersion. However, due to the limited space this theoretical solu-
tion does not work. If we make these small prisms wider and
“connect” them (in theory, see Fig. 5) we can generate a surface
which looks like a lens (Fig. 5).

In order to calculate the surface equation of this lens element,
we need to go back to the general equation of prisms. The amount
of angular dispersion which one prism can compensate for can be
matched by properly selecting the incidence angle α1 and the
prism’s opening angle αP. The output angle (α2) after the prism is
given by:

Fig. 5 Concept of angular dispersion compensation

+270 μm

z = 0 μm z = -300 μm z = +270 μm

z = 0

ba

-300 μm

Fig. 4 Optical modeling. (a) Print screen showing an optical layout of the 3D microscope’s scan head (version
#5). (b) One of the main optimization criteria during modeling was to fill all the lenses of the objective at
variable scanning positions in order to keep the high NA, hence the good PSF, during 3D scanning in the
largest volume
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α2 α1; αP; λð Þ ¼ a sin n λð Þ sin αP � a sin
sin α1 λð Þð Þ

n λð Þ
� �� �� �

;

where n(λ) is the refractive index. The wavelength-dependent inci-
dence angle can be determined from the rotation angle of the prism
β relative to the optical axis, hence the wavelength-dependent angle
of propagation of the diffracted beams θdef:

α1 λð Þ ¼ θdef λ; f 1; f 2ð Þ � β;

and the total deflection angle of the prism:

Δα α1; αP; λ; f 1; f 2ð Þ ¼ θdef λ; f 1; f 2ð Þ

þ β � a sin n λð Þ sin αP � a sin
sin θdef λ; f 1; f 2ð Þ � βð Þ

n λð Þ
� �� �� �

� αP;

The zero angular dispersion requirement after the prism can be
expressed as:

∂ Δα α1; αP; λ; f 1; f 2ð Þ½ �
∂λ

¼ 0

The beams deflected at different frequencies in the scanner are
spatially separated in the focal plane of the first part of this unit.
The different optical wavelength components in each deflected
wave are also spatially and angularly dispersed in this plane, and
their dispersion also increases as the deflection angle increases, but
their spatial dispersion is an order of magnitude less than the
separation caused by the acousto-optic deflection. In this case, the
angular dispersion increases symmetrically with the distance from
this axis, r (r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p
).

The optimal surfaces, however, are not spherical surfaces, but
can be expressed as aspheric and conic surfaces with the primary
radii given by the equations:

c ¼
1
R1

r2

1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 1þ k1ð Þ r2

R1

q þ
X
n¼1:6

anr
n

where the k1 conic and an aspheric parameters are determined by
optical modeling. The value of the radius and the minimum glass
thickness at the optic axis is also determined with optimization
using the ZEMAX optimization algorithms. Two merit functions
are consecutively used, one containing the angular dispersion and
aperture in front of the objective, and a second targeting the
minimum spot size in the sample plane (the focal plane of the
objective). Iteration of these two leads to optimized lens surfaces
for the given material and the problem set (see details in Katona
et al. [33]).
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When comparing a 3D setup using a simple telescope instead
of a telescope with the lens element described above, we can
obtain a lateral field of view which is ~2-fold larger, with the
same focused spot size and dispersion at the edges of this area
(see Fig. 8 below).

3.4 Construction of

the Optical Pathway of

a 3D Microscope

According to the optimal arrangement suggested by the optical
model [33], a large-aperture (15–17 mm) optical assembly is
needed (Fig. 6). A Ti:sapphire laser with automated dispersion
compensation provides the laser pulses. The optimal wavelength
range is 740–890 nm (but can now be extended to over 1064 nm).
A Faraday isolator blocks the coherent backreflections (BB8-5I,
Electro-Optics Technology). On top of the adjustable pre-chirping
provided by the laser source, a fixed four-prism sequence [42] adds
a large negative second- and third-order dispersion (�72,000 fs2

and �40,000 fs3) in order to pre-compensate for pulse broadening
caused by the optical elements in the system (Proctor and Wise
dispersion compensation unit, Fig. 6) [42]. An automated beam
stabilization unit (see below) is necessary to precisely stabilize the
laser beam in the long optical pathway, and cancel out subtle
thermal drift errors. The beam stabilization unit is built from
position sensors (q, quadrant detectors, PDQ80A, Thorlabs), two
backside custom-polished broadband mirrors (BB2-E03; Thor-
labs), and motorized mirrors (AG-M100N, Newport), wired in a
feedback loop. The positioning feedback loop (U12, LabJack Cor-
poration) is controlled by a program written in LabView (National
Instruments). The beam is then magnified by a beam expander
consisting of two achromatic lenses arranged in a Galilean telescope
(f ¼ �75 mm, ACN254-075-B, Thorlabs; f ¼ 200 mm,
NT47319, Edmund Optics; distance ¼ 125.62 mm) to match
the large apertures of the first pair of AO deflectors (15 mm).
Mirrors, λ/2 waveplates, and holders were purchased from Thor-
labs and Newport. AO deflectors have been custom designed and
manufactured at the Budapest University of Technology and Eco-
nomics. These deflectors form two orthogonal electric cylinder
lenses filled with continuously changing frequency (“chirped”)
acoustic waves [34] and are used for z-focusing (AO z-focusing
unit). Next, laser beams from the x and y cylindrical lenses are
projected to the x and y AO deflectors (17 mm apertures) of the
2D-AO scanning unit, respectively, by telecentric projection. Ach-
romatic telecentric relay lenses were purchased from Edmund
Optics (fTC ¼ 150 mm, NT32-886). The 2D-AO scanning unit
performs lateral scanning and also compensates for the lateral drift
of the focal point generated by the cylindrical lenses during
z-focusing [34] (drift compensation). The angular dispersion com-
pensation unit optically links the 2D-AO scanning unit and the
objective. This unit consists of two achromatic lens doublets, and
one aspheric and conic lens element for angular dispersion
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compensation (Fig. 6). Achromatic scan and tube lenses were cho-
sen from Edmund Optics (f ¼ 250 mm, NT45-180) and Olympus
(f ¼ 210 mm), respectively. Finally, the AO-based 3D scanner
system is attached to the top of a galvanometer-based upright
two-photon microscope (Femto2D-Alba, Femtonics Ltd.) using
custom-designed rails. AO sweeps are generated by the direct
digital synthesizer chips (AD9910, 1 GSPS, 14-bit, Analog
Devices) integrated into the modular electronics system of the
microscope using FPGA elements (Xilinx). Red and green fluores-
cence are separated by a dichroic filter (39 mm, 700dcxru, Chroma

dispersion 
compensation 

Proctor and Wise

PMT

PMT

angular 
dispersion 
compen-
sation

AO z-focusing 

Ti:S laser
Mai Tai DeepSee

Faraday
isolator

x

beam 
stabilization

q

q

beam
expander

λ/2

m

AO lensAO lens

2D-AO scanning and
drift compensation y

m

Fig. 6 Design and characterization of the two-photon microscope setup. (a) Schematics of the microscope
setup. Material-dispersion compensation is adjusted with a four-prism compressor (Proctor and Wise) and a
Ti:sapphire laser. A Faraday isolator eliminates coherent backreflections. Motorized mirrors (m) stabilize the
position of the beam light on the surface of two quadrant detectors (q) before the beam expander. Two
AO deflectors optimized for diffraction efficiency control the z-focusing of the beam (AO z-focusing). A two-
dimensional AO scanner unit (2D-AO scanning) performs x–y scanning and drift compensation during
z-scanning. A spherical field lens in the second telecentric lens system (Tc3,4) provides additional angular
dispersion compensation
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Technology) and are collected by GaAsP photomultiplier tubes
custom-modified to efficiently collect scattered photons (PMT,
H7422P-40-MOD, Hamamatsu), fixed directly onto the objective
arm (Travelling Detector System). In in vitro experiments the
forward-emitted fluorescence can also be collected by 2-in. aper-
ture detectors positioned below the condenser lens (Femto2D-
Alba, Femtonics). Signals of the same wavelength measured at the
epi- and transfluorescent positions are added. The large aperture
objectives, XLUMPlanFI20�/0.95 (Olympus, 20�, NA ¼ 0.95)
and CFI75 LWD 16XW (Nikon, 16�, NA ¼ 0.8), provide the
largest scanning volume (Katona et al. [33]). The maximal output
laser power in front of the objective is around 400mW (at 875 nm).

3.5 Controlling 3D

AO Scanning

3.5.1 Generating Driver

Signals for 3D AO Scanning

To focus the excitation beam to a given x,y,z-coordinate, the four
AODs should be driven synchronously with varying frequency
voltage signals. Because AODs have limited electrical bandwidths,
changing frequency can be maintained only for a limited time,
before the frequency has to be abruptly reset. This sudden transient
in the driving frequencies results in an improperly formed focal
point and can therefore be considered as “dead time” (Fig. 7).
The length of this period is defined by the time taken by the
acoustic wave to travel through the optical aperture of the crystal
(usually in around 5–30 μs).

Window to store samples

I/O update for all AO cards

Uploading sweep data

x2 AOD frequency

y1 AOD frequency

X1 AOD frequency

y2 AOD frequency

Downloading PMT data

(averaged PMT data)

PSF well formed and drifts

Sweep cycle

Time Offset

PSF reformed

Fig. 7 Driving functions and operation of the four-detector sequence. (Top) The four upper traces show the
frequency modulation of the sine wave as a function of time at the four acousto-optical deflectors (x1, y1, x2,
y2) within one and a half sweep cycle. (Middle) PMT data are continuously collected and transferred to the
computer. PMT data collected during the “offset” period are eliminated in the analysis process. Red lines
show the synchronous frequency reset of the driver functions
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The position and the movement of the focal point are deter-
mined by eight values. Four of them control the starting acoustic
frequency of the four AOD drivers, while the other four define the
frequency ramp speeds (chirping). All of the eight parameters are
updated in every sweep cycle (typical cycle time is 33.6 μs). The
starting frequencies and the chirps together define the xyz position
of the focal spot and its xymovement speed (drifting). During every
sweep cycle all PMT channels are sampled multiple times. The ratio
of the dead time (offset time) and the measurement time (when the
focal point has already been formed and is ready for imaging)
depends on the z-level and is optimal at the nominal focal plane
of the objective.

In the simplest case, the goal is to attain a steady focal point
with no lateral drifting (random-access scanning mode). In this
scanning mode, PMT data are averaged and one value is created
for each measurement cycle, corresponding to a single point in x,y,
z. Thus, this mode allows random-access 3D point scanning which
is ideal for monitoring neuronal network activity. More complex
measurement modes are possible when the focal point is allowed to
drift, such as during Multiple 3D Trajectory Scanning.

We can also take advantage of the active optical elements to
dynamically compensate for optical errors (astigmatism, field cur-
vature, angular dispersion, chromatic aberration) by changing the
AOD control parameters: this increases spatial resolution, especially
during AO z-focusing (at z 6¼ 0 planes by a factor of ~2–3; see “no
electric compensation” in Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8 Characterization of the two-photon microscope setup. (a) The maximal
field of view (compensated) is shown when both deflector pairs were used for
deflection (no deflector grouping) or when optically rotated deflectors (no acous-
tic rotation), small aperture objectives (60�), no angular dispersion compensa-
tion (with angular dispersion), or small aperture acousto-optic deflectors were
used (small aperture). (b) The compensated PSF size along the x-axis (PSFx)
(central) at (x, y, z ) ¼ (150, 150, 100) μm coordinates (lateral) or when no
angular dispersion compensation (with angular dispersion), no electronic com-
pensation (no electric compensation) or reduced AO apertures were applied (no
large apertures)
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The optimal compensation parameters need to be determined
in advance for each point of the scanning volume, and loaded into
the driver electronics accordingly. During this optimization process
the parameters of the chirped sine driver function need to be varied
at each of the four deflectors in order to maximize the fluorescence
intensity and the sharpness of the fluorescent beads used during this
calibration process.

3.5.2 User Interface Standard user interface modules (GUIs) can also be used for
controlling 3D microscopes. In the simplest realization, the opti-
mal “z” coordinate is selected first, then using a PC mouse we can
easily pick up the x and y coordinates from the background images,
which were taken in advance and are shown according to the
selected z coordinate.

Thanks to rapid developments in the field of 3D video, we can
now implement more sophisticated solutions for controlling 3D
measurements. For example, the use of a 3D pointer in combina-
tion with a 3D video projector and a head position sensor in a 3D
virtual reality environment allows points (or guiding points which
determine a 3D object) to be selected for 3D acousto-optical
scanning (Fig. 9).

3.6 Advantages

of the Detailed

Optical Design

One difference between the system described here and previous
designs is that the AO deflectors form functionally and physically
different groups. The first AO pair is used for z-focusing, whereas
lateral scanning is performed entirely by the second pair (2D AO
scanning unit). This arrangement increases the diameter of the
lateral scanning range by a factor of about 2.7 (Fig. 8).

Fig. 9 3D virtual reality environment for 3D two-photon imaging. (a) Using the 3D virtual reality environment,
the 3D measurement locations can be freely modified or observed from any angle. Head-tracked shutter
glasses ensure that the virtual objects maintain a stable, “fixed” virtual position even when viewed from
different viewpoints and angles, i.e., the cell’s virtual coordinate system is locked in space when the viewer’s
head position (view angle) changes; however, it can be rotated or shifted by the 3D “bird” mouse. The bird also
allows the 3D measurement points to be picked and repositioned in the virtual 3D space of the cell. See also
Materials and methods. (b) Image of the 3D AO setup and the experimenter using the 3D virtual reality
environment (Katona et al. 2012)
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Furthermore, not only electronic driver function but also deflector
geometry, TeO2 crystal orientation, and bandwidth are different
between deflectors of the z-focusing and the 2D AO scanning
units. Altogether, these factors increase the diameter of the lateral
scanning range to 720 μm using the Olympus 20� objective, and
to over 1100 μm when the Nikon 16� objective is used (Fig. 8).
Spatial resolution in the whole scanning volume is also increased by
the large optical apertures used throughout the system, and about
20 % of this increase is due solely to the use of large AOD apertures
(Fig. 8). In contrast to the dominantly z-focusing-dependent effect
of dynamic error compensation, the angular dispersion compensa-
tion unit decreases the PSF in off-axis positions when compared
with a simple two-lens telecentric projection (Fig. 8b). These fac-
tors which decrease the PSF inherently increase the lateral field of
view (Fig. 8a).

3.7 Scanning Modes Multiple scanning modes have been developed for AO scanning;
these can also be used in different combinations as needed by the
experimental protocols.

3.7.1 Random-Access

Point Scanning

Random-access scanning is one of the most convenient applications
for imaging neuronal networks in 3D. In the first step, a reference
z-stack image is acquired (see later Figs. 19, 20, 21, and 22). In the
second step, points can be preselected for fast 3D measurements.
Once a region with well-stained cells has been identified, one or
more reference structures (typically a brightly red-fluorescing glial
cell) can be selected, scanned in 3D, and the 3D origin [(0, 0, 0)
coordinate] of the recording defined as the center of this glial cell.
In order to compensate for tissue drift, the “origin-glia” cell must
be re-scanned regularly during an experiment and moved back into
the original position (0,0,0) by moving the microscope table and
the objective. Three-dimensional Ca2þ responses recorded simul-
taneously at multiple points can be plotted as curves or, alterna-
tively, responses following spatial normalization can be shown as
images (see later Figs. 19, 20, 21, and 22).

3.7.2 Frame Scanning

in 3D

One of the basic measurement modes which can be realized with a
3D AO microscope is frame scanning. In this mode one can freely
move or rotate arbitrary areas in 3D using the real z (by moving the
objective) and virtual z (by focusing with the AO deflectors at a
fixed objective position) for focusing. Since the 3D Frame Scanning
mode is relatively slow, this mode can be used to find and preselect
ROIs for subsequent fast 3D measurements. Alternatively, multiple
areas situated in multiple layers can be selected and measured
simultaneously. For example, we can simultaneously measure the
basal and apical dendritic regions of pyramidal cells, or image layer
II/III and layer V cells simultaneously.
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3.7.3 Multiple 3D

Trajectory Scanning

This mode was developed for simultaneous measurement of multi-
ple neuronal processes. There are two realizations of 3D trajectory
scanning. In the Continuous Trajectory Scanning mode, instead of
jumping between preselected points (as during by point scanning),
the focal point is allowed to drift along neuronal processes
(Fig. 10). Information is therefore collected with a much higher
spatial discretization within the same time interval.

3.7.4 Volume Imaging It is possible to capture volumetric data by successively capturing xy
images at different z positions. The jump between the z-planes can
be obtained by using either the real or the virtual focus. The first
will result in better optical quality; therefore it can be used at the
end of experiments if only the volume information is required.
However, if fast 3D line scanning, 3D frame scanning, or
random-access scanning is required, the z-stack should be obtained
using virtual focusing in order to precisely preserve the coordinates
of the cells for the fast 3D AO scanning because the coordinate
system of 3D AO microscopes is distorted. Alternatively, a coordi-
nate transformation is needed to correlate the information in the
two z-stacks.

3.8 Characterizing

the Optical

Performance of the 3D

Microscope

To test the performance of our microscope, the 3D location of
fluorescent beads must be imaged to confirm that the microscope
can focus and stabilize the PSF at different depths. For example,
the stability of fluorescence signals can be measured by repetitively
AO-scanning preselected points only, using a short (1.6–16.8 μs)
pixel dwell time and a short, 10–20 μs positioning time (typically
16.8 μs, the positioning time is determined by the diameter of the

Fig. 10 Comparison of point-by-point and continuous 3D trajectory scanning
modes. Top right, schema of the scanning modes (blue, point-by-point scanning;
green, continuous scanning). Example of Ca2þ responses measured by point-by-
point (top left ) and continuous trajectory scanning modes (bottom). Ca2þ

responses were spatially normalized
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optical beam in AODs). These time parameters result in a measure-
ment speed in a range from about 23.8/N kHz to 54.3/N kHz
(whereN denotes the number of points, typically ranging from 2 to
2000; Fig. 11).

Then the PSF size must be determined at different points in
the accessible volume (Fig. 12). The full-width-at-half maximum
(FWHM) values of the PSF in the center of the objective
are typically slightly larger (for the Olympus 20�, 470 nm,
490 nm, and 2490 nm along the x, y, and z axes, respectively,
Fig. 12a) than those compared to the ones measured with a two-
dimensional microscope, where the optical pathway is typically
more simple.

Although spatial resolution decreases with radial and axial dis-
tances from the center of the objective focus (Fig. 12b, c), PSF size
remains small (diameter < 0.8 μm, axial length < 3 μm) in the
central core of the volume (~290 � 290 � 200 μm3), allowing
the resolution of fine neuronal processes. Moreover, PSF size,
being below 1.9 μm diameter and 7.9 μm axial length in an approx-
imately 1400 μm z and 700 μm lateral scanning range, allows the
optical resolution of individual fluorescent beads whose radius,
6 μm, is smaller than the average diameter of neuronal somata
(Fig. 13).

With the help of the AO driver electronics featuring dynamic
compensation, the diffraction efficiency inhomogeneities of the AO
deflectors and also, partially, the drop of intensity at the sides of the
images can be compensate for (Fig. 14).

One of the main advantages of 3D scanning over other
3D technologies is that the wide bandwidth of the AO deflectors
allows precise targeting of the center of the focal point (with 51 nm
and 140 nm accuracy in the whole volume along radial and
axial axes, respectively, which is around 10 % of the optimal PSF
size for the system proposed in Fig. 6). Therefore, PSF can be
precisely localized in the middle of neurons, avoiding neuropil
contamination.

Fig. 11 Stability of 3D AO scanning in random-access mode. (Left ) Location of
the five fluorescent beads (diameter, 6 μm) repetitively scanned in a 3D sample.
(Right ) Five overlaid fluorescence measurements showing dead times (gray )
and windows of properly formed and positioned PSF (white )
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Fig. 12 Size of the PSF in the 3D AO scanning volume. (a) A fluorescent bead (0.1 μm) imaged with the
optically optimized system utilizing electronic optimization using the 20� objective in the center (x, y, z ) ¼
(0, 0, 0) μm coordinates. Corresponding intensity profiles along (x, y, z ) axes with full-width-at-half maximum
(FWHM) values. Note radial symmetry in center. Scale bar, 1 μm. (b) Measured PSF diameters along the x and
y axes are plotted as a function of axial AO z-scanning displacement from the nominal object plane of the
objective (nominal object plane is also known as front focal plane). (c) PSF diameters along the x and y axes
are plotted as a function of lateral displacement from the center of the nominal object. The 20� objective
(Olympus XLUMPlanFI20�/0.95) was used for these two-photon measurements whose parameters were also
implemented in optical modeling
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Fig. 13 Fields of view of the 3D microscope system. The analyzed sample consisted of 6-μm-diameter
fluorescent beads on a cover glass. AO z-focusing was compensated for by refocusing the objective
mechanically to keep the fixed sample in focus. The inscriptions show objective shifts along the z-axis
required for refocusing. The maximal field of view of the system was approximately 700 μm at z ¼ 0 μm.
z ¼ 0 was defined as the nominal object plane. Importantly, lateral displacement of the field of view and
change in magnification as a function of AO z-focusing need to be compensated for in the acquisition program.
Individual beads remained visible in a 1400 μm scanning range

Fig. 14 Maximal FOV of the microscope system with dynamic compensation. Normalized fluorescence
intensity as a function of distance from the origin along the x and z axes with (red) and without (blue) dynamic
compensation. Measurements were performed in a homogeneous fluorescence sample. The fluorescence
intensity is affected by the variations in both the excitation intensity and the PSF size (blue). In contrast to
previous experiments, these technical shortcomings in the driving signals were compensated for by varying
both their frequency and power in advance using the dynamic compensation software module (red) (from
Katona et al. 2012)
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In order to properly validate the 3D microscope, the para-
meters need to be tested in a biological context.

4 In Vitro and In Vivo Testing of the 3D AO Microscope

4.1 3D Random-

Access Scanning of

Action Potential

Propagation

To examine the temporal resolution of a 3D system, imaging one of
the fastest regenerative events is the optimal choice. In order to
achieve this goal, we can for example measure backpropagating
action potentials at multiple 3D locations in a single hippocampal
neuron in acute hippocampal mouse brain slices (Fig. 15). Neu-
rons, for example CA1 pyramidal cells, need to be patch-clamped in
whole-cell mode and filled with the green fluorescent Ca2þ sensor
Fluo-5F and the red fluorescent marker Alexa594. The objective
must be positioned at the correct depth, such that the center of the
region of interest is in focus. The objective is fixed at this position
and a reference z-stack of images is acquired using 3D AO scanning

Fig. 15 Three-dimensional measurement of bAPs. (a) Maximum intensity
z-projection of the dendritic arbor of a CA1 pyramidal cell imaged by 3D AO
scanning. Circles represent the 77 preselected measurement locations for 3D
random-access point scanning. Overlaid curves show Ca2þ transients recorded
near-simultaneously in each location, induced by a single bAP (each is the
average of five traces). The repetition rate of the measurement was 29.76 kHz
(0.39 kHz speed in each location). The z-coordinates of the measurement
locations are color coded. (b) Maximum intensity side projection of the cell
with the measurement locations shown in (a)
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only. Points along the dendritic tree of one single neuron can be
selected from the z-stack using either a 3D virtual environment
(Fig. 9, see also Sect. 3.4.2) or by scrolling through the z-stack in a
2D virtual environment [2]. When the cell is held in current-clamp
mode, APs can be evoked by somatic current injection while near-
simultaneously measuring dendritic Ca2þ signals associated with
the backpropagating action potentials (bAPs) by repetitively scan-
ning the selected 3D coordinates at 29.76 kHz. When sample drift
occurs during measurements, the measurement points need to be
repositioned.

Since acute brain slices are about 300-μm thick, only a fraction
of the total AO z-scanning range can be used. To test whether
random-access 3D AO scanning can record bAP-induced Ca2þ

transients we can, it is possible for example, move the objective
focal plane mechanically fromþ562 μm to�546 μm away from the
z-center, then use AO z-focusing to refocus the recorded dendritic
tree (Fig. 16a) and test for AP resolution. Independent of the AO

Fig. 16 Resolving bAPs at the sides of the FOV. (a) Single traces of three bAP-induced dendritic Ca2þ

transients measured at the same dendritic point at different AO z-focusing settings. To keep the image sharp,
the AO z-focusing was compensated by mechanical refocusing of the objective. Note the preserved single AP
resolution even at the lower and upper limits of the scanning range. Corresponding somatic voltage traces (Vm)
are shown on the top. (b) The same as in (a), but transients were recorded while shifting the dendrite along the
x-axis. (c) The same as in (a), but single traces were recorded using the 16� Nikon objective. Note that the AO
z-focusing range with single AP detection level exceeds 2000 μm
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z-settings, single bAPs could be resolved in Ca2þ transients induced
by a train of three APs. Similarly, single bAPs could be followed in a
large (760 μm) lateral scanning range (Fig. 16b). Thus a total of
1190 μm AO z-focusing range and a 760 μm AO lateral scanning
range is shown with the 20� objective where single APs can be
resolved with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) greater than 1 (Fig. 17).
This range can be extended over 2000 μm with the use of the 16�
Nikon objective (Fig. 16c). In summary, resolving single AP-
induced transients is possible in a near-cubic-millimeter scanning
volume with 3D AO scanning.

The highest temporal resolution of a 3D microscope can be
tested by measuring the fast propagation speed of bAPs. Similarly, it
is possible to evoke a somatic AP in a pyramidal cell held under
current-clamp while scanning in 3D along its dendrite. The bAP-
evoked Ca2þ transients show increasing latency in dendritic
measurements taken further away from the cell body (Fig. 18b).
The velocity of the bAP can be calculated from the latency of the
Ca2þ transients and the distance from the soma (Fig. 18c).

4.2 3D Scanning of

Dendritic Spike

Propagation

Given the importance of integrating dendritic activity into neuronal
information processing [1, 3, 4, 43, 44], the 3D system could also
be used to record dendritic spike activity. Tomeasure the extent and
spread of local regenerative activity, we can use random-access
scanning and detect activity at many discrete points along the 3D
trajectory of a dendrite (point-by-point trajectory scanning). As
above, we can scroll through a reference z-stack of a series of
pre-recorded images and select guide points along the length of a
dendrite (Sect. 3.4.2). Then, instead of recording from these
manually selected points, we can also homogeneously re-sample
the trajectory using, for example, piecewise cubic Hermite

Fig. 17 SNR of bAPs in the field of view. SNR calculated from the pool of transients shown in Fig. 16. Peak
of the Gauss-filtered bAP-induced Ca2þ transients was divided by the s.d. of the unfiltered 50 ms baseline
period (mean � s.d; n ¼ 10–50 transients at each position). Single AP detection level is marked with a red
dashed line
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interpolation [2]. This algorithm is better than the conventional
spline interpolation because it never overshoots at the guide points.
The speed of the 3D measurement depends on the number of
recording points along the trajectory.

In the example shown in Fig. 19, a hippocampal CA1 pyrami-
dal cell was filled with Fluo-5F and dendritic Ca2þ spikes were
induced by focal synaptic stimulation, with an extracellular elec-
trode >400 μm from the cell body. The propagating activity was
followed optically at uniformly spaced locations along the main
apical dendrite (Fig. 19a). The recorded traces were normalized
by calculating ΔF/F at each point and were projected as a function
of time and distance measured along the 3D trajectory line (3D
Ca2þ responses, Fig. 19b). The Fluo-5F responses revealed den-
dritic spikes propagating toward the cell body, both when the
synaptic stimulation evoked somatic APs (suprathreshold spikes)
and when the synaptic stimulation was insufficient to evoke
somatic APs (subthreshold spikes, Fig. 19b–e). After a short
initiation phase, subthreshold dendritic spikes propagated
rapidly and then gradually ceased before reaching the cell body
(Fig. 19b). We quantified spike propagation speed by measuring
propagation times at the half-maximal amplitude of the transients
(Fig. 19c) or at the peak of their first derivatives (Fig. 19d).
The average propagation speed was significantly higher for supra-
threshold spikes than for subthreshold spikes (subthreshold
81 � 27 μm/ms, suprathreshold 129 � 30 μm/ms; 131 %,
t-test, P ¼ 0.03; n ¼ 7 cells; Fig. 19e), and both supra- and
subthreshold spikes propagated in the direction of the cell body
under these conditions (Fig. 19e). Note that, despite the large

Fig. 18 Measurement of bAP propagation speed. (a) Experimental arrangement for signal propagation
experiments. Signal propagation speed was measured by simultaneous somatic whole-cell current-clamp
(Vm, black) and 3D two-photon calcium imaging measurements (orange, pink, green, and blue). (b) AP peak
triggered average of normalized dendritic Ca2þ transients induced by APs (mean � s.e.m.; n ¼ 54; top).
Linear fits (red dashed lines) define onset latency times. (c) Onset latency times (mean � s.e.m.; n ¼ 54) of
Ca2þ transients in (b) as a function of dendritic distance. Linear fit: average propagation speed. Average bAP
propagation speed was 164 � 13 μm/ms (n ¼ 9) at 23 �C
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total scanning volume (290 � 290 � 200 μm3), two-photon res-
olution was preserved (in the range of 0.45–0.75 μm). The total
number of measured points along any given trajectory was
23.8–54.3 points per kHz.

4.3 High-Speed In

Vivo 3D Imaging of

Neuronal Network

Activity

To test the performance of the 3D imaging systems in vivo, it is
possible, for example, to record Ca2þ responses from a population
of individual neurons in the visual cortex of adult anesthetized
mice. First, we need to inject a mixture of a green Ca2þ dye (e.g.,
OGB-1-AM) to monitor changes in intracellular Ca2þ concentra-
tions, and sulforhodamine-101 (SR-101) [45] to selectively label
glial cells (Fig. 20). The red fluorescence of SR-101 allows

Fig. 19 3D scanning of dendritic Ca2þ spike propagation in CA1 pyramidal cells. (a) Maximum-intensity
projection AO image of a CA1 pyramidal cell. Ca2þ transients in dendritic spines (orange and magenta traces)
following induction of dendritic Ca2þ spike by focal extracellular stimulation (electrode: yellow). Left and
bottom insets, enlarged views. Purple dots represent scanning points in a dendrite. (b) Spatially normalized
and projected Ca2þ signals in the dotted dendritic region shown in (a) (average of five subthreshold
responses). Black dashed line, stimulus onset. Column s, somatic Ca2þ response. (c) Ca2þ transients derived
from the color-coded regions indicated in (b). Right, Baseline-shifted Ca2þ transients measured in the region
contained in the dashed box in (a). Yellow dots, onset latency times at the half maximum. (d) Onset latency
times at the peak of the derivative (δF(t)/δt) of Ca2þ transients shown in (c). (e) Onset latency times as a
function of dendritic distance from the soma for somatic subthreshold (black) and suprathreshold (blue)
dendritic Ca2þ spikes
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differentiation between neurons and glial cells (green and red,
respectively). The maximal power of a Ti:sapphire laser (which is
in the range of 3.5–4.5 W) limits the depth of the in vivo recording
to a maximum of 500–700 μm from the surface of the cortex (the
total imaging volume was about 400 � 400 � 500 μm3 in Kato-
na et al. [33], and now it is about 600� 600� 650 μm3 thanks to
the ~4-fold increase in transmission efficiency resulting from better
AODs).

In the next step, a reference z-stack must be recorded. An
automated algorithm can identify the neuron and glial cell bodies.
When OGB1-AM and SR-101 dyes are bolus-loaded into the
animal, cells can be categorized according to their dye content,
measured by fluorescence. Neuronal cells can be detected because
of their elevated green fluorescence and decreased red fluores-
cence. The green and red fluorescent channel data of each image
can also be normalized in the z-stack and then scaled and shifted so
that the tenth and 90th percentiles match 0 and 1. Background
correction is done by over-smoothing an image and subtracting it
from the original, then the red channel data are subtracted from
the green, and, finally, each layer of the stack is filtered again (2D
Gaussian, σ ¼ 2 μm). The result is then searched for local maxima,
with an adaptive threshold. If two selected locations are closer than
a given distance threshold, only one is kept. At the end, the
algorithm lists the 3D coordinates of the centers of each neuronal
cell body, and these coordinates can be used during random-access
scanning.

Fig. 20 In vivo image stacks of the neuronal population. (a) Representative background-corrected images
taken at different depths from the surface of the brain showing neurons (green) and glial cells (red and yellow).
Red and green channel images were overlaid. (Upper left) sketch of in vivo experimental arrangement.
Staining by bolus loading (OGB-1-AM and SR-101) in mouse V1. (b) x–z slice taken from the middle of the
stack volume dotted lines corresponds to the planes in (a)
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Fig. 21 Automatic localization of neurons in vivo. (a) 35 μm z-projection of a smaller region of the
experiment shown in Fig. 20. Bottom, neuronal somata detected with the aid of an algorithm in a sub-
volume (shown with projections, neurons in white and glial cells in black). Scale bar, 50 μm. (b) Maximal
intensity side- and z-projections of the entire z-stack (400 � 400 � 500 μm3) with autodetected cell
locations. Spheres are color coded in relation to depth. The detection threshold used here yielded 532
neurons. Scale bar, 100 μm

Fig. 22 Spontaneous neuronal network activity in vivo. (a) Sketch of in vivo experimental arrangement. (b)
Maximal intensity side- and z-projection image of the entire z-stack (280 � 280 � 230 μm3; bolus loading
with OGB-1-AM and SR-101). Spheres represent 375 autodetected neuronal locations color coded by depth in
the V1 region of the cortex. Scale bars, 50 μm. (c) Parallel 3D recording of spontaneous Ca2þ responses from
the 375 locations. Rows, single cells measured in random-access scanning mode. Scale bar, 5 s. Activity was
recorded with ~80 Hz. (d) Examples of Ca2þ transients showing active neurons from (c)
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After the selection of the cell bodies (Fig. 22b), the spontane-
ous activity of each neuron is recorded and the point-by-point
background-corrected and normalized fluorescence data are plot-
ted real-time. Data from each cell can also be shown as a single row
or column for better visibility (Fig. 22c). The stability of long-term
recording can be monitored by measuring the baseline
fluorescence.

For neuroscientists, it is more interesting to record neuronal
responses following different physiological stimulations in differ-
ent cortical areas. For example, the mouse could be presented
with visual stimuli consisting of movies of a white bar oriented
at eight different angles and always moving perpendicular to its
orientation (Fig. 23b) and detect responses in the V1 region
of the cortex. Visual stimulation with bars oriented at �45�

activate a small subpopulation of the measured cells (Fig. 23b
and c).

Fig. 23 Neuronal network activity in vivo in response to visual stimuli. (a) Sketch of in vivo experimental
arrangement. Visual stimulation was induced by moving bars in eight directions at 45� intervals. (b) Ca2þ

responses from the same 375 neuronal locations visible in Fig. 22 (visual stimulation: moving bar at �45�).
Rows, single cells from a single 3D measurement. Scale bar, 2 s. (c) Examples of Ca2þ transients from
neurons in b, preferentially responding to the�45� bar direction. Bar moved in the visual field during the time
periods marked with dashed lines
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4.4 In Vivo 3D

Imaging of Genetically

Labeled Neuronal

Networks

Similarly to the measurements shown in the previous section,
3D recordings can also be performed on genetically labeled neuro-
nal networks (Fig. 24). The improved capability of the recording
technology is mostly because of the recent developments in the
field of AOD scanner technology: the novel 3D scan heads provide
better transmission, even at longer wavelengths.

Fig. 24 Neuronal network activity recorded in the V1 region of an awake animal. (a) Spatially normalized
3D Ca2þ response recorded in 100 genetically labeled neurons. Each column corresponds to a single neuron.
Red color indicates high activity. Neurons were labeled using AAV viruses and expressed GCamP6 sensor. (b)
Exemplified Ca2þ responses, raw traces. (c) Simultaneously recorded population activity, each trace corre-
sponds to a single neuron
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5 Future Perspectives

Optically, 3D AO microscopes are now close to the theoretical
maximum which can be realized using the currently available high
NA objective lenses, but other aspects of AO scanning could still
be improved, such as

l develop faster, more specialized scanning algorithms for net-
work measurements

l develop faster AO deflectors

l develop novel correction methods for movement artifacts

l improve lasers and fluorescent dyes to get access to entire
thickness of the cortex

l applying the technology to larger FOV objectives

l implement adaptive optics

l overcome the speed of resonant scanning in frame scanning
modes

l simplify the system to lower its costs and maintenance efforts

l improve wavelength tunability

Together with these developments, there is a need for systems
which can simultaneously scan multiple brain areas in order to
study communication between sensory, motor, and higher order
areas, and which are able to use photostimulation in combination
with 3D scanning in order to map functional connectivity within
neuronal networks. Moreover, 3D recordings must be performed
in symbiosis with neuronal network and dendritic modeling; 3D
recorded data must be explained by neuronal network and dendritic
modeling; and, conversely, measurements must be performed
according to modeling predictions [44, 46].
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Chapter 12

Intracellular Voltage-Sensitive Dyes for Studying Dendritic
Excitability and Synaptic Integration

Corey D. Acker, Mandakini B. Singh, and Srdjan D. Antic

Abstract

Intracellular voltage-sensitive dyes are used to monitor membrane potential changes from neuronal
compartments not readily accessible to glass electrodes, such as basal dendritic segments more than
140 μm away from the cell body. Optical imaging is uniquely suitable to reveal voltage transients occurring
simultaneously in two or more dendritic branches, or in two or more locations along the same dendritic
branch (simultaneous multi-site recordings). Voltage-sensitive dye recordings can be combined with bath
application of drugs that block membrane conductances as well as with focal application of neurotransmit-
ters. The results of dendritic voltage-sensitive dye measurements are naturally incorporated into computa-
tional models of neurons with complex dendritic trees. The number of model constraints is notably
heightened by a multi-site approach. An interaction between multi-site voltage-sensitive dye recording
(wet experiment) and multicompartmental modeling (dry experiment) constitutes one of the most insight-
ful combinations in quantitative neurobiology. This chapter discloses disadvantages associated with voltage-
sensitive dyes. It brings useful information for deciding whether voltage-sensitive dye imaging is an
appropriate method for your experimental question, and how to determine if a student is ready to work
with intracellular voltage-sensitive dyes. Our chapter describes the most important, previously unpublished,
practical issues of loading neurons with voltage-sensitive dyes and obtaining fast optical signals (action
potentials) from thin dendritic branches using equipment at half price of a standard confocal microscope.

Key words Electrochromism, Chromophores, Hemicyanine, Styryl dyes, Action potential, Dendritic
spike, Backpropagation, Plateau potential, Fluorescence and membrane potential

1 Introduction

Our understanding of dendritic physiological properties and
dendritic integration depends on our ability to monitor voltage
transients in dendritic segments. This chapter is focused on
single-photon voltage-sensitive dye recordings from individual
neurons in brain slices.

Alon Korngreen (ed.), Advanced Patch-Clamp Analysis for Neuroscientists, Neuromethods, vol. 113,
DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-3411-9_12, © Springer Science+Business Media New York 2016
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1.1 A Niche for

Dendritic Voltage

Imaging

Dendritic physiological properties and dendritic integration are
traditionally studied by dendritic patch electrode recordings [1, 2],
calcium imaging [3, 4], and voltage imaging [5, 6]. Each method for
studying dendritic physiological properties and dendritic integration
has its own advantages and disadvantages.

1.1.1 Dendritic Patching Patch recordings in basal dendrites are currently limited to
proximal dendritic segments, less than 140 μm away from the cell
body [7]. Action potential (AP) waveforms acquired by dendritic
patch electrodes may be distorted by electrode resistance, electrode
capacitance, and most acutely by particularly high serial resistance,
up to 200MΩ [7]. Occasional sealing of a high-resistance dendritic
patch introduces instability in the recordings manifested by fluctua-
tions in both the amplitude and dynamics of AP transients. By
definition, the whole-cell patch electrode recording disrupts (rup-
tures) dendritic membrane, creates a change in dendritic morphol-
ogy, change in dendritic capacitance and resistance, as well as it
produces a rapid dialysis of the dendritic cytosol resulting in a
washout of important ions and molecules.

1.1.2 Dendritic Calcium

Imaging

A change in intracellular calcium is an indirect measure of a change
in dendritic membrane potential. Intracellular calcium is a complex
function of multiple factors including the state of voltage-gated
calcium channels, opening or closing of glutamatergic receptor
channels, release of calcium from intracellular stores, buffering
capacity of dendritic cytoplasm, buffering capacity of the calcium-
sensitive dye, and the status of various calcium pumps. The rise in
intracellular calcium detected by a calcium-sensitive dye is at least
one order of magnitude slower than the rise of voltage detected by
an electrode. Obviously, calcium imaging is not ideally suited for
the analysis of membrane potential waveforms.

1.1.3 Dendritic Voltage

Imaging

For the purpose of studying rapid information processing in central
nervous system neurons, one would like to monitor electrical tran-
sients occurring in several dendritic branches simultaneously.
Simultaneous multi-site recordings of dendritic voltage transients
bring three types of useful information. First, such recordings
provide critical information about the intrinsic membrane proper-
ties of remote dendritic compartments [8, 9]. Second, they provide
unique information about the integration of voltage transients in
the dendritic tree [10–12]. Third, such measurements can be used
to determine the precise locations of excitatory and inhibitory
synaptic inputs [13–15]. Recent advances in dendritic voltage
imaging hold promise for a wider use of voltage-sensitive dyes in
cellular neuroscience [16–18].
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1.2 Serious

Limitations of

Dendritic Voltage

Imaging

Dendritic voltage imaging is a difficult experimental procedure
characterized by a very low success rate. Experimental failures are
often caused by an inherent toxicity of current voltage-sensitive
dyes and notoriously low signal-to-noise ratio.

1.2.1 Toxicity Voltage-sensitive dyes are more toxic than calcium-sensitive dyes or
fluorescent tracers such as Rhodamine and Alexa Fluor 594. Over-
loading neurons with voltage-sensitive dyes causes alterations in
neuronal physiological properties, electrical and structural instabil-
ity of the excitable membrane manifested by broadened APs [6]
followed by sustained depolarizations and eventually cell death.
Voltage-sensitive dyes are toxic during dye injection procedure,
but even more so during the imaging sessions when dye molecules
are excited by the incident light.

1.2.2 Low Sensitivity Voltage-sensitive dyes are characterized by very low sensitivity.
Signal amplitudes obtained with voltage-sensitive dyes, expressed
as fractional change (ΔF/F), are one or two orders of magnitude
lower than signals obtained with calcium-sensitive dyes in the same
dendritic segment. In the majority of our experimental measure-
ments, the voltage-sensitive dye signal is buried in noise; it cannot
be detected with reasonable averaging procedures (e.g., number of
trials less than 9). In some cases, in some dendritic segments, the
detected signal is too noisy and therefore it is not useful.

1.2.3 Lack of Calibration Although the amplitudes of optical and electrical signals obtained
from the same location on a neuron are in a strict linear relation [19],
the factor that converts ΔF/F of the optical signal to mV varies from
one location to another. Calibration of an optical signal performed at
the cell body using an intercellular electrode as a reference must not
be applied to a dendrite of the same cell. The reason for this lies in the
variable ratio between the concentrations of membrane bilayers in
neuronal cytosol (organelles) versus that in the neuronal plasma
membrane. If this membrane ratio (organelles/plasmalemma) is
not identical in two neuronal locations, then the amplitude of
voltage-sensitive dye signal (ΔF/F) will have two different values
for the same change in membrane potential [8]. The bottom line is
that it is impossible to determine the amplitude of dendritic mem-
brane potential transient in millivolts based solely on the den-
dritic optical signal and somatic patch electrode recording.

1.3 Is Dendritic

Voltage Imaging an

Appropriate Method

for My Project?

All aspects of this consideration stem from three aforementioned
problems, low sensitivity, steep dose-dependent toxicity, and lack of
calibration.

An experimental project is currently incompatible with inter-
nally applied voltage-sensitive dyes if it requires:

l Determination of absolute amplitude of voltage change in
millivolts.
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l Monitoring waveforms of miniature synaptic potential (minis)
from thin dendritic branches.

l Monitoring waveforms of postsynaptic potentials from thin
dendritic branches in single-trial recordings.

l Monitoring spontaneous activity over time scales greater than
1 s. Several seconds of interrupted illumination (dye excitation)
are likely to cause irreversible neuronal injury.

l Dendritic imaging in vivo, while theoretically possible, has yet
to be achieved.

Dendritic voltage imaging is most successfully used in brain
slices to detect:

l Large voltage changes caused by APs, NMDA spikes, and
glutamate-mediated plateau potentials [8, 12].

l Evokedvoltage transients.Evokedvoltage transients (e.g., evoked
AP or evoked synaptic potentials) are uniquely suitable for
voltage imaging because they allow averaging over trials [8, 13].

1.4 Which Voltage-

Sensitive Dye?

1.4.1 Genetically

Encoded or Chemical

Voltage Indicators?

New fluorescent protein-based voltage sensors are being devel-
oped, with the promise of being able to genetically target specific
cells in an organism [20, 21]. At present moment, the genetically
encoded voltage sensors lack temporal resolution, which is required
for determining AP propagation latency and AP half-width. Spike
propagation latency and spike half-width are two critical parameters
in the data interpretation and analysis portion of many voltage-
sensitive dye projects [8, 9, 22].

1.4.2 Extracellular or

Intracellular Dye

Application?

In order to study voltage transients in thin processes of neurons in
the central nervous system, one faces the choice between two
means of membrane staining (extracellular or intracellular). In
theory, extracellular application of voltage-sensitive dyes could pro-
duce signals that can be calibrated at all dendritic loci using a patch
pipette at the soma. However, at present, we are still missing a
reliable procedure to adequately stain the outer membrane leaf of
distal dendrites of individual neurons in brain slices and produce
high quality signals; but see a promising development in this
direction [23].

1.4.3 Absorption or

Fluorescence?

Absorption voltage-sensitive dyes have been used to obtain
excellent signals in invertebrate ganglions and brain slices [24].
However, in order to resolve one neurite or one dendrite in
voltage-sensitive dye recordings, one must turn away from absorp-
tion dyes and use fluorescent indicators injected into the neuronal
cytoplasm (intracellular application), as determined by the Zecevic
group [5].
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1.4.4 Fluorescent

Voltage-Sensitive Dyes for

Intracellular Application

Rational design methods, based onmolecular orbital calculations of
the dye chromophores and characterization of their binding in
membranes, were employed to engineer dye structures [25]. The
general class of dye chromophores called hemicyanine (also referred
to as “styryl” dyes) exhibits electrochromism. The most important
hemicyanine dyes include: di-4-ANEPPS, di-8-ANEPPS, di-2-
ANEPEQ (aka JPW-1114), di-1-ANEPEQ (aka JPW-3028), RH-
421, RH-795, ANNINE-6 and ANNINE-6þ, di-4-ANEPPDHQ,
di-4-ANBDQBS, and di-4-ANBDQPQ, summarized in [17].
Because the electrochromic mechanism is a direct interaction of
the electric field with the chromophore and does not require any
movement of the dye molecule, all of these dyes provide rapid
absorbance and fluorescence responses to membrane potential;
they are therefore capable of recording APs [5]. Other mechanisms
can give more sensitive voltage responses in specialized applications
[26, 27]. However, to date hemicyanine dyes are arguably the most
universally used and applicable voltage-sensitive dyes available for
recording membrane potential spikes (action potentials) from indi-
vidual dendritic branches [16, 28–31].

In this chapter we describe the methodological procedures that
apply to multi-site voltage-sensitive dye imaging with two “red”
dyes JPW-1114 or JPW-3028 excited by green light (~500 nm) and
emitting in red spectrum (>600 nm) and one blue dye JPW-4090,
excited by red light (~650 nm) and emitting in infrared spectrum
(>700 nm). Two-photon voltage imaging and the best dyes used
for two-photon excitation were described in [32].

1.5 When Is One

Ready to Try Multi-site

Dendritic Voltage

Imaging?

Dendritic voltage imaging is a difficult experimental procedure
characterized by a low success rate and a high rate of frustration.
Several fundamental requirements should be met before embarking
upon a voltage imaging project.

Requirement 1: An experimenter must be proficient in whole-cell
patch electrode recordings. One must be able to keep a cell in a
whole-cell configuration for 1 h, while maintaining excellent access
resistance.

Requirement 2: At the end of the staining period, an experimenter
must be able to pull an outside-out patch without killing the dye-
loaded neuron.

Requirement 3: Following a 2-h incubation period, an experi-
menter must be able to find and re-patch the dye-loaded cell.

Requirement 4: Calcium Imaging. Before trying dendritic voltage
imaging one should become proficient with calcium-sensitive dye
imaging. Towards this goal, perform whole-cell injection of Ore-
gon Green Bapta-1 calcium-sensitive dye [150 μM dissolved in
standard intracellular solution]. Load neurons with this dye for at
least 45 min. Monitor backpropagation of APs in thin dendritic
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branches using dendritic calcium imaging. Improve the injection of
the calcium-sensitive dye (increase concentration of the dye,
decrease access resistance of the patch) and fine-tune optical record-
ing setup (increase illumination intensity; increase the sensitivity of
the optical detector, perform temporal averaging and spatial aver-
aging) until a single AP-induced dendritic calcium transient can be
detected more than 140 μm away from the cell body. An experi-
mental setup is not ready for dendritic voltage imaging if it cannot
detect single AP-associated calcium transients in distal dendritic
segments (ref. [8], their figure 7).

1.6 Positive and

Practical Aspects of

Dendritic Voltage

Imaging

1.6.1 Fast Response

The voltage-sensitive dye signal is fast enough to follow changes in
membrane potential at sub-millisecond time scale (Fig. 1). This allows
for precise measurement of the AP peak latencies and AP half-widths
[8, 9, 22] or dendritic spike waveforms [10, 11]. An example of
designing experiments based on fast temporal response of a voltage-
sensitive dye is shown in Fig. 2. In this example, voltage imaging
revealed a clear difference in AP waveform (duration) between an
oblique apical dendrite and proximal axon of the same cell (Fig. 2b).

Fig. 1 Fast response time of a voltage-sensitive dye. (a) Simultaneous whole-cell
(black) and optical (gray) recordings of the evoked membrane potential changes
using voltage-sensitive dye JPW-4090. Optical signal was sampled from the
basal dendrite 45 m away from the cell body. Average of six sweeps. (b) A
segment of trace containing AP is blown up to show temporal correlation
between whole-cell (black) and optical signal (gray). A distortion in electrical
recording caused by poorly compensated series resistance (arrow) does not
appear in the optical signal. Adapted from Zhou et al., 2007
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1.6.2 Linear Response The amplitudes of optical and electrical signals are in strict linear
relation [19]. An example of designing experiments based on the
linearity of the dye response is shown in Fig. 3. In this example,
voltage imaging reveals relative amplitudes of subsequent APs at
each location tested (Fig. 3a). At one location (dendrite #2) voltage
imaging reveals uniform AP amplitudes during the train of APs
(Fig. 3b). Optical recording from another location on the same
cell (dendrite #3) shows that the neighboring dendritic branch
although similar in shape, length, and diameter experienced a dras-
tic amplitude difference between the first and third AP in the train
(Fig. 3c, arrow). These data provided direct experimental evidence
for a failure of the first AP in some but not all basal branches.

1.6.3 Compatibility with

Standard Experimental

Procedures

Voltage-sensitive dye recordings can be easily combined with focal
application of pharmacologic agents [33], with focal application of
neurotransmitters [29, 34], or bath application of drugs that block
membrane conductances (Fig. 4a–c). The fast and linear responses
of voltage-sensitive dyes have proven critical for characterizing
changes in AP waveforms induced by blocking dendritic sodium
(Fig. 4d) or potassium (Fig. 4e) conductances.

Fig. 2 Optical recordings of action potentials in oblique dendrites and axons of pyramidal cells. (a) Central
image is a composite microphotograph of a layer 5 pyramidal neuron filled with voltage-sensitive dye JPW-
4090. (Left) Simultaneous whole-cell (Patch) and optical (VSD) recording of an AP triplet. Optical signal was
sampled from the oblique branch at path distance of 128 m from the soma, as shown in the movie frame
captured by data acquisition camera at 2.7 kHz frame rate. Only the distal tip of the oblique branch is
positioned inside the laser illumination spot. Dashed gray lines connect corresponding structures. (Right)
Same as in the Left except axon is being imaged. Optical signals (VSD) were sampled from a short axonal
segment (20 m length) right at the first branch point (path distance from soma¼114 m). Optical signal is
product of 4 averaging. (b) Dendritic (oblique) and axonal (axon) optical signals are aligned on faster time scale
to emphasize difference in temporal dynamics of the voltage change in two compartments of the same
neuron. Adapted from Zhou et al., 2007
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1.6.4 Superior

Compatibility with

Multicompartmental

Modeling

The results of dendritic voltage-sensitive dye measurements can be
easily incorporated into computational models for the purpose of
studying dendritic membrane excitability and dendritic integration
[8, 9]. Voltage imaging is uniquely compatible with biophysical
models because they provide multiple parameters (signal shape,
peak latency) from multiple dendritic loci at the same moment of
time. The number of model constraints is notably heightened by a
multi-site approach [35]. An interaction betweenmulti-site voltage-
sensitive dye recording (wet experiment) and multicompartmental
modeling (dry experiment) represents one of the most powerful
combinations in quantitative neurobiology [8, 9, 28, 36, 37].

2 Materials

1. Standard extracellular solution (artificial cerebrospinal fluid,
ACSF) is used to perfuse brain slices at room temperature
during dye loading and during incubation; (in mM) 125
NaCl, 26 NaHCO3, 2.3 KCl, 1.26 KH2PO4, 2 CaCl2, 1
MgSO4, and 10 glucose, pH 7.4.

2. Standard gluconate-based intracellular solution is used for the
dye-free portion (Fig. 5c, dye free) as well as for the dye-rich
portion of the pipette lumen (Fig. 5c, dye); (in mM) 135
potassium gluconate, 2 MgCl2, 3 Na2-ATP, 10 Na2-phospho-
creatine, 0.3 Na2-GTP, and 10 Hepes (pH 7.3).

Fig. 3 Voltage transients in tips of basal dendrites. (a) Color inverted microphotograph of a neuron filled with
JPW3028. Five regions of interest (ROIs 1–5) were explored. Inset, same image non-inverted. ROI 5 was re-
focused before voltage imaging. (b) Simultaneous recording of AP triplets from the soma (patch) and dendritic
tip (ROI 2). (c) Same as in (b) except ROI 3 is shown. Voltage-sensitive dye signal changes linearly with the
change in membrane potential, and therefore, relative differences in the optical signal amplitude (ROI 3) reveal
exact relative differences in AP amplitudes. Arrow marks an action potential which failed to invade the tip of
the basal dendrite #3. Adapted from Zhou et al., 2008
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3. Thermo Scientific™ Nalgene™ Syringe Filters—4 mm diame-
ter, nylon membrane, 0.2 μm pore for filtering intracellular
solutions.

4. Microcentrifuge (Corning’s LSE Mini Microcentrifuge) for
filtering intracellular solutions.

Fig. 4 Dendritic action potential waveforms in the presence of channel blockers. (a) Composite photograph of
neuron filled with voltage-sensitive dye JPW-1114. (b) Blow-up of the box shown in (a). Four regions of
interest (ROIs 1–4) on two basal branches are examined. (c) Electrical (whole cell) and optical (ROIs 1–4)
signals following natural (Control, Washout) or artificially generated somatic APs (block of sodium channels
with tetrodotoxin (TTX), 1 M). The cell body is patched with two electrodes as shown in (a). One channel (p-1)
is used to voltage-clamp the cell in the shape of a previously recorded AP. The other electrode (p-2) remains in
current clamp to monitor membrane potential, necessary to verify the efficacy of the voltage-clamped AP
waveform in TTX conditions. Somatic AP amplitude is 109 % of Control in TTX and 88 % of Control in Washout
conditions (45-min washout). Spike-triggered averages, n¼4 sweeps. (d) Superposition of optical traces from
ROI 2 before (Control) and after blocking sodium channels (TTX). (e) Superposition of optical traces from a
basal dendrite (different cell) before (Control) and after blocking potassium channels with 4-aminopyridine
(4-AP). Adapted from Acker and Antic, 2009
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5. Voltage-sensitive dye JPW-1114, JPW-3028, or JPW-4090
(Molecular Probes, Invitrogen).

6. Microscope. Any patch electrode recording station with an epi-
illumination module and two camera ports will do. One camera
port hosts a high resolution CCD camera for infrared video
microscopy used for patching neurons. The other camera port
hosts a low-resolution high-speed camera for voltage imaging.
We have successfully used Zeiss Axioskop FS, Olympus
BX51WI, and Nikon Eclipse E600. The microscopes should
be equipped with either 40� or 63� lenses.

7. Two basic types of epi-illumination are used in our laboratory:

7a. Wide-field epi-illumination is used for multi-site imaging
(Fig. 4) and can be achieved using an arc lamp, metal-
halide lamp, laser beam expander, or LEDs. We obtained
voltage signals using low-ripple 150 and 250 W arc lamps
(OptiQuip Inc., Highland Mills, NY); metal-halide lamp

Fig. 5 Loading voltage-sensitive dyes into patch pipettes. (a) Front loading of patch pipette with dye-free
internal solution drawn up through the tip. A stand holding the micropipette in vertical position is not shown.
(b) Back loading of patch pipette with dye-rich internal solution. (c) Two configurations of a loaded pipette.
Note that in the conservative approach the entire tip of the patch pipette is filled with dye-free solution passed
the shoulder (dashed line). (d) Tubing setup for precise monitoring of internal pressure during patching
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Lumen 200 (Prior Scientific, Inc., Rockland, MA), and
Samba™ 532 nm laser (Cobolt AB, Solna, Sweden).

7b. Laser spot illumination is used for imaging of one location
on a dendrite or axon at the time (Fig. 2). Laser spot
illumination can be achieved using a laser or laser diode
in combination with a beam collimator (ThorLabs, New-
ton, NJ). The beam collimator is attached to the back port
of the microscope in the place of a regular arc lamp.

8. UNIBLITZ® CS35 or CS25 shutters with reflective blades.
Shutter driver should be triggered by the data acquisition
software.

9. Filter cubes. [Red Dyes] For JPW-1114 and JPW-3028 use an
exciter 520 � 45 nm; dichroic 570 nm; emission >610 nm. A
Chroma filter set for JPW-1114 and JPW-3028 includes exciter
D510/60 (480–540 nm bandpass), dichroic 570dcxru and
emitter E600lp (600 nm longpass). Alternatively, one can use
a 532 nm laser (no exciter). [Blue Dyes] For JPW-4090 use a
658 nm laser diode (no exciter), 700 nm dichroic, and 720 nm
longpass emission filter.

10. Camera. NeuroCCD-SMQ, RedShirtImaging, Decatur, GA.
This camera allows acquisition of low light intensity (fluores-
cence) signals at high speed. The resolution of the camera is
only 80 by 80 pixels. The camera resolution was sacrificed to
achieve fast frame acquisition rates (2 kHz (full frame), 5 kHz
(binned 3 � 3) and 10 kHz (partial frame)). The Neuroplex
software (comes with the camera) performs data acquisition
and data analysis. Two most versatile features of Neuroplex
are: (1) Spatial averaging; and (2) Temporal averaging. Spike-
triggered averaging mode uses patch electrode signal, or a
referent optical signal from any part of the visual field, to
align individual data traces prior to averaging. The spike-
triggered averaging mode overcomes problems with signal
jitter between subsequent recording trials.

3 Methods

Intracellular application of a styryl voltage-sensitive dye is accom-
plished by free diffusion of the dye from a patch electrode into the
neuronal cell body during a whole-cell recording. Standard proce-
dures for preparation of 300-μm-thick brain slices, standard artifi-
cial cerebrospinal fluid, and standard Kþ-gluconate-based
intracellular solution used for any other whole-cell recordings are
also used here for voltage-sensitive dye dendritic imaging.

All experiments aimed at dendritic voltage imaging with inter-
nally applied voltage-sensitive dyes comprise four essential maneu-
vers: (a) Injection of the dye into the neuron; (b) Diffusion of the
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dye from the cell body into dendrites; (c) Re-patching of the
stained neuron; and (d) Optical recordings. A list of individual
steps in chronological order follows.

1. Fire-polish glass capillaries prior to pulling patch pipettes. Hold
the tip of the capillary above an open flame until the rim of the
glass turns red. Once the rim turns red, it takes only 3–4 s to
complete the polishing. See Note 1.

2. Boil the polished glass capillaries in 70 % ethanol for 10 min.
Keep capillaries in vertical position inside the beaker. Bubbles of
boiled ethanol emerge from the bottom of the beaker and
climb through the lumen of the capillary. This continuous
flow of boiled ethanol removes impurities and dust from the
capillary lumen.

3. Submerge capillaries into acetone (room temperature) for
5 min. Remove from acetone. Gently shake the drops of ace-
tone off the capillaries. It is not necessary to get rid of all
acetone drops. Spread capillaries on a sheet of clean aluminum
foil. Cover the capillaries with another sheet of aluminum foil
and let them dry for 24–48 h. Store washed capillaries in a
closed box.

4. Transfer one brain slice to an upright fluorescence microscope
configured with imaging equipment. Perfuse brain slice with
oxygenated ACSF at room temperature. Note that both the dye
loading and the subsequent dye diffusion phase of the experi-
ment are performed at room temperature.

5. Manufacture patch pipettes at 7 MΩ resistance when filled with
standard internal solution (dye-free intracellular solution).

6. Voltage-sensitive dyes JPW-1114, JPW-3028, and JPW-4090
are water soluble. Prepare dye stock in standard intracellular
solution at 5 mM and store at �20 �C. Prepare final dye-rich
solution at concentration range 200–800 μM by dissolving
stock in standard intracellular solution. Store aliquots of the
final solution at �20 �C. Excellent results can also be achieved
with lower dye concentrations (e.g., 30 μm) but longer dye-
loading periods [18]. Before loading into patch pipettes both
dye-free and dye-rich intracellular solutions should be filtered
through syringe filters—4 mm diameter, nylon membrane,
0.2 μm pore. See Note 2.

7. Fill the patch pipette from the tip with the dye-free intracellular
solution by applying negative pressure for a period ranging
from 0.5 min to 3 min (Fig. 5a). The time required is estab-
lished empirically and depends on the parameters of the elec-
trode (e.g., shape and size of the tip) and the intensity of the
negative pressure imposed by the front-loading syringe
(Fig. 5a). See Note 3.
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8. Backfill the pipette with a drop of intracellular solution
containing the voltage-sensitive dye (Fig. 5b). The amount of
dye-free solution (Fig. 5c, dye free) will determine the amount
of time allowed for maneuvering through brain slice before the
dye leaks out and ruins the experiment. The ratio between dye-
free and dye-rich solutions will determine the rate of dye diffu-
sion into the cell. For strong-fast dye loading use small dye-
free/dye-rich ratio (Fig. 5c, aggressive). For more relaxed and
more gradual dye-loading use large free/rich ratio (Fig. 5c,
conservative).

This system of front loading the patch pipette with dye-free
solution prevents leakage of the voltage-sensitive dye into the
brain slice tissue before the patch pipette is attached to the
neuron. See Note 4.

9. The dye-loaded patch pipette (Fig. 5c) cannot be stored. It
must be used immediately to prevent mixing of dye-free and
dye-rich solutions. Insert pipette in the pipette holder
(Fig. 5d). Use a digital manometer to set a positive pressure
inside the patch pipette before patching (Fig. 5d). For 7 MΩ
patch pipettes use a positive pressure of �8 mbar before the
pipette is submerged in the recording chamber. Increase the
positive pressure to �25 mbar just before inserting the patch
pipette into a brain slice. See Note 5.

10. Upon establishing a whole-cell configuration test if the
voltage-sensitive dye leaked in the surrounding tissue using
very low excitation light intensity. See Note 6.

11. Keep the whole-cell configuration for 45–60 min to allow for
the dye to diffuse from pipette into cytoplasm.

12. During the dye-loading process/period, the cell body may be
exposed to a large dye concentration. It is necessary to prevent
overloading of the cell since the dye’s toxic effects become
apparent at large concentrations. See Note 7.

13. Detach the patch electrode from the cell by forming an outside-
out patch. To form an outside-out patch, switch to voltage
clamp. Apply a seal test (the same test used for establishing
whole-cell). Slowly withdraw the patch pipette away from the
cell body. Watch as the seal test current slowly decreases (resis-
tance increases) until a gigaohm seal is formed. At this point
pull freely the patch pipette out of the recording chamber.
Discard the loading pipette and examine the integrity of the
cell under the infrared video-microscopy monitor.

14. If the cell body is still visible in infrared video microscopy,
switch to fluorescence microscopy. Now examine the cell
same body using very low excitation light intensity.

If the surrounding brain slice tissue shows no signs of back-
ground fluorescence, proceed with the incubation phase. If
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background fluorescence is present, abandon this brain slice.
See Note 6.

15. Incubate the slice for 90–180 min at room temperature. Incu-
bation is necessary to allow the diffusion of the lipophilic
voltage-sensitive dye into distal processes.

Re-patching of the stained cell is performed at physiological
temperature (e.g., 35 �C) with patch electrodes filled with dye-
free intracellular solution.

16. After the incubation period is over, use low excitation light
intensity and fluorescence video imaging to locate the stained
cell body in the visual field. Use infrared DIC to patch the cell.
If possible, reduce the intensity of infrared light and increase
the video camera gain. This will produce a grainy (low quality)
image during re-patching, but it may preserve the cell from
photodynamic damage.

17. Focusing and positioning of the dendritic tree prior to a voltage
imaging sweep should be performed using the fluorescence
video imaging at very low excitation light intensity and a
video camera at very high gain. It is important to limit all
types of light exposure to a minimum. See Note 8.

18. The subsequent voltage imaging is performed at high illumina-
tion intensity. Illumination intensities necessary for single-
photon voltage imaging typically exceed those used in calcium
imaging experiments by more than threefold.

19. Ideally, one wishes to limit exposure to strong excitation light
to a minimum. Note that the majority of scientific projects
utilizing voltage-sensitive dyes were centered on AP backpro-
pagation. In each of these projects, opening of the shutter was
limited to ~100 ms per sweep [8, 9].

20. Wait time. Following a 100 ms exposure (one sweep), it is a
good idea to pause recordings for at least 1 min. The logic
behind inserting long pauses between voltage imaging sweeps
is based on the hypothesis that under certain conditions the
excitation of dye molecules in the plasma membrane may lead
to formation of free radicals that cause structural or functional
damage. Long pauses allow natural mechanisms to clear some
of the free radicals from the cell.

21. Sampling rate. Fast sampling rates drastically disrupt signal-to-
noise ratio, because they reduce the number of collected
photons per each sample. One can use the NeuroCCD camera
to sample a portion of a chip at 10 kHz. This sampling rate
requires high power excitation (typically using a 532 nm laser),
which causes fast photodynamic damage. We usually record AP
waveforms at 2 kHz (or 2.7 kHz) and then we interpolate
(oversample) the AP waveforms from 2 to 20 kHz using
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MATLAB (interp, l ¼ 4, alpha ¼ 0.5, r ¼ 10) or other
custom-made software [8, 9].

22. The quality of voltage-sensitive dye signal is typically low (poor
signal-to-noise ratio). When designing voltage imaging experi-
ments, one should choose biological signals that can be aver-
aged (e.g., evoked AP or an evoked EPSP). Typically, one
would average up to nine sweeps. The signal-to-noise ratio
improves by the square root of the number of sweeps combined
in the temporal average. See Note 9.

23. Spatial averaging. In addition to the temporal averaging one is
encouraged to perform spatial averaging of voltage-sensitive
dye signals over the neuronal compartment of interest. See
Note 10.

24. Bleach subtraction. One of the significant artifacts in optical
imaging is bleaching, a decrease of the optical signal while the
biological signal remains unchanged. See Note 11. Bleaching
correction is performed by fitting an exponential function
through a recorded trace and then subtracting the function
from the trace (Neuroplex, Exponential Subtract). Bleach cor-
rection can also be performed by recording traces of the same
length (same number of points) at the end of the experiment
(stimulus turned off) and subtracting them from experimental
traces. See Note 12.

25. Filtering. Final conditioning of the voltage traces is performed
using digital filters available in Neuroplex, MATLAB, and other
software. A high-pass filter is used to remove slow, vibration-
related oscillations. A low-pass filter is used to remove high-
frequency noise, while observing the Nyquist criterion. A free
seminar on conditioning optical traces using the Neuroplex
software is given by Dr. Larry B. Cohen every year at the
RedShirtImaging Workshop, a satellite to the Annual Society
for Neuroscience Meeting.

4 Notes

1. Fire-polishing of the electrode glass eliminates sharp edges that
can damage silver wire during insertion of the patch electrode
into an electrode holder. Sharp edges of the capillary glass can
scrape the chips of silver chloride, thus introducing particles
into the intracellular solution. Foreign particles block the flow
of intracellular solution through the mouth of the patch
pipette. Clogging of the pipette tip precludes the formation
of the gigaohm seal, as well as it disrupts the intracellular
injection of a dye.
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2. Filtering of dye-free and dye-rich internal solutions is per-
formed in a microcentrifuge at slow speed. Insert a 4-mm filter
into an open 0.5 or 0.7 mL standard plastic tube before placing
the tube into microcentrifuge. Load 50 μL of the solution into
the filter lumen using a pipettor. It takes 2–3 min of spinning to
push a 50 μL of solution through the filter into the tube lumen.
One 0.5 mL plastic tube can only take three 50 μL loads,
because the tip of the filter is inserted deep into the lumen of
the plastic tube.

3. An inexperienced voltage-sensitive dye user should fill the
entire tip of the dye-loading patch pipette with dye-free solu-
tion passed the shoulder (Fig. 5c, shoulder). This allows plenty
of time for maneuvering pipettes through brains slices and
making a gigaohm seal.

4. This system of loading the patch pipette prevents leakage of the
voltage-sensitive dye into the brain slice tissue before the patch
pipette is attached to the neuron. The volume of dye-free
intracellular solution in the tip of the patch pipette must be
optimized empirically. If too little dye-free volume in the tip,
the dye will leak from the pipette during the formation of a
gigaohm seal (Fig. 5c, aggressive). If too much dye-free volume
in the tip of a dye-loading patch pipette, the staining of the cell
membrane with voltage-sensitive dye will be slow and ineffi-
cient (Fig. 5c, conservative).

5. It is a good practice to measure and control positive pressure
while approaching a target cell with a dye-loading patch
pipette. Having consistent pressure levels and achieving consis-
tent time spent in the recording chamber prior to establishment
of a gigaohm seal, from experiment to experiment, allows one
to fine-tune and improve the efficacy of dye loading.

6. If voltage-sensitive dye leaks out of the loading pipette before
the gigaohm seal was accomplished, the dye will bind strongly
to the neighboring membranes and to the extracellular side of
the target cell. Voltage-sensitive dyes cannot be washed out
from the neuropil in a reasonable amount of time. The “leak”
dye disrupts voltage signals in two ways: (1) by increasing the
“F” component in ΔF/F; and (2) by decreasing the “ΔF”
component in ΔF/F. Voltage-sensitive dye in the outer leaf of
the plasma membrane (extracellular side) produces voltage sig-
nal of opposite sign from the internally bound voltage-sensitive
dye. Two signals cancel each other causing a severe deteriora-
tion of the signal-to-noise ratio.

7. One practical strategy for preventing a dye overload is constant
monitoring of evoked AP doublets during the dye injection
period. Every 2–4 min inject a depolarizing current pulse
(duration 50 ms) to evoke 2 APs. Compare the first recording
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established right upon whole-cell break-in against the current
recording. If the amplitude of the second AP in the current
recording was decreased by 30–40 % since the break-in, it is
time to pull out the dye-loading pipette and leave the cell to
incubate. Following a 2-h incubation period and successful re-
patch, the concentration of voltage-sensitive dye in the cell
body is reduced, which is manifested by the recovery of the
second AP amplitude. Note that neurons injured by voltage-
sensitive dye loading can recover after incubation and re-patch
[6].

8. It is a common mistake to search for dendrites using high
illumination intensity. In experiments with neurons injected
with voltage-sensitive dyes, it is paramount to limit the light
exposure to a minimum. Use neutral density filters in both the
epi-illumination and transmitted light paths.

9. Although the Neuroplex recording software can perform
online real-time averaging including spike-triggered averaging
to eliminate sweep-to-sweep temporal jitter of APs, always save
all sweeps for offline analysis and averaging. Some sweeps may
be noisier than others, exclude noisy sweeps from the average.

10. A neuronal compartment of interest (e.g., dendrite) projects on
many camera detectors. Using Neuroplex or other software,
select and combine optical signals from several neighboring
detectors receiving light from the same compartment. With
40� magnification one camera pixel typically collects light
from 5 μm � 5 μm in the object filed. We normally average
12 pixels (4 � 3 pixel quadrant) from a given dendritic seg-
ment. The signal-to-noise ratio improves by the square root of
the number of pixels combined in the spatial average. One can
combine temporal and spatial averaging in the same experi-
ment. A simple numerical example shows that using nine
sweeps for temporal averaging and selecting an area containing
nine detectors for spatial averaging would improve the signal-
to-noise ratio nine times (√9 � √9 ¼ 9), compared to the
output of a single detector in a single sweep.

11. Bleaching should always be minimized by reducing the excita-
tion intensity. However, the absence of any bleaching indicates
that excitation power needs to be increased to improve signal
and signal-to-noise ratio.

12. Any noise in the bleach trace will appear in the final product
after subtraction if directly subtracted from the experimental
trace. To reduce noise in “bleach” traces one should average
4–9 sweeps at the end of experiment, in the absence of any
stimulus.
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Chapter 13

Modeling the Kinetic Mechanisms of Voltage-Gated
Ion Channels

Autoosa Salari, Marco A. Navarro, and Lorin S. Milescu

Abstract

From neurons to networks, the kinetic properties of voltage-gated ion channels determine specific patterns
of activity. In this chapter, we discuss how experimental data can be obtained and analyzed to formulate
kinetic mechanisms and estimate parameters, and how these kinetic models can be tested in live neurons
using dynamic clamp. First, we introduce the Markov formalism, as applied to modeling ion channel
mechanisms, and the quantitative properties of single-channel and macroscopic currents obtained in
voltage-clamp experiments. Then, we discuss how to design optimal voltage-clamp protocols and how to
handle experimental artifacts. Next, we review the theoretical and practical aspects of data fitting, explaining
how to define and calculate the goodness of fit, how to formulate model parameters and constraints, and
how to search for optimal parameters. Finally, we discuss the technical requirements for dynamic-clamp
experiments and illustrate the power of this experimental-computational approach with an example.

Key words Voltage-gated ion channels, Kinetic mechanism, Markov model, Dynamic clamp,
Voltage clamp, Sodium channels

1 Introduction

Ion channels are the molecular building blocks of cellular excit-
ability, forming highly specific and efficient pores in the membrane.
Gated by various types of stimuli (chemical ligands, electricity,
mechanical force, temperature, or light), ion channels form a super-
family of transmembrane proteins that underlie a vast number of
physiological and pathological events [1]. Within this superfamily,
voltage-gated ion channels [2] play a uniquely important role: they
detect changes in membrane potential using specialized voltage-
sensing structures [3], and further modify the membrane potential
by allowing ions to flow through the lipid bilayer. To perform this
function, the channel molecule undergoes conformational transi-
tions within a set of conducting and non-conducting states, gov-
erned by specific kinetic mechanisms [4–6].
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The relationship between membrane voltage and ionic current
is simple and can be derived from basic principles [7]. Electrically, a
patch of membrane is equivalent to a capacitor (the lipid bilayer)
connected in parallel with a variable conductance (the ion channels,
swinging between closed and open states), which is connected in
series with a battery (the electrochemical potential of permeant
ions). If no external current is injected in this circuit, the current
flowing through the conductance and the current charging the
capacitor sum to zero. Thus, ignoring spatial effects, the change
in the membrane potential vs. time is proportional to the net ionic
current flowing through the membrane, as described by the differ-
ential equation:

C
dV

dt
¼ �I ; ð1Þ

where C is membrane capacitance, V is membrane potential,
C � dV =dt is the capacitive current that charges the membrane, I
is the ionic current flowing through the membrane, and t is time.

All the ion channels within the membrane contribute to I,
which is the algebraic sum of all the single-channel currents.
Thus, any individual ion channel that opens or closes will cause an
immediate and finite change in the net current I, unless V happens
to be equal to the reversal potential for that channel. From this
perspective, a closing of a channel is as significant as an opening. In
turn, this change in the current modifies the rate at which the
membrane potential changes over time. Then, as V evolves in
time, the driving forces for the permeating ions and the kinetic
properties of voltage-gated channels will also change. These
changes will again modify I, closing the causal loop between mem-
brane potential and ionic current.

Because they both sense and control membrane potential,
voltage-gated ion channels play a key role in action potential gen-
eration and propagation, in neurons and other excitable cells [8].
Neurons, in particular, spend considerable amounts of chemical
energy to create and maintain the electrochemical gradients neces-
sary for action potentials to work [9], and thus to establish com-
munication within the nervous system. Different types of neurons
display unique patterns of cellular excitability [10] and assemble
into brain circuits with distinct network properties [11]. The firing
properties of individual neurons and neuronal circuits, and ulti-
mately the function of the entire nervous system, are largely deter-
mined by the kinetic properties of voltage-gated ion channels
[12–15]. Considering the rich variety of excitable behavior at cel-
lular and system levels, it’s not surprising that voltage-gated ion
channels have their own impressive repertoire of molecular proper-
ties [16]. Understanding these properties, particularly the dynam-
ics of state transitions and their voltage sensitivity, is key to
understanding how neurons and circuits work.
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1.1 Target Audience

and Expectations

The aim of this chapter is to guide the reader through the most
important aspects of modeling and testing the kinetic mechanisms
of voltage-gated ion channels. We are focused on deriving biophy-
sically realistic models from macroscopic currents obtained in
whole-cell voltage-clamp experiments [17] and testing these mod-
els in live neurons using dynamic clamp [18]. The reader is
expected to have a basic understanding of ion channel and mem-
brane biophysics, and some experience with electrophysiology
experiments. We tried to keep the discussion general, without
relying on a specific computer program, hoping that the readers
will be able to take the basic principles learned here and implement
them in their preferred software. Nevertheless, for some of the
examples presented here we have used a version of the QuB soft-
ware (www.qub.buffalo.edu), as developed and maintained by our
lab (http://milesculabs.biology.missouri.edu/QuB).

2 Ion Channel Models

Modeling ion channel kinetics is fun. However, when taken beyond
exponential curve fitting for time constants, or sigmoid fitting of
conductance curves, modeling becomes quite challenging. More
experimental data and more sophisticated computational algo-
rithms are necessary, and results are not so easy to interpret.
Whether this effort is worthwhile depends on the specific goals of
the investigator. For example, onemaywant to find amodel that can
be used as a computational building block in large-scale simulations
of neuronal networks. For this application, simplified phenomeno-
logical models will compute faster and would probably work just as
well [19]. However, one could set a more mechanistically oriented
goal, where the biophysical knowledge available on a particular ion
channel is assembled into a detailed computational model [20],
which is then tested and refined against new experimental data,
and then further used to quantitatively test various hypotheses.

Starting with the seminal work of Hodgkin and Huxley
[21, 22], most ion channel models fall somewhere in the range
defined by these two examples. Although phenomenological mod-
els that simply describe the data are useful, the ultimate goal would
be to quantitatively understand how the ion channel works at the
molecular level and how it interacts with its environment at the
cellular level. A biophysically realistic model must agree with exist-
ing theory and experimental data [23–30], but it should also
remain computationally tractable. Above all, keep in mind that
“all models are wrong but some are useful” [31].

2.1 Kinetic

Mechanisms

First, a kinetic mechanism is defined by a set of possible conforma-
tional states. Although in principle a protein can assume a contin-
uum of structural conformations, statistically, the molecule will
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reside most of the time in a relatively small subset of high-
occupancy states. The time spent continuously in a given state—
the “lifetime”—is a random quantity with an exponential probabil-
ity distribution [32]. For voltage-gated ion channels, the high-
occupancy states are the various conformations that correspond to
functional and structural elements, such as resting or activated
voltage sensors, closed or open pore, inactivated or non-inactivated
channel, etc. [3]. Other states may be characterized by more subtle
or less understood conformational changes. A state can be identi-
fied experimentally if it is associated with a measurable change in
properties (e.g., conductance, fluorescence), or it can be inferred
statistically from the data.

A kinetic mechanism is further defined by a set of allowed
transitions between states. Powered by thermal energy or other
sources, the channel undergoes conformational changes at random
times. Which state is next is also a random event, with the average
frequency of a given transition being inversely related to the energy
barrier separating the two states. Transition frequencies are quanti-
fied by rate constants. According to rate theory [33], a voltage-
dependent rate constant, kij, corresponding to the transition from
state i to state j, has the following expression:

kij ¼ k0ij � ek
1
i j�V ; ð2Þ

where V is the membrane potential and kij
0 is the rate at zero

membrane depolarization. kij
1 is a factor that indicates how sensitive

the rate constant is to the membrane potential, as follows:

k1ij ¼ δ0ij � zij � F
� �

= R � Tð Þ; ð3Þ

where zij is the electrical charge moving over the fraction δij of
the electric field, F is Faraday’s constant, R is the gas constant, and
T is the absolute temperature [34]. kij

1 is zero for voltage-insensitive
rates, while kij

0 is zero for non-allowed transitions. Together, the set
of possible states and the set of possible transitions describe
the topology of a kinetic mechanism. The rate constants and
their voltage dependence define the kinetic parameters of the
mechanism.

2.2 Markov

Formalism

The mathematical properties of a kinetic mechanism—finite set of
discrete conformations, exponentially distributed lifetimes, random
conformational changes—are beautifully captured byMarkov mod-
els. Originally developed for stochastic processes, the Markov for-
malism can be directly applied to ion channels [35], by mapping
each known or hypothesized conformation of the channel into a
state of the Markov model. The rate constants associated with a
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Markov model can be compactly expressed as a rate matrix Q, of
dimensionNS � NS, whereNS is the total number of states. TheQ
matrix has each off-diagonal element, qij, equal to the rate constant
kij, and each diagonal element, qii, equal to the negative sum of the
off-diagonal elements of row i, so that the sum of each row of Q is
zero. If a transition is not allowed between states i and j, qij is zero.

The state of the model as a function of time can be conveniently
expressed as a probability vector, P. At any time t, each element of P
represents the occupancy of that state, or the fraction of channels
that reside in that state. Under stationary conditions, the average
fraction of the total time spent by the channel in each state can be
calculated as an equilibrium state occupancy. For an ensemble of
channels, the average number of channels residing in state i at
equilibrium is equal to pi � NC, where pi is the equilibrium occu-
pancy of state i and NC is the total channel count.

When conditions change (e.g., when a voltage step is applied in
a voltage-clamp experiment), the energy landscape of the channel
changes as well. All the voltage-sensitive rate constants take differ-
ent values, and thus the rate matrix Q will change as well. As a
result, the equilibrium state occupancies will also be different. For
an ensemble of channels, if a state becomes less likely to be occupied
under the new conditions, the fraction of channels residing in that
state will decrease over time, at a rate that depends on the average
lifetime of that state. The same behavior would be observed from
repeated trials of a single channel. However, in a single trial, the
channel will simply continue its stochastic behavior, just with dif-
ferent transition frequencies.

The process of relaxation towards a new state of equilibrium is
described by the ordinary differential equation (ODE):

dP

dt
¼ P�Q: ð4Þ

The state occupancies corresponding to equilibrium, Peq, can be
obtained by setting the time derivative of P equal to zero and
solving the resulting algebraic equation:

dPeq

dt
¼ Peq �Q ¼ 0: ð5Þ

When conditions are stationary and the rate matrix Q is constant,
the differential equation has a simple analytical solution:

Pt ¼ P0 � eQ�t ; ð6Þ

where Pt and P0 are the state occupancies at an arbitrary time t and
at time zero, respectively. The exponential of Q� t is another
matrix, A, that contains the conditional state transition
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probabilities. Each element of A, aij, is the conditional probability
that the channel will be in state j at time t, given that it was in state i
at time zero. No assumption is made about what other transitions
would have occurred in that time interval. The transition probabil-
ity matrix A for a given time t can be calculated numerically using
the spectral expansion method [35], as follows:

At ¼ eQ�t ¼
X
k

Bk � eλk�t ; ð7Þ

where the Bk values are the spectral matrices derived from the
eigenvectors of Q, and the λk values are the eigenvalues of Q,
with λ0 always equal to zero.

The Bk and λk values can be calculated easily with a numerical
library or with specialized software, such as Matlab or QuB. For
analysis of macroscopic currents, it is convenient to calculate the
transition probability matrix Aδt that corresponds to the data sam-
pling interval, δt. Then, the state occupancies can be calculated
recursively, starting with some initial solution, using a simple vec-
tor–matrix multiplication:

Ptþδt ¼ Pt � Aδt : ð8Þ

In summary, the Markov formalism has the outstanding conve-
nience of encapsulating all the properties of a kinetic mechanism,
as well as the state of the channel, in a few matrices and vectors. The
same mathematical and computational operations will apply to any
ion channel model, regardless of its topology (how many states,
which transitions are allowed) and kinetic properties (rate constant
values). Furthermore, Markov models can be used at both single
molecule [36–42] and macroscopic levels [43–48].

2.3 Hodgkin-Huxley-

Type Models

The ion channel models originally proposed by Hodgkin and Hux-
ley [21] can also be formulated as Markov models, as they explicitly
represent the closed, open, or inactivated states of the channel.
While they were empirical at the time of their discovery, HH
models remain to this day reasonably realistic. Their main
limitation—but also their power, depending on the application—
resides in making some strongly simplifying assumptions about the
channel, which are simply outdated now (e.g., equal and indepen-
dent “activation particles,” or independent activation and inactiva-
tion processes). However, one should keep in mind that HH
models are in disagreement with biophysical theory when their
rate constants do not follow the Eyring rate theory [33], but
instead are formulated as arbitrary functions of voltage. While
their limited number of states and transitions would inherently
reduce their ability to explain experimental data, HH models can
gain more flexibility through these arbitrary rate functions.
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3 Experimental Data

3.1 What Is in the

Data?

A good way to understand the experimental data is to run simula-
tions. Let’s consider the simple ion channel model shown in
Fig. 1a. For illustration purposes, this model is a very crude approx-
imation of a voltage-gated sodium (Nav) channel, featuring closed,

Fig. 1 From model to data. A simple ion channel model (a) was used to simulate single-channel (b) and
macroscopic (c) currents in response to a voltage step (d). The macroscopic current was simulated with an
ensemble of 1000 channels, either deterministically (black trace) or stochastically (red trace). The inset shows
a fit of the stochastic macroscopic current (red) with a two-exponential function. The individual exponential
components of the fit line are also shown (green and blue)
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open, and inactivated states. A single-channel stochastic simulation
of a voltage-clamp recording is shown in Fig. 1b, where a noisy
signal randomly jumps between zero and a tiny negative current.
The noise in the trace is mostly caused by instrumentation, though
the open state has its own intrinsic fluctuation in current [49]. The
average single-channel current corresponding to the open state can
be calculated as follows:

i ¼ g � V � V Rð Þ; ð9Þ

where g is the single-channel conductance, V is the membrane
potential, and VR is the reversal potential for the permeant ion.
Note that Eq. 9 is an approximation: the current is a nonlinear
function of voltage when the permeant ion has unequal intra- and
extracellular concentrations, as described by the Goldman-Hodg-
kin-Katz current equation [1].

For channels that have several conducting states, we can make
the unitary current equation more general by introducing a con-
ductance vector g, with each element gi equal to the conductance of
state i, or equal to zero for non-conducting states. The dot product
between the state occupancy vector P and the conductance vector g
can be used to calculate the unitary current for an arbitrary set of
state occupancies, as a function of time:

it ¼ Pt � gð Þ � V � V Rð Þ: ð10Þ

When a single-channel trace is simulated, at any given time only one
element of P is equal to one, and the rest are zero. As the channel
changes state during the simulation, a different element of P
becomes equal to one, and thus a different conductance is
“selected” by the dot product P · g.

To calculate the total ionic current, It, given by an ensemble of
identical channels, we simply multiply the unitary current by the
total number of channels, NC:

I t ¼ Pt � gð Þ � V � V Rð Þ �NC: ð11Þ

Computationally, It can be efficiently calculated in two steps: first,
calculate the state occupancies Pt, using the recursive Eq. 8; then,
calculate It as a function of Pt, using Eq. 11. The time-invariant
vector g � (V � VR) � NC needs to be recalculated only when the
voltage changes.

As shown earlier in Eq. 6, for a time interval where conditions
are constant (e.g., during a voltage step), Pt can be calculated as a
function of some initial state occupancies, P0. For a typical voltage-
clamp protocol, the P0 at the beginning of a sweep can be calcu-
lated as the equilibrium occupancies corresponding to the holding
membrane potential. For this calculation to be accurate, the
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holding voltage should be maintained long enough to allow
channels to reach equilibrium. If the protocol consists of a sequence
of voltage step commands, the P0 of one step can be calculated as
being equal to the Pt at the end of the previous step. This idea could
also be applied to protocols where the command voltage varies
continuously (e.g., during a “ramp”). In this case, a continuously
varying episode can be approximated with a sequence of discrete
steps of constant voltage. At the limit, each of these steps is as short
as one acquisition sample.

Although very compact, Eq. 11 is not easy to interpret. To
clarify its properties, we first replace Pt with its solution as a func-
tion of P0:

I t ¼ P0 � eQ�t
� � � g� �� V � V Rð Þ �NC: ð12Þ

Then, we replace eQ�t with its spectral expansion:

I t ¼ P0 �
XN S�1

k¼0

Bk � eλk�t

 ! !
� g

 !
� V � V Rð Þ

�NC: ð13Þ

We rearrange the terms and obtain:

I t ¼
XN S�1

k¼0

P0 � Bkð Þ � gð Þ � V � V Rð Þ �NC � eλk�t
� �

: ð14Þ

In the sum above, the term corresponding to k ¼ 0 is a constant,
because λ0 is always equal to zero. That term is actually the current
that would be generated when channels reached equilibrium under
those conditions. The explanation is that all eigenvalues are nega-
tive, except λ0, which makes all terms in Eq. 14 become vanishingly
small when t is sufficiently large, with the exception of the λ0 term,
which remains constant:

I t!1 ¼ P0 � B0ð Þ � gð Þ � V � V Rð Þ �NC: ð15Þ

Since channels are at equilibrium when t is sufficiently large,
one can recognize that the vector (P0 � B0) must be equal to Peq.
Therefore, the current flowing at equilibrium has the expression:

I eq ¼ Peq � g
� �� V � V Rð Þ �NC; ð16Þ

where:

Peq ¼ P0 � B0: ð17Þ
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In the equation above, P0 can be any arbitrary probability vector.
With these results, the macroscopic current can be written as:

I t ¼ I eq þ
XN S�1

k¼1

I k � eλk�t
� �

; ð18Þ

where Ik is a scalar quantity with dimension of current:

I k ¼ P0 � Bkð Þ � gð Þ � V � V Rð Þ �NC: ð19Þ

The eigenvalues, λk, can be replaced with time constants, τk, obtain-
ing the final current equation:

I t ¼ I eq þ
XN S�1

k¼1

I k � e�t=τk
� �

; ð20Þ

where τk ¼ �1/λk. The macroscopic current described by Eq. 20 as
a function of time is a sum of NS � 1 exponentials, plus a constant
term. Each exponential component is parameterized by a time
constant τk and an amplitude Ik.

These results are general: any voltage-gated ion channel that
has NS high-occupancy conformations will in principle generate a
macroscopic current with NS � 1 exponentials, when subjected to
a step change in membrane potential. This is illustrated in Fig. 1c
for the simple three-state model: It (the red trace) has the expected
profile of rise (activation) followed by decay (inactivation). This
time course is a sum of two simple exponential components that
vanish to zero with different time constants. In this particular case,
Ieq is almost zero.

In the above equations, the macroscopic current It was calcu-
lated as a deterministic function of some initial conditions P0.
However, one should keep in mind that It is the sum of many
unitary currents, each generated by an individual ion channel that
makes random transitions between states. These stochastic events at
the single-channel level will make the macroscopic current a sto-
chastic process as well. Therefore, the state occupancy at time t is a
random quantity, characterized by a probability distribution
[44, 46, 47, 50]. The state at time t can be statistically predicted
from some known previous state, but the uncertainty of the predic-
tion increases with the time from the reference point. In contrast,
the initial state of a deterministic process can predict any future
state with equal precision. The difference between stochastic and
deterministic processes is illustrated in Fig. 1c, where the trajectory
of the stochastically simulated macroscopic current (black trace)
consistently diverges from the deterministically calculated current
(red trace).
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3.2 Protocol Design As discussed above, an ion channel kinetic mechanism is fully
characterized by its number of states, connectivity matrix of allowed
state transitions, and rate constants quantifying transition fre-
quency and voltage dependence. This information is encoded in
single-channel or macroscopic voltage-clamp recordings as a sto-
chastically fluctuating current, mixed with noise and artifacts. In
single-channel recordings, the mean value of the current randomly
jumps between two (or more) levels, corresponding to molecular
transitions between conducting and non-conducting channel con-
formations. For example, in the single-channel trace shown in
Fig. 1b, there happens to be four conductance changes over
50 ms. A channel with faster kinetics would result in more transi-
tions per second, or, equivalently, in shorter average lifetimes in
each state. Furthermore, a channel with greater voltage sensitivity
would exhibit transition frequencies that change more substantially
with voltage. Overall, the statistical properties of single-channel
data can be analyzed with a variety of mathematical methods and
computational algorithms, to extract the kinetic mechanism of the
underlying ion channel [36–42, 51]

A macroscopic current is also a stochastic sequence of events,
where individual channels randomly change state. Thus, stochastic
fluctuations in the macroscopic current [52, 53] are also a potential
source of information that could be used to extract the kinetic
mechanism [44, 46, 47, 50]. However, these fluctuations are
more difficult to separate from experimental noise and artifacts.
First, depending on the recording technique, the experimental
preparation, and the noise levels of the recording system, a change
in the conductance state of a single channel may be very difficult or
impossible to detect experimentally. Second, the frequency of tran-
sitions in the overall state of the ensemble is proportional to the
total number of channels, and it may exceed the bandwidth of the
recording system. For example, if the average single-channel tran-
sition frequency is 10 s�1, an ensemble of 10,000 channels would
exhibit 100,000 transitions per second, while the recording band-
width may be smaller by an order of magnitude. Thus, information
encoded in the magnitude and frequency of stochastic current
fluctuations may be lost.

A generally more reliable source of information is the mean
value of the macroscopic current, as a function of time and voltage.
Even in this case, although the mean value can be easily extracted
from noisy data, decoding the kinetic mechanism is far from being
trivial. The main difficulty lies in the ambiguous relationship
between the exponential parameters describing the macroscopic
current (time constants τk and amplitudes Ik) and the kinetic para-
meters of the channel (rate constant factors kij

0 and kij
1). Following

a step change in conditions, the overall state of the ensemble relaxes
exponentially towards a new equilibrium. For a channel with NS

states, this relaxation process is quantified by a set of 2 � NS � 1
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parameters, as described by Eq. 20: NS � 1 time constants τk,
NS � 1 amplitudes Ik, and the equilibrium current Ieq. Every one
of these exponential parameters, including Ieq, is a mathematical
function of all the rate constant parameters, and implicitly a func-
tion of membrane potential. Thus, while calculating the exponen-
tial parameters from the kinetic mechanism is straightforward, the
inverse calculation is not. Furthermore, this also implies that no
more than a maximum of 2 � NS � 1 kinetic parameters can be
extracted from a macroscopic current generated in response to a
single voltage step. In reality, kinetic mechanisms may have more
parameters than that. For example, the three-state model in Fig. 1a
has eight kinetic parameters but only five exponential parameters.
Even with this unrealistically simple model, it is clear that the
kinetic parameters of the model cannot be unequivocally deter-
mined from the mean value of the macroscopic current, unless the
voltage-clamp protocol is expanded to more than one voltage step.

A second difficulty is related to the theoretical and experimental
observability of all the exponential components, given the limited
resolution of the recording system. The idea is that, although each
pair of exponential parameters (τk, Ik) depends on all the rate
constants, fast or slow exponential components will be influenced
most by similarly fast or slow rates, respectively. Then, if a certain
exponential component is weakly represented in the data, some of
the kinetic parameters will also be weakly determined. The contri-
bution of an exponential component to the data, given a set of
kinetic and conductance properties, depends on two factors. First,
the amplitudes Ik depend on the initial state occupancies P0. Thus,
depending on the voltage-clamp protocol, some components may
have very small, or even zero, amplitude, and can be undetectable
relative to the experimental resolution. Overall, a change in state
occupancy is accompanied by a change in current only if the total
occupancy of the conducting states changes. If this fraction doesn’t
change, or if the change is small relative to the resolution of the
recording system, the mean current value will remain approximately
constant, even though the properties of the stochastic fluctuations
may change. Second, an exponential component can be observed
experimentally only if the bandwidth of the recording system is
adequate. Thus, very fast exponentials may be distorted or filtered
out, while very slow components may not be detected in short
protocols. A property worth remembering is that these exponential
components vanish in order, from the smallest to the largest time
constant. As a result, the fastest components will be affected the
most by experimental artifacts associated with abrupt changes in
the command voltage.

In conclusion, voltage-clamp protocols must be designed care-
fully and optimized to minimize these issues. Overall, the most
important practical recommendation we can make is to design
and apply as many types of stimuli as feasible, to force the channel
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to visit as many states as possible, which should result in well-
observed exponential components and well-determined kinetic
parameters. Ultimately, designing a good set of stimulation proto-
cols is an iterative process, without a priori solutions. It may well
happen that applying yet another protocol exposes a new behavior
of the channel, which then needs to be investigated with new or
refined stimuli.

An example of a typical set of voltage-clamp protocols is given
in Fig. 2, as applied to recording whole-cell Nav currents from
mammalian neurons in brain slices [54]. A minimum of four pro-
tocols is necessary to investigate the kinetic properties of Nav
channels, as illustrated in Fig. 2a–d. Each of these voltage-clamp
protocols forces the channel on a different state trajectory, thus
exposing a different set of kinetic properties. For example, the
protocol in Fig. 2a starts the channel in a state of deactivation and
takes it through activation, opening, and inactivation. Several expo-
nential components are well defined in the data, particularly
the two time constants of inactivation. In contrast, the protocol
in Fig. 2c starts the channel in a state of deactivation as well, but the
channel is taken directly into inactivation, without opening. Two
time constants of inactivation can also be detected in the data, but
the exponential components have lower amplitude and thus are
slightly less well defined.

With some of these protocols, the raw data can be used directly
to determine the kinetic parameters (e.g., the time course of activa-
tion and inactivation in Fig. 2a). With others, the raw data are first
processed to extract some empirical measure of state occupancy,
which is then used to estimate kinetic parameters. Examples are the
(pseudo) steady-state activation and inactivation in Fig. 2e, and the
time course of recovery from inactivation and the subthreshold
inactivation in Fig. 2f. Generally, the raw data are used directly
when an exponential time course is experimentally observable in
the macroscopic current. For example, when the channel activates,
opens, and then inactivates (Fig. 2a). When state changes are not
associated with changes in conductance, information is obtained
from two-pulse protocols. For example, when the channel inacti-
vates at membrane potentials where it cannot activate and open
(Fig. 2c). In this case, the peak of the current is used as an empirical
measure for the total occupancy of non-inactivated states available
to generate current upon activation.

3.3 Experimental

Artifacts

The data recorded in voltage-clamp experiments do not contain
just the current of interest but are contaminated by a variety of
artifacts, including other currents active in the preparation, experi-
mental noise, voltage-clamp errors, etc. [17]. All of these artifacts
will negatively affect fitting algorithms and can result in a distorted
model. Although artifacts cannot be eliminated, they can be
reduced to acceptable levels. Thus, the effects of random
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Fig. 2 Designing voltage-clamp protocols for Na+ currents. To gather information about the kinetic mecha-
nism, the channels are forced to make transitions between different sets of states, as follows: deactivated to
open to inactivated (a), deactivated to inactivated to open (b), non-inactivated to inactivated (c), and
inactivated to non-inactivated (d). Raw data are further processed to extract state occupancies as a function
of time and voltage (e and f). Adapted from [54]
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measurement noise, which lowers the precision of parameter esti-
mates, can always be reduced by collecting more data, and generally
are not an issue. Deterministic power line interference (50 or
60 Hz, or harmonics) can be easily removed online or offline.
Uncompensated brief transients that occur when the command
voltage changes abruptly can simply be excluded from the fit,
provided that they don’t overlap with significant channel activity.
However, longer transients must be somehow separated from the
signal. Voltage-clamp errors caused by incomplete compensation of
the series resistance could be significant. However, the actual volt-
age at the membrane can be either measured directly in some
techniques (e.g., two-electrode voltage clamp) or calculated from
the measured series resistance and the recorded current. Then, a
corrected version of the command voltage protocol can be con-
structed and used in the data fitting procedure. As explained above,
an arbitrary voltage waveform can be approximated with a sequence
of constant voltage steps. Another artifact is imperfect space clamp,
which can occur when recording from neurons in vivo or in brain
slices [55]. In this case, the current recorded from the soma can be
contaminated with action potentials backpropagating from the
axon [56], which usually escapes voltage-clamp control. Space-
clamp errors can be reduced with a simple technique that selectively
inactivates axonal sodium channels and thus makes the axon a
passive compartment [57]. Finally, the bandwidth of the recording
system should be sufficiently wide for the kinetics of the ion channel
investigated. Initially, the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter and
the sampling rate of the digitizer should be set as high as possible to
identify the fastest time constant present in the data. Then, acquisi-
tion parameters can be set to the values recommended by Nyquist’s
sampling theorem [58]. In many cases, the fastest time constant
corresponds to channel activation or deactivation.

Even when these artifacts cannot be eliminated, in principle
they can be parameterized and included into the fitting algorithm.
Unfortunately, contamination with other ionic currents that are
active in the preparation cannot be easily encoded in the algorithm.
These currents are generally unknown quantities and cannot be
compensated computationally. The ideal solution is to isolate the
current of interest pharmacologically, with a very specific blocker. If
this is available, the same protocols can be repeated under control
conditions and with the blocker applied, and the two sets of data
can be subtracted from each other, giving the current of interest.
This subtraction not only eliminates all other currents, including
leak, but will also remove capacitive transients. However, not all
channels can be completely isolated by pharmacological subtrac-
tion. The solution is to reduce all other currents as much as possi-
ble. Some currents can be blocked pharmacologically, while others
can be rendered inactive by exploiting their kinetic properties,
particularly voltage dependence. Furthermore, the background
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leak currents and possibly other currents left unblocked can be
subtracted using the P/n technique [59], which will also remove
capacitive transients. However, one should be aware that the P/n
method relies on the assumption that leak currents are linear with
voltage and thus cannot subtract voltage-sensitive currents.

When designing protocols to isolate the current of interest,
pharmacologically or via the P/n technique, one should keep in
mind that these procedures will extend the total acquisition time,
and recording parameters may change over time. For example, the
seal resistance may deteriorate, causing an increase in leak, the level
of solution in the bath may change and alter pipette capacitance and
transients, and series resistance may fluctuate and change the ampli-
tude of recorded currents. Generally, currents may run down over
time. All these changes will distort the subtracted current. One
other problem with subtraction methods is that uncompensated
series resistance errors depend on the total current flowing. Then, if
the total current takes significantly different values under control
versus pharmacological block or P/n conditions, the actual voltage
at the membrane will also differ. As a result, the subtracted current
will be contaminated with some leftover current. Thus, even if a
good blocker is available for the channel of interest, reducing all the
other currents pharmacologically is still recommended. A similar
artifact occurs when the current of interest is functionally coupled
with other currents (e.g., Ca2+ � activated K+ currents). These
would no longer be activated when the current of interest is
blocked. Finally, one should keep in mind that when two random
variables are subtracted from each other, their mean values subtract
but their variances add. Thus, subtracting two sets of currents will
result in a signal with greater noise, which would make it difficult to
apply fitting methods that rely on the properties of current
fluctuations.

4 Fitting the Data

The objective is to find the kinetic mechanism that best explains the
experimental data, but also agrees with prior knowledge. As dis-
cussed, a kinetic mechanism is fully defined by its topology, given by
the number of states and the connectivity matrix of possible transi-
tions, and by the parameters quantifying rate constants and voltage
dependence. Finding the topology and finding the parameters are
generally approached as separate problems, and our focus here is on
estimating parameters for a given topology. A computational pro-
cedure for finding the best parameters combines a parameter opti-
mization engine (the optimizer) and an algorithm that calculates
how well the model explains the data (the cost function, or the
goodness of fit). The optimizer starts with a set of initial values and
iteratively explores the parameter space, according to a defined
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search strategy, until it finds a set of parameters that maximizes the
goodness of fit. For each point sampled in the parameter space, the
optimizer calls the estimation algorithm to evaluate the goodness of
fit. Typically, the optimizer is data- and model-blind, although it
can be tweaked for a particular problem. A variety of general
optimization algorithms that have been described in the literature
[60] and are available in numerical libraries can be applied to ion
channels. In contrast, the function that calculates the goodness of
fit is very specialized and can be quite complicated.

4.1 Goodness of Fit In general, how well the model explains the data can be defined in
different ways, depending on the data and the model. For a deter-
ministic time series contaminated by measurement noise, the good-
ness of fit is typically given by the sum of squared errors, S, between
the experimental data points and the fit curve:

S ¼
X
t

yt � f t M;Kð Þ� �2
; ð21Þ

where yt is the data point measured at time t and ft (M, K) is the
calculated value at time t, given a structural model M and a set of
parameters K. The best fit parameters are those that correspond to
the lowest S value that could be reached.

Curve fitting is not the ideal method for data generated by ion
channels or other stochastic processes. These data are not defined
by a deterministic function that can be calculated for every time
point. Instead, they are a stochastic sequence of channel states,
contaminated with random measurement noise. Nevertheless, this
stochastic sequence is generated by the ion channel according to a
probability distribution, which is determined by the kinetic mecha-
nism [32]. For single-channel data, this probability distribution can
be used to calculate the likelihood of the data, L [36]:

L ¼ p Y
��M,K

� �
; ð22Þ

where p is the conditional probability of the data sequence Y, given
a model topology M and a set of parameters K. The best fit para-
meters correspond to the highest L value that could be reached.
In practice, the logarithm of the likelihood function is used instead
of the likelihood itself, because L may reach intractably small or
large values.

Ideally, macroscopic currents should also be approached as a
stochastic process, using a likelihood-based goodness of fit. A
variety of mathematical and computational algorithms have been
designed to calculate the likelihood of a macroscopic current
[44, 46, 47, 50], all making various approximations to speed up
the computation. Ultimately, the fastest but theoretically the least
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accurate approximation that can be made is to completely ignore
the stochastic nature of the macroscopic current. Essentially, the
goodness of fit in this case is calculated as the sum of squared errors
between the experimental data and the calculated macroscopic
current, It:

S ¼
X
t

yt � I t
� �2

: ð23Þ

This approximation is most suitable when the analyzed current is
generated by many channels, when stochastic fluctuations are small
relative to the mean value and comparable to the measurement
noise. All other methods that make more accurate assumptions
exploit in some way the fluctuations of the current, and theoreti-
cally should produce more accurate or more precise parameter
estimates. However, as discussed above, many experimental data
are not clean enough for noise analysis and the mean of the current
may be the only reliable source of information. This condition
describes well the macroscopic currents generated by voltage-
gated ion channels in whole-cell patch-clamp experiments. In the
following section, we assume that the goodness of fit is calculated as
the sum of squared errors, S.

4.2 Computing

the Cost Function

A variety of voltage-clamp protocols can be applied to determine
the kinetic mechanism, as illustrated in Fig. 2. For each data set that
is included in the fitting procedure, the estimation algorithm must
calculate the goodness of fit. When the cost function is the sum of
squared errors, S, then the mean current It must be calculated for
every point in the data. Essentially, the algorithm must simulate a
macroscopic current in response to the same voltage-clamp proto-
col as was used to record the data, given the set of parameters
proposed by the optimizer in that iteration. For two-pulse proto-
cols, such as those shown in Fig. 2, the simulated current sequence
must also be processed in the same way as the experimental data.
For example, the experimental recovery from inactivation (Fig. 2d)
is calculated, as a function of time and recovery potential, as the
ratio between the peak current obtained with the test pulse and the
peak current obtained with the conditioning pulse. Although it
might be tempting, it is a bad idea to calculate the theoretical
recovery from inactivation using the sum of non-inactivated state
occupancies. Instead, it should be calculated as for the experimental
curve: first, simulate the response of the model to the two-pulse
protocol, then, from this simulation, calculate the ratio of the two
peaks.

It is most efficiently computed recursively, using Eq. 8 to
calculate Pt+1 from Pt, where t and t + 1 refer to consecutive
samples. The computation is initialized with P0, which is calculated
as the equilibrium state occupancies that correspond to the holding
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voltage. The entire sequence of operations can be summarized as
follows:

Peq ¼ 1 � B0,VH
,

P0 ¼ Peq,

P1 ¼ P0 � Aδt ,V 1
,

. . .

Pt ¼ Pt‐1 � Aδt ,V t ,

I t ¼ Pt � IV t ,

St ¼ yt � I t
� �2

;

ð24Þ

where 1 is the normalized unity vector, with each element equal to
1/NS; B0,VH

is the spectral matrix corresponding to λ0 and calcu-
lated for a voltage equal to the holding potential, VH; Aδt ,V t is the
transition probability matrix calculated for δt and a voltage equal to
the command potential at time t,Vt; St is the squared error at time t.
Finally, IV t is a vector with dimension of current, with each element
equal to the maximum current that would be generated if all the
channels resided in that state:

IV t ¼ g� V t � V Rð Þ �NC: ð25Þ

When the command voltage changes during a protocol sequence,
the spectral matrix B0 and the transition probability matrix Aδt
are replaced with the matrices calculated for that voltage value. As
discussed, instead of the command voltage, one could use the
actual voltage measured at the membrane, when available, or a
voltage corrected for errors caused by the uncompensated series
resistance.

The total sum of squared errors, S, is the sum of squared errors
for all data points used in the analysis. S could be divided in
components corresponding to individual data sets, each multiplied
by a weighting factor:

S ¼
X
i

wi � Si: ð26Þ

These weighting factors can be chosen empirically, to establish the
relative contribution of each data component to the cost function.

4.3 Model

Parameters

For a given model topology, the unknown parameters to be
determined are the rate constant factors kij

0 and kij
1. However, the

macroscopic current depends on additional quantities: the unitary
conductance, g, and the total number of channels,NC. Calculating
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It in the cost function requires these quantities. Normally, for a
given ion channel type, the unitary conductance has the same value
in every recording and can be estimated directly from single-
channel data, or via noise analysis from macroscopic currents [53,
61]. AlthoughNC can also be determined through noise analysis, it
takes a different value in each experimental preparation and it
cannot always be known. One possibility is to makeNC a parameter
to be estimated [44]. If the data used in the fit were obtained from
multiple experiments, then there will be multiple NC parameters,
one for each preparation. The downside with this approach is a
potentially large increase in the dimensionality of the parameter
space, which would slow down the optimizer. Another possibility
is to normalize the current in each data set to the local maximum
value. The disadvantage in this case is a greater ambiguity in the
estimated kinetic parameters. Furthermore, it can be problematic
to analyze fluctuations. With some models, distinct combinations
of rate constants and channel count values can generate the same
macroscopic current in response to a voltage-clamp protocol [44].
However, in principle this ambiguity could be resolved by adding
more protocols to the fit.

4.4 Prior Knowledge Including prior knowledge in the model is necessary: although it
restricts the freedom of the optimizer to search for parameters, it
ensures that the parameters that best explain the new data are also
in agreement with previous experiments and theory. Prior knowl-
edge can be encoded in the topology of the model, but also in the
kinetic parameter values. For example, the number and sequence of
distinct conformational states that can be assumed by voltage sen-
sors is defined by topology, while their degree of cooperativity is
defined by rate constants. One could also encode in the model a
hypothesis about the kinetic mechanism, and test it by fitting the
data with this model. If the optimizer can find parameters that
explain the data well, then the hypothesis is potentially correct,
and vice versa.

A good example of including prior knowledge in the model is
the study of inactivation in Nav channels by Kuo and Bean [62].
Phenomenologically, the steady-state and transient inactivation
properties of Nav currents appear to be strongly voltage sensitive,
as initially determined and modeled by Hodgkin and Huxley [21].
Yet, in more recent studies, very little electrical charge was detected
to move during inactivation [26, 59, 63–66]. While Hodgkin and
Huxley postulated that activation and inactivation are independent
processes in Nav currents, Kuo and Bean proposed instead an
allosteric coupling of inactivation to activation, which makes inac-
tivation apparently but not intrinsically voltage dependent. Their
model is shown in Fig. 3.
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4.5 Model

Constraints and Free

Parameters

Knowledge—or hypotheses—about rate constants can be imple-
mented either as a set of mathematical constraints or as a penalty
term added to the cost function. Generally, constraints are defined
as an invertible transformation, c, between a set ofmodel parameters
K and a set of free parameters F:

F ¼ c Kð Þ; ð27Þ

K ¼ c�1 Fð Þ: ð28Þ

The model is defined by the K parameters, which are subject to the
constraints implemented by c. In contrast, the optimizer is model-
blind and operates with the F parameters, which are “free” to take
any value in the (�1, +1) range. The optimizer searches in the
free parameter space and finds a set F* that is converted, via the c�1

transformation, into a setK* that best explains the data. The search
is initialized with a set of free parameters F0, obtained via the c
transformation from an initial set of model parameters K0.

If no constraints are formulated, c is the identity transforma-
tion. In this case, the number of free parameters is equal to the
number of model parameters. However, at least one type of

Fig. 3 Representing ion channel kinetic mechanisms with state models. This model has been formulated for
Nav channels [62]. States C1. . .C5 and O6 represent the non-inactivated channel, whereas I7. . .I12 are
inactivated states. O6 is the only conducting (open) state. The pathway either from C1 to C5 or from I7 to I12
corresponds to the activation of the four voltage sensors, assumed to be equal and independent. This
assumption is denoted by the 4:3:2:1 or 1:2:3:4 ratios in the factors multiplying the αm or βm rates. The C5
to O6 transition corresponds to the opening of the channel. The model allows the channel to inactivate without
opening, from any of the closed states C1. . .C5. However, the channel is most likely to inactivate from the
open state O6 or when more voltage sensors are activated (e.g., from C5). This property is implemented via the
allosteric factors a and b, which control the equilibrium and transition frequency between closed and
inactivated states. The I7. . .I11 transition rates also include the allosteric factors a and b, to satisfy microscopic
reversibility. When the channel reaches the open state O6 upon membrane depolarization, it is quickly and
completely absorbed into the inactivated states I12 and I11. Inactivation from closed states happens more
slowly, which gives the channel a chance to open before it inactivates during an action potential [54]. The only
rates with significant voltage sensitivity are αm and βm. The allosteric coupling between activation and
inactivation can explain the apparent voltage sensitivity of inactivation but also the minimal electrical charge
detected to move within the channel during inactivation
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constraint has to be applied, which is to keep the rate constant
factors kij

0 greater than zero. This constraint can be implemented
easily by using ln kij

0 as the free variable, which can take any value in
the (�1, +1) range, but restricts kij

0 to (0, +1). This transforma-
tion keeps the numbers of free and model parameters equal. How-
ever, any other type of constraint reduces the number of free
parameters by one. A variety of useful model constraints can be
implemented with c as a simple linear transformation. For example,
one can constrain a rate to have a constant value, or two rates to
have a constant product, or one can enforce microscopic reversibil-
ity. Detailed explanations of how to implement linear constraints
are available in the literature [39, 44, 67].

Sometimes, a model parameter is allowed to take any value in a
defined range, as implemented via the c transformation, but some
of these values may be considered “better” than others. For exam-
ple, a rate constant estimated at 100,000 s�1 by the (model-blind)
optimizer, although physically acceptable, could be considered
quite unlikely when obtained from data sampled at 1 kHz. In this
case, a penalty term can be factored into the cost function S*:

S* ¼ S � p Kð Þ; ð29Þ

where the penalty p(K) is a function of model parameters K. In
principle, constraints implemented via the c transformation can also
be formulated as a penalty, by making p(K) equal to one when K
satisfies the constraints, or equal to a very large number when not.
However, the advantage of having a reduced number of free para-
meters would be lost, and defining p(K) is not trivial.

Fundamentally, any assumption about the kinetic mechanism
results in adding one or more computational constraints to the
model, and thus reduces the number of free parameters. While
having fewer parameters makes the fitting easier, the model will
also have less flexibility in explaining the data. For example, the
model proposed by Kuo and Bean [62], although making a radical
departure from the classical dogma, makes the simplifying assump-
tion that the channel has identical and independent voltage sensors,
which dramatically limits the number of free parameters. This
assumption has later been invalidated by clever biophysical experi-
ments [68]. Another study relaxed the constraint that the inactiva-
tion rates in the Kuo and Bean model are voltage independent and
found that a small but finite charge can explain their data better
[54]. Ideally, one should always start with a well-constrained model
that has relatively few free parameters and gradually remove the
constraints until the fit no longer improves.

4.6 Searching for

Best Parameters

Let’s take an intuitive look at how the optimizer searches for
parameters. If we had a model that has only two parameters, we
could imagine a 2D surface that represents on the z axis the error of
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the model relative to the data, as a function of the two parameter
values represented on the x and y axes. The greater the error, the
greater the z value. Hopefully, somewhere on this surface there is a
single point where the error is the lowest. That is the solution that
the optimizer has to find, corresponding to the set of best para-
meters. If we could apply a grid over the parameter space and
calculate the error at every node, we could simply identify the
parameter values where the error is lowest. As a further refinement,
we could apply a smaller and finer grid on that point and improve
the estimate.

Unfortunately, a grid search is prohibitive, because the number
of free parameters can be large and the cost function can be com-
putationally expensive. For example, for only two parameters, a
100 � 100 search grid requires 10,000 evaluations of the cost
function. For some of these parameter values, the cost function
may even be impossible to calculate, due to numerical instability,
particularly for large kij

1 values. For ten free parameters, which is
not an unusually large number, we would need 10010 evaluations.
Assuming an optimistic 1 ms computation time per cost function
evaluation, this search would take a long, long, long time. Essen-
tially, the optimizer is in the situation of a tourist trapped in a
multidimensional universe, having to find the best restaurant in
the city, in complete darkness and without map or smart phone,
just guided by smell.

Clearly, the optimizer must use a clever and more efficient
strategy. A solution is to mimic the effects of gravity. If we place
a ball on our error surface, the ball will start rolling downhill,
eventually settling at the bottom. Like our tourist, the ball is in
darkness: it does not see the whole map, but it’s simply taken by
gravity down the local gradient. An optimization algorithm can
use the same search strategy, following the error function down its
gradient in the multidimensional parameter space. Because of
noise, the error is never zero at the bottom of the surface. Instead,
the search is terminated when the gradient is zero for all
parameters.

We had good experience with the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell
method [69], implemented in code as dfpmin [70]. Compared to
other search strategies, such as simplex [71], dfpmin is very quick
and efficient. As with any gradient-based method, dfpmin requires
the gradients of the cost function with respect to each parameter. In
some cases, the gradients can be calculated analytically [44]. When
not, the gradients could be approximated numerically by evaluating
the cost function at two points in the parameter space that are
separated by a very small distance, for each parameter. Due to
potential numerical errors in the calculation, this distance must be
chosen carefully, to be sure that the cost function does actually
change over that small distance.
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4.7 Interpreting

Fitting Results

An example of fitting macroscopic currents with an ion channel
kinetic mechanism is shown in Fig. 4. Although the fit is clearly very
good, the best parameters found by the optimizer should be taken
with a grain of salt. First, it’s possible that the parameters are not
the very best, but only a local solution. Following the smell of food,
our tourist will eventually find a restaurant, yet a much better one
may be just around the corner. How does he find the very best place

Fig. 4 Fitting the data. This is an example where macroscopic data obtained with several voltage-clamp
protocols, as discussed in Fig. 2, were pooled together and fitted with the kinetic mechanism shown in Fig. 3,
using a computational algorithm that minimized the sum of squared errors. The response of the model to the
same voltage-clamp protocols as used to record the data is represented by the red trace, which corresponds
to the best parameters found by the optimizer. Adapted from [54]
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to eat, without trying them all? Indeed, finding the global mini-
mum is a difficult problem in optimization [72]. A poor man’s
global search strategy is simply to restart the optimizer at different
points in the parameter space and take the overall best. While there
is no theoretical guarantee, the more restarting points tried, the
more likely it is that the solution is truly global. Alternatively, one
could use algorithms specifically designed for global search, which
are slower but more exhaustively explore the parameter space and
can even search across model topologies [73, 74].

A second issue to consider is the theoretical (a priori) identifia-
bility of the model, which has two related aspects [75]. First, there
may be distinct model topologies that explain the data equally well
[76, 77]. Second, for a given model structure, there may be multi-
ple parameter sets that are equally good [44], either as a continuum
or as discrete points in the parameter space. As a result, even when
the optimizer finds the global best, there may be other solutions
that are just as good (although the corresponding physical models
may not be equally plausible). The theoretical identifiability of a
model does not depend on the quality of experimental data.
Instead, it depends on the voltage-clamp protocols that were
included in the analysis and on the mathematical criteria that were
used to calculate the goodness of fit. Essentially, both of these
narrow the range of equivalent solutions in the parameter space,
which can lead to unique solutions. For example, if we tried to fit a
stationary macroscopic current using the sum of squared errors as
the goodness of fit, there would be a large continuum of solutions
that could all explain equally well the data. However, if we then
switched to a maximum likelihood method, the range of equivalent
solutions in the parameter space would be narrower, because a
solution must explain not only the mean value of the current but
also the properties of fluctuations. If we further add a voltage step
protocol, the range of equivalent parameters would narrow even
more. Finally, including prior knowledge implemented as model
constraints or as penalty would further restrict parameter space and
increase model identifiability.

How do we know when a parameter solution is unique? A
simple empirical technique can be used to determine whether a
continuum of equivalent solutions exists. Starting from the solu-
tion found by the optimizer, one parameter can be slightly per-
turbed, and then constrained to a constant value. The resulting
parameter set should give a higher error. Then, we restart the
optimizer and test whether it is able to reach the same goodness
of fit as before, by adjusting the other parameters to compensate for
the change in the one that was constrained. If the optimizer returns
to the same goodness of fit, though with a different set of para-
meters, we have proof that a continuum of solutions exists around
that point. In this case, one could either add constraints to make the
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model simpler or add stimulation protocols to make the data more
informative.

Another important issue is the practical (a posteriori) identifia-
bility of the model, which depends on the properties of the data
used in analysis [78]. Each time a new data set is recorded and
analyzed, the parameter estimates and the cost function will be
different. Because of stochastic fluctuations and experimental noise
and artifacts, these quantities are not deterministic, but vary from
trial to trial. Moreover, even a good model would never give a
perfect fit. The variance of a parameter estimate depends on how
much information is contained in the data about that parameter,
relative to noise and fluctuation levels. A parameter that has large
variance can take a broad range of values without changing the fit
significantly, and thus cannot be trusted much. Ultimately, it
comes down to how many times the channel visits a state, and
how long-lived that state is. For states that are rarely visited or are
very long-lived, there will be little information in the data about
the transitions connecting that state to others. For example, in the
limit case of a single-channel recording, a state simply cannot be
identified if it is never visited in a data set. In general, certain
features of the model that are theoretically observable in practice
may be buried in the noise and hidden or distorted by artifacts. To
reduce parameter variance, one can include more data in the
analysis, but can also optimize the voltage-clamp protocols. The
variance in the cost function is a factor to consider when different
models are tested. If two models are comparable, their cost func-
tion probability distributions may overlap, which means that, sta-
tistically, the wrong model will sometimes give a better fit than the
correct model [38, 79].

What if the best fit is still bad? This could be an indication that
the topology of the model is wrong or that the optimization start-
ing point was not appropriate and the optimizer has been trapped in
a local minimum. As a solution, the optimization can be restarted
with different initial values. If this doesn’t improve the fit, one
could try different model topologies. One should be aware, how-
ever, that when the data included in the fit are collected with
multiple voltage-clamp protocols, it becomes more difficult for
the optimizer to explain all the data collectively. To improve the
fit, there are simple changes that can be made to a model, such as
inserting a state or connecting or disconnecting two states. Param-
eter estimates should always be inspected. For example, if the
optimizer estimates a rate constant at one million per second, that
could indicate something wrong with the model or with the data.
Or, if rate constants that lead to an end state are very small while the
opposite rates are very large, this could indicate a lack of evidence in
the data for that state. Another example is when the rate constants
connecting two states have very large values, which could indicate
that the two states are in fact just one.
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5 Testing Models in Live Neurons

As shown in the previous section, it is possible to find an ion
channel model that explains voltage-clamp data well and gives
insight into the biophysical mechanism of the channel. However,
in an excitable cell, there are many ion channel types that work
together to generate specific patterns of firing activity. A cell is a
complex system where multiple components interact nonlinearly
[80]. In contrast, voltage-clamp experiments isolate the channel of
interest from this system and test it with predefined voltage wave-
forms. It is quite possible that some features of the kinetic mecha-
nism that are critically important to the function of the cell may not
be revealed in the voltage-clamp data and may not be captured by
the model. Ideally, the model should also be tested functionally, in a
cellular context.

A powerful tool for studying the function of voltage-gated ion
channels in live neurons is dynamic clamp [81–83]. The principle is
to pharmacologically block the channel of interest and then func-
tionally replace it with an injected current, dynamically calculated
on the basis of a kinetic model [18]. As a first-order approximation,
where we ignore the potential regulatory function of the permeant
ions, Ca2+ in particular [84], the neuron makes no distinction
between the native current and the model-based current, which
are not necessarily carried by the same ions. Then, if the model is
accurate, the neuron would exhibit the same firing pattern as with
the actual channel. The sensitivity of the firing pattern to channel
properties and the contribution of that particular current to spiking
can be easily studied by varying the properties of the model and
manipulating the model-based current in real time. The major
advantage of this hybrid experimental-computational approach is
that a channel can be investigated within a live cell without any
knowledge about other conductances or cell properties.

5.1 Solving the

Model in Real Time

Dynamic clamp can be understood within the context of a cellular
model. To make it easier to explain the concepts, we make several
simplifying assumptions: (1) besides voltage-independent leak
channels, the neuron contains only Nav and Kv channels, with
kinetic mechanisms described by Markov models; (2) the neuron
has a single compartment and the membrane is isopotential; and
(3) the model corresponds to an ideal whole-cell recording (zero
access resistance, no pipette capacitance, etc.) [17]. The state of the
model as a function of time is completely described by three vari-
ables: the membrane potential V, and the state occupancies of the
Nav and Kv channels, PNa and PK. These state variables evolve in
time according to the following ordinary differential equations:

C
dV

dt
¼ � INa þ IK þ I leakð Þ þ I app; ð30Þ
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dPK

dt
¼ PK �QK ; ð31Þ

dPNa

dt
¼ PNa �QNa; ð32Þ

where Iapp is the current injected into the neuron through the
patch-clamp pipette. To run a computer simulation of our model
neuron, we would have to integrate these equations with an ODE
solver. A real neuron “integrates” a similar set of differential equa-
tions, just more complex, to account for multiple cellular compart-
ments, ion channel stochasticity, etc.

In voltage clamp, Iapp is in principle equal to the sum of all ionic
currents, so as to keep V equal to the command voltage and dV/dt
equal to a predefined value (e.g., zero for a constant voltage step, or
a finite value for a voltage ramp). In this sense, Iapp becomes a
measure of the total ionic currents active in the cell. In current
clamp, Iapp is typically used to test the firing properties of a neuron
under a range of conditions. For example, Iapp can be a constant
value to bias the membrane potential or it can be a predefined
waveform that mimics excitatory or inhibitory synaptic input. In
dynamic clamp, Iapp is not predefined. Instead, Iapp is calculated in
real time, as a function of the membrane potentialVand some other
quantities.

How can dynamic clamp be used to test a voltage-gated ion
channel model in a live neuron? Let’s consider the case of Nav
channels. First, we pharmacologically block the channel, with
TTX in this case. As the Nav current was eliminated, the equations
“integrated” by the cell simplify to just two:

C
dV

dt
¼ � IK þ I leakð Þ þ I app; ð33Þ

dPK

dt
¼ PK �QK : ð34Þ

Next, we replace the blocked current with a current generated by a
Nav model that is solved on the computer. Effectively, we now have
a hybrid biological-computational model that has the same set of
ODEs, but two equations are “integrated” by the cell, and one is
integrated on the computer:

C
dV

dt
¼ � IK þ I leakð Þ þ I app, integrated by the neuron ð35Þ

dPK

dt
¼ PK �QK, integrated by the neuron ð36Þ
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dPNa

dt
¼ PNa �QNa, integrated on the computer ð37Þ

where the injected current, Iapp, is now equal to the negative current
generated by the Nav model,�I C

Na, plus a constant component, Iinj,
that can be used to apply current steps or for other functions:

I app ¼ �I C
Na þ I inj: ð38Þ

The channel model is solved on the computer over discrete time
steps, using the recursive method:

PNa, tþδt ¼ PNa, t � ANa,V; ð39Þ

where ANa,V is the transition probability matrix calculated for a
given membrane potential V. ANa,V can be precalculated over a
voltage range (e.g., �100 to +100 mV, every 0.1 mV) and stored
in a look-up table. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the model is solved in a
real-time computational loop, where every iteration corresponds to
one integration step. For each iteration, V is read from the amplifier
through the digital acquisition card (DAQ). Depending on V, the
appropriate Amatrix is selected from the look-up table and used to
update PNa. Then, INa

C is recalculated and injected into the neuron
via Iapp. This loop must execute fast enough so that the voltage at
the membrane does not change significantly within one iteration,
which would invalidate both the selected ANa,V and the injected

Fig. 5 Testing ion channel models in live neurons with dynamic clamp. As illustrated here, a Nav current is
blocked with TTX and replaced with a model-based current, which is calculated in real time on the basis of a
model and injected into the neuron via the patch-clamp pipette [18]
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current INa
C . The update rate should match the maximum rate of

voltage change, which is typically the rising phase of the action
potential. An update every 20 μs (50 kHz), or faster, is generally
adequate. Once an update interval is chosen, every iteration of the
loop should be completed precisely within that time. To ensure
predictable time steps with minimum variability, the code should
run with real-time priority on the computer.

5.2 Equipment

and Software

While dynamic clamp can be performed under a variety of electro-
physiology paradigms, we focus here on whole-cell patch-clamp
experiments in neurons [17]. Thus, in addition to the equipment
and software used for patch clamp, one also needs a digital acquisi-
tion card, a dedicated computer, and specialized software for real-
time computation. Ideally, the patch-clamp amplifier should feature
“true” current clamp. We had good results with HEKA’s EPC 9
and 10 amplifiers, as well as with Molecular Devices’ Multiclamp
700B. EPC 10 is more convenient, because it allows summation of
external and internal current in current-clamp mode. In contrast,
the Multiclamp amplifier has only one input connection for applied
current, which is normally used by the external DigiData digitizer.
A solution in this case is to use an electronic summation circuit or a
mechanical switch box. Although we don’t have first-hand experi-
ence with other instruments, there are several commercially avail-
able patch-clamp amplifiers that feature true current clamp, e.g.,
those made by A-M Systems, NPI, and Warner Instruments.

Although some patch-clamp amplifiers already include an inter-
nal (EPC 10) or external (Multiclamp 700B) digitizer, these are not
necessarily optimized for real-time feedback acquisition, where, in a
very short time (tens of microseconds), a sample is read from the
analog input, processed on the CPU, and another sample is written
to the analog output. With a few exceptions (e.g., the hardware-
based dynamic-clamp device commercialized by Cambridge Elec-
tronic Design), all dynamic-clamp applications use digitizers made
by National Instruments. At the time of writing, we recommend
the NI PCIe-6351 or NI PCIe-6361 (slightly faster) boards, which
have been optimized for very low latency. One should be aware that
the manufacturer typically specifies the maximum rate for buffered
acquisition, not for real-time applications. Transferring one single
sample across the PCIe bus has a finite latency that limits dramati-
cally the throughput rate in real-time acquisition. For example, the
maximum rate that we could obtain with a NI PCIe-6361 card is
~220,000 acquisition cycles per second, even though the board
can acquire two million samples per second in buffered mode.
Nevertheless, a throughput rate like this is excellent, being compa-
rable with the bandwidth of the patch-clamp amplifier in current
clamp.

Historically, the first dynamic-clamp programs were coded in
some flavor of real-time Linux [85–87]. At the time, obtaining
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acceptable real-time performance under the MS Windows
operating system—or any other non-real-time OS—was simply
not possible. On such a system, user programs can be interrupted
at random by other programs or by the operating system itself.
Another limitation at the time was the driver provided by National
Instruments for programming their boards, which was incredibly
slow for real-time applications (~1,000 cycles per second, according
to our tests). However, the situation has completely changed over
the last ten years, with the development by National Instruments of
new digitizers and optimized drivers, with the advent of multicore
processors and an improved PCIe bus, and with the general increase
in CPU speeds. Today, dynamic-clamp software can be run in MS
Windows with excellent real-time performance, on par with what is
achieved under real-time Linux.

Dynamic-clamp programs are available for both real-time
Linux [88] and MS Windows [18, 89–91]. For the more biophy-
sically inclined user, we recommend our own implementation of
dynamic clamp in the QuB software, which runs under MS Win-
dows (http://milesculabs.biology.missouri.edu/QuB). The major
advantages are integration with a variety of ion channel modeling
algorithms, a powerful scripting language for customized models
and protocols, and sophisticated methods for solving Markov mod-
els of ion channels, deterministically or stochastically. The only
method that can be used to solve large Markov models accurately
is the matrix method described in this chapter, which is available in
our software. Once a few quantities are precalculated and stored in
look-up tables, very large Markov models can be solved using only
vector–matrix multiplications, which can be executed very quickly
on modern CPUs or on graphics processors (GPUs). For example,
we were able to run models with as many as 26 states at 50 kHz or
faster [18]. Thematrix method is also very stable and accurate, even
with long sampling intervals, which is generally not the case with
methods that rely exclusively on ODE solvers to advance the state
probabilities. In particular, integration with the Euler method,
which is practically the only one that is fast enough for real-time
applications, is bound to fail with even small Markov models [18].

In principle, any desktop computer can be used for dynamic
clamp. However, for high-performance applications (large models
and high-throughput rates), we recommend a fast computer that is
used exclusively to run the dynamic-clamp engine. We had the best
results with multicore Intel Xeon CPUs, installed in dual-processor
server-grade systems. For example, the computer that we currently
use in the lab has two Intel Xeon E5-2667 v2 8-core processors,
clocking at 3.3 GHz, and runs Windows 7 Pro 64-bit. Our system
was built by ASL, Inc., but many other computer integrators sell
configurable systems. Of all the components, the most critical are
the CPU and the motherboard.
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5.3 Preparing and

Running a Dynamic-

Clamp Experiment

Setting up a dynamic-clamp experiment involves a few steps. First,
the voltage monitor output of the patch-clamp amplifier should be
connected to one of the analog inputs of the National Instruments
digitizer, while the external current input of the amplifier should be
connected to one of the analog outputs of the digitizer. Next,
one needs to zero the offsets and calibrate the scaling factors
between the amplifier and digitizer, for both input and output.
The calibration procedure depends on the specific dynamic-clamp
software but the idea is to make sure that the membrane voltage
value read into the dynamic-clamp software is the same as the value
reported by the patch-clamp amplifier. Likewise, the external cur-
rent reported by the amplifier should match the current sent by the
dynamic-clamp software. In our experience, there are always slight
offsets of a few mV in membrane potential and a few pA in injected
current, between the amplifier and the digitizer. These offsets must
be compensated for in the software. In particular, one should be
careful that the amplifier receives no unwanted external current
when Iapp is equal to zero, as even a small current of a few pA can
alter the firing pattern of a neuron. Most amplifiers have adjustable
gain in current clamp (e.g., 1 pA/mV). The smallest gain should be
selected that still allows the injection of the largest current that
might be predicted by the model. For example, a model-based Nav
current ranges from a few pA in the interspike interval, small but
sufficient to influence neuronal firing properties, to several nA
during an action potential.

The pipette capacitance should be reduced as much as possible
by coating with Sylgard or other agents. In our experience, the
residual capacitance should be no more than 5–6 pF, otherwise
ringing may occur in dynamic clamp when large currents are
injected, particularly with Nav currents during action potentials.
Once a patch is obtained, the typical artifact estimation and com-
pensation procedures should be applied for series resistance and
pipette capacitance, as well as for membrane capacitance. Then,
upon switching to current clamp, the pipette capacitance compen-
sation should be slightly reduced (10–20 %) to avoid ringing, while
series resistance should be compensated 100 %.

An example of a dynamic-clamp experiment is shown in Fig. 6,
adapted from a previous study on serotonergic Raphé neurons in
the brainstem [54]. In that study, the voltage-gated sodium current
was investigated with voltage clamp to determine its kinetic mech-
anism and tested with dynamic clamp to determine its contribution
to the neuronal firing. These neurons exhibit a pattern of sponta-
neous spiking with low frequency (1–5 Hz) and broad action
potentials (4–5 ms), as shown in Fig. 6a, top traces. Other proper-
ties that are visible during a current step injection are a slow
reduction in spiking frequency, a broadening of the action potential
shape, and a reduction in spike height. A slow kinetic process was
also observed in the voltage-clamp data [54, 92–94], which has
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Fig. 6 Validating the kinetic mechanism in a live neuron. The figure compares the spiking patterns of a neuron
under control conditions and with the Nav current blocked with TTX and replaced with a model-based current
injected with dynamic clamp. A Nav model based on the kinetic mechanism shown in Fig. 7 was able to
explain well the firing properties, including the slow adaptation in action potential shape and frequency (a and
b, lower traces, and c, upper traces). In contrast, the Nav model shown in Fig. 3 could not reproduce the slow
adaptation (c, lower traces). Adapted from [54]



been explained by adding an inactivated state to the Kuo and Bean
Nav model, as shown in Fig. 7. After blocking Nav channels with
TTX and injecting this model into the cell, a firing pattern was
obtained that exhibited the same spike frequency and shape as
the control, maintained under a range of injected current values
(Fig. 6a, b, lower traces). For this experiment, a unitary conduc-
tance of 10 pS was used and the total number of Nav channels,NC,
was chosen so as to match the maximum slope of the action
potential rising phase between control and dynamic-clamp experi-
ments. In most of the examined cells, NC was � 20,000.

The model with an additional inactivated state also reproduced
the slow adaptation in frequency and action potential shape. A
logical follow-up question is whether the adaptation in firing prop-
erties is caused by the slow inactivation detected within the kinetic
mechanism. If true, then a dynamic-clamp-injected current based
on a model that lacks slow inactivation should not result in adapta-
tion. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 6c, this model generates a spiking
pattern that clearly differs from the control: the spike height
remains constant and only the falling phase of the action potential
is slowed down. One should remember that the slope of the rising
phase is proportional to the total number of Nav channels that are
available to generate current, whereas the falling phase depends
mostly on Kv channels. The explanation for the observed spike
shape adaptation is that more and more Nav channels enter the
slow inactivated state after each action potential, leaving progres-
sively fewer channels available to contribute current to the rising
phase.

Clearly, in this case the kinetic model obtained from voltage-
clamp data was well validated by the dynamic-clamp experiment.
However, the keen observer will have noticed a small but important
difference: the action potential starts more abruptly in control than
with the model (Fig. 6a2, b2). In fact, this is not a shortcoming of
the kinetic model but a technical limitation of the brain slice prepa-
ration, where neurons maintain their processes intact. Although
Nav channels are distributed throughout the cell in the soma,
dendrites, and axon [95, 96], the axonal initial segment [97] has
special properties that make it the site of action potential initiation

Fig. 7 A Nav channel kinetic mechanism obtained from voltage-clamp data and validated in live neurons. An
inactivated state (I13) with special properties was added to the Kuo and Bean model [62] to explain voltage-
clamp data and neuronal firing behavior [54]
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[98–100]. From the axonal initial segment, the action potential
backpropagates to the soma, causing the abrupt onset [101–104].
In contrast, the model-based current is injected strictly in the soma,
which becomes the site of action potential initiation. This configu-
ration resembles the case of dissociated neurons that have lost their
axon and exhibit similarly smoothly rising action potentials. Never-
theless, this abrupt action potential onset can be reproduced in a
dynamic-clamp experiment by adding a virtual axonal compart-
ment that generates its own spike and thus contributes additional
current to the rising phase of the somatic action potential [18].
Overall, it is quite remarkable that basic spiking properties are
reproduced so well by a soma-injected model-based current.
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Chapter 14

Recording and Hodgkin-Huxley Kinetic Analysis
of Voltage-Gated Ion Channels in Nucleated Patches

Mara Almog and Alon Korngreen

Abstract

The patch-clamp technique is widely used to measure and characterize ion currents flowing through the cell
membrane. Various configurations can be used according to the research hypothesis. A relatively new
configuration of the patch-clamp technique is the outside-out nucleated patch, which allows measuring
somatic currents in voltage-clamp recordings due to a reduction in technical issues. Characterization of
ionic currents is mostly based on the Hodgkin-Huxley model, a detailed mathematical and biophysical
model of membrane excitability. This chapter describes voltage-clamp experiments step by step, from
preparation and performing outside-out nucleated patch experiments through to the Hodgkin-Huxley
analysis of the recorded data.

Key words Nucleated patch, Outside-out patch, Voltage-gated channels, Patch clamp, Kinetic analy-
sis, Hodgkin-Huxley model

1 Introduction

The invention of the patch-clamp technique [1] made it possible to
record ionic currents from single voltage-gated ion channels and,
using the whole-cell variant of the technique, from ensembles of
channels. A quick search through PubMed reveals that since 1995
the number of publications containing “patch clamp” in their title
or abstract has been large and roughly constant. About one third of
these publications are related, according to PubMed, to voltage-
gated ion channels. In the 1990s the acute brain slice preparation
emerged as the major in vitro preparation for investigating neurons
in the central nervous system (CNS) [2]. This preparation, in
combination with differential interference contrast optics and digi-
tal imaging [3], allowed repeated and accurate measurements selec-
tively from visually identified neurons in many regions of the CNS.
It is, therefore, not surprising that the number of papers describing
properties of ion channels in the CNS soared in the mid-1990s.

Alon Korngreen (ed.), Advanced Patch-Clamp Analysis for Neuroscientists, Neuromethods, vol. 113,
DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-3411-9_14, © Springer Science+Business Media New York 2016
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This chapter focuses on some technical aspects of this field of
research, dealing with using the patch-clamp technique to record
from voltage-gated channels. This technique controls the mem-
brane voltage and measures the membrane current [4–6]. During
an experiment the experimenter uses a patch-clamp amplifier to set
the voltage for holding the membrane potential (i.e., “holding
voltage” or “holding potential”). The voltage-clamp electrode
connected to the amplifier measures the membrane voltage and
feeds an input to the amplifier. The amplifier calculates the “error
signal” between the voltage command (Vc) and the membrane
potential (Vm) (subtracts the membrane potential from the voltage
command (Vc � Vm)), amplifies it, and sends the output to the
electrode. This transient negative feedback current to the cell
reduces the “error signal” to zero and maintains the desired mem-
brane voltage.

Currents recorded from voltage-gated channels using the volt-
age-clamp technique are widely analyzed using the modern appli-
cation of the Hodgkin-Huxley analysis [7] developed by Cole and
Marmont and improved by Hodgkin, Huxley, and Katz in the
1940s [8]. The measured membrane current (Im) is the sum of
the ionic current (Ii) and the capacity current (C):

Im ¼ I i þ C
dV

dt
: ð1Þ

During an experiment, while the membrane voltage is held con-
stant, the dV/dt is zero, leading to a zero capacitive current. An
exception occurs when the voltage is changed rapidly from one
steady state to another. After completing the voltage change the
membrane current (Im) equals the ionic current (Ii).

In the voltage-clamp technique the current injected into the
cell spreads radially and decreases with a space constant (λ). In
nonspherical cells the injected current decays with distance from
the injection point, leading, in the best case, to a smaller change in
membrane voltage and, in the worst case, to no change at all. To
overcome the space-clamp error and measure membrane current
(Im) the cell should be iso-potential, so that all the channels in the
membrane experience the same voltage.

Using “patch-clamp” microelectrodes to inject current at a
single point controls the voltage of spherical cells, especially small
cells, creating a good space clamp. If the cell body has extensions
(e.g., axons and dendrites), voltage clamping the membrane leads
to measuring a distorted current due to the inability to control the
membrane voltage [9–11]. The outside-out nucleated configura-
tion overcomes space-clamp errors, since this configuration can be
considered equivalent to a small spherical cell in whole-cell
configuration.
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The configuration of the patch-clamp technique chosen for
an experiment must be appropriate for answering the research
hypothesis and minimize technical issues (e.g., space clamp,
signal-to-noise ratio, duration of the recording, stability). Outside-
out nucleatedpatches are a simple and straightforward approach that
easily overcomes some of the technical issues arising during record-
ings of voltage-gated and ligand-gated ion currents. For this reason
nucleated patches have beenused to studymacroscopic ligand-gated
ion channels [12–14], voltage-gated ion currents [15–19], proton-
gated ion channels [20], membrane capacitance charging current
[21], and passive membrane properties [22].

2 Extracting a Nucleated Patch

The pipette (with a relative low resistance of 4–6 MΩ), filled with
the intracellular solution and under slightly positive pressure, is
lowered into the bath solution, positioned close to the cell body,
and slowly moved towards it to contact the cell membrane
(Fig. 1a). When the pipette touches the cell membrane, the positive
pressure in the pipette pushes away the cell membrane, creating a
concave vesicle (Fig. 1a). Suction is now required to seal the cell
membrane to the pipette (membrane-to-glass seal), and a negative
holding potential improves the seal. Achieving a gigaohm seal leads
to the cell-attached configuration.

Now applying additional suction to the membrane inside the
pipette ruptures it, leading to the whole-cell configuration. Further
negative pressure is applied to the pipette (100–200 mBar above
ambient pressure, depending on the diameter of the patch pipette
and neuron size). This draws the nucleus towards the pipette. A
slow and smooth retraction of the pipette then brings with it a large
portion of the somatic membrane covering the nucleus (Fig. 1b–d).
Once the nucleus is free from the cell, the plasma membrane closes
behind it (Fig. 1e, f) forming an almost spherical and very large
outside-out patch (diameter about 5–8 μm, Fig. 1e, f). At this point
it is useful to reduce the pressure applied to the pipette to a few
mBar above ambient pressure.

The nucleated configuration has several advantages over the
conventional outside-out patch. First, the current measured is
larger due to the relatively larger surface (usually 100–1200 pA
but values may vary widely beyond this). Currents of this size allow
pharmacological manipulations and the approach has been success-
fully used to investigate the properties of various voltage- and
ligand-gated channels. Second, the structural support given by
the nucleus makes nucleated patches more stable than regular
outside-out patches and therefore they are more durable (from
minutes to hours) [14]. Third, the outside-out nucleated patch
can be considered a small spherical cell in the whole-cell
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configuration (Fig. 1f). This avoids space-clamp errors and there is
little filtration due to the membrane capacitance, allowing very
rapid recording of voltage-gated ion currents. Nonetheless, one
should keep in mind that the nucleated patch is an outside-out
patch. Care should, therefore, be taken to determine the extent of
channel run-down (Sect. 3.8).

Fig. 1 Forming an outside-out nucleated patch. (a) The positive pressure in the pipette pushes away the cell
membrane, creating a concave vesicle. (b–d) After reaching a gigaohm seal and rupturing the membrane
inside the pipette the pipette is carefully withdrawn from the cell body. (e, f). The cell membrane extracted
together with the nucleus forms a small sphere. Modified with permission from [35]
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3 Data Acquisition

3.1 Filter and

Sampling Rate

Biological events are continuous or analog signals, which can
be measured as discrete signals or digitized using an analog-digital
(A/D) converter. The filter and sampling rate of the A/D converter
must be selected to accurately fit the dynamics of the desired signal
and its noise characteristics. Also to be considered are the RC
components of the cell membrane and the electrode series resis-
tance (Rs) that function together as an RC filter. Selecting the
highest sampling rate (100–300 kHz) produces an enormous
amount of data that does not necessarily contain relevant informa-
tion. The minimum sampling rate that accurately represents an
analog waveform is twice the bandwidth. Derived from the
Nyquist-Shannon theorem, this is called the Nyquist frequency.
Selecting a sampling rate lower than the Nyquist frequency distorts
high frequency signals (aliasing). Aliasing can be prevented by
filtering high frequency signals using a low-pass filter (frequency
not higher than half the sampling frequency). Voltage-clamp
recordings, including from nucleated patches, require a high fre-
quency filter of at least 20 kHz to measure macroscopic ion cur-
rents, leading to a minimal sample frequency of 50 kHz. (For
further clarification see Chap. 3 by Meents and Lampert.)

3.2 Capacitance

Compensation

Two sources of capacitance appear during voltage-clamp record-
ings: (1) the pipette and holder capacitance (“fast” capacitance, due
to the fast time constant of the current); (2) the membrane capaci-
tance (“slow” capacitance). The fast capacitance is compensated by
adjusting its amplitude and the time constant (some amplifiers offer
an automatic compensation feature). This step is essential for esti-
mating the series resistance (Rs). Compensation of the slow capaci-
tance is essential in whole-cell and outside-out patches (including
nucleated patches). This capacitance is compensated by applying an
exponentially shaped voltage through a small capacitor in the
amplifier. The sum of two exponentials compensates both the fast
and the slow capacitance. The voltage-clamp recording must be
amplified by at least �5–10 for best resolution of the currents, the
amplification requiring compensation of the fast and the slow capa-
citances to prevent saturating the amplifier.

3.2.1 Pipette Coating

and Fire Polishing

Patch-clamp amplifiers can typically compensate pipette capacitance
up to 10 pF. However, the pipette capacitance of pipettes made
from glass with a high dialectic constant can exceed the compensa-
tion range of the amplifier, preventing good compensation. This
problem can be solved by coating about 1 mm from the shank
toward the end of the tip with an elastomer, such as Sylgard No.
184 resin, which reduces the fast capacitance and pipette noise.
After coating, the pipette tip must be fire-polished. This step is
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essential to enable gigaohm seal formation and to prevent the tip
from penetrating the cell membrane. Fire polishing is not necessary
with some cell types.

3.3 Series

Resistance

Compensation

The membrane potential in nucleated patches during voltage-
clamp recordings is controlled by the potential fed through the
electrode. Ideally, this allows complete control of the membrane
potential after compensating the access resistance between the
pipette and the interior of the cell. This resistance is called the series
resistance (Rs) because the access resistance and the pipette are in
series with the current recording. The Rs stems partly from the
pipette resistance but mostly from the broken membrane particles
created by forming the nucleated configuration. Rs size determines
the compensating voltage command.

Rs slows the charging of the membrane capacitance (Cm),
leading to a slow charging time constant (hundreds of microse-
conds). This is too long to examine rapid voltage-gated ion cur-
rents, such as Na+ currents. The combination of Rs and Cm also
functions as a bandwidth current filter. The Rs reduces the voltage
imposed on the cell membrane, distorting the currents recorded.
Consequently, to maintain the voltage error below 1 %, the Rm

must be two orders of magnitude larger than the Rs. As Rs com-
pensation is very sensitive to changes in the pipette capacitance
during the recordings, it is very important to first compensate the
fast capacitance (pipette capacitance) (Sect. 3.2).

3.4 Leak Subtraction Any ion current measured under voltage clamp includes leakage
currents and membrane capacitive currents. The membrane capaci-
tive current carries important information (the membrane area of
the cell can be derived from it), but in most experiments this
information is irrelevant. As the capacitive and leakage currents
are linear and not voltage dependent, they can be subtracted, either
online or off-line, from the ion current (leak subtraction). Another
method of subtracting the leakage and capacitive currents and
avoiding noise enhancement is adding specific ion channel blockers
that completely eliminate the ion current being measured. The
signal recorded after blocker application can then be subtracted
from the ion current recorded without blocker.

3.5 Liquid Junction

Potential

A liquid junction potential develops at the tip of the pipette during
electrophysiological experiments when the pipette solution differs
from the bath solution, as in outside-out nucleated patches. This
leads to different mobilities of the ions. Not correcting the liquid
junction potential leads to a significant error inmembrane potential,
ranging from1 to2mV for pipette solutions containingKCl tomore
than 10 mV for pipette solutions containing K-gluconate or
K-methylsulfate. Unfortunately, in most studies not only is the
liquid junction potential not compensated but its value is rarely
mentioned.
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3.5.1 Measuring

of Junction Liquid Potential

Measuring the liquid junction potential requires a simple series of
steps [23]: (1) the recording bath is filled with the pipette solution
to be used during the experiment; (2) the pipette, containing the
same pipette solution, is placed in the bath; (3) the potential is
measured in the current-clamp condition (it should be close to
zero) and is set to zero; (4) the solution in the bath is replaced by
the extracellular bath solution (e.g., artificial cerebrospinal fluid)
without moving the pipette; (5) the potential is measured again and
now gives the liquid junction potential; (6) to test for reversibility
the bath solution can be replaced with the pipette solution. As long
the bath solution does not change, especially its chloride ion con-
centration, the liquid junction potential will remain steady during
the experiment. However, in some cases it is necessary to change
the bath solution during the experiment, leading to changes in the
liquid junction potential. These cases require a salt bridge. As Barry
and Diamond [24] pointed out, it is be simpler to locally change
the solution using a puffer pipette thus preventing potential
changes at the reference electrode.

In outside-out nucleated and whole-cell patches the liquid
junction potential is corrected according to the following equation

V m ¼ V p � V LJP; ð2Þ
where Vm is the corrected membrane potential, Vp is the pipette
voltage, and VLJP is the liquid junction potential [23]. The liquid
junction potential can be calculated theoretically using the Hen-
derson formula for liquid junction potential [25]. Although the
calculated liquid junction potential is extremely accurate, it should
be verified experimentally, especially if the solution contains high
concentrations of divalent ions [25].

3.6 Kinetic Protocols Macroscopic currents are the sum of many microscopic ion current
events (single ion channel events). The kinetics parameters of the
macroscopic currents (e.g., time constants, conductance, and volt-
age dependence) can be measured using pulse protocols. These
must be designed such that the measured kinetics parameters reflect
the kinetic parameters of microscopic ion currents. A pulse protocol
usually includes steps of specified voltage and duration. Voltage
ramps or sine waves, etc., may be of advantage for phase-sensitive
measurements.

To investigate the kinetics of a voltage-gated ion channel, one
can alternate each segment of the voltage steps or the duration to
create a series of pulse protocols. To ensure the channel is in its
resting state before application of a voltage step, each step must be
preceded and followed by a strong hyperpolarization for some tens
of milliseconds.
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3.7 Data Averaging To increase the signal-to-noise ratio in voltage-clamp experiments,
one repeatedly records the current yielded by the same pulse pro-
tocol (the experimental conditions must remain stable throughout
the recording). This is particularly important when recording small
ion currents (about a few tens to hundreds of picoampere current).
The averaged data is smoother because the noise is reduced by a
factor of √n, where n is the number of runs of the pulse protocol.
Some of the recording software currently available averages the data
online and stores either only the averaged data or the raw and the
averaged data, whereas other software stores only the raw data,
leaving data averaging for off-line analysis software.

3.8 Run-Up

and Run-Down

The activity of many types of ionic channels declines with time in
both outside-out (including nucleated patches) and inside-out
patches. This phenomenon, called “run-down,” is also observed
in whole-cell patches, possibly due to washout and dephosphoryla-
tion of endogenous cytoplasmic factors. Run-down is time depen-
dent, often fast, but is not voltage dependent. For example, Ca2+

voltage-gated channels show complete shunting of the channel
within a few minutes (Fig. 2a), without changes in the gate current
[15, 26, 27] (Fig. 2b). Adding ATP and the protease inhibitor
calpastatin to the intracellular solution can completely prevent
run-down or, at least, prolong the process [26, 28, 29].

Several types of ion channels show enhancement of the ion
channel activity or “run-up” during the first minutes of measure-
ment (Fig. 2a, b; [15, 30, 31]). This phenomenon can be confused
with facilitation (fast or slow), especially in Ca2+ voltage-gated
channels, which display both processes [30]. Run-up and run-
down are also observed in Na+ voltage-gated channels recorded in
excised patches (Fig. 2c), but this appears sensitive to the age of the
animal. Run-up is observed in relatively young animals (p14)
(smooth line, Fig. 2c), whereas older animals (p38) show run-
down over time (dashed line, Fig. 2c). Therefore, before measuring
ion currents, it is necessary to examine whether run-up or/and run-
down occur and to optimally design the experiment, for example,
compromising on the age of the animal (if Na+ channels are being
recorded) or on the recording duration (number of protocols to
run, as with Ca2+ channels).

4 Hodgkin-Huxley Analysis

According to the Hodgkin-Huxley model [7], each ion channel
contains physical “gates” that modulate the ion flow through the
channel. The gates may be either open (conductive) or closed
(C ⇄ O). The probability (p) of a gate being open is voltage depen-
dent and ranges from 0 to 1. The fraction of a channel population
in its conductive state can be represented as:
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1� p! 
αðV Þ

βðV Þ
p ð3Þ

where α is the transition rate between the nonconductive state (C)
and the conductive state (O) and β is the transition rate between the
conductive state (O) and the nonconductive state (C). The transi-
tion rates are voltage dependent and have units of s�1. In the
Hodgkin-Huxley model the gate states obey first-order kinetics:
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Fig. 2 Run-up and run-down of ion channels in nucleated patches. (a) Normalized Ca2+ current in a nucleated
patch from the first trace recorded (t ¼ 0) plotted as function of time (from [15, 30, 31]). (b) Activation curves
of Ca2+ currents obtained at t ¼ 0 (control), t ¼ 47 s (run-up), and t ¼ 273 s (run-down) in the experiment
shown in (a). The smooth lines are the fit of a Boltzmann function (from [15, 30, 31]). (c) A linear regression
fitted to an averaged Na+ current (not shown) normalized to the first trace recorded (t ¼ 0) as function of time.
The smooth line shows a run-up for young animals (p14) and the dashed line shows an extreme run-down for
old animals (p38) with current vanishing after 800 s
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d p

dt
¼ α Vð Þ 1� pð Þ � β Vð Þ p: ð4Þ

During clamping the membrane potential reaches equilibrium over
time (steady state, dp/dt ¼ 0). At steady state the above equation
becomes:

pt!1 ¼
α Vð Þ

α Vð Þ þ β Vð Þ : ð5Þ

The time course for reaching this equilibrium is:

τ Vð Þ ¼ 1

α Vð Þ þ β Vð Þ : ð6Þ

The conductance for a large population of channels is proportional
to the number of open channels, reaching a maximal conductance
ð g) when all channels are open, leading to the equation:G ¼ g∏ p.
The generalized equations above can be applied to the different ion
channels, for example, the Hodgkin-Huxley model describes the K+

and Na+ channels embedded in the membrane of the squid giant
axon. In their equations p is replaced with a variable representing
the gate type—m for the activation gate of the K+ channel, n for the
activation gate of the Na+ channel, and h for the inactivation gate of
the Na+ channel. The K+ conductance is represented as:

GK ¼ gK p4m ¼ gKm
4 ð7Þ

and Na+ conductance is represented by:

GNa ¼ gNa p
3
n ph ¼ gNan

3h ð8Þ
The power in the conductance equations is set by fitting the con-
ductance curve of each ion channel, using equations with different
power values. This procedure yielded a power of 3 for the n gates
(for Na+ channel) and power of 4 for them gates (for K+ channels).

4.1 Ion Current

Analysis

The ion current recordings can be analyzed using analysis and
graphic software like Origin, Matlab, or IGOR. Using averaging
increases the signal-to-noise ratio making for a smoother signal. For
further analysis the current must be normalized to a standard
reference response, such as the maximal current recorded or the
maximal conductance calculated. This allows comparison among
different patches and eliminates the effects of run-up and/or run-
down of the ion current during the recording.

4.1.1 I–V Curves Functional parameters cannot be extracted from the raw data. A
common method for examining the voltage behavior of voltage-
gated ion channels at steady state is plotting current–voltage curves.
This gives maximal conductance, slope, ion reversal potential, volt-
age dependence, threshold activation, and ion selectivity.
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Activation I–V Curve The current–voltage curve of an ion current recorded using an
activation pulse protocol (Fig. 3a) can be calculated by measuring
the peak current at each voltage step and plotting it against the
increasing voltage (Fig. 3b), after correcting for the liquid junction
potential (see Sect. 3.5). Traditionally, the next step is converting
the I–V curve to a G–V curve (Fig. 3c). The ion conductance is a
function of the number of open channels and is calculated accord-
ing to Ohm’s law (I ¼ G Vm � V revð Þ ). The ion conductance at
each voltage step is derived by dividing the recorded ion current by
the driving force, defined as the difference between the membrane
voltage (Vm) and the ion reversal potential (Vrev). The ion reversal
potential can be extracted from the I�V curve, being the voltage at
which the ion current changes direction (where the curve crosses
the x-axis). If the ion current does not cross the x-axis, the reversal
potential can be extrapolated from the curve. Next, a sigmoidal or
Boltzmann function is fitted to the G–V curve, describing the
voltage-dependent activation of an ion channel:

G ¼ Gmin þ Gmax � Gmin

1þ e
Vm�V 1=2

k

� � ð9Þ

where G is the conductance, Gmin and Gmax are the minimum and
maximal conductances, respectively, Vm is the membrane potential,
V1/2 is the voltage at which the conductance is half-maximal, and k
is the slope of the curve, reflecting the charge movement during the
gating transition (Fig. 3c, smooth line).

This approach may introduce large errors in the estimated value
of the conductance as the voltage approaches the positive ion reversal
potential (e.g., Na+, Ca2+). Thus, another straightforwardmethod is
to combine the two equations (Ohm’s law and the Boltzmann
equations) into one [10] and fit it directly to the I–V curve:

I

Imax
¼ Gmax

1

1þ e�
Vm�V 1=2

k

� �
 !a

V m � V revð Þ ð10Þ

where I/Imax is the current normalized to its maximal value, Vm is
the membrane potential, V1/2 is the voltage at which the conduc-
tance is half-maximal, k is the slope of the curve, and a is the
number of activation gates (Fig. 3d, smooth line). This equation
has produced better results than the traditional analysis protocol,
avoiding errors in estimating the conductance value.

The Hodgkin-Huxley model assumes that activation ion con-
ductance is proportional to the nth power activation gate which
obeys a first-order Boltzmann equation [7]. “a” represents the
number of activation gates in each ion channel and differs in value
among channels. To fit the rising phase of the K+ conductance from
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Fig. 3 Activation analysis of ion currents. (a) Na+ currents elicited by an activation protocol displayed below.
(b) Peak current plotted versus voltage, yielding an I–V activation curve. The Na+ reversal potential can be
extrapolated from the curve. (c) The Na+ conductance curve was calculated by dividing the I–V curve by the
driving force. A third-order Boltzmann function was fitted to the conductance curve (smooth line). The dashed



zero to a finite value, the model assumes a ¼ 4. The rising phase of
the Na+ conductance can be described by a ¼ 3 [7]. Traditionally,
a ¼ 2 is used for Ca2+ conductance.

I–V curves can also reflect further behaviors, such as current
rectification, i.e., an ion current passes more easily in one direction
through the membrane than in the other. This property is shown by
a subtype of K+ channels, the inward-rectifier K+ channel, through
which current passes inward more easily than outward and vice
versa for the outward-rectifier K+ channels. Na+ channels show
the opposite rectification behavior (Fig. 3e, f). Fitting the entire
I–V curve may result in a distorted fit due to rectification of the
current (grey line, Fig. 3f). Thus, for an accurate fit the Boltzmann
equation should be fitted to the part of the curve before the
rectification begins (black line, Fig. 3f).

Instantaneous I–V Curve The tail current peak measured using a deactivation pulse protocol
can be plotted as a function of the voltage changes after correcting
the liquid junction potential (dashed line, Fig. 4a). This yields an
instantaneous I–V curve (Fig. 4b). Typically, the curve is linear for
all channels, indicating a voltage dependence of the channel gate
rather than voltage dependence of the channel conductance [32].

Inactivation I–V Curve Most of the voltage-gated ion channels (Na+, Ca2+, K+) close
during a voltage step (inactivation) [33]. The steady-state inactiva-
tion peak current can be measured using a steady-state inactivation
pulse protocol and plotted versus the increasing voltage after cor-
recting for the liquid junction potential (Fig. 5a). The current at
the different voltages can be normalized to the maximal current.
The curve can be fitted with a first-order Boltzmann equation
according to the Hodgkin-Huxley model [7] (Fig. 5b,
smooth line):

I=Imax ¼ 1

1þ e
Vm�V 1=2

k

� � ð11Þ

where I/Imax is the current normalized to its maximal value, Vm is
the membrane potential, V1/2 is the voltage at which the conduc-
tance is half-maximal, and k is the slope of the curve.

�

Fig. 3 (continued) lines indicate the voltage required to activate half the channel population (V1/2). (d) The
activation I–V curve in (a) was fitted with a combined Ohm’s law and a third-order Boltzmann equation. The
dashed lines indicate V1/2. (e) Inward and outward Na

+ currents elicited using an activation protocol displayed
below. (f) The I–V curve shows rectification of the outward Na+ current. The curve was fitted partially (without
the rectification) to obtain a best fit (smooth black line). The smooth grey line is the fit of the entire curve
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4.1.2 Time Constants (τ) Ion currents can be described in terms of kinetic parameters reflect-
ing the time dependence of the conductance, i.e., the time constant
(τ). Each ion channel shows a time constant for each kinetics state
(activation, deactivation, inactivation) that differs in its duration. If
time constants differ, either between channels (e.g., K+ and Na+

channels) or between channels subtypes (e.g., T- and L-type Ca2+

channels), a specific ion current can be isolated kinetically.
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Fig. 5 Steady-state inactivation analysis. (a) Na+ steady-state current inactivation elicited using a steady-state
inactivation pulse protocol displayed below. (b) The peak current normalized to its maximal amplitude plotted
against the pre-pulse voltage, yielding an I–V inactivation curve. A first-order Boltzmann equation was fitted
(smooth line). The dashed lines indicate V1/2
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Fig. 4 Instantaneous I–V curve. (a) The kinetics of Ca2+ currents in nucleated patches was inserted into a Ca2+

channel model. The Ca2+ tail currents were simulated by a deactivation pulse protocol displayed below. (b)
The peak tail current 10 μs from the briefly depolarizing step (dashed grey line in a) was plotted against
increasing voltage, yielding a linear relationship
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Activation Time Constant The activation ion currents can be fitted using the following equa-
tion [34]:

I 0 þ I1 � 1� exp � t � t0ð Þ=τmð Þð Þaexp � � t � t0ð Þ=τhð Þ ð12Þ
where t is time, I1 is the steady-state current, I0 is the current at
t ¼ 0, τm and τh are the activation and inactivation time constants,
respectively, of the exponential relaxation, and a is the number of
activation gates in the model (Fig. 6a, right). The activation (τm)
and inactivation (τh) time constants can be extracted from the
declining and the rising phases of the ion current at the different
voltages.

The activation time constant (τm) can be plotted against the
increasing voltages to obtain the ion channel kinetics (●, Fig. 6b).
The curves obtained from the activation ion currents are restricted
to a narrow voltage range. Completing the activation and inactiva-
tion curves requires further analysis.

To complete the activation time constant curve the time con-
stant must be extracted at more hyperpolarized voltages. This can
be done by fitting Eq. (13) to the rising phase of the tail currents
recorded using the deactivation pulse protocol (Fig. 6a, left) and

I 0 þ I1 � exp �at
τ

� �
ð13Þ

where t is time, I1 is the steady-state current, I0 is the current at
t ¼ 0, τ is the deactivation time constant, and a is the number of
activation gates in the model. The deactivation time constant can be
added to the activation time constant curve (○, Fig. 6b). The time
constant curve displays a bell-shaped voltage dependence, thus it
can be fitted with a Gaussian function:

τ 
(m

s)

Voltage (mV)

�Activation
�Deactivation

a

1 ms

200 pA

b

Fig. 6 Analysis of activation kinetics. (a) Activation (left) and deactivation (right) fitting of a third-order
Hodgkin-Huxley model (grey line). (b) Activation (filled circle) and deactivation (open circle) time constants
determined from traces like those in (a). The smooth line is the Gaussian function fitted to the curve
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C1 þ C2 � exp � Vm � C3

C4

� �n� �
ð14Þ

whereC1 is the voltage-independent time constant,C2 is the height
of the Gaussian peak, Vm is the membrane potential, C3 is the
voltage at the center of the peak, and C4 is the standard deviation.

Inactivation Time Constant The previous section (section “Activation Time-Constant”) briefly
discussed how to extract inactivation time constants from the rising
activation currents at relatively depolarized voltages. This proce-
dure gives a partial inactivation time constant curve (●, Fig. 7c). To
complete the inactivation time constant curve at more

100 mV
2 ms

100 pA

100 mV
10 ms

100 pA

a b

τ 
(m

s)

Voltage (mV)

�Activation
�Inactivation

C

Fig. 7 Analysis of inactivation kinetics. (a) Recovery from inactivation Na+ currents elicited using recovery
from an inactivation protocol at�100 mV displayed below. An exponential equation was fitted to the declining
phase of the peak current that recovered from inactivation (smooth grey line). (b) Inactivation onset of Na+

currents elicited using an onset of inactivation protocol at �60 mV displayed at the bottom. An exponential
equation was fitted to the rising phase of the peak current (smooth grey line). (c) The Na+ inactivation time
constant calculated from the rising phase of the activation currents (filled circle) and from the recovery
inactivation and the onset inactivation currents (open circle) plotted as a function of voltage. The smooth line is
the Gaussian fit
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hyperpolarized voltages, one must analyze the currents yielded by
the recovery from inactivation and onset of inactivation pulse pro-
tocols. An exponential equation is fitted either to the declining
phase of the current that recovered from inactivation (Fig. 7a) or
to the rising phase of the inactivation current at different voltages
(Fig. 7b). The fitting gives an inactivation time constant that can be
added to the curve as a function of the voltage (○, Fig. 7c). The
time constant curve displays a bell-shaped voltage dependence; thus
it can be fitted with a Gaussian function as in the activation time
constant curve (section “Activation Time-Constant”).

The Ca2+ channel is exceptional in having two types of inacti-
vation, Ca2+- and voltage-dependent inactivation. The inactivation
time constant measured from the rising phase of the Ca2+ current
obtained by an activation pulse protocol contains both inactivation
currents. For this reason, an extracellular solution containing Ba2+

ions rather than Ca2+ ions is preferred when examining Ca2+ chan-
nels. The inactivation shape with Ca2+ solution differs from that
obtained with Ba2+ solution, with the inactivation phase of the Ca2+

current steeper than the activation of the Ba2+ current. This differ-
ence can arise from the absence of Ca2+-dependent inactivation in
the Ba2+ solution, the remaining inactivation being only voltage
dependent. Therefore, to understand the inactivation kinetics of
Ca2+ channels, if possible, it seems reasonable to calculate two
inactivation time constant curves, one with the Ca2+ solution and
a second with the Ba2+ solution.

4.1.3 Calculating the

Transition Rates α and β

The analyzed data can be presented as α and β curves. According to
the equations of p1 and τ (Eqs. (3)–(6)), the rate constant can be
displayed by:

Voltage (mV)

�ɑh
�βh

Voltage (mV)

�ɑm
�βm

ɑ m
 (

m
s-

1 )

ɑ h
 (

m
s-

1 )
β

m  (m
s

-1)

β
h  (m

s
-1)

a b

Fig. 8 Activation and inactivation rate constants. The forward (α) and the backward (β) rate constants for the
Na+ channel activation (a) and inactivation (b) are plotted versus voltage
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α Vð Þ ¼ p1 Vð Þ
τ Vð Þ , β Vð Þ ¼ 1� p1 Vð Þ

τ Vð Þ ð15Þ

where p1 is calculated using the Boltzmann equation (Sect. 4.1.1)
and τ is extracted from the recorded currents (Sect. 4.1.2). These
equations easily convert the steady-state conductance values and
time constants into expressions of rate constants α and β for the
activation and the inactivation processes (Fig. 8).
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Chapter 15

Creating and Constraining Compartmental Models
of Neurons Using Experimental Data

Stefanos S. Stefanou, George Kastellakis, and Panayiota Poirazi

Abstract

In order to understand the information processing at the level of individual nerve cells, detailed information
is required about the complex interactions between the anatomical structure of the neurons, their physio-
logical properties, and synaptic input. Embodying such information in a formal theoretical model is useful
as a predictor as it can simulate the electrical behavior of neurons in ways or conditions that may not be
possible experimentally. In order for a model neuron to perform as closely as a real neuron, it needs to be
constrained against all the available experimental data. The calibration of the parameters in each compart-
ment requires a careful examination of the relevant literature, experimental evidence, as well as the intuition
of the experimenter. However the hand tuning of model parameters can be extremely tricky due to the
increased complexity of today’s compartmental neuron models. Consequently the choices of structural
model and the level of detail at which these models are constructed are critical considerations and because of
our limited knowledge of the system the predictive value of each model is also limited. Therefore, a
neuronal model is as good predictor as it was created to be. In this chapter we will address how a realistic
conductance-based compartmental model is constructed and what are the common restrictions that
prevent a model from reproducing the desired biological dynamics.

Key words Cable theory, Compartmental model, Morphology, Ion channels, Software, Active prop-
erties, Passive properties, Synapse, Optimisation, Neural network

1 Introduction

1.1 Equivalent

Circuits

Compartmental models are conductance-based models of neurons
composed of multiple spatial compartments, which can reproduce
the electrical behavior of the cell to a high level of accuracy. In order
to mimic the signal propagation properties of a real cell, the mor-
phology of a neuron is broken down to a set of cylinders, which are
connected to each other through axial resistances in a tree-like
structure as shown in Fig. 1. Each of these cylinders can have
different lengths and diameters, and different, but uniform, mem-
brane properties. The main assumption in the compartmental
approach is that every cylinder can be treated as an isopotential
element; the essentially continuous structure of a neuron can thus
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be approximated by a linked assemblage of such isopotential ele-
ments. This approach simplifies the mathematics while posing no
restriction on the membrane properties of each compartment or
the geometry that the model neuron can simulate. This seminal
equivalent cylinder model was introduced by Wilfrid Rall [1] and
was based on observations that Golgi-stained motor neurons in the
cat appeared to be consonant with the constraints required to
collapse the complex branched dendrites of a neuron into a single
equivalent cylinder. Such a model made it possible to develop
analytical expressions derived from cable theory and proved to be
sufficient to study the spread of signals in lengthy neurites.

In each neuronal compartment, the voltage across the cell
membrane Vm (Fig. 2) depends on both the passive properties of
the membrane (membrane capacitance Cm and input resistance
Rm), as well as on voltage-dependent currents (e.g., Gk in Fig. 2)
and external current input. Compartments are connected with each

Fig. 1 Creating morphologically detailed models of neurons. (a) Reconstructed morphologies can be acquired
from stained neurons. Creation of a model neuron starts with compartmentalization of the characterized
morphology to isopotential cylinders. (b) The cable model specifies the necessary cylindrical isopotential
compartments that will be implemented in the model. (c) Each cylindrical compartment is modeled by its
equivalent electrical circuit, which has passive properties. Figure adapted from [60]
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other in series through the axial resistances (Ra, Ra
0 in Fig. 2). The

axial resistance is used to model the movement of electrical charge
when there is a voltage differential across successive compartments.
The circuit is simple, consisting of a capacitor that simulates the
non-conducting bilipid cell membrane and a resistor as an analog of
the conducting ionic channels on the membrane. This simplifica-
tion of a passive membrane is adequate to reproduce the electrical
responses tested on real neurons. Despite some initial errors and
misinterpretations, models of passive neuronal cell membranes
were able to make predictions about the propagation of electric
currents in the neuron around the late 1950s [1–3].

The theoretical foundation of compartmental modeling is the
Cable Theory, which was originally developed to study the propa-
gation of signals in telegraphic cables [4]. The solution to the
problem of the electric current flow in and out of a cylindrical
core conductor was initially applied to study the electrical conduc-
tive properties of neuronal cells [5]. The formulation of the cable
theory enabled the creation of compartmental models of neurons.
Its basis lays on the creation of an electrical circuit that performs
equivalently as a cylindrical part of neuronal cell membrane.
According to cable theory, the spatial spread of electrical signals
over time is modeled with the following nonlinear differential
equation:

l2∂2V j

Ra∂x2
¼ Cm

∂V j

∂t
þ V j

Rm
þ I j: ð1Þ

In practice, neuronal simulators make use of a Taylor-series approx-
imation of this equation, which yields, for the case of the circuit
shown in Fig. 2:

Vm

Cm Rm

Em Ek

Gk

Vm Vm

Ra
Ra

Iinject

Fig. 2 The equivalent circuit of a compartment that is part of a neuronal cable.
The voltage across the membrane (Vm) depends on the combination of passive
membrane properties as well as on the mixture of ionic mechanisms that
populate the membrane surface. Synaptic input is modeled via an additional
synaptic current (Iinject). Figure adapted from [60]
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This modeling framework can be extended to include branched
dendritic tree structures. Cable theory, in general, provides a pow-
erful framework which allows for the accurate phenomenological
simulation of neural cells with very complex dendritic and axonal
processes. It is not uncommon to use thousands of compartments
to simulate extended and complex dendritic trees such as the Pur-
kinje cell [6]. In the following paragraphs, we discuss the practical
aspects of creating accurate neuronal models of neurons and
using them to simulate their electrophysiological behavior as
explained above.

2 Modeling Dendritic Morphology

Neurons vary widely in their morphological characteristics from
region to region, and this variability is believed to affect the proces-
sing of incoming synaptic signals [7]. Consequently, in order to
create neuron models that closely resemble a real neuron one must
assume or use an actual neuronal morphology. The use of anato-
mically correct morphological reconstructions of the desired cell
type is significant for the later steps of constraining the passive
properties of the model. Errors in reconstructions, e.g., in diame-
ter, can propagate to deviations in estimated cell capacitance, pas-
sive membrane resistance and passive axial resistance compared to
the true parameter values of the real neuron.

Seminal modeling work by Rall [1] was based in part on obser-
vations of Golgi-stained neurons using light microscopy. The rapid
Golgi technique allows the full staining of individual neurons in
fixed tissue. However, it is not recommended for neural modeling
because of the unavailability of physiological data from the stained
neurons. Radioactive or fluorescent tracers have also been used [8,
9], but were limited in the sense that they revealed only parts of the
dendritic tree that was needed, e.g., for dendritic localization dur-
ing recordings. The use of light microscopy is limited by the wave-
length of the light. In typical conditions a thin line ~0.1 μm will be
imaged as a 0.3 μm (limit), leading to errors in the subsequent
modeling. Additionally, profiles that expand vertically (towards the
imaging axis) can be missed altogether. Advanced optical techni-
ques like laser scanning microscopy [10] or confocal microscopy
[11] permit reliable reconstruction of neuronal structures.
Although the resolution of confocal microscopy is about 1.4
times higher than a light microscope [12], tracing the whole
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neuron at high resolution (e.g., for fine dendrites) requires to
extend over hundreds or thousands of confocal stacks. Today the
standard for creating 3-dimensional reconstructions of real cells is
biocytin labeling by diffusion via the whole-cell pipette. This tech-
nique allows for simultaneous recording and provides a higher
contrast than most available dyes and an overall durable staining
[13]. The reconstruction for light or confocal microscopy is usually
performed automatically by specialized software such as Neurolu-
cida, which creates a 3d morphology representation in an auto-
mated way. To convert Neurolucida files to morphology file
formats used by compartmental simulators the CVapp is recom-
mended, available from the www.neuromorpho.org database of
neuronal morphologies.

As mentioned before, when creating a realistic compartmental
model one needs to create a structure of connected cylindrical
compartments that morphologically matches the real cell. How-
ever, in practice, the construction of compartmental models
requires simplifications of the original morphology which are
employed in order to make simulations faster by reducing the
number of equivalent cylinders that need to be simulated. Because
each compartment is regarded, by definition, as an isopotential
element, its dimensions must be chosen to minimize the computa-
tional error introduced by this assumption. Consequently the
length of each compartment must be chosen to be a fraction of
the characteristic length (λ), thus ensuring that the signal decay
within a compartment can be negligible. Failure to implementing a
detailed morphology correctly can seriously limit the number of
phenomena that the model can reproduce, or lead to wrong con-
clusions. Dendritic spike initiation or dendritic synaptic integra-
tion, for example, cannot be simulated in very simple
morphological models.

On the other hand, modeling the complete morphology of the
neuron is computationally intensive, as the simulation time
increases with the number of compartments. It is thus sometimes
useful to find the simplest possible form of a model that performs
well phenomenologically. A reduced morphology, retaining the
characteristics needed for the model to reproduce the experimental
data, reduces the number of model parameters that need to be
defined and validated while also increasing computation speed.
Reducing a number of passive dendritic trees to an equivalent
passive cable is straightforward [14, 15], but not always possible
for active dendrites. This is due to the different local impedance of
the reduced dendrite. Other simplifications can be made in active
models, e.g., collapsing the detailed morphology of spines on the
compartment they are attached to. A morphologically reduced
model can be used just to reproduce the complex phenotype of a
real neuron [16] rather than recreating a detailed model neuron in
silico where there is the need for all the variables to be directly
related to experimentally measurable quantities.
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3 Modeling Passive Cable Properties

Modeling a membrane patch that contains only passive ionic con-
ductance is a simplistic, but fundamental way of understanding
active membranes. Passive channels do not change their permeabil-
ity to ions in response to changes in the membrane potential, thus
resulting in a linear or sublinear response of the membrane to
incoming synaptic stimuli. Passive neuron models can be used as
an electrical skeleton for the active conductances to be added later.
Additionally, they can be used to reconstruct synaptic currents or
conductances that had been filtered along the neuronal tree,
because neuronal morphology acts as a low-pass filter. Finally, a
passive neuronal model can be used as a simple model lacking the
complicated construction and validation of the active ones. The
modeling of passive channels can also be used to simulate experi-
mental findings as in [17]. Each channel has selective permeability
to some ions. The total current density flowing in a neurite through
a channel is the sum of the contributions from the individual ions.

To construct a model of a neuron, it is necessary first to
characterize its passive electrical properties. This may not always
be possible, due to lack of experimental data or due to, e.g.,
accumulation of variability or errors. Additionally, it is not easy to
isolate the effect of passive conductances, because under normal
conditions the active conductances dominate over the passive ones.
Due to these limitations, there is a margin for error in estimating
the model’s passive constants.

Passive membrane capacitance per unit area (Cm), passive mem-
brane resistance per unit area (Rm), and passive membrane cyto-
plasmic resistivity (Ri) are frequently referred to as the specific
passive parameters. Passive membrane capacitance per unit area is
unlikely to vary much along the neuron. However passive mem-
brane resistance and its reciprocal Ri are more likely to change
along the length of a neuron. Estimating the specific passive param-
eter constants (Rm,Ri, Cm) is considered as the “inverse estimation
problem” [18] and, along with the morphology, determines the
electrotonic properties of the neuron. Generally, the assumption
that these constants are uniform along the compartments can be
made, reducing the values that need to be fitted to just three. To
obtain the correct values of passive parameters one needs to initially
infer the above constants and then optimize them to fit electro-
physiological recordings. In order to exclude the effect of active,
voltage-gated conductances, it is typical to block them using phar-
macological agents. Ideally one would optimize recordings to get a
linear (passive) response [19]. It is considered best practice to
reduce the complexity of the morphology to obtain good estimates
of the unknowns that can be refined later [18].
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A safe method for constraining a passive model is to first
acquire electrophysiological recordings from a single neuron (pref-
erably the same neuron whose morphology is used). Initially one
can measure neuron responses to long pulses of current injected at
the soma. Pulses of both polarities and in different holding voltages
around the resting membrane potential are preferred [20, 21].
After checks for nonlinear responses like rectifying currents, sag
(membrane undershoot), and creep (membrane overshoot), fol-
lowing with pharmacological blocking if observed, one can record
again from different points of the neuron and repeat the checks for
linear scale as before. The fitting of the model to the above record-
ings can be achieved either manually tweaking the specific passive
parameter constants or utilizing an automated method in conjunc-
tion with a direct comparison error function like least-squares
fitting. (The different error functions and optimizing methods are
discussed later in the text.) Other passive properties of the cell, such
as its input resistance, should also be reproduced by the model
neuron. This would reflect the direct relation of the model passive
constants with the real neuron, as a result of the careful calibration.
It is possible to use direct voltage recordings, as opposed to voltage
clamp to estimate the passive parameters of the membrane. This
approach has the advantage that it eliminates any additional noise
introduced by the voltage-clamp amplifier and the need to com-
pensate for the series resistance. Tight-seal whole-cell recordings
using patch-clamp pipettes can be used to assess the membrane
time constant directly from a passive response [19].

4 Modeling Active Membrane Mechanisms

Even if basic assumptions can be extracted from a well-constrained,
morphologically detailed passive model, the electrophysiological
behavior of real neurons is dominated by active conductances.
The active channels which are found in different concentration
gradients across the surface of neuronal cells and their dendritic
arbors underlie all sorts of nonlinear phenomena which render
neurons powerful computational devices. In the equivalent cylinder
of Fig. 2, active channels are modeled by a battery (reversal poten-
tial Ek) in series with a variable conductance (maximal conductance
gk). These channels can open and close in response to membrane
potential changes or in response to specific chemical
neurotransmitters.

Completing a passive model by adding active mechanisms gives
the modeler great flexibility. The resulting detailed model after
validation constitutes the respective in silico model of a real neuron.
This can be used along with real neurons to confirm or reject
conceptual hypotheses about the complex interplay of
membrane conductances, synaptic mechanisms, and morphology.
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More importantly, the model can also be used to perform novel
experiments entirely in silico, due to the advantage that all variables
are visible and can be controlled directly.

Realistic neuronal models used to study the integration of
synaptic input ought to incorporate a complete dendritic morphol-
ogy and all voltage- and ligand-gated channels. For example, [22]
simulated a Prefrontal Cortex cell model which contains 13 differ-
ent distributed ionic mechanisms representing different types of
Naþ and Kþ channels, voltage-gated Ca2þ channels, hyperpolariz-
ing Ca2þ-dependent Kþ channels, etc. These conductances are not
uniformly present in all compartments of a neuron. It is important
to carefully calibrate the values of these channels within physiologi-
cal limits and to ascertain their distribution based on detailed
studies. This can be a daunting task for the modeler, as a lot of
this information is either missing or not available for all different
neuronal types.

If the model contains channels that are controlled by specific
ions, the simulation of ionic concentrations inside the cell is also
crucial. For example the intracellular calcium concentration con-
trols the activation of certain Ca2þ-activated Kþ channels and is
crucial for the initiation of phenomena believed to underlie synaptic
plasticity. Usually four processes that affect intracellular calcium
concentration are modeled: (a) the entry of Ca2þ via various ionic
channels, Ica, (b) the diffusion of calcium throughout the cell, (c)
the action of intracellular calcium-binding proteins (buffers), and
(d) the efflux of Ca2þ via membrane-bound pumps. Intracellular
calcium concentration can be modeled in a phenomenological way
[23]. Thus the model will contain fewer parameters than a biophys-
ical model and be much easier to constrain. If such a model is not
enough to model the dynamics of the system, an ad hoc model can
be used [24].

The spatial distribution of conductances is of great importance
for accurate model generation. For example, the distribution of the
A-type, D-type, and M-type potassium channels can change as a
function of the distance from the soma [25]. However obtaining
the conductance gradients for all the membrane mechanisms is not
feasible so the modeler is assuming uniform distribution or can
experiment with different gradients and how they fit to experimen-
tal data.

The first step in constructing an active model using a strongly
calibrated passive model is the review of the relevant literature for
reported values of each current in order to establish upper and
lower bounds for the maximum conductance of each active mem-
brane mechanism of the specific neuron type. Scouting the experi-
mental literature for biophysical property values can often be an
arduous task. Physiological parameters show great variability
between experiments, different animals, and different brain regions
and depend on experimental manipulations. Reviews of
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experimental literature regarding specific mechanisms are often
invaluable and sometimes a direct experience with the neuron can
be vital for the modeler. An ideal model should integrate data from
the same neuron type, region, animal, and age. However, it is
proven unfeasible to obtain all the data in a single recording, or
wait for data to become available. In such a case one needs to
improvise integrating data from the most closely related animal
species and/or neuron types. In the opposite case, where a multi-
tude of data is available, experimentation is advised too. For exam-
ple channel current kinetics fitted over a single experiment instead
over the mean of recordings might give better results due to the
voltage-dependent activation and inactivation that is presumably
lost in averaged responses [6]. It is only very recently that attempts
have been made to systematically catalogue the biophysical proper-
ties en masse. The online database NeuroElectro (neuroelectro.org)
attempts to extract electrophysiological property values from the
literature for all the neuronal types and catalogue them in a cen-
tralized database. This provides an invaluable tool that allows the
visualization of such properties and the comparison between differ-
ent types of cells.

Often, the complexity resulting from a morphologically and
biophysically detailed model can be relaxed at some points in order
for the simulation to be computationally efficient. Synaptic contacts
that have the same isopotential postsynaptic target and the same
presynaptic model neuron can be combined to a single synapse with
greater weight for efficiency. It is also considered best practice to
include the axon hillock in the model, as the action potentials are
initiated there, especially if the modeler wants to reproduce back-
propagating action potentials [26]. Although a detailed approach
would require to explicitly model the spines that cover the majority
of dendrites, one can add two extra compartments (to simulate the
spine and its neck) at every synapse, if just the Ca2þ concentration is
of interest. The rest of the spines can be collapsed to the compart-
ment they are attached to for computational efficiency.

Parameterizing (e.g., standardizing channel kinetics by scaling
due to different experimental temperatures) by validating against
experimental data and subsequently testing the model is an essential
but not always simple task. Accumulated electrophysiological data
can be divided into two datasets, one used to constrain the model
and one used to test it. The behaviors of the model that need to be
reproduced must be defined and quantified. If an automatic param-
eter search method is to be used for the validation process, one
should formalize the desirable behavior by an error function. Gen-
erally, the error function must be estimated after the tuning. In
such a way the validation will not change, but useful insights about
the importance of different parameters and model robustness can
be obtained.
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5 Synaptic Mechanisms

Simulating chemical synaptic input is an essential component of
biophysically realistic modeling. A great advantage of compartmen-
tal modeling is that it allows the uneven distribution of different
synaptic mechanisms in the dendritic tree. The spatiotemporal
arrangement of synaptic inputs can lead to different modes of
synaptic integration, which greatly affect the output of the cell
[27–29]. Thus, it is important for the synaptic stimulation proto-
cols used in compartmental simulations to be realistic, and to
correspond to patterns of activity that are possible to exist in the
brain, both for excitatory and inhibitory synapses.

Most excitatory connections in the cortex terminate on small
protrusions, called spines, which serve to compartmentalize chem-
ical synapses, and can also affect the local voltage response of the
dendrites. While most compartmental models do not model the
spine structure for reasons of computational efficiency, some mod-
els have explicitly studied the excitability properties of dendritic
spines, simulating spines with a series of compartments [30, 31].
Both AMPAα-Amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic
acid (AMPA) (α-Amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic
acid) and NMDA (N-methyl-D-aspartate) excitatory receptor
dynamics are usually modeled, as well as GABA (Gamma-
Aminobutyric acid) receptor dynamics. In order to model realistic
synaptic responses, voltage-clamp recordings (EPSCs and IPSCs)
are required. Of particular importance are the recorded miniature
EPSCs and IPSCs (mEPSCs and mIPSCs respectively), which pro-
vide the minimal, quantal current generated, presumably by the
release of a single vesicle from the presynaptic terminal.

Multiple approaches can be taken to model the postsynaptic
response at chemical synapses. It is possible to create detailed
kinetic models of receptors, which account for all possible states
of the receptor using probabilistic Markov models of ion channels.
These models can be used to study the synaptic response in greater
detail. For example, a kinetic model of the NMDA receptor has
been used in [32] to study the effects of Mg2þ blockade kinetics in
synaptic plasticity [33]. In practice however, this method is slow
and is often replaced by simpler and computationally more efficient
models. The temporal profile of synapse activation can be modeled
by simple alpha functions or double exponentials. A more realistic
method for modeling synaptic transmission uses analytical solu-
tions to derive a model that accounts for summation and saturating
responses and is also computationally efficient [32]. By tuning the
parameters of this model, it is possible to simulate the action of
both excitatory and inhibitory receptors.

Although synaptic excitation is modeled with some degree of
detail, axonal synaptic transmission is usually not explicitly
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modeled. Instead, axons are considered as simple delay lines, and
action potentials are modeled as unitary events. Thus, presynaptic
processes are usually not modeled explicitly, and a common
assumption is that the activation of each synapse saturates the
postsynaptic receptor density.

6 Model Calibration/Optimization

In order for a model neuron to perform as closely as possible to a
real neuron, it needs to be constrained against all the available
experimental data for the specific neuron type. The calibration of
all parameters in each compartment requires a careful examination
of the relevant literature, experimental evidence, as well as the
intuition of the experimenter. The concentrations of ionic mechan-
isms across the neuronal membrane as well as their maximum
conductance values need to be calibrated in order to reproduce
electrophysiological behavior that is similar to the one obtained
from recordings, including local nonlinear phenomena, such as
dendritic spikes. Due to the lack of data about many types of
neurons, the density of ionic currents is often left as a free parameter
in the model.

In order to constrain compartmental models, usually the volt-
age responses of the cell to in vitro current stimulation with varying
simple currents are used. This is often a manual and iterative process
which depends on the intuition and experience of the modeler and
can be time-consuming. Kinetic models of active conductances are
usually modeled using the Hodgkin and Huxley formulation. In
order to constrain these models, whole-cell recordings are often
used, attempting to match the model response to the recorded
waveforms. An example of model fitting to experimental waveforms
is given in Destexhe et al. for the thalamic relay neuron [21].

On the other hand, it is possible to constrain compartmental
models using extracellularly recorded action potentials. Gold et al.
[34] used extracellular recordings from a CA1 cell in order to
constrain the parameters of a CA1 model. In order to do this, the
authors calculated the extracellular potential based on the ionic
currents on the neuronal membrane using the Line Source Approx-
imation algorithm [35]. The authors found that extracellular
potentials may be better suited to constrain compartmental models
that include nonuniform active conductance densities [34],
because the extracellular action potential waveform is more sensi-
tive to the composition of active ionic conductances.

6.1 Automated

Model Optimization

As the application of new experimental techniques is generating a
continuously growing ensemble of experimentally measured prop-
erties for multiple neuronal types, and computational models are
becoming increasingly detailed, there is growing demand to create
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computational methods that automatically constrain the large
number of free model parameters by using the abundant computa-
tional power that is available nowadays. This is an exciting research
area in computational neuroscience, which aims to lead to the
automated neuronal model construction. Such Optimization Algo-
rithms provide a way of exploring in an efficient way the vast
parameter space of the compartmental model, in order to discover
the set of parameters that create a response of the model that
matches the experimentally measured response. Typically, the con-
struction of these tuning algorithms can be subdivided into two
independent stages: identification of the error function and selec-
tion of the optimization algorithm to be used. The error function
(or fitness/cost function) quantifies the comparison of the model
output with the experimental data. To this end the error function
must be chosen to (a) reflect the properties of the data that the
model has to reproduce, (b) be relatively fast to calculate, and (c)
have a solution space as smooth as possible. Such functions can be
feature based [36] (Fig. 3) or direct comparisons of electrophysio-
logical traces, each with advantages and drawbacks [37]. Although
the error function heavily influences the speed of convergence and
parameter set (solution) chosen, the choice of optimization algo-
rithm will determine the balance between the exploration and the
exploitation of the parameter space in a finite time. A brute force
method maximizes the exploration, a gradient descend method
exploits maximally the local gradient, whereas stochastic methods,
such as simulated annealing, and evolutionary algorithms combine
the two for a more balanced parameter search in a given time.
Generally, any error function can be used with any optimization
algorithm. Exceptions are the multi-objective problems [36] and
linear regression methods [38].

Brute force methods have been used to infer the unknown
spatial distributions of ionic channels and to search for regions of
the parameter space which are robust to disturbances [39]. Most
model optimization studies use some form of gradient descent to
identify the optimal parameters that optimize the performance of
the compartmental model with respect to electrophysiological
recordings from real neurons. In general, these methods attempt
to minimize the error between the simulation response and the
response of a real cell to the same stimulation protocol. The proto-
col usually utilized is the response of the neuron to short current
injections under specific conditions. However, the derivation of an
optimization method is not a trivial issue. First, due to intrinsic
noise, experimental data are characterized by large variability;
therefore, selecting a single voltage trace to use as the target for
optimization is not easy. Second, there is no commonly accepted
method for measuring the difference between simulated and
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Fig. 3 Fitting of model to experimental traces using a multi-objective optimization procedure. (a, d)
Convergence of summed errors for the accommodating behavior with each generation. In each generation,
300 sets of parameter values (values for maximal ion conductance) are evaluated simultaneously. The error
value for the set of parameters that yield the minimal error is plotted. The three lines show the same fitting
procedure repeated using different random initial conditions. Optimization was performed for two distinct
neuron types: an accommodating and a fast spiking. (b, e) Comparison between one of the experimental
responses (red/blue) and the model response (green trace) to the same input, using the best set of ion channel
conductances obtained at the 1000th generation (point denoted by red arrow in a). (c, f) Zoom into the region
marked by a black line in (b) and (e) respectively. Adapted from [36]
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experimental voltage traces. For example, small temporal shifts in
the timing of spikes would lead to high error values, because of the
small width and large height of the action potential. Therefore,
directly comparing the raw voltage traces between simulation and
experiment does not provide a good enough measure of optimality.
On the other hand, a number of action potential features can be
used for model fitting. These criteria are usually selected based on
the intuition of the experimenter and refer to values which are
known to vary between different neuronal populations. Such cri-
teria are the voltage height of the AP, its temporal width, the after-
hyperpolarization size and duration, the average firing frequency to
a depolarizing pulse, the degree of spike adaptation during the
pulse, etc. Each of these properties can be used as a measure of
discrepancy between simulation and experiment. Additionally, lin-
ear combinations of these measures can be used to define error
functions in order to optimize the model response.

Several computational tools have been developed for this pur-
pose [40–42]. These tools employ various algorithms to search
through the parameter space for the optimal configuration of vari-
ables that minimizes the error function. Search methods range
from brute force exploration, local random search and gradient
descent methods to stochastic methods such as simulated annealing
and evolutionary algorithms. Neurofitter [43] is such a tool that
implements a number of search methods in order to minimize an
arbitrary objective error function. It can be used in conjunction
with many neural simulators in order to implement the model
optimization.

Due to the difficulty of defining a single error function that
captures the differences between experiment and simulation in a
meaningful way, a more holistic approach is to use a multiple-
objective optimization (MOO) algorithm. This class of algorithms
attempts to minimize multiple error functions (objectives) simulta-
neously, instead of just optimizing with regard to a single function.
MOO algorithms attempt to find configurations that dominate
others, that is, yield equal or smaller error functions for all the
objectives. This allows modelers to utilize concurrently error func-
tions that would otherwise be conflicting. The end result is the
identification of the solutions which lie on the Pareto Front, a set of
solutions which identify the optimal trade-offs between different
objectives [36]. However, it is imperative to note that utilizing
MOO is not an automatic model creation panacea. Usually the
variability of the resulting parameters across similar models is
large [36, 44], whereas in models where the parameters were con-
strained in smaller batches (parameter peeling) the variability is
much smaller [45, 46].
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7 Modeling Networks of Neurons

In addition to building good models of individual neurons, linking
molecular and neuronal phenomena to the functional output of
brain circuits and to behavior requires detailed knowledge of the
dynamics of neuronal networks. Due to experimental constraints,
data necessary to create and parameterize these networks have yet
to achieve the same level of detail as single neuron models.

Small networks of neurons, particularly those observed in pre-
parations or in vivo, are attractive objects for modeling because all
the necessary experimental data of the component neurons that
form the network can be gathered easily and then described math-
ematically. In the case of missing data the modeler can adapt
accurate models from similar cells to match the observed responses.
As always, the compromises to detail must not affect the network
function under study. In some cases lack of important data like
conductance gradients of voltage-gated channels might force over-
simplifications on the morphology detail of the component neu-
rons also saving an unnecessary strain to the computational
resources and focusing the attention on circuit interactions. Since
the connectivity of the component neurons define the output of the
network, synaptic interactions must be modeled as previously men-
tioned (see above) and connectivity measurements must be
incorporated. Creating and calibrating the network consist only
half of the modeling work needed. Equally important is adequate
model testing against experimental data (preferably data not used
to parameterize the model network). This might not always be a
one-time process and the modeler might revert to parameterization
for further tuning, leading to a close interplay of modeling and
experiment. In addition, if a network is modeled in a more abstract
way to be used for insight of its role and the role of similar circuits,
one must test the simplifications and how they affect the model
performance and interpretation of experimental data in each case.

Following the above a model of a hippocampal network was
constructed to study the emerging gamma oscillations [47], a
model of an entire cortical column and its interaction with the
thalamus [48], microcircuits and larger networks of prefrontal
neurons to study the contribution of NMDAR and inhibitory
synaptic currents in the emergence of persistent firing observed
during working memory [22, 49, 50], as well as the network size
requirements (Fig. 4) to support persistent firing [51].

Advances in electrophysiological recordings and imaging are
expected to aid the development of more accurate network models
in the very near future. With the introduction of the Blue Brain
Project [52], the BRAIN Initiative [53], and the Human Brain
Project [54] creation of large-scale networks of compartmental
models is becoming feasible, for example reconstructing a large
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network of an entire cortical barrel column to unveil structure–-
function relationships by correlating dendritic morphology and
thalamocortical connectivity [55, 56].

8 Bringing It All Together

Computational neuroscience is an established field which has
provided numerous insights into the function of neurons and
their compartments, and in many cases has preceded and instructed

Fig. 4 Depolarizing plateau underlies persistent activity only in the presence of NMDA receptors. Distinct
differences in persistent firing of a microcircuit and a much larger network in response to a short stimulus. (a)
Persistent activity after stimulation at the proximal dendrites of the microcircuit. Note the generation of a
depolarizing somatic plateau potential. (b) Persistent activity after stimulation at the proximal dendrites of a
large-scale network while blocking NMDA receptors and increasing the latency of excitatory synaptic
transmission to 40 � 10 ms. Note the absence of the depolarizing plateau potential. (c) Persistent activity
fails to emerge in the microcircuit when NMDA receptors are blocked and the latency of excitatory synaptic
transmission is increased to 40 � 10 ms, as in (b). (d) Persistent activity fails to emerge in the large-scale
network when NMDA receptors are blocked and the latency of excitatory synaptic transmission is reduced to
1.7 � 0.9 ms. (e) Average net AMPA current a pyramidal neuron receives from all other pyramidal neurons in
the large-scale network in the trials that led to persistent activity. (f) Average net AMPA current (black trace)
and the net NMDA current (red trace) a pyramidal neuron receives from all other pyramidal neurons in the
microcircuit in the trials that led to persistent activity. Bar indicates stimulus presentation. Adapted from [51]
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experimental research [57–59]. An accurate compartmental model
for a neuron can be an invaluable tool for studying the behavior of a
particular cell type. The advantage of compartmental simulations is
that they give to the experimenter the ability to manipulate all the
properties of the cell. This allows the exploration of neuronal
behavior in cohorts that are not yet accessible to experimental
investigations. Hopefully, the increase in computational resources
available to the modeler will enable detailed models of single neu-
rons and neuronal networks to evolve further, even correspond to
larger brain areas, rendering possible behavioral hypotheses testing,
prediction of brain disorders, and development of appropriate
treatments.
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